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1.1 General Introduction 

Over the last two decades a new type of medium, the Web search engine, has established itself as an 

essential intermediary of the public networked information environment. The World Wide Web, its 

sheer abundance of available material and its inherent lack of organization, created the need for this 

new kind of service, which provides an ordered index to what is available, in terms of its usefulness, 

quality, and attractiveness for different users. Internet users have flocked to search media, thereby 

turning them into a locus of online marketing activities as well as important platforms to reach an 

audience for information providers. 

In other words, search media can be seen as primary contributors to the ‘opening up’ of the Web, 

understood as the process of connecting information and ideas online to their societal use. Not 

surprisingly, the centrality of search engines for the Web and the effectiveness of search engines in this 

process of opening up information and ideas online, have spurred public debate, litigation and 

regulatory activity with regard to the proper legal limitations on the provision of search engine services.  

China’s interference with Google is probably the most popular example of a government’s interference 

with the deployment of search engine technology on the Internet. To be able to run its search engine 

service in China, google.cn has had to obtain a license and censor its search results to prevent 

references to a variety of topics, including sensitive political speech. The severe limitation on search 

services in China is not restricted to Google and is part of a much broader, sophisticated repressive 

Internet policy. 

China, however, is not the only country where search engine operations are the subject of government 

pressure or legal restrictions that impact their ability to open up the Web more generally. This happens 

in constitutional democracies as well. Search engines in Germany, for instance, block results categorized 

by public authorities as hate speech, such as the right extremist web forum stormfront.org.1 All over the 

world, including in the United States and Europe, search engines have been ordered and incentivized to 

remove references to illegal or unlawful content. Sometimes, search engines have had to prevent 

certain searches from taking place, for instance in Argentina for the search query [Maradonna].2 Some 

specialized search engines have been judged to be illegal altogether, for instance the Dutch search 

engine Zoekmp3, which specialized in finding mp3 music files published on websites.3 And perhaps most 

strikingly, there are legal developments in Spain where a court, at the request of a public data 

protection authority, is considering ordering the removal of lawful information from Google, including 

newspaper articles and official public documents, due to their alleged impact on the privacy of 

individuals.4 

Inevitably, a study about search engines is, also, a study about Google, culturally and commercially the 

most successful general purpose search engine in the United States, Europe and most other parts of the 

                                                           
1
 See Section 9.2.1. 

2
 See Soghoian & Valle 2008. See also Van Hoboken 2009c. 

3
 Gerechtshof [Court of Appeals] Amsterdam, 15 June 2006 (Zoekmp3.nl). See also Section 9.4.2. 

4
 See Halliday 2011b. 
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world. The dominance of Google, and the consolidation of the market for general purpose search 

engines, has led to a new set of regulatory concerns related to search engine governance. It has been 

remarked that by operating its service, Google helps to establish the winners and losers in the 

networked information environment. In doing so, it could harm the fundamental communicative 

interests of certain end-users and information providers. In view of those interests and the political, 

cultural and economic power that a search engine like Google has, it is argued that legal restrictions on 

operating its service may be warranted.5 For example, some commentators argue in favor of treating 

dominant search engines as essential facilities or common carriers. This treatment would aim to bring 

search engine governance back in line with the communicative interests of information providers and 

end-users. 

Information providers on the Web continue to try to hold Google legally responsible for damages as a 

result of lowered rankings. Interest groups as well as public authorities continue to complain about the 

lack of responsibility on the part of search engines to deal with questionable and harmful content, such 

as the anti-semitic website Jewwatch.com. And at the time of writing – and only 13 years after its launch 

– Google is caught up in a number of lengthy anti-trust investigations related to its core product: i.e. 

search. Many have started to compare these investigations with the start of similar battles of antitrust 

authorities against Microsoft or AT&T. Notably, some of the complaints which have led to the 

investigation go to the core of the search engine’s operations, namely Google’s decisions about the 

selection and ranking of relevant search results for end-users’ queries. 

1.2 Search engine governance and freedom of expression 

In each of the cases referred to above, search engine operators are or could be limited in their freedom 

to provide a service that makes online information more readily accessible to Internet users. China’s 

Internet information policy is clearly problematic from a constitutional democratic perspective and is an 

interference with the right to freedom of expression. But how far can constitutional democracies go, 

when restricting search engines operations? Or more specifically, to what extend could search engines 

claim protection under the right to freedom of expression in cases of government regulation or with 

respect to the application of existing law. 

Clearly search engines deserve credit for their contribution to the accessibility to information and ideas 

online. In Europe, the well-known ‘Paperboy’ ruling by the German Bundesgerichtshof contains one of 

the clearest references to the value of search media for end-users. The court stated the following: 

“Without the use of search services and their application of hyperlinks (exactly in the form of 

deep links) the sensible use of the vast abundance of information on the World Wide Web would 

be practically impossible.”
6
 

                                                           
5
 See e.g. Pasquale 2010a. 

6
 Ohne die Inanspruchnahme von Suchdiensten und deren Einsatz von Hyperlinks (gerade in der Form von Deep-Links) wäre die 

sinnvolle Nutzung de unübersehbaren Informationsfülle im World Wide Web praktisch ausgeslossen.” (Translation by the 

author), BGH [German High Court] 17 July 2003, I ZR 259/00 (Paperboy), § 54. 
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Here the German Supreme Court clearly recognizes that the availability of search engine services and 

their use of hyperlink technology, which was the actual point of litigation, help to establish the value of 

the World Wide Web as a source of information in society. Although in its argumentation the court does 

not explicitly refer to freedom of expression, its reference to the ‘sensible use’ of an information 

medium implicitly points to values underlying it.7 Surely the services that help to make the Web into a 

valuable source of information must be a positive thing from the perspective of freedom of expression? 

This would imply that legal restrictions on their operations should be assessed carefully. 

Unfortunately, a proper assessment of the proportionality of a possible interference with the right to 

freedom of expression will not always take place. The examples of search engine case law mentioned 

above show each in their own way the potential significance of freedom of expression for the legal 

position of search engines. What they also tend to have in common is the vague manner in which the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression are qualified. In the Dutch Zoekmp3 case, for instance, 

the Amsterdam Court of Appeals, after concluding that the provider was acting unlawfully, did 

acknowledge that the prohibition of Zoekmp3 constituted an interference with article 10 ECHR. 

However, it did not explain in what manner a search engine is protected by article 10 ECHR. Neither did 

it elaborate on the interference’s justification, which could at least be questioned. The same music files 

not only remained available for end-users regardless of the availability of the Zoekpm3 search engine, 

but many could also be easily found with the intelligent use of other, general purpose search engines. 

European legislatures have yet to properly respond to search engines as a new phenomenon. As will be 

discussed in this thesis, legislative action could for instance be directed at facilitating legal certainty and 

the space for search engines to operate their service and provide the value for Internet users mentioned 

above. In comparison with the United States, such legal space for search services to operate, from the 

perspective of their positive contributions to the free flow of information on the Internet, has not been 

firmly rooted in legislation. 

All the examples of case law above involve the application of generally applicable legal provisions 

related to the lawfulness of the publication and dissemination of information and ideas or the operation 

of businesses more generally. In academia, there is a growing body of work about the law, as it relates 

to the operations of search engines, but the freedom of expression perspective on search engine 

governance is still far from understood. Considering the ever growing cultural, political and economic 

importance of the Internet and the World Wide Web in our societies, and the societal interests involved 

in the availability of effective search tools, this state of affairs by itself justifies further research. Web 

search is one of the most intensively used types of services online. Without effective search tools, the 

Internet would hardly be the valuable source of information it is today. Any speaker on the Internet 

relies on the help of search intermediaries to reach an audience. This implies that the way that search 

engines function determines to a large extent whether we effectively enjoy our freedom to receive and 

impart information and ideas on the Web. Thus, if any principle should be high up on the legal and 

regulatory agenda as it relates to search engine governance, freedom of expression is a good candidate. 
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1.3 General research question and scope of the study 

This thesis will try to bring clarification to the question of freedom of expression as it relates to search 

engines. It will do so by looking at the search engine medium as it emerged in the networked 

information environment and will address the regulatory debate about search engine governance from 

the perspective of freedom of expression. More specifically, this thesis’ aim is to conceptualize the role 

of search engines in the public networked information environment, the proper boundaries for 

government involvement following from the right to freedom of expression and the instruments that 

have been or could be used by the state to promote the right to freedom of expression in the context of 

search. 

As mentioned before, freedom of expression has scarcely been addressed in the context of search 

engines, while it is clear that the legal governance of web search engines has an impact on the right to 

freedom of expression, as well as on the effective exercise of this right by online speakers and end-

users. The still open question of how the right to freedom of expression applies to the search engine 

context clearly needs to be addressed in the legal debate about search engine governance. 

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to develop an understanding of how freedom of expression doctrine, 

as well as media and communications law and policy more generally, can successfully incorporate search 

media. Freedom of expression as a fundamental right, but also as a fundamental legal and normative 

principle, has been a leading theoretical concept shaping the relationship between legislators and media 

and telecommunications in constitutional democracies. Press freedom may be the clearest example of 

this. Freedom of expression limits a government’s ability to proscribe certain information flows. It also 

informs the possible necessity, permissibility, or feasibility of government and legal action aimed at 

realizing freedom of expression in our societies. 

In view of the foregoing, the general research question of this thesis can be formulated as follows: 

What are the implications of the right to freedom of expression for search engine governance 

and government involvement with regards to search? 

Of course there is much that is not the subject of this study. First of all, this is a work of legal scholarship 

in the field of information law. While the typical architecture and operations of search engines will be 

explained in Chapter 3, this thesis will not go into the technical details of search engines as an objective 

in itself. Search media are technically and operationally complex, and they are an active field of study in 

computer and information science, as well as in micro-economics. The results from these fields inform 

this thesis but are not within the scope of analysis. The same applies for the structure of the search 

engine market, i.e. the economics of search engines more generally. The business models of search 

engines, as well as the market developments in the search engine industry, have legal and policy 

relevance, but a detailed study of the economics of the search engine market is beyond the scope of this 

research. An overview of market developments will be part of this thesis, but this overview is meant to 

provide context rather than scientific substance. 
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This research is legal and encompasses theoretical, conceptual and explorative analyses. In line with the 

research question, the emphasis is placed on the formulation of a freedom of expression theory for the 

Web search medium, the ensuing legal relations between national governments and search media 

providers on the one hand, and the relations between search media, end-users and information 

providers on the other hand. Because of the current state of affairs of search engine law, such an 

endeavor inevitably has a conceptual and explorative character. There is no coherent body of search 

engine law in Europe,8 and neither will this thesis propose a general regulatory and legal framework in 

that direction. The legal status of search engines is quite generally unclear and case law at the higher 

Court levels remains rare or absent. 

The fundamental right to freedom of expression is at the center of this study. This fundamental right is 

laid down in different fashions as a fundamental and constitutional right in international conventions 

and national constitutions. The legal perspective of this thesis is situated in the triangle of European 

media and communications law, the European fundamental rights framework of the European 

Convention of Human Rights, Article 10 ECHR in particular, and the legal developments in various 

Member States. Notably, these national legal developments will not be addressed in great detail and will 

mostly serve as examples. 

An important restriction on the scope of this study is related to the ways in which search engine 

operations can be considered relevant from the perspective of copyright law and trademark law. Search 

engines may use or relate to third party content in ways restricted by copyright law. For instance, to 

provide their service search engines obviously have to copy large amounts of copyright protected works 

and store them in their index. This raises interesting questions about the implications of a conflict 

between the fundamental right to freedom of expression and the application of copyright law to search 

media, but these questions will not be addressed. There is a steady stream of case law about trademark 

infringement in search engine advertising in Europe as well as the United States, but the question 

whether search engines themselves may infringe trademarks with the selection and publication of their 

search results and advertisements will not be discussed. Competition law and patent law, which are 

arguably important areas of law for the governance of search engines and competition in the search 

engine market, are also excluded from the analysis. 

Notably, the legal issues arising from trademark and copyright infringements in search results and 

underlying websites will be included in the analysis to the extent these issues result in a question of 

third party or indirect liability of search engines for third party content and communications. A large part 

of the available case law about the legal responsibility of search engine providers relates to this 

question, which does not require a detailed analysis of copyright law in the context of search engines. 

This thesis makes a contribution to the legal and regulatory debate about search engines from a 

European perspective, while mostly focusing on the legal framework at the European level. To add a 

comparative element to this study and reflect on the European framework, United States First 

Amendment doctrine and relevant elements of United States law relating to search engine governance 
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will be discussed . There are several reasons for including United States law as a comparative element in 

this study about search engine governance and freedom of expression. First, United States law has 

strongly influenced global practices in the context of the Internet. Second, the richness of First 

Amendment doctrine can help to explore the possible implications of the right to freedom of expression 

for the governance of search media, while often allowing for interesting conceptual comparisons due to 

the existing differences in approach. Third, almost all major search engines are United States companies, 

which has resulted in the situation that law and policy, as related to search, is more developed in the 

United States than elsewhere. 

1.4 Structure and Methodology 

This thesis is divided into three distinct parts. The first part discusses the functioning, background, and 

context of the search engine medium, thereby providing a foundation for the later legal analysis. The 

second part will discuss the right to freedom of expression, its role in the legal governance of other 

important entities in the public information environment, and its general implications in the context of 

search engine media. The third part discusses a number of more specific regulatory issues related to 

search engine governance from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. 

The first part of the thesis provides the necessary understanding of Web search and its context for the 

later parts of this thesis. It is mostly descriptive and divided into two chapters. Chapter 2 provides an 

overview of the history of the search engine, its emergence in the networked information environment 

created by the World Wide Web in the early 1990s and the various developments in the market for 

online search media that have shaped the current offering of search media. Chapter 3 gives a definition 

of the search medium and explains, in basic terms, the functioning of a typical search engine and the 

different elements that make it work in practice. In addition, the position and function of the search 

engine medium in the public networked information environment will be discussed, as well as its 

functional relationship to information providers and end-users. 

The second part consists of five different chapters: a general chapter on freedom of expression (Chapter 

4), three chapters with an analysis of the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the 

context of other entities in the public information environment (Chapter 5, 6, and 7), and building on 

these analyses, a final chapter on the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the context of 

search (Chapter 8). 

Chapter 4 discusses the dominant rationales underlying the right to freedom of expression as well as the 

specific legal provisions that will be at the heart of the analysis in this thesis. These are the specific rights 

to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights and 

the United States First Amendment. The relevant elements from the legal doctrine related to these legal 

provisions will be discussed in this chapter as well. Specifically, it includes a discussion of the general 

scope and the possibility of limitations of these provisions. And it addresses the role of government 

under the right to freedom of expression, the difference between negative and positive obligations and  

the possibility of horizontal effect. 
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Chapters 5, 6, and 7 analyze the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of 

the press, Internet access and public libraries, respectively. The subject of these chapters is shortly 

denoted as press freedom, ISP freedom and library freedom. These three chapters will follow a similar 

structure and logic, while doing justice to the particular nature of these institutions. By studying the 

research question in these contexts and by focusing on the way in which the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression are related to the particularities and roles of these entities in the public 

information environment, these chapters lay the foundation to develop a similar theory of search engine 

freedom in Chapter 8. 

In each instance, the answers to the following questions will be addressed: In what ways and on what 

grounds are legal governance and government involvement with regard to these entities informed by 

the right to freedom of expression? What is the role of these entities in the public information 

environment and how has that role informed freedom of expression doctrine? What are typical actions 

or issues that have called for an evaluation of the proper role of government under the right to freedom 

of expression? And what is the position of information providers or speakers on the one hand and end-

users, listeners or readers on the other hand, if the entity is conceptualized as a speech intermediating 

institution? 

There are a variety of reasons for the selection of the press, Internet access and public libraries to build 

an understanding about the ways in which the right to freedom of expression should apply to the 

context of search media. Most importantly, by selecting the press on the one hand, and Internet access 

on the other hand, two classic regulatory models for media and communications providers are captured, 

namely the model focusing on the press as well as the model commonly denoted as common carrier.9 

Both these models are useful to conceptualize the role of search engines in the public information 

environment, since search engines may have to be placed somewhere on the axis between non-

discriminatory conduit and active and selective communicator. Since the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression is informed by the role of a certain entity, a study of these models will also help 

to clarify the way in which freedom of expression should apply in the search engine context. 

The analysis of library freedom is best justified by the comparable role that libraries play with regard to 

the world of information and ideas: to help their patrons to navigate and obtain access. The history of 

search engines is closely related to the library and early search engines and information retrieval were 

mostly developed in the context of library and information science. Of special interest is also the 

positive role of the state in the context of the public library in view of the ideals underlying the right to 

freedom of expression. 

The selection of the press, Internet access and public libraries implies that this thesis will not analyze the 

constitutional model of broadcasting. Clearly, the broadcasting model could have provided additional 

insight into freedom of expression doctrine as it applies to different entities in the public information 

environment. In particular, the dual role of government under the right to freedom of expression in the 
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broadcasting context, as possible infringer and as protector of the right to freedom of expression of the 

public would have been of interest. However, due to the need to limit the scope of analysis as well as a 

number of substantive reasons, broadcasting is not addressed in detail. The dual role, mentioned above, 

can also be found in the context of public libraries. And the public library is of additional interest due to 

the historical relation to the organization of information and ideas which is an important aspect of 

search engines. In addition, broadcasting does not play as an important role in the value chains in which 

search engines operate, compared to the (electronic) press and Internet access providers. 

Chapter 8 will address the general question of the implications of the right to freedom of expression for 

the legal governance of Web search engines. And it will further conceptualize the role of search engines 

in the public information environment from a normative perspective, which is one of the main questions 

addressed in this thesis. It will do so by building on the conclusions in Chapters 2 and 3, and by 

comparing the role of search engines with the role of the press, Internet access providers and public 

libraries. Subsequently, the main conclusions from Chapter 5, 6, and 7, about the way in which the role 

of a communications provider informs its protection under the right to freedom of expression is used to 

address the question about the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the context of 

search engine governance. More specifically, Chapter 8 addresses the question of the proper scope of 

protection under the right to freedom of expression of the search engine provider, the end-users and 

the information providers. For which decisions and actions should search engines be able to claim 

protection and on which grounds? How does the active and selective role of search media compare to 

the editorial control and freedom in other media and what could be considered the duties and 

responsibilities of search media, which are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression by 

Article 10 ECHR? And what role do information providers and end-users play in a theory of search 

engine freedom? 

The final part of this thesis (Part III) builds on the conclusions in Chapter 8, while focusing on a number 

of specific and important regulatory issues in the context of search engine governance. The issues 

addressed in these final chapters of the thesis have been selected because their proper resolution could 

contribute from a proper understanding of the right to freedom of expression in the context of search 

engines. In other words, the final part of the thesis demonstrates the value and relevance of a theory of 

search engine freedom for the debate about the legal governance of search engines more generally. In 

addition, the results and conclusions of Chapter 8 are used to discuss the extent to which the right to 

freedom of expression has been properly taken into account in legal and regulatory practice. 

Chapter 9 addresses regulatory issues related to the legal governance of ‘access’ in search media. More 

specifically, it focuses on the responsibility of search engines for opening up illegal and unlawful 

information and ideas and the proper implications of the right to freedom of expression in this context. 

In Europe in particular, the question of legal obligations for the removal of online material from search 

engines’ indexes and the existing self-regulatory frameworks that result in removal of references remain 

important topics at the European and Member State level. Chapter 9 will address the question of pro-

active actions and possible duties of care on search engines to police their index in detail, as well as the 

existing framework of third party liability of search engines in the networked information environment. 
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Chapter 10 addresses three specific regulatory issues related to search engine quality and the ranking 

and selection of search results. First, the fundamental regulatory notions of diversity and pluralism will 

be discussed. To what extent do the current offerings of search media, and of particularly dominant 

search engines especially, impact on diversity and pluralism? What would be the main concerns if 

addressing search engines from this perspective and what is needed if legislators or regulatory agencies 

were to move forward from this perspective, which is after all a fundamental concern for them on the 

basis of Article 10 ECHR? Second, the regulatory issues relating to the lack of transparency about the 

ranking and selection of search results will be discussed, in particular the regulatory backgrounds of the 

separation between sponsored and organic results in search engine result pages. The section will discuss 

the value for end-users and the underlying assumptions of the labeling of sponsored search results in 

detail and address the question of how this practice relates and contributes to transparency and search 

engine quality more generally. Third and finally, the issue of search engine user privacy and user data 

processing will be addressed, focusing specifically on the instrumental nature of privacy and data 

protection laws with regard to the intellectual freedom and autonomy of end-users.  

Chapter 11 provides a summary and brings together the main findings in this thesis. On this basis, it 

provides answers to the general research question and makes a number of recommendations with 

regard to the proper role of government with regard to search engine governance, the question of 

whether existing elements of the regulatory framework for search media can be improved as well as the 

question about directions for future legal and empirical research in this field. The research for this thesis 

was concluded in August 2011. After that only a small number of substantive additions and changes 

have been made. 
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PART I 
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Chapter 2: A Short History of Search Engines and Related Market Developments 
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2.1 The Internet, the Web and the rise of navigational media 

2.1.1. Early visions of navigation in digitized information environments 

The way in which digital computing would lead to a revolution in information and knowledge navigation 

was already being explored more than half a century ago, when computers were still a rarity and neither 

the Internet, nor the World Wide Web existed. Most famously, Vannevar Bush, in his article ‘As We May 

Think’, envisioned the ‘memex’, an electronic device in which individuals would store their books, 

records and communications on micro-film, and which would be consultable through a system of 

indexes and speedily navigation.10 The users of the memex would be able to tie different pieces of 

knowledge together and compose their own trails in the body of information available on the memex. 

These ties and trails would remain available for later consultation and use. 

Bush imagined this memex to help society overcome the limitations of the scientific organization of 

knowledge through the traditional indexing and storage of paper-bound information. His work was, and 

still is, part of the scientific literature relating to knowledge and libraries, a scientific field which was 

actively addressing the issue of how to organize the ever growing field of human knowledge through the 

use of new technologies. In the same field, but almost two decades later, Licklider continued this 

endeavor with a research project on the characteristics of the future library – to be precise, the library 

of 2000.11 Licklider, mentioning Vannevar Bush as his main external influence, started with the same 

assumption: knowledge was growing at a speed beyond society’s capacity to make use of it.12 The 

primary reasons for this growing discrepancy, he claimed, were the limitations of paper-bound 

knowledge from the perspective of the user’s need to retrieve relevant information. The only solution, 

according to Licklider’s team, would be a fusion of the computer and the library into what they would 

end up calling a ‘precognitive system’. Their work considered the feasibility of such a system on the one 

hand and the criteria it would have to fulfill on the other.13 For instance, they concluded that the system 

would have to make the body of knowledge available when and where needed, foster the improvement 

of its organization through its use and converse and negotiate with the user when he or she formulates 

requests. 

These early theoretical developments related to the use of digital technology to consult digital 

collections of information gave birth to the field of information retrieval, the science or field of 

information engineering relating to the search and retrieval of electronic materials and of the 

information within such materials.14 The scientific roots of current Web search engines lie in this field of 

information retrieval.15 But already more than 50 years ago, many seemingly obvious but fundamental 

improvements were conceptualized and tested for information retrieval more generally, that realized 
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the promise of the computer not only as a basic storage unit for information and also of making this 

information more easily accessible. In the 1950s, for instance, information scientists proposed the use of 

statistical text measures for the relevance of documents. Maron and Kuhns conceptualized the use of 

words as indexing units for documents and the measuring of word overlap, i.e. the similarity of the 

entered search query to the set of indexed words in available documents, as a criterion for retrieval 

relevance.16 These and related ideas caused a paradigm shift in thinking about the problem of 

information retrieval: relevance in information retrieval systems would no longer be a binary affair, 

meaning that a document was simply relevant or not, but would become a prediction of how valuable a 

document would be for a user of the system. This prediction would be based on an inference of the 

searcher’s input and the contents of the documents in the system.17 The field of information retrieval 

has made rapid progress ever since and has made a major contribution to the conceptualization and 

development of the later search engines for the Internet and the World Wide Web, which this study is 

focusing on.18 

The following section will shortly explore the historical societal context of search engines by looking at 

the issue of findability and the state of search technology from the start of the Internet to the current 

public networked information environment. Notably, a choice has been made to focus on the historical 

background of Web search engines from the perspective of end-users and to see them as the current 

end-product of the development of instruments for effective navigation and retrieval which evolved 

together with the expanding digital information environment. 

2.1.2 The Internet: connecting the nodes 

When the Internet, or to be more precise the ‘ARPANET’, was developed in the end of the 1960s,19 the 

network was more about computer resource sharing than about the sharing of knowledge and 

information. In that sense it was far from the visions of Bush and Licklider about the use of networked 

computing to create a memex or the future library. Notwithstanding this primary purpose of sharing 

computing resources, the issue of findability, i.e. users of the network being able to know what 

computer resources, documents or other users were available on or connected to the network, was an 

important one that had to be addressed. It was partly resolved by the funding through ARPA of a 

Network Information Center (NIC) at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI). The NIC was created by the 

SRI research group led by Douglas Engelbart, a pioneer in human computer interaction and networked 

computing. The NIC maintained several directories essential to the use of the network.20 

Because of their research into the opportunities of better handling of digital resources, Engelbart’s 

research group was an attractive candidate to fulfill the role as envisioned for the Network Information 

Center. Nonetheless, the NIC was not particularly successful in the task of overseeing the resources that 
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were available on the ARPANET. It proved hard to organize a reliable and complete directory of network 

resources and capabilities. 21 Ultimately, a lot of information about the network was shared informally or 

off the network. When the electronic mail protocol was introduced, the newsletter became an 

important new means of sharing resource information. The ARPANET News, for instance, had a special 

section featuring certain network resources.22 

The current Internet grew out of the ARPANET of the 1970s, but besides ARPANET, there were many 

other computer networks that offered similar possibilities, such as the global network based on the X25 

network standard that was widely deployed by the telecommunications industry in the 1980s. 

Ultimately, various standardization efforts, including the introduction and promotion of the TCP/IP 

standards in the 1980s, and the switchover of other networks to this defining Internet standard, helped 

to create the global network of networks, the Internet, that we know today.23  

Public access to the network remained limited until the beginning of the 1990s. Throughout the 1980s 

several private networks provided services to meet the popular demand that was shaped by the early 

personal computer revolution of that time. Dial-in networks such as CompuServe, AOL, and Prodigy, and 

a variety of smaller Bulletin Board Services (BBSs; accessible for computer users by calling in over regular 

phone lines), offered the possibility to access information and entertainment, post messages and play 

early network-based computer games. These BBSs were very popular in the beginning of the 1990s and 

many of the early legal issues related to the Internet involved BBSs.24 

Notably, the ARPANET was not a public resource; access to the network was restricted. This remained 

the case until the Internet became publicly accessible in the 1990s. Consequently, the resources that 

were available on the network were not part of the public information environment either. And those 

who had access to the network could, in principal, not freely access all the information on the net, 

unless they had (implied) permission to do so. Clearly, these features of the ARPANET had important 

implications for the state of findability on the network, as not all the material on the network was freely 

accessible to all the users, let alone potential directory and or search engine providers. This excerpt from 

set of guidelines about the use of ARPANET from the Defense Communications Agency (DCA) in an 

ARPANET Newsletter from 1981 shows the restrictions on the accessibility and further use of 

information on the ARPANET: 

"Files should not be FTPed by anyone unless they are files that have been announced as 

ARPANET-public or unless permission has been obtained from the owner.  Public files on the 

ARPANET are not to be considered public files outside of the ARPANET, and should not be 
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transferred, or their contents given or sold to the general public without permission of DCA or 

the ARPANET sponsors."25 

In addition, even though users of the early Internet of the 1970s and 80s may have been able to access 

material hosted elsewhere, before the introduction of browsers and the World Wide Web, it was 

relatively hard to find (unknown) content on the Internet. There were no search engines yet and files in 

remote locations were typically accessed by using the file transfer protocol (FTP) protocol. This protocol 

was designed to transfer files over the network and not to find them effectively. The DNS system, which 

added a human understandable address space to the numerical Internet address space did help Internet 

users to remember the locations of known organizations and hosts, but its value from the perspective of 

effective navigation online, particularly in view of the potential of information retrieval in digital 

information collections, was (and remains) limited.26 

As the amount of resources available on the network grew steadily, effective retrieval became more and 

more of an issue, and specialized services were developed to keep track of resources and provide 

network users means to find materials. The first Internet search engine, Archie, was the first service to 

provide a searchable index of the titles of files available on anonymous27 FTP servers on the network. It 

was developed by McGill University students in Montreal in 1990.28 

As mentioned above, the FTP protocol had its limitations due to its focus on transferring materials over 

the network. These limitations of the Internet around 1990, in terms of the organization of content on 

the network to allow for the effective retrieval of material and its effective dissemination more 

generally, spurred the development and implementation of systems of additional protocols relating to 

the publication and organization of information on the Internet.29 One of these sets of protocols was 

Gopher, which entailed a different way of organizing electronic materials on host sites on the network 

and ways of communicating with them from remote locations. The other and more famous one was the 

World Wide Web hypertext system, which will be discussed in the next section. 

The Gopher system, which was released in 1991, relied on directory-based hierarchies for the storage 

and retrieval of information on the Internet.30 In a Gopher environment, Internet users would be 

presented with directories of content available on the network much like they were used to in the 

typical text-based computer interfaces at the time.31 
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The Gopher system for the publication of information on the Internet is of special interest from the 

perspective of the history of search engines because it had search and the effective retrieval of material 

designed into the system. Gopher involved so-called structured directory formats, calling for the 

organizing of online material in tree-like hierarchies, and moreover its design included the possibility of 

special full-text search servers which would help users of the network locate documents in specific 

domains. A second early search engine, Veronica, developed in 1992 at the University of Reno, focused 

on this new Gopher protocol and provided a directory of the hierarchies of Gopher servers available on 

the Internet. Like Archie, Veronica was limited to titles and did not offer full-text search.32  

Notably, the specific focus on search and the organization of material on the network in the Gopher 

protocols was absent in the hypertext environment as introduced with the World Wide Web. Or maybe 

it is better to say it was deliberately left open. The World Wide Web, unlike Gopher, revolutionized the 

way in which the Internet was used as a public information environment. In combination with newly 

introduced browser technology, it marked a new phase in the use of the Internet for the sharing of 

information and ideas. And it also signified the real kick-off of the development of search engine 

services and technology. 

2.1.3 The World Wide Web: Browsers, hyperlinks and spiders 

The World Wide Web hypertext system was developed by Tim Berners-Lee and his colleagues at CERN 

(the European Organization for Nuclear Research), as a new way to organize information on the 

Internet. Building on existing ideas about hypertext and the memex vision of Vanevar Bush, the proposal 

for a World Wide Web in 1990 aimed to make online information more easily accessible in a universal 

format that would potentially link all online information together as a network of hypermedia nodes. As 

the first proposal for the World Wide Web stated: 

The current incompatibilities of the platforms and tools make it impossible to access existing 

information through a common interface, leading to waste of time, frustration and obsolete 

answers to simple data lookup. There is a potential large benefit from the integration of a variety 

of systems in a way which allows a user to follow links pointing from one piece of information to 

another one. This forming of a web of information nodes rather than a hierarchical tree or an 

ordered list is the basic concept behind HyperText.33 

In other words, the World Wide Web hypertext system offered network users the opportunity to 

organize online information themselves by linking it together, instead of relying on more rigid 

hierarchical tree-structures such as in the Gopher system. Any contributor to online information, when 

using the hypertext markup language (HTML), would be able to link to any other available hypertext 

online resource, thereby integrating the new material with the rest in a universal ‘web’ of online 

materials. Network users would access the online environment with ‘browsers’, which would interpret 

the hypertext world and allow users to navigate it by going from node to node across the hypertext 

structured material on the Web. The nodes were to be identified by Uniform Resource Locators (URL), 
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which were based on the Internet host name space (DNS) and which would provide for a World Wide 

Web address space.  

The World Wide Web hypertext system proved an enormous success and is generally seen as the 

application of the Internet that made it attractive to the masses.34 Developed and first implemented in 

the global community of high-energy physicists, its use grew very rapidly after the release of Mosaic, an 

early publicly-available graphical Web browser that had more advanced capabilities such as allowing 

images to be shown as part of a Web page. Soon after, other commercial browsers became available on 

the market, such as the commercial Mosaic release called Netscape. 

The organization of online information through a dynamic web of hyperlinked nodes, instead of a 

preconceived hierarchical structure, implies much more freedom for both users and contributors of the 

network than the hierarchical organization of materials in the Gopher system. The World Wide Web 

places emphasis on the ability of end-users to navigate online material effectively and relies on the 

knowledge of users - of all sorts - about the network and on their resourcefulness to provide the links to 

other available valuable materials on the network. Hence, this initial lack of organization of the 

hypertext environment implied an enormous opportunity for users to help ‘organize’ the World Wide 

Web and the navigation of information and ideas it made potentially possible. On the one hand, the 

World Wide Web design implicitly assumed that end-users and third parties would actually organize the 

Web. On the other hand, the demand for this organizing activity inclined steeply as the Web started to 

grow: there was more and more demand for ‘useful link’ web pages, directories and search services 

which would help users to find material located elsewhere. 

The first Web search engines which responded to the demand for organized findability were, like Archie 

and Veronica, developed in the scientific community. The first crawler-based search engine, a search 

engine that uses  a piece of software called a ‘crawler’ to access, analyze and index the World Wide Web 

automatically by following links for page to page, was the World Wide Web Wanderer, developed at MIT 

in the early 1990s.35 Its main purpose was to analyze and report on the growth of the Web. The 

Wanderer automatically looked on the Web for available material and systematically stored data about 

this material, including its location in a central index which was called the Wandex. 

Not everyone on the network welcomed the arrival of crawlers, also called bots or spiders, which 

automatically navigated the network to analyze its content. The network load caused by the Wanderer 

or similar software by repeatedly looking up material online to refresh their indexes, soon led to 

complaints and discussions about the ethical use of and proper restrictions on the deployment of 

crawlers. Notably, this discussion did not result in a ban on crawling activity, assuming that such a ban 

would be possible or enforceable. It did spur the development of an unofficial industry standard that 

allowed website hosts to give instructions to the crawlers indexing their sites. This robots.txt de facto 

standard, which is still generally followed today, was developed by Martijn Koster along with an index of 

the World Wide Web called ALIWEB. Instead of crawling the Web, ALIWEB relied on webmasters to 
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create and submit a special indexing file outlining the material they were publishing.36 ALIWEB’s ‘anti-

spider’ model did not succeed in mobilizing webmasters enough to be able to create an index large 

enough to compete with other search engines. Instead, the crawler-based search engine model, in 

which the service would simply look itself for the available material, was actively pursued and soon a 

growing number of spiders was crawling the Web.37 

In terms of the model of how to create an index of online material necessary to provide useful Web 

search services for end-users, the main rivaling model for the crawler-based search engine was the 

human-edited directory, of which the Virtual Library, Yahoo!, Looksmart and Magellan were all 

examples. Besides the Wandex, important early examples of crawler-based search engines were Excite 

and WebCrawler, WebCrawler being the first to index the complete documents on the Web and the first 

to provide a full-text search capability. Yahoo!, the most popular directory in the World Wide Web’s 

history, grew out of a manually organized set of hyperlinks created by two Stanford students.38 When it 

became more and more popular, they made their index of hyperlinks searchable. 

Over the years the directory-based model for offering organized findability has slowly declined and the 

crawler-based model has become the standard for general purpose search engine services.39 However, 

even today, the leading crawler-based search engine, Google, does still offer a directory as a part of its 

offerings to its users. In addition, some of their operations with regard to their crawler-based service 

increasingly rely on other directories,40 or the kind of human judgment and intervention with regard to 

the relevance of online material which could be seen as a principal characteristic of human-edited 

directory-based services. As a result, the traditional distinction between crawler-based and human-

edited directories has been blurred over the years. 

2.2 The Web search engine 

2.2.1. Web search engines: the birth of an industry: 1993-1998 

Like in the case of browsers, the market soon picked up in the field of search engines, and commercial 

search engine providers and directories have been dominant ever since. As a result of the commercial 

nature of search engine services, the further development of search engine services and the innovations 

in this field are to a considerable extent a matter of business innovation, rather than only innovation in 

the scientific or technical sense of the word. Early search engine developers explored the various 

business opportunities related to Web search engines, developed new advertising models or licensing 

schemes, and explored strategic alliances with media conglomerates, the telecommunications and the 

ICT industry. Despite such activity, fundamental improvements to Web search technology are continuing 

to be made. Dominant Web search engines like Google heavily rely on cutting edge research in the fields 
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of computer science and electrical engineering, language processing, and network economics, and have 

also themselves been at the forefront of fundamental improvements in Internet and Web service 

engineering. For the purposes of this chapter, we will provide a general overview of the main 

developments in the search engine industry and the various business models that were invented and 

pursued by search engine entrepreneurs. The business model of search engines will not be analyzed in 

detail as a goal in itself. 

Soon after the first web search services developed by researchers in the academic realm gained 

visibility, some of them acquired venture capital and went commercial. This is the first phase of the Web 

search industry, which political economist Van Couvering in her research on search engine bias, denotes 

as the phase of ‘technical entrepreneurship’.41 The dominant crawler-based search engine in this period, 

ranging roughly from 1993 until 1998, was AltaVista. Yahoo! was the most important directory online. 

Interestingly, AltaVista provided Yahoo! with crawler-based organic search results, complementing 

Yahoo!’s directory. Competition between different Web search services mostly focused on the size of 

the index - or directory - and the speed of response to user queries. 

In this first stage, the business case for early search engines, like for many new online services, wasn’t 

clear. The most common revenue stream was advertising, which on the early Web typically involved the 

placement of advertisements in the form of banners on a cost-per-view basis. Search engines and 

directories were attractive real estate for the placement of such advertisements as they attracted large 

numbers of Internet users. But apart from advertising, which linked search engines to the media 

industry, search engine providers started to rely on licensing, a long-established business model for 

software and related technology. By licensing their search engine software to destination websites or 

other services with high traffic, such as America Online (AOL) or Netscape, search engine technology 

companies could increase their distribution and secure revenue. These and other types of distribution 

deals became and remain an important field of competition between different search engine providers. 

These revenue sources were important because subscription-based business models, such as introduced 

by Infoseek in 1995, proved unsuccessful in the face of free services of comparable quality.42 

Of special interest in the first stage of development of the search engine industry is the advertisement-

based business model that was developed in late 1997 by business entrepreneur Bill Gross and 

implemented in the service GoTo.com.43 Instead of crawling the World Wide Web, GoTo.com relied on 

the auctioning of keywords to the highest bidding online information provider. These bidders would not 

have to pay-per-view of their advertisement, which was the common way to sell advertisement space 

and is typically denoted by CPM (Cost per mille). Instead, bidders would only pay if a user would actually 

follow the advertised link to the bidder’s site, a model denoted by CPC (Cost per click). This resulted in a 

shift in monetization of audiences to the monetization of actual traffic to destinations. GoTo.com was 

very successful and pioneered the syndication of paid search listings; around the year 2000 it had 

become the industry leader in the paid search market. 
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2.2.2 The birth of Google 

Van Couvering lets the period of technical entrepreneurship end shortly after the first public offerings, 

amongst which the Yahoo!’s IPO in 1996 was one of the most significant ones in the Internet industry. 

The period that starts after that is a period in which one sees a tendency towards vertical integration 

Table 2.2: a selection of notable Web search engines 

AltaVista Crawler-based search engine (1995), market leader around 1996-1997, under 
ownership of Compaq (1998), CMGI (2000), Overture (2003) and Yahoo! (2003). 

Archie First Internet search engine (1990), provided a searchable index of titles of online 
resources. 

Ask Formerly known as Ask Jeeves (1996), initially modelled around concept of 
answering everyday questions of users.  It was renamed Ask.com in 2005, is 
currently owned by IAC. It is said to have stopped producing its own organic 
results.  

BING (Microsoft) General purpose search engine service, formerly named MSN and Live.com, in 
which Microsoft invested billions of dollars to be able to compete with Google. 

Blekko New general purpose Web search engine, developed in California, went in closed 
alpha since July 2010, and has become publicly available in 2011. 

Exalead French search technology company (2004), participated in the Quaero project, is 
mostly focused on enterprise search. 

Excite Early crawler-based search engine which went the portal route with its merger 
with @Home in 1999. 

Google Web search provider (1998) coming out of Stanford; current market leader in the 
Web (search) services industry; made important improvements to the Web search 
experience for end-users since the end of the 1990s and implemented very 
successful paid listings program for search listings and the Web more generally. 

Ilse Early crawler-based search engine in The Netherlands, which stopped producing 
its own Web index, and is now owned by Sanoma. 

Inktomi (HotBot) Early crawler-based search engine software company coming out of UC Berkeley 
(1995), implemented into HotBot service which wasU.S.market leader in the late 
1990s. Acquired in 2002 by Yahoo!. 

Lycos Popular portal in the end of the 1990s, seperate companies forU.S.and Europe 
(owned by Bertellsmann and Telefonica). In Europe Lycos portal included Web 
search Fireball and news search Paperball.  

MetaCrawler The first meta search engine (1995), searching various genuine search engines 
simultaneously and presenting those results to its users. 

Open Directory Project An open content volunteer-edited  Web directory (1998), also known as dmoz, 
owned by Netscape (Oct 1998), which was in turn acquired by AOL (Nov 1998). 

Overture (GoTo.com) Founded by Bill Gross, pioneer of pay per click (CPC) and auctioning model and 
paid listings syndication. 

Quaero Politically inspired Franco-German search engine project that turned into two 
separate R&D industry investment programs for search technology in the broader 
sense. 

Veronica  Early Internet search engine based on the Gopher protocol (1992). 

Yahoo! Early popular and commercially successful Web directory (1994), coming out of 
Stanford, branched off into various other personal services and advertisement 
products and acquired several Web search engines through its history. Stopped 
producing its own organic search results in 2010. 

WebCrawler Early Web search engine. 

World Wide Web Wanderer First crawler based Web search engine. 
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and a focus on the creation of, and partnerships in, so-called ‘portals’. Most search engines companies 

in this period had a directory or a search engine at their core, but became focused on the presentation 

of all sorts of featured content and other services to their visitors. As Van Couvering shows, the featured 

content partnerships were seen as a way in which businesses could attract audiences to their content 

and services by paying these steadily growing portals for prominence. These vertical partnerships 

culminated in the vision of the ‘fully-integrated portal’ of the late 1990s, which amongst other things 

promised renewed control of the user’s online experience for media conglomerates and 

telecommunications providers.44 In line with the related tendency to vertical integration, several major 

deals were made that involved early search engine companies, such as the deals in 1999 between 

Infoseek and Disney and between Excite and @Home, which also involved AT&T. 

Notably, as a result of the creation of portals and vertical partnerships involving featured content and 

services, the search engine was slowly downgraded in importance from being the core business to just a 

requirement or even an impediment to the portal’s business model.45 While the fully-integrated portal’s 

focus was on keeping the user on the portal’s sites, Web search engines in the strict sense tended to 

direct users away to other destinations online. 

In hindsight, these developments opened up the space for Google to start its remarkable rise to 

dominance in the search engine industry. Google, like the early search engines, was developed in the 

academic realm, by computer science doctoral candidates Sergey Brin and Lawrence Page that were 

focusing on information retrieval science.46 Google started as an experiment with a new ranking 

algorithm (PageRank) based on the network topology of hyperlinks on the World Wide Web.47 PageRank 

was a global relevancy measure that assigned relevance to a document based on the weighted sum of 

incoming links to that document. The weight of the each link was determined by the relevance of that 

document itself and the amount of other links from that document.48 Initially, the Google search service 

was clearly focused on providing the best search results possible, instead of seeing search engines as a 

means to a business end. Apart from venture capital and some important first distribution deals, for 

instance its deal with Netscape, the early Google did not have an advertisement-based business model 

and also no partnerships that involved featured content on their site. Instead, Google offered search 

results only, with a remarkably clean user interface that in no way resembled the cluttered portals and 

directories which were so common at that time. 

By the time Google was introduced, existing search engines also increasingly suffered from third party 

manipulation of their relevance and selection criteria, and innovations and better business practices in 

this field were badly needed from the perspective of Internet users.49 The typical selection and ranking 

of entries in the index in response to user queries by early search engines such as AltaVista proceeded in 
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two steps. First, the query led to a subset of documents in the index that contained at least one of the 

query terms. This incentivized the use of irrelevant terms on websites in order to reach larger audiences 

in search engines. Second, the subset would be ranked according to basic information retrieval 

measures such as the amount of times that certain terms appeared on the website, the URL, and 

different hypertext meta-data, such as the field for the description of the content of the website. In 

response, other search engine optimization techniques were developed, such as various uses of meta-

tags which would ensure better ranking in search results. As a consequence, the overall quality of search 

engines for users declined, whereas the need for effective navigational media grew alongside the rapidly 

growing World Wide Web. 

Google’s PageRank algorithm, which relied on a global measure for the relevance of websites, was in 

many ways motivated as a response to the growing infoglut and the manipulation of search engine 

results.50 And in those early years after its launch, Google’s focus on the quality of the search experience 

for its users gave it a competitive advantage. In 2000, after having displaced one of its main competitors, 

Inktomi, as the source of organic search results at Yahoo!, Google founder Larry Page was confident 

enough to state Google’s superiority in terms of the relevance of Google’s search results: 

"We have very complex software that constantly analyses search results and can adapt itself to 

provide users with web pages that are more relevant to their search than from any other search 

engine."51 

At the same time, the operational costs of general purpose search engines were steadily growing. 

Around the year 2000 the Web was estimated to already consist of more than 1 billion indexable pages. 

The crawling, indexing and speedy response to user queries on this scale demanded more and more 

fundamental innovations, knowledge and financial investment from search engine providers. In addition 

to its focus on improved ranking algorithms and the clean user interface, the success of Google to 

address these demands can help to explain its remarkable rise as the dominant search engine at the 

beginning of the 21st century.52 

Over the years Google let go of their initial objection to an advertisement-based business model. It 

introduced the ‘self-service ad program’ Adwords in October 2000.53 Since then, Adwords has been 

improved and perfected. Notably, in February 2002 the initial pay-per-view model was replaced by a pay 

per-click-model similar to the one used by Overture, the former GoTo.com. In May 2002, Google took 

over industry leader Overture’s most important customer, AOL, with a major distribution deal which 

paved the way for Google’s dominance in paid search listings.54 Together with the extension of Adwords 

into the realm of general web publishing, i.e. the contextual advertising service AdSense, it solidified 

tremendous revenue streams for the company that it has used to finance additional free services for 
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end-users, research and development and a range of acquisitions. These acquisitions include video 

platform YouTube in 2006, the online display advertising network DoubleClick in 2007, and the recent 

acquisition of ITA, a dominant search software and technology company in the travel industry. 

2.2.3 Consolidation of the Web search industry: 2000-2011 

Over the first decade of the 21st century the search industry has gradually consolidated further and only 

a few global market players dominate the market for general purpose search results in European 

countries and the Americas. This current period in the history of the search engine industry, is the one 

Van Couvering denotes with ‘syndication and consolidation’.55 

Consolidation has taken place on a number of levels.56 First, many independent search engine providers 

were bought by other companies. The bursting of the dot-com bubble contributed to some of these 

acquisitions. Around the year 2000, Yahoo, for example, bought the search engine companies Overture, 

Inktomi, and AlltheWeb. At the time Yahoo! established ownership of Overture, Overture had already 

acquired AltaVista. 

Second, many crawler-based search engines made the decision to stop producing search results 

themselves and enter into syndication deals with dedicated search engine providers instead. This meant 

that the amount of search result producers has declined correspondingly. Google proved particularly 

successful in establishing syndication deals, both for its organic results as well as for its paid listings.57 

These deals effectively secured access to the majority of Internet users for Google. 

Third, general purpose search engines services started to offer more and more specialized services for 

their users, which implied that a simple Web search engine became less and less sustainable as a stand-

alone business. Again, Google is best used as an example in this regard. It started to introduce more and 

more language specific services, it introduced image search in 2001, news search and product search in 

2002, book search in 2003 (Google Print), geographic search in 2004 (Google Local), and ultimately the 

fully-integrated ‘universal search’ service in 2007. Many of these new features and services were made 

possible by the acquisition of smaller companies which had developed successful technologies to 

enabling these specialized services. Whereas many of these new additions could be seen as extensions 

of finding information, dominant providers in the Web search industry also started to offer different 

kinds of services to Internet users and thereby compete in other markets. Google, for instance, now 

offers a web-based email service (Gmail), an operating system for mobile devices (Android), and a cloud-

based solution for document creation (Google Docs). 
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For the dominant search engine providers today search is only part of their business, but it remains one 

of the most important drivers in the industry. This may be illustrated most clearly by the decision of 

Microsoft to invest billions of dollars into the development of a search engine with their own organic 

and paid listings. Microsoft’s MSN portal used to deliver search results of other search engine providers, 

including Google, but in 2011, after an investment of billions of dollars and two changes in names, 

Microsoft’s Bing is now the second search engine in the western world as measured in search query 

volume. In fact, Microsoft has replaced Yahoo! as Google’s main competitor in the web search industry, 

since Yahoo! has given up the competition in the field of organic search results. More specifically, in 

2009 Yahoo! and Microsoft entered into a partnership which ended Yahoo!’s production of search 

results after a deal between Google and Yahoo! fell through because of the alleged anticompetitive 

nature as a result of Google’s already dominant market position. 

2.2.4 The Web search industry in Europe 

If we look more closely at the search industry in Europe, the most important development has been the 

almost complete extinction of European-based search engines in terms of market share. Historically, in 

Europe similar phases of development can be found as described above, but European search engines 

have never successfully competed with the Web search giants from the Unites States. Since the second 

half of the 1990s, one can find a range of early Internet entrepreneurs in European countries that 
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Table 2.1: Current Search Engine Market Share in terms of Query Volume58 

 Google Bing Yahoo! Ask Other59 

The Netherlands (June 2010)60 94 % 1 % 1 % 0 % 4 % 

Germany (18 May 2011)61 89% 4 % 2 % 1 % 4 % 

France (March 2011)62 92% 4 % 1 % 0 % 3 % 

United Kingdom (14 May 2011)63 90% 4 % 3 % 1 % 2 % 

United States 65% 14 % 16 % 3 % 1 % 
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started local search and directory businesses.64 But ultimately, most popular European crawler-based 

search engines stopped producing their own search results, went bankrupt, or only remained as brand 

destinations and domain-names in the hands of other companies. 

In the Netherlands, for example, the crawler-based search engine Ilse had significant market share for 

some years. This service was launched back in 1996 by computer science student Wiebe Weikamp with 

two of his friends and was primarily focused on search results of particular interest for the Dutch 

population. In 2000 it was acquired by a large media company (VNU Uitgevers), and it stopped 

producing its own search results under the subsequent ownership of media company Sanoma. In 

Germany, Fireball and Web.de were strong local competitors. Web.de no longer produces its own 

search results, whereas Fireball shut down in 2002 after having been integrated with Lycos Europe in 

2000. Lycos Europe’s assets, after having been acquired by Telefonica and Bertelsmann and after having 

seen its search engine market share decline sharply since the end of the 1990s, were separately offered 

for sale in 2008. Fast, a successful Norwegian technology company with a strong search technology 

portfolio, was bought by Microsoft in 2008. 65 Exalead, a search engine technology company founded in 

2004 in France, still exists as an independent European crawler-based search engine but is largely 

focusing on enterprise search services and business information management solutions. A notable 

example of a Web search engine that remains competitive at the national level is Yandex in Russia. 

The dominance of United States companies in the sphere of the organization of information and ideas 

has not gone unnoticed and continues to spur political activity at the highest levels.66 The most famous 

example of a European counter-initiative is Quaero, the European search engine project that never 

actually materialized into a service. Quaero was announced publicly in 2005 by both French president 

Chirac and German chancellor Schroeder as a public Franco-German initiative to create a competitive 

European search engine.67 The Quaero project, which included amongst other members of the European 

ICT and telecommunications industry the companies Thomson, France Télécom and Exalead, soon lived 

on as separate German and French public research investment programs, for which state aid was 

approved by the European Commision in 2007.68 

2.2.5 Alternatives and the future of Web search services 

The consolidation of the Web search industry into an oligopoly or quasi-monopoly of services in the 

west, does not imply that no alternatives exist or that the dominant services have become the only 

destination available for Internet users to search for online material. It also does not imply that research 

and development in relation to Web search only takes place behind the closed doors of a handful of 

dominant companies. In fact, many small search engine service providers have been developed, many of 

which still exist. There is a variety of alternatives to the dominant search engines provided by Google or 
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Miscrosoft to find the location of online material. And if one takes a closer look at these alternatives, 

one can also often discern competing models for the production of references to online material to 

Internet users. 

First, amongst the alternatives for the dominant search engines there are many so-called ‘vertical’ or 

‘niche’ search engine providers. These verticals specialize in references to certain types of online 

destinations. Examples can be found in the context of many specific consumer markets, such as housing, 

travel or shopping, or with regard to certain types of information, such as medical, legal, financial or 

geographical data. The ongoing success of many of these vertical search engines is typically attributed to 

their greater focus in comparison to general, horizontal, search engines, and their resulting ability to 

select references of high quality for their users on the one hand, and the specific commercial 

opportunities tied to the matchmaker role between providers of certain goods, services or information 

and potential users or customers in specific markets on the other hand. Many of these verticals are 

commercial, but in the public sector we can also find a range of specialized search engines that make 

specific documents and publicly available information more easily accessible for Internet users. The 

importance and success of vertical search engines can also be recognized by the various ways in which 

both Google and Microsoft have acquired, launched and integrated specialized search services into their 

offering. 

Second, there are still alternative horizontal search engines other than Google and Microsoft that have 

only a limited market share. The most recent example, which emerged after a 3 year long phase of 

development, is California-based search engine Blekko. Blekko offers end-users a service which is quite 

similar to the one offered by Google. As mentioned above, in some countries, such as in Russia (Yandex), 

Czech Republic (Seznam), and further away in South-Korea and China (Baidu), there are strong local 

competitors. 

Third, both academic researchers and entrepreneurs are still actively exploring various alternative 

models to offer effective means to find online material for Internet end-users. Just one of the interesting 

alternatives that has been conceptualized over the last decade is a peer to peer model for a Web search 

engine. There are several academic, commercial, and free and open source software projects that have 

pursued this model for the production of online references for Internet users. Second, the way in which 

people use the World Wide Web keeps shifting considerably due to the successful launch of new types 

of services, such as social network sites (Facebook) and micro-blogging sites (Twitter). These services 

offer Internet user a different way to select access material in the online environment. 

Finally, there are ways in which developments related to online publishing practices more generally 

could change the search engine environment significantly. An important strand of research and 

development in the field of Internet information engineering that is strongly related to the thinking 

about improved search for the Web, is the work on the so-called ‘Semantic Web’. The Semantic Web 

project could be described as an attempt to develop methods and technologies that increase the 

possibilities for machines to interpret the contents or meaning of online material directly. Consequently, 

this research focuses more on the improved organization of material on the World Wide Web itself than 

on improving models to build and operate search engines. Interestingly, the inventor of the Web, Tim 
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Berners-Lee, is one of the driving forces behind the Semantic Web project, in which researchers and 

developers are participating since 1999.  

From the perspective of Web search engines the Semantic Web project is fascinating for a number of 

reasons. First, the lack of semantics in the World Wide Web’s technical design may have been one of the 

strongest drivers for the emergence of the Web search industry as we know it. The Web and the 

hypertext protocols allow any Web publisher to link to anything else. This makes an open online 

universal document space possible, which is precisely one of the major strengths of the World Wide 

Web. As we noted earlier in this chapter, the designers of the Web implicitly assumed that Web users 

would organize the Web. This design philosophy created a strong demand for third party ‘useful links’ 

web pages, directories, and search services which would help Internet users to find material located 

elsewhere. 

Second, if we turn to the search engines of today, one could argue that they have in fact developed a 

kind of Semantic Web overlay, in the sense that search engines have specialized in making 

recommendations about the relevance, content and meaning of online material based on their own 

analysis of that material.69 The big difference is that most of this meta-information about online 

information is kept behind the closed doors of the server farms that host their version of the annotated 

index of the Web. 

To conclude, the semantic web project, understood as the “extension of the current [Web], in which 

information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in 

cooperation”70 could potentially have a significant impact on the search engine industry if it were to be 

implemented openly and successfully.71 While it would allow all search engines to improve their 

offerings, it could also take some of the power of dominant search engines – the part which is based on 

their exclusive understanding of the material on Web - away from them by opening up similar or even 

improved meta-data to the Internet community as a whole. 

2.3 Conclusion 

This chapter has offered a short overview of the history of search engines starting from the early ideas 

about the opportunities of improved navigation of information in digital information systems to the rise 

of search engines as one of the most important media of the public networked information environment 

made possible by the World Wide Web. In particular, it shows how the design of the World Wide Web, 

which has become the universal platform for online publication since its launch in the early 1990s, 

implied a natural demand for navigational media and services that would help users find valuable online 
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material. Interestingly, although not necessarily surprising, most of these services were initially 

developed in the academic realm. Later on, the business opportunities related to search engines 

became an important driver for the further development of the search engine industry and the 

innovations that have taken place since then, such as the pay-per-click advertisement models that the 

market leaders use today. 

The eventual consolidation of the search engine market can be historically tracked to a number of 

contributing factors. Some of those factors are inherent in the operation of a general purpose search 

engine, such as the growing, evolved expectations of search services by end-users or the grown barriers 

to entry into the market. Other contributing factors include the integration of the search engine as an 

important business asset in the digital media and ICT industry, thereby reproducing existing 

consolidation in related markets in the search engine context. Of the many search companies that 

started offering their service in the 1990s, only Google remains as a mature independent company with 

its own search engine at its heart. 

This points to one of the most remarkable aspects in the history of search engines, namely the fast rise 

of Google as the dominant global player in the search engine market. In 2011, in many countries, 

including the Netherlands, Google controls more than 90% of the market in terms of user share and the 

amount of searches performed on the Web. Not surprisingly, this has attracted a steady stream of 

commentary over the last decade and has had meant that Google has become synonymous with Web 

search for the better part of the general audience. But, although Google has had and continues to have 

an enormous impact on the search engine industry and the way in which Internet users access 

information on the Web more generally, it is important to look beyond this single company’s 

commercial search service. There are still competitors to Google’s search service in the market for 

general purpose web search, such as Microsoft’s Bing. In some jurisdictions strong national alternatives 

exist, such as in Russia. More importantly, there are numerous other publicly and privately funded 

services with specific focuses which contribute to the findability of online information for end-users. In 

addition, research and development in search continues to offer new insights about alternatives to 

current search engines and the ways in which online information can be organized to enhance effective 

retrieval of online resources.  
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3.1 Web search engines: Basics 

3.1.1 Definition 

As a legal category in information law the search engine is not well-defined. There are a number of legal 

categories that include search engines, for example ‘information location tool’,72 but these definitions 

only serve specific legal contexts. In fact, it is unclear, and an interesting general question to which this 

research contributes, whether search engines should be a separate legal category altogether. 

Search engine can be more easily defined from a functional perspective, in which case the following 

definition could be given for the search engine that is the subject of this study: 

an information retrieval system for the public networked information environment. 

Throughout this study the term public networked information environment is used to denote the 

collection of information which is publicly available on the Internet, and on the World Wide Web in 

particular.73 Broadly speaking, search engines help end-users to find and effectively retrieve this 

information. In the following chapter the questions of what search engines are, what they do and how 

they do it, will be answered in more detail in order to have a better understanding of search engines for 

the remainder of this study.  

The goal of this chapter is to properly conceptualize search engines from a functional perspective. The 

next section will present (1) the basic information flows between search engines, their users and 

information providers, (2) the typical architecture of a commercial search engine and (3) its user 

interface. In the section after that, the broader context in which search engines exist and operate will be 

discussed with reference to the layered model for networked communications and the value chains in 

which they play an important role. In the final section the two different functional roles which search 

engines perform in these value chains will be discussed in more depth, namely their role with regard to 

the end-users of search engines on the one hand and with regard to information providers and 

advertisers on the other hand. 

3.1.2 Basic information flows 

Figure 3.1 below shows the typical and most basic information flows induced by the operation of a 

search engine on the Web. The search engine is positioned in its intermediary position between the 

online information provider on the one hand and the Internet user on the other hand. It aggregates 

information and stores it in its index (2), typically with the use of sophisticated crawling software that 

makes automatic requests for the available online material (1). On the basis of that index and its 

subsequent analysis, it provides a service to end-users, whose input, in the form of search queries and 

other data (3) results in an output by the search engine, in the form of a ranked selection of references 

to and descriptions of certain information providers (4). From this selection the user can follow specific 
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references and make an information request to a specific information provider (5) to receive the 

information provider’s full information offering (6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3. Basic Architecture 

Schematically, the typical basic functional architecture of a search engine consists of a crawler, a parser, 

an index and a user interface (see figure 3.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crawler, parser and index make up the technical back office of the search engine. The crawler 

interacts with the information providers. It is a complex computer program that looks for information on 
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the Internet, according to a set of criteria which tell it where to go and when. Over the years crawlers 

have become more sophisticated. They are now able to access more and more of the material that is 

available online, such as dynamically stored Web content, which used to be part of the so-called hidden 

Web.74 The parser is the processing tool between the crawler and the index. It systematically stores the 

retrieved information in the index. The pieces of content the crawler finds are not the same in size, sort, 

language, code, and other characteristics, so the parser need to normalize them for the index. It also 

extracts a number of related data and meta-data that can be useful for the search engine’s technology. 

The index is an ordered list of references to pieces of content on the net, but it is also more than that. 

The index is a large and complex database of which the references and keywords are basic elements. 

The index also contains information that is needed to apply the ranking algorithms. These lie at the 

heart of the search engine’s technology and determine which references are presented to users and in 

what order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The user interface is the (layout of the) website offered to the user. The user interface design shapes the 

actual user experience.75 The basic elements of the search engine interface are the search box and the 

search engine result page (SERP). For commercial search engines, the search engine result page (SERP) 
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typically consists of a list of organic results, also called algorithmic or natural results, on the left hand 

side of the page and a list of sponsored results on the right, and in some instances at the top of the 

page. In addition, all major search engines incorporate a growing variety of relatively similar additional 

features such as a link to advanced features, image or video search, or a different language version. 

Some of these additional features can have some regulatory relevance, since they can be used to inform 

users about the ways they can control their search process. Examples of such features are Google’s 

SafeSearch feature, which filters for adult content, or the link to its privacy policy, which Google 

somewhat recently added to its homepage.76 Figure 3.3 below shows the typical layout of the result 

page as well as the typical layout of a search result, also called a search hit.77 The layout of search 

advertisement has proliferated widely on the Web outside of the context of search engines due to 

contextual advertisement programs like AdSense, which use partner websites’ content to place relevant 

advertisements on those websites. 

3.2 Search engines in their context 

3.2.1. Search engines and the layered model for the networked communications environment 

As discussed in Chapter 2, search engines exist in the context of the World Wide Web, the open 

hypertext structured information environment made possible by the Internet. Search engines have 

become central to the functioning of the public networked information environment, but from a 

technical perspective they are neither essential for this environment to exist nor for online material to 

be accessible to users. Conversely, it is true that the information flows induced by the use of search 

engines are made possible by the various protocols of the Internet’s application layer, such as the 

HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which structures the service as it is made available to users. 

However, none of the layers of the layered model of networked communication (see Figure 3.4 below) 

contain elements specifically designed for search engines, even though these services play such a central 

role to the organization and navigation of content that is available on the network. 

The layered model for the technical design of networked communications systems has inspired a 

functional layered model for such systems that contains three horizontal functional layers and which has 

gained some traction in regulatory debates about the networked communications environment.78 These 

layers are a layer of physical infrastructure, a transport/logical/code layer and a content layer. Both the 

technical TCP/IP model and the functional model are shown in Figure 3.4 below. The horizontal 

character of this layered model can be contrasted with the traditional vertical regulatory models (silos) 

for various types of media or forms of communication, models which have been eroded by the 

phenomenon of convergence. 

If one looks at the networked communications environment and the way in which the various 

communications network, technology and service providers map onto it, the functional layered model is 

sometimes used to conceptualize the role of specific entities in the communications environment on the 
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one hand. On the other hand it is used to frame the different regulatory questions that arise in the 

context of networked communications, more specifically in which layer specific legal issues can or 

should be addressed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It should be noted, however, that the functional layers are an abstraction. Most importantly, the market 

structure and the practices of major players in the networked communications environment do not map 

nicely into the various layers of the model. The recent debate about net neutrality and the preservation 

of the end-to-end principle is a good example of this.79 On the other hand, there are various forms of 

regulatory spillover, such as the enforcement of laws relating to the legality of content by targeting the 

Domain Name System (DNS) in the application protocol layer or even further down into the functionality 

of TCP/IP.80 

If one uses the layered model for networked communications to look at search engines, they would 

seem to map principally onto the transport/logical/code layer. Web search engines are complex systems 

of software, typically server-based, made accessible for users of the network. But, search engines have a 

rather unique link with the content layer as well. First, Web search engines derive their functionality 

from the existence of publicly accessible content on the World Wide Web. Without the open and 

unstructured dynamics of content creation on the Web, search engines wouldn’t have the pivotal role 

that they have today. And second, search engines can be argued to consume and produce ‘content’ on 

their own, namely information about information, or meta- information.  
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Search engines present Internet users with human-readable representations of the networked 

information environment, while at the same time depending on various forms of machine-readable 

meta-information offered by other information provides or extracted from them or other places 

themselves. This relation to the content layer should definitely not be taken as a necessary or even 

sufficient argument for treating search engines, from a regulatory perspective, as traditional content 

providers (when they publish references for end-users) or as consumers of content (when they 

aggregate content for their index). What it does mean is that the conceptualization and regulatory 

treatment of this category of meta-information or ’meta-content’ may be one of the key elements in 

properly solving the legal issues arising in the context of Web search engines.81 

3.2.2. Search engines in the Internet communications ‘chain’ 

Another way to conceptualize search engines in the networked information environment is to position 

them in the chain or, more accurately, the network of communications on the Internet. From this 

perspective, a Web search engine, just like end-users and information providers, lives on the borders of 

the network, which itself is made up by basic communication services, such as hosting providers, access 

providers, and the Internet backbone at the highest level. Major search engines like Google have more 

than one location from which they provide their search service and typically connect to the Internet in 

multiple ways at a much higher level than a basic website. Still, this does not change the basics of this 

representation of the search engine in the network of Internet communications in Figure 3.5 below. 

If anything, this representation clarifies the relation of the principal actors in the context of search 

engines to the Internet as a whole. But apart from that, it doesn’t clarify the actual importance of search 

engines in terms of what is happening on the network. To really understand the role and importance of 

search engines in the public information environment it is more useful to modify this representation of 

search engines in the network of communication and focus on the flow of value instead of the flow of 

actual data.  

Over the last 15 years, Web search engines have become central brokers in many of the partly 

overlapping value chains in the networked online information environment. For instance, search engines 

connect end-users to informative online publications, political groups and various forms of e-commerce. 

These value chains in which the search engine operates can be broadly summarized from two different 

perspectives, namely a value chain flowing from content and service providers towards end-users and a 

partly corresponding but opposite value chain from end-users to information providers, both with 

search engines somewhere in the middle. In addition to clarifying the function of various entities in the 

information environment, the value chain perspective can be useful from a regulatory and policy 

perspective, because it helps to clarify the reasons for many of the conflicts between different entities in 

the value chain, conflicts that often arise because of the interest in control over such value. 

The value chains in Figure 3.6 below are generalizations and simplifications. First, many entities that 

perform an important role in the current networked information environment are left out, such as 

hosting providers. In addition, a search engine provider may be accessible through the use of its website 
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but it can also be built into the end-user’s equipment’s operating system, which is common in the case 

of mobile devices. Notably, the generalized flow of value does not necessarily represent the way in 

which money flows between the various entities in the chains. An in-depth analysis of the economic 

dynamics of these value chains is beyond the scope of this study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, the search engine category in the value chain can be generalized into a broader category of 

‘selection intermediaries’ which organize – or in the spirit of the Web’s open information structure, let 

end-users organize – online materials and destinations by mapping, ordering, ranking, selecting, 

excluding, validating, and valuating them.82 These selection intermediaries shape the relative 

accessibility of online material. As a category it includes not only search engines and directories, but 

other phenomena like portals, recommendation and bookmarking tools and services (delicious, 

StumbleUpon), social networking sites (Facebook), micro-blogging sites (Twitter), and news aggregators 

(Digg). 

The first of the two value chains (I.) in Figure 3.6 is a generalization for the usual value chain for the flow 

of content, information and data to end-users. On the left, content is produced and published or made 

available online, services are offered and goods are sold on specific locations on the Web. All of these 

partly rely on the operations of search engines to find their way to the end-user. Between the end-user 

and the search engines, the access providers provide the essential service for end-users of enabling 
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them to go online in the first place. In addition, user equipment and software operating on this 

equipment can have an impact on the consumption of ‘content’ by end-users. Internet filters are a good 

example as well as browsers, toolbars and operating systems. Similarly, in the case of the mobile 

Internet the user equipment and mobile operating systems have been an important point of control in 

the value chain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second value chain (II.) is meant to illustrate the way in which the user represents the value that 

various information and service providers are competing for.83 Search engines like Google and related 

advertisement networks such as AdSense are amongst the primary services to structure and sell the 

end-user’s attention to those who are willing to pay for it. The portals we discussed in the last chapter 

play a similar role. Search engines have established a highly effective and lucrative monetization stream 

for end-user traffic, on which information, service, and e-commerce providers as well as advertisers 

have come to depend. Search engines auction the targeted user attention and information needs on 

their platforms, effectively selling the clicks of users in combination with other data about users and 

their activity. 

As a result of the existence of this second opposite value chain, the search engine marketing (SEM) 

industry and the search engine optimization (SEO) industry play an important role in between the search 

engines and the information providers and advertisers. They help to optimize the traffic to their clients’ 
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websites by structuring search advertising campaigns and optimizing their presence in organic results. 

User attention and user data in the form of click streams have become a basic value flow on the Web, 

and search engines are amongst the big players and amongst the big targets in the growing Internet 

marketing industry. Simply put, a website with sufficient traffic can make money on the Internet and 

search engines are important means to provide such traffic. Notably, this reality has had a major impact 

on the search engine industry as a whole, since search engines haven’t always been successful in 

discerning between genuinely or just seemingly useful destinations for their users. 

To summarize, the competition for search engine users induces information providers, including other 

search services, to pay for search engine advertising on the one hand and to invest in optimization of 

their ranking in natural search results on the other hand. However, some information providers will be, 

quite predictably, willing to optimize traffic from search engines to their sites for less benign reasons. 

This includes information providers that do not have genuine information offerings themselves and 

merely function as real estate for optimization instruments and advertisements. It includes information 

providers that offer information or services that would not have been selected by the search engine or 

ranked as prominently for particular queries if the search providers would have carefully evaluated the 

relevance manually. To give just one example, adult content providers can lure end-users to their 

website by wrongly suggesting they have adult content relating to often searched for celebrities.84 

The existence of related and opposite value chains illustrate well the basic conflict of interest between 

information providers and end-users that a commercial search engine, as a matchmaker between 

different types of supply and demand in the public networked information environment, has to 

reconcile. On the one hand, user demand for information, knowledge and attractive e-commerce offers 

must be met by search engines in their competition to satisfy end-users. On the other hand, the 

profitability of the search platform is directly related to its ability to draw attention to those that are 

willing to invest in reaching an audience. Obviously, such willingness is not always a good predictor for 

the ultimate value of references for end-users. 

To summarize shortly, in this section three perspectives on search engines in their context have been 

presented to come to a better understanding of the role of search engines in the public networked 

information environment. The next section will discuss the different functions the search engine 

performs with regard to end-users and information providers, the direct stakeholders in 

communications through search engines, in more detail. 

3.3 Web search engines: a functional perspective 

3.3.1 End-users: Information, Navigation and Transaction 

The information retrieval literature has developed several models to understand human interaction with 

search engines, generally focusing on people’s reasons for using information retrieval systems and their 

strategies to arrive at satisfactory results when interacting with these systems.85 From the perspective of 
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search engine operations, these models play a crucial role in the interpretation of user queries, the 

design of search engines, and the way in which further interaction, such as query reformulation and 

evaluation, is facilitated. 

An important general conclusion from this literature, that can help to understand the role of search 

engines in the networked information environment, is that there are many different situations in which 

Internet users choose to use a search engine in the first place.86 Classic information retrieval systems, 

such as those offered in the academic realm or by libraries, had mostly focused on facilitating 

information needs of specialized users. The typical model for the interactive search process between 

users and the search engine in such information retrieval systems is shown in Figure 3.7 below. The 

information needs of the users in the classic information retrieval system could be broadly categorized 

as informational: a user wanted to find certain information that was presumed to be present in the 

corpus of information the information retrieval system was providing access to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, in the context of Web search engines it was observed that as a consequence of the open and 

more varied nature of the Web as an information environment, the information needs of end-users 

when engaging in a search process were more varied also. More specifically, Broder concluded that Web 

search engines were dealing with two additional types of frequent information needs, which he 

categorized as navigational and transactional.87 He called a query navigational if a user wanted to find a 

specific web site which he knew or assumed to be present on the Web. He called a query transactional if 

the user aimed to reach a destination where further interaction would take place, such as making a 

purchase or obtaining a resource. Further research has offered additional insight into these different 
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categories and the way in which search engines could respond more effectively to the different reasons 

end-users had for interacting with search engines online. 88 

The broad categorization of user needs in the information retrieval literature helps to clarify the rather 

broad societal role which search engines have come to fulfill.89 First, in responding to the navigational 

needs of end-users search engines help users navigate to specific online locations. They respond to 

these navigational queries by directing users to the ‘home page’ of various organizations, institutions, 

companies or persons. Importantly, if the user’s information need is known to be navigational, an 

example could be the query [University of Amsterdam], there is only one right answer that the search 

engine should give, namely the website of the University of Amsterdam. Evidently, search engines are 

the primary online destination for gaining access to this simple type of navigational information. 

Second, search engines help end-users to find information about specific topics. They do so by returning 

search results directing to web sites that have information about these topics, in the form of general 

information, specific answers, advice, or lists of other relevant sources of information. In this category of 

informational queries, search engines help users to learn something about a topic, say [freedom of 

expression] or [Barbie]. They steer users to web sites that help them to find answers to specific 

questions, such as [EU Member States] and [gold price]), or obtain representative lists of certain entities 

[Amsterdam universities]. Finally, they help users to gain advice before making decisions or advice with 

regard to their problems, underlying queries such as [stop smoking], [vote Obama], [cheap tickets], or 

[cure headache]. 

Third, search engines direct users to purchasing opportunities, services and resources online, in the form 

of e-commerce sites [flowers delivery], [batelle the search], online services and entertainment [malcolm 

gladwell], [south park], [french anthem mp3], [el clasico streaming link], and other resources [weather 

report], [map Amsterdam], [apple pie recipe], [material girl lyrics]. This type of queries is directly related 

to the presence of directly available resources on the Web, which search engines help to place at their 

users’ fingertips. The information need of the user is not related to reaching a specific defined 

destination (navigational) or generally obtaining further information on a topic (informational), but in 

reaching a destination that allows for the interaction he or she is interested in. 

As is hopefully apparent from the examples given above, search engines will have to guess about the 

actual information needs of their users as expressed in different queries. The same query [Barbie] could 

be navigational: the user wants to access the Barbie home page of Mattel; informational: (the user 

wants to read about the history of Barbie or get information about product safety and quality for an 

article in a parent magazine; or transactional: the user wants to find a picture of a Barbie for a 

presentation about the history of toys or to simply buy a Barbie online. To a large extent, this type of 

intelligent guessing is precisely what offering a search engine is all about: to select and rank a list of 

online resources that has a good  – or better, as high as possible – chance of satisfying the demand of 

the user as imperfectly expressed in a search query. 
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The basic model of information needs described above implies, for instance, that search engines will 

typically want to treat queries consisting of the name of an entity as navigational, returning the 

authoritative result in the first place.90 For other types of queries, similar strategies can be observed and 

expected. The availability of the online collaborative encyclopedia Wikipedia has most likely been a 

particular blessing for satisfying informational queries. However, these are anecdotal characterizations 

of industry practices. The actual practices of general purpose search engines like Google are a lot more 

complicated and, for various reasons, remain largely undocumented. What has become clear is that over 

the last decade the analysis of historic user data has come to play a very important role for search 

engines in making informed guesses that satisfy their users and optimize themselves as marketing 

platforms. The legal issues that arise from the often opaque use of large amounts of user data from the 

perspective of freedom of expression will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10. 

The value chains in which search engines operate may help to clarify some of the ways in which search 

engines have developed overarching strategies of discerning and responding to the various information 

needs of their users. For instance, the commercial nature of search engines has had an obvious impact 

on the way in which search engines would like to satisfy certain information needs of users. For 

instance, transactional information needs may be more likely to attract advertiser bidding. More 

specifically, commercial search engines as well as advertisers can be expected to be particularly 

interested in optimizing their strategies with regard to queries with high consumer intent.91 At the same 

time, navigational queries are attractive because they still allow search engines to present end-users 

with alternatives, the reference to which search engines can easily justify with reference to query 

purpose ambiguity. Finally, the position of search engines in various value chains of online resources can 

also explain specific vertical integration strategies by search engines. Seeing that they direct users 

attention away to popular third party resource collections, search engines may come to the conclusion 

they would be better off to develop their own competing resources. If we take Google’ search service, 

Google Maps (launched in 2004 to compete with AOL’s MapQuest), Youtube, and the unsuccessful 

project called ‘knol’ (commonly interpreted as a means to compete with Wikipedia), may all serve as 

examples. 

In summary, search engines go well beyond the function of what could be seen as a simple telephone 

directory for the Web. They help users with a large variety of quite different information needs by 

actively selecting and ranking lists of online destinations. These information needs of users range from 

political, medical and educational to commercial, domestic and recreational. Clearly, this shows not only 

the societal breadth of the function of search engines in our information environment but also hints at 

the variety of important public and private interests that are tied to their operation. The fundamental 

legal questions relating to the role of search engines in providing access will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter 8-10.  
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On a more fundamental level, the way in which search engines end up selecting and ranking results for 

their users can be characterized as the expression of a range of underlying judgments about the 

relevance of various kinds of information and destinations in relation to the relative importance of the 

perceived needs of their users. Hence, on the one hand, the search medium is a facilitator to the 

communicative process between end-users and information providers. It does not itself, in its role as a 

search engine, publish information on the Web, but merely provides ranked collections of references to 

third party content to end-users. On the other hand, the search engine does have to make a variety of 

choices about the way in which ‘relevant’ Web destinations will be selected, ranked and presented to its 

users on the basis of its analysis of the material on the Web and its interpretation of the perceived 

information needs as expressed by the users’ queries. In the chapters that follow the important question 

will be addressed of to what extent these type of choices, the existence of which give some of the 

search engine’s operations an editorial character, must be qualified under the right to freedom of 

expression. 

3.3.2 Search engines as forums for information providers and marketing platforms 

As previously stated, the search engine is one of the most important ways for information providers to 

reach an audience online. Information providers, online services, e-commerce providers, and advertisers 

have come to depend on general purpose search engines to establish an online presence and/or be 

successful as a business. Understandably, information providers and search engines each have their own 

preferred terms and conditions for carriage. 

From the perspective of the information provider, one can discern three ways in which they tend to end 

up in the index of general purpose search engines. The first and standard way is that they simply allow 

their publicly available website to be indexed and ranked by the search engine in the organic or natural 

results. The information provider just puts his content online and waits for the search engine’s crawlers 

to come by and include it. In this context it is important to mention that information providers can 

instruct search engines with the use of the robots.txt protocol, a de facto standard in the industry, 

whether or not they want to be indexed in the first place. 

There are several services that can help to speed up the process of being included in search engines and 

major directories, and some search engines, including Google, offer a special set of tools for webmasters 

with which they can monitor the way they are included in the index. Markedly, whereas some 

information providers will simply sit back and let search engines include them in their service, others will 

use all the available means to optimize the way in which search engines help them to reach end-users 

through their organic listings. Notably, the most important aspect to optimize for information providers 

is not their plain inclusion in the index but their selection as relevant and receiving optimal ranking in 

response to relevant user queries. 

The second way in which information providers end up in search engine listings is by way of 

participation in paid placement programs. As discussed in Chapter 2, most search engines are 

commercial and have developed a monetization strategy that is based on the auctioning of targeted 

advertising space tied to specific end-user queries. Search engines cater to the information needs of 
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users, who are not simply looking for the location of a website or information about a topic, but also as 

the starting point to make a purchase. In addition, the granularity of targeting which search engines can 

provide is highly attractive. Google’s AdWords program has been the most successful paid listing 

program online and includes a growing range of additional choices to select and optimize paid 

placement of advertisements in response to particular queries by particular groups and types of users. 

The third way in which search engines could end up referencing to certain information is by contracting 

with information providers to be able to include them in their index, or to include them more 

effectively. The deals between Google and Twitter about (more) effective retrieval of tweets by Google 

users can serve as an example.  

Notably, search engines are themselves an example of an information provider that sells its information 

to be included in other search engines. Many search services and portals contract other search engines 

for search results and provide their own information service with them. Ask stopped producing its own 

search results in 2010 and is said to pay Google for its organic search results.92 Yahoo has contracted 

with Microsoft for organic results. Generally speaking there are hundreds of search engines but only a 

small percentage creates its own index. Many vertical search engines operate like this. How often 

general purpose search engines enter into these kinds of arrangements is not well documented. Most 

commonly, search engines like Google would simply buy the owner of this exclusive set of information 

and related technology and integrate it into its service.93 

3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has first clarified the basic elements of the search engine architecture, most notably the 

crawler, the index and the user interface. Furthermore, the role of search engines in the networked 

communications environment has been discussed, with reference to the layered model for networked 

communications and in respect to two interdependent and partly opposite value chains. And finally, the 

different functions the search engine performs with regard to end-users and information providers, the 

direct stakeholders in the communications through search engines, have been discussed in more detail. 

The analysis of the position of search media in the layered model of networked communications, 

clarifies that search engines map both to the top of the application and services-layer as well as to the 

content layer.94 On the one hand, Web search engines are complex systems of software, typically server-

based, made accessible for users of the network in their Web browsers. On the other hand, search 

engines have a rather unique link with the content layer. Search engines can be argued to consume and 

produce a specific ‘content’ of their own, namely information about information, or meta-information. 

The representation of the search engine in view of the essential value chains in the public networked 

information environment offers more insight into the important position search media find themselves 

in. The first value chain in which the search engine plays an important role is the flow and control over 
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knowledge, information, data, news, offers, etc., from all sorts of online information and service 

providers to end-users. The second value chain, which is of greater importance from a business 

perspective, represents the flow and control over user attention and activity, in the form of their page 

views, clicks, purchases and personal data. In both of these value chains, search media, and what can be 

denoted as selection intermediaries more generally, have established themselves as one of the central 

mediating institutions. More specifically, search media are uniquely situated to negotiate between these 

different kinds of value, a position from which they derive most of their power.95 Search engine users 

retrieve value flowing through them including through search engines, in the first chain, in return for 

which they subject themselves to the extraction of value flowing away from them to information 

providers in the second value chain. 

In comparison to traditional information retrieval systems, in which the information needs of users were 

typically restricted to the informational, Web search media tend to serve two additional types of user 

needs, namely navigational and transactional. Navigational queries are the type of queries with which 

users aim to reach a specific online destination which they know or simply assume to exist. By satisfying 

navigational queries, search engines help Internet users to reach the home page of various institutions, 

organizations, companies or persons. Informational queries represent the user needs that are directed 

at learning something about a certain topic. Transactional queries represent the type of user needs 

which are directed at reaching a destination where the user will be able to use or consume a resource.  

The conclusion follows that the function of search media goes well beyond the function of what could 

be seen as a simple telephone directory for the Web. They help users with a large variety of quite 

different information needs, by selecting and ranking lists of online destinations. These information 

needs range from political, medical and educational to commercial, domestic and recreational. This 

shows not only the societal breadth of the function of search engines in our public networked 

information environment but also hints at the large variety of public and private interests that are tied 

to their operation. 

Finally, search engines end up selecting and ranking results for their users. The choices of how to do that 

can be seen as the expression of a range of underlying judgments about the relevance of various kinds 

of information and destinations in relation to the relative importance of the perceived needs of their 

users. To perform its function as matchmaker between information providers and end-users, the search 

engine has to make a variety of choices about the way in which ‘relevant’ Web destinations will be 

selected, ranked and presented to its users on the basis of its analysis of the material on the Web and its 

interpretation of the perceived information needs as expressed by the users’ queries. Notably, this type 

of choices may give some of the search engine’s operations an editorial character. In the chapters that 

follow the question will be addressed, amongst others, of what that means from the perspective of the 

right to freedom of expression. 
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Chapter 4: The Right to Freedom of Expression 
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4.1 Introduction 

Whereas ‘freedom’ is accepted as a cornerstone of western constitutional democracies, it is also one of 

the most debated concepts in society. In these more general debates, some scholars have tried to 

highlight the commonalities between different conceptions of freedom, such as negative freedom and 

positive freedom.96 One of the most successful attempts to come to a generally acceptable conception 

of freedom is the definition of freedom as a triadic relationship by MacCallum.97 He took the position 

that all discussions about the meaning of freedom could be captured by a common conception of 

freedom of something (an actor; X), from something (a preventing condition; Y), to do, not do, become 

or not become something (an action, or condition of circumstance or character; Z).98 In his seminal 

paper, which received general recognition by political philosophers,99 MacCallum clarifies that different 

conceptions of freedom correspond to differences about the actors, what counts as relevant preventing 

conditions or what are the actions or conditions of circumstance or character that should be taken into 

account.  

MacCallum’s definition of the concept of freedom will serve as a background framework to discuss the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression in this study for the actors in the public information 

environment. If this concept of freedom is taken to the legal field, in particular to the field of 

fundamental and constitutional rights to freedom of expression, an additional ‘actor’ arises, namely the 

state and all other actors invested with public authority. Constitutional and fundamental liberties such 

as the right to freedom of expression then can be seen as ordering mechanisms, guaranteeing 

fundamental liberties in terms of legal relations, vertically between public authorities and private actors, 

and to some extent horizontally, to be discussed below, between private actors themselves. 

When asking the question about the implications of the fundamental right to freedom of expression for 

the governance of search engines and government involvement with search engines in particular, a 

number of questions naturally arise. First, what does freedom of expression entail or imply in general? 

Second, what is the proper role of government under freedom of expression? Third, since we are 

interested in the proper role of government with regard to a specific medium under freedom of 

expression doctrine, what is this proper role with regard to different media? Fourth, does this role 

depend on the means of communication and its context and on which grounds? And fifth, with regard to 

what actions and which conflicts should we evaluate the proper role of government under freedom of 

expression in the context of search engines? Before considering these general questions (section 4.4), 

the legal provisions guaranteeing freedom of expression in their respective contexts that will provide 

the basis of the analysis will be discussed (section 4.3), as well as the dominant theories providing a 

rationale for the fundamental right to freedom of expression (section 4.2). 
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4.2 Freedom of expression theories 

An important aspect of freedom of expression doctrine is the underlying theoretical justification for 

having freedom of expression in the first place. The theoretical arguments underlying freedom of 

expression are often invoked by legislatures and justices and have helped to give the right to freedom of 

expression its current meaning. Without reference to the underlying justifications, some of the specific 

directions freedom of expression doctrine have taken cannot be fully understood, since they typically 

serve to delineate the right’s scope or to assess the gravity of a particular interference and its societal 

effects. For this reason the three dominant justifications for a right to freedom of expression are 

presented here for later reference. To be sure, there are other, sometimes more specific theoretical 

justifications that have been given for freedom of expression.100 However, the three dominant 

justifications are the argument from democracy, the argument from truth and the argument from 

autonomy or self-fulfillment. Whereas these arguments could be used as independent justifications, in 

practice one often finds a mixture of these theories. 

The starting point of a theoretical justification of freedom expression is to single out a class of acts that 

is privileged on the grounds of the right to freedom of expression, in the sense that these acts are 

subject to different, less restrictive - thus more favorable - legal treatment  than acts that are not part of 

that class.101 More specifically, to make sense as a separate principle, freedom of expression has to 

entail the protection of acts that would justify the imposition of sanctions absent a right to freedom of 

expression. One could for instance read the consideration of the European Court that freedom of 

expression is applicable not only to information or ideas that cause no harm, but also to those that 

“offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the population” in this light.102  

4.2.1. Democracy 

The argument which bases the right to freedom of expression on democracy considers freedom of 

expression as a prerequisite for democratic self-governance. The sovereignty of the people is 

guaranteed by the freedom to express and receive information and ideas. Freedom of expression 

underlies public deliberation and ensures the accountability of government. Also, in a representative 

democracy, freedom of expression makes it possible for the elected to know the opinions of the people. 

Thus, the right to impart information can be seen as a prerequisite for citizens to be able to participate 

in public debate, and the right to receive information can be seen in light of the need of the public to 

inform itself and form an opinion about matters of public concern. The argument from democracy, 

defended most powerfully by the American philosopher Alexander Meiklejohn, tends to emphasize the 

free circulation of information and ideas of political and societal relevance. 103 The theory about 

democracy has sometimes been used to argue that information and ideas unrelated to politics, 
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government or public affairs, such as the information about private individuals have a less protected 

status.104 

The argument from democracy has found its way into several of the judgments of the European Court of 

Justice and the United States Supreme Court. The explicit reference to ‘democratic society’ in the 

restriction clause of Article 10 ECHR strongly links the argument from democracy to the right to freedom 

of expression. Restrictions of the right have to respect fundamental principles of a constitutional 

democracy. In one of its early judgments on Article 10 ECHR, Handyside v. The United Kingdom, arising 

from a complaint by British publisher Handyside over the seizure of “The Little Red Schoolbook,” which 

advised schoolchildren about controversial subjects such as sex, drugs and school politics, the Court 

made a strong connection between democracy and the right to freedom of expression. It stated that  

“[t]he Court’s supervisory functions oblige it to pay the utmost attention to the principles 

characterising a "democratic society". Freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential 

foundations of such a society, one of the basic conditions for its progress and for the 

development of every man.”105 

Similarly, references to the principle of democratic government can be found in First Amendment 

doctrine. In Terminiello, for instance, the Supreme Court stated that  

“it is only through free debate and free exchange of ideas that government remains responsive 

to the will of the people and peaceful change is effected.”106  

As will become apparent in the next chapters in more detail, there are several specific elements of 

freedom of expression doctrine that have been linked to the argument from democracy. The right of 

every person to receive information freely, for instance, has frequently been stated in terms of 

democratic self-governance. And the idea that the press and the media have a particular societal role in 

providing a forum for deliberation and a way for the public to inform itself has been clearly linked to the 

democratic rationale for the right to freedom of expression. 

4.2.2 The ‘marketplace of ideas’ or the ‘truth theory’ 

A related but different argument for freedom of expression is the argument from truth. This argument, 

which goes back to the work of John Milton107 and John Stuart Mill108, states that freedom of expression 

and information is the best way to ensure the discovery of truth. It is related to the argument from 

democracy in the sense that the discovery of political wisdom and truth with regard to public affairs 
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enhances self-governance. The argument from truth was defended in its purest form by Mill. In On 

Liberty, Mill expressed his famous view that 

“[…] the peculiar evil of silencing an opinion is, that it is robbing the human race; […]; those who 

dissent from the opinion still more that those who hold it. If the opinion is right they are deprived 

of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth: if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a 

benefit, the clearer perception and livelier expression of truth produced by its collision with 

error.”109 

Closely related to the discovery of truth rationale is the ‘marketplace of ideas’ theory, which was 

introduced by Supreme Court Justice Holmes in his dissenting opinion in Abrams. Holmes concludes that 

underlying the First Amendment was the idea that 

“the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the 

market.”110  

This rationale embraces the argument from truth by comparing the search for truth to the economic 

theory of the invisible hand of the marketplace. Both Mill and Holmes conclude that the suppression of 

opinions and information for the reason that they are perceived as untrue or otherwise unwanted by 

government is the wrong approach, because it would stand in the way of testing their truth or value. 

Although some scholars have done so, the argument from truth does not have to be taken literally.111 As 

a metaphor, it simply stresses the need for the exchange and valuation of ideas and information free of 

state interference. Some have criticized the argument from truth as being too optimistic with regard to 

the human capacity to discover truth since the theory provides no evidence that the truth will actually 

arise as a result of free expression and inquiry. In fact, there is ample empirical evidence that there are 

structural biases in the functioning of free discourse in groups and society that stand in the way of the 

discovery of truth.112 As a result, some have argued in favor of improving the marketplace of ideas, 

mostly basing their argument on the argument from democracy.113 Maybe, however, the result of free 

discourse will simply be a different mix of consensus and disagreement, and not necessarily truth. A 

more pessimistic version of the marketplace of ideas argument answers this empirical objection by 

stating that the free market place of ideas is simply better than other options.114 

4.2.3. Individual dignity, self-fulfillment and autonomy 

While both the argument from truth and the argument from democracy value individual freedom, their 

emphasis lies on a public or common good. The last argument presented here is different in that sense. 

It derives from autonomy and self-development and places the emphasis on the fundamental value of 
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freedom of the individual itself, and in particular on the ability of the individual to develop her full 

capacities to obtain knowledge and to express herself.115 This theory takes human liberty, freedom of 

choice, and the value of and respect for diversity as the starting point.  

The Handyside judgment, cited above, contains a reference to the self-fulfillment of every man in 

society:  

“[f]reedom of expression constitutes […] one of the basic conditions for […] the development of 

every man.”116  

The stress on the value of diversity and variety in information and media and the freedom of choice has 

been of particular interest for European information and media policy. Variety and diversity of ideas and 

information enhances the autonomy of listeners, because it enhances their ability to reflect and make 

well-informed choices.  

The protection of a right to freedom of expression of organizations and corporate entities is more 

difficult to reconcile with a theory of freedom of expression that relies on individual autonomy and 

human dignity.117 From the perspective of this rationale, such rights should only be granted insofar they 

can be derived from the rights of actual people. In practice, both under the ECHR and in the United 

States, the rights of private legal persons and corporations are protected under the right to freedom of 

expression. The ECtHR reaffirmed in Autronic that Article 10 applies not only to natural persons, but also 

to profit making corporations: “[n]either Autronic AG’s legal status as a limited company nor the fact 

that its activities were commercial nor the intrinsic nature of freedom of expression can deprive Autronic 

AG of the protection of Article 10 […]. The Article […] applies to "everyone", whether natural or legal 

persons.”118 In the United States, the Supreme Court concluded in Bellotti, that “[t]here is no support […] 

for the proposition that such speech loses the protection otherwise afforded it by the First Amendment 

simply because its source is a corporation that cannot prove, to a court's satisfaction, a material effect 

on its business.”119 

4.3 Freedom of expression provisions 

4.3.1. The right to freedom of expression in international human rights treaties 
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On the global level, freedom of expression is protected in two United Nations treaties.  Article 19 of the 

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides that: 

Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions 

without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and 

regardless of frontiers. 120 

And article 19(2) of the United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that 

Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and 

impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the 

form of art, or through any other media of his choice. 121 

Because this study mostly takes a European perspective, we will not study these international provisions 

on freedom of expression. They do provide additional guidance on the governance of global 

communications and the legality under international law of the repression of search engines in countries 

like China,122 but from a European perspective they are of little extra value and in the transatlantic 

debates about the right to freedom of expression they tend to play a more limited role as well. 

One aspect of Article 19 of the UN Declaration and Article 19(2) of the ICCPR is worth discussing shortly 

here though, namely its explicit reference to the freedom to seek information and ideas, regardless of 

frontiers and through any media. When one looks at the reason for this reference, which is absent in the 

ECHR and the EU Charter, one finds evidence that this freedom to seek is an implicit reference to a right 

to gather information, which was included in the Universal Declaration as a result of efforts by the news 

industry.123 Recent international human rights documents tend to refer to this right to seek information 

and ideas as a (limited) right to seek and gain access to government held information or, in short, ‘a right 

to information’.124 Although of possible relevance in specific areas of search engine activity, such as a 

search engine’s right to crawl government information, this right to gather information – related to 

freedom of information laws such as Freedom of Information Act in the United States or the Wet 

openbaarheid van bestuur in the Netherlands – is of limited relevance for this study. Above and beyond, 

a similar right to (state-held) information was also recognized by the ECtHR in a recent judgment 

concerning a freedom of information request by a Hungarian non-governmental organization.125 There is 

no reason to believe that the specific reference to the right to seek information and ideas in the UN 

context adds substantive value to an implicitly guaranteed right in the European context. 

4.3.2. Article 10 ECHR and the EU Charter 
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Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights provides as follows: 

Article 10 - Freedom of expression 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to 

receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of 

frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or 

cinema enterprises. 

2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such 

formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic 

society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder 

or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for 

preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and 

impartiality of the judiciary. 126 

The ECHR is at the heart of the protection of fundamental rights in Europe. The members to the 

convention are the 47 Member States of the Council of Europe, including all the members of the 

European Union. The European Court of Human Rights oversees the enforcement of the Convention. 

The Committee of Ministers and the Parliamentary Assembly provide additional guidance with regard to 

the obligations under the Convention by adopting recommendations and resolutions. Notably, the Court 

has concluded time and again that the Convention is “a living instrument which must be interpreted in 

the light of present-day conditions”.127 

Formally, the ECHR is a regional international treaty between the sovereign Member States of the 

Council of Europe, whereas the Member States, by creating the European Communities and later the 

European Union, introduced a supranational legal order, which limits the sovereignty of the Member 

States in particular areas of law.128 For members of the Council of Europe, the ECHR is the most 

important of international fundamental rights treaty, because of the possibility for individuals to 

complain about an infringement of their rights and receive a binding judgment. For Dutch law and legal 

scholarship, the Convention is particularly significant because of the combination of primacy and direct 

effect granted to international rights and obligations such as Article 10 ECHR by the Dutch Constitution 

(Articles 93 and 94) on the one hand, and the absence of (judicial) constitutional review of primary 

Dutch legislation on the basis of constitutional rights provided for in the Dutch Constitution (Article 120).  

The relation of the European Union to the Council of Europe and the ECHR is still relatively complex. The 

European Union has not acceded to the ECHR (yet),129 but the ECHR is still understood to be binding on 

the European Union indirectly, because of what was provided for in Article 6 (2) of the European Union 
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Treaty.130 More generally, the adherence of the European Union to the Convention is illustrated by the 

fact that to be eligible for membership to the European Union, candidates must be members of the 

Council of Europe and have to ratify the Convention.   

Since the Lisbon Treaty came into force on December 1st 2009, Article 6 of the EU Treaty contains a 

stronger reference to the EU’s own fundamental rights instrument, namely the European Charter on 

Fundamental Rights,131next to a recognition of the rights, freedoms, and principles in the European 

Convention on Human Rights. The Article also contains an obligation on the EU to accede to the 

Convention. 

Article 6 Treaty on European Union (ex Article 6 TEU) 

1. The Union recognizes the rights, freedoms and principles set out in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 

the European Union of 7 December 2000 […] which shall have the same legal value as the Treaties. 

The provisions of the Charter shall not extend in any way the competences of the Union as defined in the 

Treaties. 

The rights, freedoms and principles in the Charter shall be interpreted in accordance with the general 

provisions in Title VII of the Charter governing its interpretation and application and with due regard to the 

explanations referred to in the Charter, that set out the sources of those provisions. 

2. The Union shall accede to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms. Such accession shall not affect the Union's competences as defined in the Treaties. 

3. Fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the Member 

States, shall constitute general principles of the Union's law.132 

The legal significance of both the Convention and EU law for the legal order of the Member States 

results in a rather complex triangular relationship of national law, international fundamental rights law 

and supranational European Union law. This triangular relationship is of particular importance for law 

and policy fields such as information law, in which the protection of fundamental rights is a dominant 

concern. As a result, European Union secondary law in the field of information law and policy also 

regularly refers to the Member States’ obligations under the Convention, and the various Council of 

Europe institutions tend to take note of legal developments in the European Union.  

Article 52 (3) of the EU Charter on Fundamental Rights provides that the meaning and scope of the 

rights in the Charter which correspond to rights in the ECHR shall be the same as those laid down by the 

Convention. But, it also clarifies that this is not to prevent EU law to provide more extensive protection. 
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At the judicial level, the European Court of Justice regularly refers to Article 10 ECHR or other provisions 

in its judgments and allows for challenges on the basis of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the 

Convention.133 More recently, the Court and its Advocate Generals are increasingly arguing cases on the 

basis of the rights and freedoms as provided for in the Charter. 

The relevant provision in the Charter on Fundamental Rights of the European Union on ‘freedom of 

expression and information’ is Article 11: 

Article 11 Freedom of Expression and Information 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to 

receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of 

frontiers. 

2. The freedom and pluralism of the media shall be respected. 

It is only logical that the relative importance of the Charter’s provisions in comparison with the 

Convention will rise in the European Union legal context, since the right has become officially recognized 

by the EU Treaty. Currently, however, Article 11 of the Charter is only of relatively limited additional 

substantive value to an analysis of the right to freedom of expression at the European level. We will 

therefore mostly restrict our discussion of the right to freedom of expression in Europe to Article 10 

ECHR based on the case law of the ECtHR. 

ECHR limitation clause 

Except for the freedom from torture in Article 3 ECHR, all rights and liberties in the ECHR contain specific 

limitation clauses.134 The relevant rights and freedoms for the field of information law, including Article 

8 and 10 ECHR, all have a similar structure, delineating the scope of the right in the first paragraph and 

the possibility for limitations in the second paragraph. The Court has interpreted this limitation clause in 

its case law throughout the years and developed a set of criteria to test the permissibility of 

interferences. Interferences must be ‘prescribed by law’, have a ‘legitimate aim’ corresponding to one or 

more of the explicitly and exhaustively listed legitimate ground for interference, and be ‘necessary in a 

democratic society’.135 

The standard that interferences need to be ‘prescribed by law’ or, in different words, be ‘in accordance 

with the law’, contains both a formal and a substantive element. It means that an interfering measure 

must have some legal basis in national law, reflecting the principle of legality.136 But it also relates to the 

‘quality of law’. The law must be both accessible and foreseeable.137 In the ECtHR’s case law, this test is 
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linked to the overarching principles of the rule of law that one has to be able to know one’s rights and 

obligations and arbitrariness is prohibited.138  

The ‘legitimate aim’ test is the least substantive in practice. The list of legitimate aims that are 

mentioned in Article 10, second paragraph – national security, territorial integrity or public safety, the 

prevention of disorder and crime, the protection of health and morals,  the protection of the rights of 

others, the prevention of the disclosure of information received in confidence, the maintenance of the 

authority and impartiality of the judiciary – covers most restrictions and the Court tends to scrutinize the 

weight that can be attached to the aim of a particular restriction in view of the third standard, whether 

the interference is ‘necessary in a democratic society’. 

The emphasis in the Court’s case law on the permissibility of interference tends to be placed on the 

standard that an interfering measure must be ‘necessary in a democratic society’. The application of this 

standard involves a balancing on the basis of proportionality between the aims and effects on the one 

hand, and the weight and character of the interference on the other hand. In this context, the Court has 

clarified that “the adjective ‘necessary’  is not synonymous with ‘indispensable’, neither has it the 

flexibility of such expressions as ‘admissible’, ‘ordinary’, ‘useful’, ‘reasonable’ or ‘desirable’”.139 The test 

implies the existence of a ‘pressing social need’, and the measure must be ‘relevant and sufficient’.140  

Importantly, in its assessment of the necessity of interferences in a democratic society, the Court leaves 

a ‘margin of appreciation’ to the Member States “to make the initial assessment of the reality of the 

pressing social need implied by the notion of "necessity" in this context”.141 The margin of appreciation 

that is granted to the Member States varies. In some contexts, such as prior restraints on publications 

about current events, or in cases in which the Court concludes there is relative consensus about the 

weight that should be attached to the rights and interests in questions, the Court deploys a limited 

margin of appreciation, whereas in other contexts, the margin of appreciation can be wider.142  

Finally, in the context of the right to freedom of expression the Court also takes into account the 

possible deterrent effects of restricting measures on the exercise of the right to freedom of expression 

in society more generally. This deterrent effect, which can be unintended, is called the ‘chilling effect’ 

doctrine. 143 

4.3.3 The First Amendment 
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The relevant part of the First Amendment of the United States Bill of Rights144 provides as follows: 

Congress shall make no law […] abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press […]145 

The Bill of Rights is a part of the United States Constitution146 and subject to judicial review by the 

United States Supreme Court. A discussion of the particularities of U.S. constitutional law and 

constitutional review of state and federal laws is beyond the scope of this study.147 Important issues will 

be mentioned when necessary. First Amendment case law is known for its complexity and 

inconsistencies. But the aim here is not to deliver an authoritative interpretation of the First 

Amendment. Instead, we are mostly interested in learning from First Amendment doctrine without 

taking an independent position on the precise meaning of the U.S. Constitution. The analysis in the next 

chapters will also draw important elements from the richness of the debates about the implications of 

the First Amendment, present some of the relevant leading cases and opinions, and discuss the different 

arguments that have been put forward to argue in favor and against particular interpretations.  

The First Amendment: limitations and level of scrutiny 

Notably, the First Amendment lacks a provision legitimizing interferences as one finds in Article 10 of the 

Convention. This has made the First Amendment powerful but judicial review complex. The free speech 

absolutists have argued that the provision should be taken literally, in the sense that speech and in 

particular the press cannot be the legitimate object of government restrictions at all.148 Others have 

claimed, on historical grounds, that the First Amendment does nothing more than forbidding press 

licensing and abolishing the doctrine of seditious libel.149 The Supreme Court has accepted neither of 

these positions. Over time, it has developed a complex set of criteria determining the scope of the right 

to free speech and conditions under which different types of government interference can be 

legitimate. 

Two distinctions as regards the legitimacy of restrictions of free speech in U.S. constitutional law are of 

general importance in the Court’s case law, namely the distinction between protected and unprotected 
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speech and the distinction between content-based and content-neutral (time place and manner) 

restrictions on speech.150 The distinction between protected and unprotected speech, i.e. the so-called 

two-level theory of speech, was adopted by the Supreme Court in Chaplinsky. In this judgment, involving 

the constitutionality of a prosecution for the utterance of offensive language by a Jehovah’s witness 

against a police officer, the Supreme Court clarified that some categories of expression and information 

are not (or hardly) protected and can thus be the legitimate subject of government interference.151  

The distinction between content-neutral (or time place or manner) and content-based restrictions is 

relevant for the level of scrutiny by the Court. If the Court considers a restriction to be content-based, it 

applies strict scrutiny. Specific examples of strict scrutiny include the doctrines relating to overbreadth 

and vagueness, and the Court’s case law relating to prior restraints. A content-based restriction of 

protected speech can only be legitimate if it is narrowly targeted and if it furthers a compelling state 

interest.152 Content-neutral restrictions are subject to a lower standard of constitutional review, i.e. 

intermediate scrutiny, than content-based restriction. A content-neutral restriction must further an 

important governmental interest, unrelated to the suppression of speech and whose incidental 

restriction of protected speech is not greater than is necessary to further that interest.153 The review of 

content-neutral restrictions thereby involves a mode of balancing, whereas the scrutiny of content-

based restrictions of protected speech involves a presumption that restrictions are not legitimate. 

As explained in the introduction, First Amendment doctrine will be prominently addressed as a 

comparative element in this study. Because of the differences between the structure and substance of 

freedom of expression doctrine in the United States and Europe, the choice to prominently address the 

First Amendment deserves some further explanation here. After all, the First Amendment is widely 

portrayed as unique and exceptional.154This would imply that any attempt to draw from First 

Amendment doctrine for the European legal context would be hopeless. However, considering the 

purpose and legal context of this study, this point of view has to be rejected. 

First, the structural differences between Article 10 ECHR and the First Amendment can make direct 

comparison much harder, but both provisions are really about the same (contested) concept, the special 

constitutional status of a set of communicative freedoms. One striking difference has been already 

discussed above, namely the difference in the way in which the possibility of restrictions of the right to 

freedom of expression are dealt with. Another difference between the protection of fundamental 

freedoms between the U.S. and Europe is commonly attached to the level of protection of the freedom 
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of speech. United States law is widely considered to be exceptional because of the high value the U.S. 

Constitution attributes to expressive liberties.155 But throughout the following chapters it will become 

apparent that there are many similarities as well. Most importantly however, it is not the purpose of this 

study to debate or understand the differences between First Amendment and European freedom of 

expression doctrine as a goal in itself. But, First Amendment doctrine will be used to establish a better 

understanding of what is at stake, as well as the way in which freedom of expression can be understood 

to be implicated in the context of search engine governance. 

Maybe one of the best explanations for the structural differences in ECHR and U.S. doctrine on freedom 

of expression is, like Frederick Schauer has argued, the fact that the First Amendment has existed for 

more than two hundred years and has led to intense judicial engagement at the level of the United 

States Supreme Court since the year 1919. The ECtHR’s case law on freedom of expression only dates 

back to the second half on the 1970s.156 This means that it made a late and a fresh start on some of the 

most pressing legal and societal questions arising in the freedom of expression context. It is much rarer 

for the United States Supreme Court to touch upon a fundamental question relating to the right to 

freedom of expression that it has not already dealt with in the past in some manner. The implied 

richness of U.S. free speech doctrine, however, is precisely a reason to study it and draw from it. 

Moreover, in the field of the governance of Internet communications, the United States has had a 

decisive impact on global and European law and policy. This influence can be found in specific instances 

of law making, such as the concept of safe harbors to regulate intermediary liability, which will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapters 6, 8 and 10. But its influence extends more generally. Although the 

Internet and its governance were privatized in the 1990s, the United States never really gave up its 

sovereign stake in this network of networks that was predominantly developed since the 1960s in the 

United States.157 Optimistically speaking, a transatlantic dialogue on Internet governance and Internet 

regulation in general is important for both the United States and for Europe. The question about the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression for Internet governance and regulation will and 

should of course be part of this dialogue. It is this dialogue to which this study aims to make a 

contribution also. 

And finally, in the context of Web search engines, all Web search services dominant in Europe have their 

headquarters on United States soil. Obviously, this reality has implications for the regulatory and legal 

debate. First, not only the industry but also the legal debate about search engine governance seems 

more mature in the United States.158 This does not necessarily mean that it came up with the best 

answers, but it has been more intense and generally better informed. Second, there is an obvious 

incentive for United States-based online services to design their policies in view of their local law and 

subsequently raise these policies, as much as possible, to a global level. This influence of U.S. legal 

solutions can take different forms, such as through standard contractual agreements and choice of law, 
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or through engagement with European policy makers on different levels. Thus, search engine 

governance in Europe, is, and will probably remain, heavily influenced by United States search industry 

and United States law and policy. If Europe is to develop its own views, laws and policies about the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search, it is essential to 

understand and valuable to learn from the American debate about this pressing question and put the 

possibly different answers in perspective. 

4.4 Freedom of expression doctrine: further clarifications 

4.4.1 The proper role of government under freedom of expression 

The question about the proper role of the state and the different branches of government under 

freedom of expression doctrine lies at the root of most debates about the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression. There are two main lines of thought which in simplified terms map relatively well 

to the current legal mainstream in the United States and Europe respectively. The first is that freedom of 

expression is a negative right, to be invoked against government interference: government may not 

restrict the free circulation of information and ideas. Freedom of expression, like other classic 

fundamental rights is about creating a sphere free of state influence or the exercise of state power. This 

view is popular in America.  

A different conception of freedom of expression with regard to the role of the State sees, apart from the 

right to freedom of expression as a negative right, protecting against undue government interference, 

also a positive role and under some circumstances even a positive obligation for government under the 

right to freedom of expression. In this view, the State should promote the free exercise of the right to 

freedom of expression and provide for the societal conditions in which this free exercise can prosper. 

At the heart of this debate lies a difference in opinion about the character of rights and liberties and the 

role of the State in that regard. In continental Europe, the constitutional rights framework developed 

further since the Second World War and incorporates social welfare rights, positive obligations with 

regard to the exercise of classic fundamental rights such as freedom of expression,159 the protection of 

private life,160 and horizontal obligations or Drittwirkung in Germany.161 The United States constitutional 

mainstream, with some notable exceptions,162 remains strongly attached to a negative rights 

interpretation of the First Amendment and other fundamental rights. 

The way in which the character of relationship between different parties is constitutive for the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression for the legal governance of these relationships can be 

illustrated with a quadrant with two interdependent axes: vertical and horizontal relations on one axis 

and a negative or positive role of government on the other axis.  
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First, different implications arise in the context of vertical relations, meaning relations between public 

authorities and private parties, and of horizontal relations, meaning relations between private parties 

amongst each other. For instance, the prohibition of censorship is a typical example of the way in which 

the right to freedom of expression serves as a constraint on the role of government in vertical relations, 

whereas defamation law tends to deal, either directly or indirectly, with the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression in horizontal relations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As is directly apparent from the formulation of Article 10 ECHR as well as of the First Amendment, the 

right to freedom of expression is first and foremost concerned with restricting government action in 

vertical relations between public authorities and private parties. However, due to various developments 

at the European level, as well as the level of some of the Member States, it has become accepted that 

fundamental rights can have implications for the legal governance of horizontal relations. This theory of 

horizontal effect of fundamental rights is called ‘third party effect’ or is denoted by its German name, 

Drittwirkung.163 The doctrine of horizontal effect is complex and the subject of extensive legal debate. 164 

The horizontal effect of fundamental rights can be either indirect or direct. Direct horizontal effect 

means that the fundamental right would directly function in relations between private parties in a way 

that allows a private party to enforce the right against the other private party directly. This type of 

horizontal effect is generally rare and is absent at the level of the ECHR. The right not to be 

discriminated against by other members of society on grounds such as race or sexual orientation could 

be seen as an example of a fundamental right with direct effect, namely the fundamental right to equal 
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Figure 4.1: The right to freedom of expression and the role of government 
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treatment. But, typically, one would still rely on specific anti-discrimination legislation to effectuate this 

right. A better example of direct effect is found in Irish law, where the Irish Supreme Court has 

interpreted the Irish Constitution to create an independent action for breach of constitutionally 

protected rights against persons other than the State and its officials.165 The ECHR only provides for the 

possibility to complain about the violation of the rights set forth in the Convention by one of the state 

parties (Article 34 ECHR), which excludes the possibility of direct horizontal effect of the Convention. 

Indirect horizontal effect entails the interpretation of the law governing private relations in light of the 

existence of fundamental rights. At the national level, this indirect effect is often effectuated in the 

context of adjudication through the filling-in of open norms, such as general duties of care, fault 

requirements, equity and fairness, or of the interpretation of other norms in light of constitutional 

guarantees. In the context of the ECHR, indirect horizontal effect is typically effectuated through the 

recognition of positive obligations on the State to protect the enjoyment of fundamental rights in the 

sphere of relations between individuals or in cases in which a complaint relates to a conflict between 

private parties in which competing fundamental rights are at stake. In the latter situation, ECHR doctrine 

calls for a balancing between the right to freedom of expression versus a counterbalancing right or 

interest on the other side, such as the right to private life166 or the right to property and economic 

freedom more generally. 167 

The ECtHR’s case law relating to Article 8 ECHR contains strong positive obligations to protect the right 

to private life between individuals. But also in the context of Article 10 ECHR, the Court has recognized 

positive obligations with regard to the legal governance of horizontal relations. This has come from the 

recognition of the demands of the ‘effective exercise’ of the right to freedom of expression, for instance 

with the following consideration in Özgür Gündem v. Turkey: 

“Genuine, effective exercise of [the right to freedom of expression] does not depend merely on 

the State's duty not to interfere, but may require positive measures of protection, even in the 

sphere of relations between individuals […].”168 

The most important example of a positive obligation in the European context of freedom of expression 

is the obligation to promote pluralism, which will be discussed in more detail later in this thesis. This 

positive obligation is rather general and leaves a lot of room for Member States’ interpretations. It can 

thereby hardly be used to effectuate specific rights in particular contexts. Generally speaking, the Court 

has stressed in its case law relating to the possible existence of positive obligations that: 

“In determining whether or not a positive obligation exists, regard must be had to the fair 

balance that has to be struck between the general interest of the community and the interests of 

the individual, the search for which is inherent throughout the Convention. The scope of this 

obligation will inevitably vary, having regard to the diversity of situations obtaining in 
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Contracting States, the difficulties involved in policing modern societies and the choices which 

must be made in terms of priorities and resources. Nor must such an obligation be interpreted in 

such a way as to impose an impossible or disproportionate burden on the authorities […].”169 

A specific or strictly delineated positive obligation is absent in the context of Article 10 ECHR. It may 

therefore be more appropriate in the context of positive obligations under Article 10 ECHR to speak of a 

fundamental legal principle than a legal obligation. The doctrine of positive obligations to safeguard the 

effective exercise of the rights and freedoms under the ECHR thereby also implies that in general the 

ECHR can be seen as a set of fundamental legislative principles for the national legislatures. In contrast, 

the ECtHR’s case law on the right to private life as enshrined in Article 8 ECHR does contain more strict 

positive obligations with regard to horizontal relations. In its recent judgment in K.U. v. Finland, for 

instance, the Court came to the conclusion that a positive obligation existed to facilitate effective 

criminal procedure against the infringement of Article 8 – in the relation between private parties – that 

had given rise to the complaint.170 More generally, data privacy regulations in the EU, harmonized in the 

Privacy Directive (95/46/EC), are sometimes seen as an example of the State fulfilling its positive 

obligations under Article 8 ECHR to ensure the protection of constitutional guarantees in vertical and 

horizontal relations.171 

As mentioned above, the horizontal effect of fundamental rights under the ECHR can be translated back 

to a vertical relationship. It is the State which is ultimately held responsible for the way in which the 

application of the ‘normal’ national law to relations between private parties could interfere with the 

genuine and effective exercise of the fundamental rights of any of the parties involved.172 In other 

words, the question is whether the application of national laws, not directly related to the right to 

freedom of expression - such as laws giving effect to privacy or property - must be seen as a State act 

which requires justification. 

In other words, both the question about horizontal effect and the question about the possible existence 

of positive obligations can be seen as an answer to the question in what way public authorities need to 

be implicated to trigger the protection of fundamental rights and constitutional norms.173 The United 

States answer to this question is the State Action Doctrine. This doctrine, which is of similar complexity 

as the doctrine of positive obligations and horizontal effect in Europe, holds that U.S. constitutional 

rights, in the standard view, do not have direct or indirect horizontal effect. Still, there are certain 

exceptions to this general view and United States constitutional law does contain some elements that 

imply indirect horizontal effect of constitutional guarantees. In Shelley v. Kraemer, for instance, the U.S. 

Supreme Court held that the State court had to be considered a State actor and that an injunction to 

enforce an contractual agreement not to sell property to African Americans would violate the Equal 

Protection Clause of the Constitution. The holding is controversial precisely because of its logical 
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implications of indirect horizontal effect; constitutionalism in private law runs counter to the American 

commitment to the functioning of the free market in the broad sense. 174 

The debate about the role of the State in light of the right to freedom of expression can also be framed 

as a debate about formal expressive liberty and equality on the one hand and substantive expressive 

liberty and equality on the other hand.175 If one adopts a negative rights conception, substantive 

differences in expressive liberty, for instance as a result of inequalities of financial means or education, 

are irrelevant. Both Rupert Murdoch and a homeless person in Paris have similar rights to freedom of 

expression: If they do publish their views or attempt to access information, public authorities are not 

allowed to interfere, absent specific exceptional circumstances. If one defends a substantive notion of 

expressive liberty, pre-existing differences in the ability of parties to enjoy their rights and liberties 

effectively do matter, to some debatable extent, and should, to that extent, be considered when legally 

sanctioning conflicts about information flows. 

In the rich debates about access to the modern means of communication, many have precisely argued in 

terms of a more substantive conception of expressive liberty.176 The ownership of the means of 

communications in the hands of a few can be seen as a threat to democracy and the effective exercise 

of the fundamental rights of the great majority of human individuals. The privileged few will be able to 

control and access such means effectively, while others will not. The negative rights conception tends to 

largely ignore these aspects of the actual state of affairs in society, the baseline allocation, in the context 

of constitutional review, or takes them as a given. One could argue that this is exactly what should 

happen, because of the State’s obligation to treat everyone equally before the law. However, the State 

could at the same time be said to be responsible for the substantive material and immaterial inequalities 

in society because of the assignment and enforcement of other legal entitlements such as property 

rights and its educational policy. It is the State itself that helps to create, further develops and enforces 

the baseline allocation in society through its general laws and policies.177 

The question about the proper role of government under freedom of expression will either explicitly or 

implicitly involve an answer to this fundamental debate about the character of the right to freedom of 

expression. Hence in the chapters that follow, the discussion about the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression, will be tied to these differences from time to time.178 In particular, the analysis 

will not be restricted to freedom of expression as a negative right but will also consider arguments that 

point to a possible or even necessary positive role of government.  

The reasons for this are threefold. First, the law itself does go beyond freedom of expression as a 

negative right, in particular in the European context. Second, the predominantly private law context of 
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the Internet raises the question about substantive expressive liberties and a possible positive, facilitative 

role of government and the need to recognize the importance of a sphere free of undue state 

interference. Finally, a more substantive view of expressive rights and liberties does take these rights 

and liberties more seriously and does not seek to do justice by declaring the proper context in which the 

relevant actors operate irrelevant. 

4.4.2 The role of government under freedom of expression and different ‘means of communication’ 

Rather than studying the implications of freedom of expression in isolated instances of speech and 

communication more generally, the analysis that follows will focus on the role of certain providers of 

communications and information services in the public information environment. Central to this focus is 

the conceptualization of this public information environment as consisting of a range of communicative 

processes between speakers and audiences. These communicative processes are mediated through 

various communication infrastructures and the entities that provide or control them. For instance, print 

technology gave rise to publishers and newspapers, and distributing entities like the postal services, 

libraries or book sellers. The Internet and the World Wide Web gave rise to a range of new 

intermediaries, such as Internet access providers, message board operators, hosting providers, social 

networks and search engines. 

By studying and analyzing freedom of expression doctrine for traditional or more established means of 

communication, the foundation for an answer about the implications of freedom of expression for the 

governance of search engines will be laid down. Hence, the following chapters will study the 

implications of freedom of expression for the communicative processes in the context of three distinct 

speech carrying intermediaries, namely the press, the Internet access provider, and the library. The 

reasons for this selection will be discussed below. In each instance, the answers to the following 

questions will be addressed: In what ways and on what grounds is the governance and government 

involvement with regard to these entities informed by the right to freedom of expression? What are the 

typical actions or issues that have called for an evaluation of the proper role of government under 

freedom of expression doctrine? And what is the position of information providers/speakers and end-

users/listeners/readers if the entity is conceptualized as a speech intermediating institution? 

4.4.3 What actions and which issues are (still) relevant under freedom of expression 

If one looks at the history of freedom of expression doctrine, it has developed from a normative theory 

about specific types of restrictive state actions such as licensing and censorship to a more general theory 

about the right to express, impart, receive information and ideas and about the governance of 

information flows in society.179 As such, the right to freedom of expression does not only inform the 

legitimacy of certain legal restrictions on speakers and publishers, but also the rights of audiences and 

distributors and the rights and obligations between non-government entities. The analysis of the typical 

implications of freedom of expression for the press, Internet access providers and libraries, and of the 

primary stakeholders in these contexts will help to reveal to what extent certain actions and related 
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conflicts are relevant from the perspective of freedom of expression and how the different freedom of 

expression interests of the parties involved have shaped this answer. 

In a linguistic sense, Article 10 ECHR delineates quite literally the type of actions which are protected, 

namely the freedom to receive and impart information and ideas. Freedom of expression and 

information in the broad sense protects all kinds of communicative actions, including the right to 

transmit information freely. The same is true for the First Amendment.180 This focus on the freedom to 

communicate in different ways and capacities means that one could simply zoom in on the various 

communications that are taking place, identify the typical restrictions on these communications and 

discuss their legal legitimacy. But such an endeavor would be too limited for a number of reasons. 

First, not all kinds of communications are protected by the right to freedom of expression, and certainly 

not protected in the same way. Freedom of expression tends to protect the actions which have become 

to be seen as legally meaningful from the perspective of freedom of expression theory.181 Typical 

examples of such actions which are considered to be of particular importance are the right of citizens to 

speak about matters of public concern, the editorial freedom of newspapers to decide which articles to 

print on the front page, the right to publish information without asking the authorities for permission, or 

the right of the citizen to read and inform himself. Thus, to conceptualize the scope of freedom of 

expression in the context of search engine governance, it will be most fruitful to try to get to a 

characterization of the ‘typical’ scope of what is actually protected under the right to freedom of 

expression. 

Second, not only communicative actions but also actions that are indirectly linked to communication can 

be protected under the right to freedom of expression. For instance, the right to freedom of expression 

also protects the freedom to decide how to use the means to communicate. For example, a restriction 

on the freedom to decide to whom a theatre can be rented for public performances can be an 

infringement.182 As we will see in Chapter 5, it can also protect media against special restrictive legal 

treatment, such as discriminatory taxation.183 In other words, the scope of freedom of expression 

includes actions that are only indirectly related to communication but facilitate its exercise or are a 

necessary part for various actors to exercise it. 

Third, what ends up being protected under the right to freedom of expression will in many ways be 

connected to the normative theories underlying the right to freedom of expression. The end-user’s 

freedom to receive information and ideas freely and become an informed citizen is considered to be 

worth protecting because of the importance of informed citizens in a democratic society and their 

autonomy as human beings. Similarly, as the analysis of press freedom, ISP freedom and library freedom 

in Chapters 5 to 7 will show, the protection of these entities under Article 10 ECHR strongly takes into 
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account their ‘societal role’. For instance, the function of the press as public watchdog and as platform 

for debate about matters of public concern implies strong protection for the press: producing and 

selecting the conversations that are to be part of the public debate, in a manner that is ‘uninhibited, 

robust and wide-open’ as formulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Sullivan.184 In the case of ISPs, 

freedom of expression theory stresses the protection of the interests of end-users and information 

providers precisely because of the relatively passive intermediary role of ISPs. In sum, the right to 

freedom of expression helps to protect the ‘public freedom of expression interest’ in the free 

dissemination of information and ideas. To the extent that new institutions and players, such as search 

engines, act according to a societal interest in their functioning relating to the underlying ideals of 

freedom of expression theory, they should receive proper protection. The question is how this public 

freedom of expression interest in the context of search engines should be conceptualized. 

When answering the question about such public interest, it should also be kept in mind that it would be 

wrong to make freedom of expression fully instrumental to a particular conception of the public interest 

in the free circulation of information, knowledge and ideas. There is no agreement between legal 

theorists, or others for that matter, as to the definition of such a conception. The law, in turn, has 

referred to different public interests, derived from the theories discussed above, underlying freedom of 

expression, but it has also protected the right to freedom of expression independently. To state it 

differently, freedom of expression can be seen as having both a public interest component, which takes 

the fundamental right as a societal ordering principle in view of high order public interests such as the 

functioning of democracy, and a state-free sphere for the individual perspective, in which individuals 

and other private actors should to some debatable extent be allowed to exercise their rights freely, 

without reference to a public good. 

4.4.4 Selection of the press, Internet access providers and libraries  

There are a number of traditional regulatory models and relating theories of freedom of expression for 

different media and modes of communications. These include, for instance, the model for the press, the 

model for common carriers such as post and telephony communications and the model for 

broadcasting. Freedom of expression has played an important role in the development of these 

regulatory models. As we will see in more detail below, the distinction in particular between distributors 

and publishers has important consequences for freedom of expression. 

Of special importance in media and telecommunications policy research is the traditional layered mode, 

consisting of infrastructure, transmission/distribution and content. As discussed in Chapter 3, these 

layers have also served as a conceptual regulatory model in the context of the Internet and the World 

Wide Web. If one looks at the role of Web search engines in the communicative process, they are 

information services themselves, providing information about information, so they can be studied from 

the perspective of regulatory models in the content layer. But because they are meta-media and a 

functional prerequisite for effective navigation online, they intimately relate to the transport layer as 

well. The principal value of search engines is that they mediate effectively between searchers and 
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information providers, making up for the lack of navigational structure in the hyperlinked environment 

that is the Web.  

By selecting the press and Internet access providers both perspectives are taken into account: transport 

and content. Since from the perspective of information flows search engines seem to have 

characteristics of distributors as well as of publishers or editors, both a publishing intermediary as well 

as a distributing and transport related intermediary have been selected for further analysis. The press 

and press freedom serves as the subject for studying the implications of freedom of expression for 

publishers. Internet access providers and the discussion about their role with regard to the regulation of 

content flows and the question of filtering have been selected as the subject for studying the 

implications of freedom of expression for distributors and common carriers. 

The study of the implications of the right to freedom of expression for Internet access providers is also 

used to provide insight into the regulatory model for media and communications on the Internet more 

generally. For the same reason, some of the recent developments with regard to the press and libraries 

that are related to the particular dynamics of the Internet and digitization will be addressed in Chapter 5 

and 7. Although the emergence of new communication technologies does not necessarily imply that 

fundamental starting points of media and telecommunications law and policy have to be changed, the 

Internet has been the cause of a number of shifts and particular regulatory and conceptual problems. 

Convergence, self-publishing opportunities and the exponential growth of publicly accessible material, 

new applications like peer-to-peer, automation and governance through technology, and the absence of 

effective points of control for traditional modes of content regulation, are amongst those issues that call 

for a reassessment of existing starting points. These developments have left governments and others in 

search for new ideas about and effective modes of fulfilling their proper role.185 

The implications of the right to freedom of expression for the legal governance of public libraries is also 

studied because of a different reason. They have been a dominant institution in making accessible the 

existing knowledge products in our society. In fact, it is in the context of the library and library science in 

the broad sense that most of the ideas about the ordering and cataloguing of knowledge have been 

developed. Web search engines are newcomers in this field. They provide extremely successful services 

in a field where the library has held a relatively dominant societal position for a long time. 

The strong degree of government involvement in the establishment, functioning and governance of 

public libraries makes it interesting to contrast with the situation of Web search services. The public 

library is a public organization, publicly funded for reasons that suggest a strong role of government in 

providing access to ideas and information and educating the public. By studying the governance of 

libraries, the freedom of expression implications that relate to a government funded information 

institution can be revealed. These are mostly absent when looking at the press and Internet access 

providers, because their provision does not depend on the State and has been left to the market. 
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5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the legal concept of press freedom – the implications of the right to freedom of 

expression for the governance of the press – will be discussed, as will as some of the elements of press 

freedom doctrine that are of particular interest for this study about the governance of Web search 

engines. The analysis is mostly focused on the press, understood as the newspaper industry, and the 

legal arrangements relating to the societal production and organization of a public debate about matters 

of public concern. Sometimes mass media more generally and broadcasting will be discussed in passing, 

but the particular regulatory model for broadcast media will not be addressed. The reason for this 

exclusion is partly found in the need to restrict the analysis, but also in the extraordinary constitutional 

position of broadcasting regulation and the application of the regulatory model for the press for online 

media. 

This chapter will first address the following general questions relating to press freedom: What is the 

proper role of government with regard to the press given freedom of expression and on what grounds? 

And how is that proper role reflected in the regulatory framework of the press, which tends to rely on 

the professional ethics of journalism and self-regulation? The analysis will discuss these issues in relation 

to Article 10 ECHR and in relation to the First Amendment. In addition to the question about the position 

of the press under the right to freedom of expression and about the way in which press freedom has 

been (partly) construed as an instrumental freedom to serve citizens and potential speakers, section 5.3 

will discuss the doctrine of prior restraints on the press and the duties and responsibilities of the media. 

In section 5.4, the debate about the possibility to grant access rights to the press for potential speakers 

will be discussed, as well as the concept and protection of the press’ editorial freedom. Section 5.5 will 

discuss the relationship between the press and its readers by looking more closely at the public’s right to 

inform itself, the protection of commercial publications and advertising in the media, and the issue of 

readers’ privacy. 

If there is any institution that is historically linked to the fundamental right to freedom of expression, it 

is the press. To a considerable extent, the right to freedom of expression in its current form is the result 

of centuries-long struggles about the legal governance of the press and about the evolved uses and 

societal practices of it with regard to the publication of information and ideas after the invention of print 

technology in the 15th Century.186 The printing press helped to lower the barriers for the dissemination 

of information and ideas enormously and ultimately offered opportunities to much broader groups of 

people than just the clergy previously, to publish and distribute Bibles, books, pamphlets, posters, 

newspapers, journals and other printed materials. 

In the context of press freedom, the focus is usually placed on the periodical press and newspapers in 

particular and to a lesser extent on the publications of books. As the platform for political debate about 

matters of public concern, the periodical press occupies a central political and cultural position in 

society, a position which has earned it the title ‘the Fourth Estate’. And more than any other institution 

in the public information environment, the press contributed to freedom of expression doctrine. The 
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wide circulation of newspapers began after the inventions of offset printing around 1800. Large scale 

advertising arrived later in the 19th century. Advertising would provide significant additional income to 

the press beyond the revenues it previously received just from subscriptions and newsstand sales to 

readers. The industrialization of the press made newspapers into a mass medium and led to significant 

concentration of the market due to high entry barriers. 

As the periodical press never functioned in isolation, the governance of other links in the chain of 

getting news from the press and its sources to its reader has always mattered a great deal to the 

functioning of the press. Historically, the postal services and the telegraph were of particular importance 

for the functioning of the press and newspapers. Postal services were used to distribute publications 

and the telegraph was a primary means for gathering news and making it possible to print in multiple 

locations. More recently the Internet has reshaped the news industry and continues to do so. The 

electronic publishing industry depends on being carried by Internet access providers and other online 

intermediaries such as search engines to reach an audience. 

Over the last decade digitization and convergence of media on the Internet have had disruptive effects 

on the press and its business models. Notable developments include a decline in subscription based 

journalism online and offline, heavy competition for advertisements, and the rise of self-publishing, 

citizen journalism and blogging. Online newspapers now publish a continuously updated set of articles 

and include audiovisual material. They can personalize their offering according to the interests of 

particular readers, target the advertisements that are being placed next to their editorial content, 

facilitate interaction with and between readers, and make the material available not only on a website 

but also through other means such as email and RSS-feeds and mobile applications. Wikileaks is an 

important and widely debated example of a new journalistic phenomenon, in which non journalists in 

the strict sense aggressively publish secrets and which also presents a particularly interesting 

perspective on the attitude of the traditional news industry towards new journalistic models and 

practices that have arisen in the networked information environment.187 

The traditional press’ transition to the digital environment has not been a success for all. An oft heard 

concern, from the perspective of the quality of the news environment, is the mass lay-off of journalists 

by newspapers.188 Convergence between different media means that traditionally separated markets for 

news are increasingly overlapping. The same news reports, be them in text, images, or audiovisual 

content, are published on online newspapers, websites of broadcasters and other online destinations, 

all of which compete for audiences as a result. New players have emerged in the value chain, including 

news aggregators and search engines, that both help electronic publishers to reach an audience but also 

compete with them – rather successfully – for advertising revenue. As a result of the decreased barriers 

to entry, access to worldwide publishing for information providers has probably never been as 

widespread as it is now. At the same time, some of the bottlenecks in communication have simply 

shifted to other places, because not everyone can communicate to everyone. 
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5.2 The regulatory framework for the press 

Compared to other media and means of communication, regulatory involvement with the press is now 

minimal.189 This was not always the case. In fact, the concept of freedom of expression is intimately tied 

to historical instances of government involvement with the press and print media in general. Its 

progressive acknowledgement in national constitutions and international fundamental right instruments 

has come to shield the press against different types of involvement by public authorities. The motives 

for government involvement with the press include the interest to control public debate, the will to 

influence public opinion, the protection of general State interests such as State secrets, the protection 

against negative publicity, the protection of specific private interests, the protection of the impartiality 

of the judiciary, and the upholding of respect for the courts and public authority more generally, but 

also the support of the institutional structure for public debate in line with the ideal of democracy.  

After the abolishment of the practice of press licensing and systematic censorship of the press, other 

measures such as the taxation of press related services have been used to influence the press. There are 

examples of tax exemption for publishers and the press and the regulation of tariffs for the necessary 

use of transport and distribution channels, which were often in the hands of state monopolies. Notably, 

the traditional state monopolies one used to find in radio and TV broadcasting throughout Europe, or 

for postal mail, telegraphy, and telephone services, are absent in the case of the press. An early example 

of special press taxation is the stamp tax introduced by the British Government in 1712. This tax on 

printed items was a replacement of the licensing scheme for printing presses and structured in such a 

way to be a heavy burden on the newspaper press.190  

In the 19th Century the opposite became public policy in the United States. The United States exempted 

publishers and newspapers from certain taxes and the press’ use of the postal system was subsidized.191 

Such positive state aid with regard to the press and media in general became commonplace in the 20th 

century. However, positive state involvement has to be carefully structured to be compatible with the 

demands of a free press. Subsidization of the press, for instance, is not in line with the freedom of the 

press if it subsidizes discriminatorily, in terms of viewpoints and content in particular.192 The recent 

discussions about the government’s role with regard to the failing newspaper industry have again 

brought the limitations on possible government involvement to the fore.193 

In the second half of the 20th Century it became accepted that the state may have a role in preventing 

too much concentration in the press and media in general.194 In the interest of pluralism, media, 

including print media, are usually not only subject to general competition law, as same as any other 

commercial undertaking, but also to special media concentration and cross-ownership rules and 

policies.195 Concentration of media outlets in the hands of a few would undermine pluralism and 
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diversity, of which, according to the ECtHR, the State is the ultimate guarantor.196 Therefore, a press and 

media policy aimed at preserving the conditions necessary for a pluralist press can be seen as a 

reflection of the right to freedom of expression and not as an interference with the press’ 

constitutionally protected freedom.197 

The current regulatory model for the press consists of a framework of generally applicable laws in 

combination with self-regulation. Important generally applicable laws for the press are defamation law, 

privacy law and copyright law. Sector-specific press laws are rare. Exceptions are anti-concentration 

regulation in view of preserving pluralism in the public information environment and, in some countries, 

right of reply statutes.198 

The self-regulation of the press can be subdivided into a professional ethics component on the one hand 

and – in some countries – a formalized component on the other hand. In the journalistic profession and 

the governance of the press activities, the professional ethics of journalism have an important role. The 

responsibility for ethical treatment of sources, subjects, targets and the public are considered to be part 

of this.199 In many countries, self-regulation through the professional ethics of journalism is 

complemented with a formalized self-regulatory structure for the press, sometimes in the form of codes 

of conduct, either for specific newspapers or industry wide. Self-regulation for the press can also include 

the establishment of a press council dealing with complaints about publications. Historically, press self-

regulation in Europe was been formalized in the first decades after World War II, mostly as a reaction to 

threats from governments that legislation would be passed otherwise.200 

It is important to note that journalistic ethics are not carved in stone and have always been the subject 

of debate, because journalistic ethics vary across media and between individual journalists. Because of 

new and uncontrolled entry into the publishing market on the Internet, online publishers are a diverse 

crowd. This has put the existing self-regulatory structures under pressure and incidentally given rise to 

new self-regulatory initiatives such as a blogger code of conduct. Some new publishers are precisely 

motivated by a perceived failing in the functioning of the traditional press. Other newcomers seem to 

denounce journalistic ethics completely. As Yochai Benkler argues, after a detailed analysis of the media 

storm surrounding Wikileaks in 2010 and early 2011, “‘professionalism’ and ‘responsibility’ can be found 

on both sides of the divide, as can unprofessionalism and irresponsibility.”201 Finally, it is important to 

note that some new online journalistic practices arise from completely different professional 

backgrounds. Platforms for collaborative filtering such as Reddit fulfill some of the filtering functions 

that used to be performed by journalists. The same may in some ways be said for the phenomenon of 

Web search engines. However, these services are staffed with engineers, writing and tweaking 
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algorithms to support their services instead of journalists chasing stories, and they act in very different 

professional traditions. 

For these reasons, attempts to legally define who can or should be viewed as journalist on the basis of a 

certain set of professional standards are difficult and tend to be controversial, because of the freedom 

of expression and the need for free entry to journalistic practice.202 In the context of Article 10 ECHR, the 

duties and responsibilities tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression are linked to 

journalistic ethics. The doctrine of duties and responsibilities will be discussed later in this chapter, as 

well as the question about a possible privileged position of the press and journalists under the right to 

freedom of expression. 

The European Union’s regulatory involvement with the press is minimal. EU media policy is mostly 

directed at audiovisual media through internal market regulations. Involvement in the field of the press 

is mostly limited to concerns over pluralism and diversity. Notably, the difficulties of continuing to make 

a defendable distinction between regulated services and unregulated services on the basis of traditional 

broadcasting regulation is starting to show in the European context of the audiovisual media services 

directive’s treatment of online on-demand services.203 Convergence between different types of media 

and the rapidly changed realities of audiovisual media production and consumption raise fundamental 

questions about the way in which the degree of legitimate regulatory involvement under the right to 

freedom of expression depends upon the type of media involved. 

As mentioned, in the subject of media pluralism more generally some activity takes place in the 

European context which touches upon the press as well. The legal basis for EU activity in the field of 

media pluralism is found in the positive obligation of the state to guarantee media pluralism. Quite 

specifically, the European Parliament has repeatedly expressed its concern over media ownership and 

control in Italy. In addition, the European Commission recently launched an initiative regarding media 

pluralism in the Member States,204 which has resulted in a study on indicators for media pluralism,205 

and the establishment of a High Level Group on Media Freedom and Pluralism.206 The study on 

indicators for media pluralism will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10, since it contains reference 

to the question of making Web search engines part of an analysis of media pluralism.207 

5.3 Freedom of expression and the press 

The judgments of the ECtHR and the United States Supreme Court on the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression for the press are amongst their most famous. Whereas freedom of expression 

applies to natural persons, the press and others alike, the ECtHR has emphasized the protection of the 
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press under Article 10, stressing the role of the press in a democratic society. In particular, the ECtHR 

has tied the protection of the press to its task of informing the public. The following section is a short 

overview of the case law of the ECtHR and the United States Supreme Court on press freedom. The 

questions that will be answered are: What is the scope of Article 10 ECHR and the First Amendment in 

the context of the press? Is there any special protection of the press and, if so, on what grounds is this 

extra protection afforded? More specifically, the way press freedom is informed by the freedom of 

expression interests of its readers and possible speakers will be addressed. There will also be a 

discussion of the doctrine of prior restraint on the press and on the duties and responsibilities tied to 

the exercise of the right to freedom of expression by Article 10, second paragraph. 

5.3.1 Status of the press under the right to freedom of expression 

In the context of Article 10 ECHR, the European Court of Human Rights has consistently tied the special 

status of the press not to a particular institutional delineation of the press or journalists, but to their role 

in society and their contributions to ideals underlying freedom of expression. The decisive factor for any 

special protection or status under Article 10 ECHR is that there is a contribution to the public debate on 

matters of general public interest.208 Whereas a newspaper or a professional journalist might more 

easily claim to be making such a contribution because of its widely accepted role in society, there is no 

reason why ordinary citizens or other entities would not be entitled to claim a similar contribution, as 

long as they have contribute to the underlying goals of Article 10 ECHR. In line with this inclusive 

interpretation of press freedom as public debate freedom, the Court has applied the special standards it 

developed for the press to other parties such as “small and informal campaign groups,” or “groups and 

individuals outside the mainstream.”209 

The special status of – but not restricted to – the press and journalists under Article 10 ECHR plays out in 

particular in the context of the admissibility of interferences. The level of judicial scrutiny will be high 

and the margin of appreciation of the Member States in the context of the press is limited.210 Generally, 

when dealing with the press, the test of Article 10, second paragraph will be applied most restrictively 

by the Court:  

“The most careful scrutiny on the part of the Court is called for when, as in the present case, the 

measures taken or sanctions imposed by the national authority are capable of discouraging the 

participation of the press in debates over matters of legitimate public concern [...].”211 

This will be different in the case of interferences with publications of ideas and information which do 

not contribute to the public debate about matters of general public interest, such as communications of 

a commercial nature, or about the private life of individuals.212 
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It can be concluded from the Court’s case law on the protection of publications under the right to 

freedom of expression that hardly anything is excluded from the scope of Article 10 ECHR, first 

paragraph. The actual legal protection under Article 10 ECHR will depend on the weight that is 

contributed to the protected matter or action, which will subsequently play out in the context of the 

permissibility of interferences under Article 10, second paragraph. As mentioned, restrictions of 

publications on matters of public concern result in stricter scrutiny by the Court as well as a very limited 

margin of appreciation. Notably, however, in many cases the right to freedom of expression will have to 

be balanced against a countervailing fundamental right, such as the right to private life of Article 8 ECHR.  

Information, ideas, facts and value judgments are all protected under Article 10, as well as the form in 

and means by which they are being communicated. But in terms of their protection, the Court tends to 

make a distinction between facts and value judgments, because the latter cannot be proven right or 

wrong. This also implies that a legal requirement to prove an opinion can by itself be an infringement of 

Article 10.213 Notwithstanding this general difference, value statements without some factual support 

for them can be excessive, in which case they may be legitimately restricted if called for.214 The Court 

has acknowledged the difficulty of making a strict distinction.215 

That Article 10 ECHR does provide additional protection of information and ideas in general can be seen 

in the ECtHR’s judgment in Sunday Times. Here, the Court restated its conclusions from Handyside that 

freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of a democratic society and is 

applicable “not only to information or ideas that are favorably received or regarded as inoffensive or as a 

matter of indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the 

population.”216 It went on to conclude that “[t]hese principles are of particular importance as far as the 

press is concerned.”217 

The reference to ‘legitimate public concern’ in the Court’s case law, also denoted by ‘public interest’ or 

general interest’, raises the question about the scope of this concept. The Court has addressed this 

question mostly parenthetically, without providing much substantive guidance. It has made distinctions 

between the substantive merits of types of speech, such as commercial speech and political speech, of 

which the latter carries more weight under the Convention. It has delineated the reporting about public 

officials from the reporting of details about private individuals, because in the former case the press 

exercises its vital role of “watchdog” whereas it does not do so in the latter. Notably, this sometimes 

necessitates a substantive judgment on the merits of particular publications, such as in the case Von 

Hannover about the balancing of privacy and speech interests. There the Court declared the publications 

about the Princess of Monaco were insufficient from its public interest perspective, which is strongly 

linked to democratic ideals: 
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“the publication [...] in question, the sole purpose of which was to satisfy the curiosity of a 

particular readership regarding the details of the applicant’s private life, cannot be deemed to 

contribute to any debate of general interest to society despite the applicant being known to the 

public [...].”218 

The best suggestion for a general guiding principle underlying the general or public interest in the 

context of Article 10 ECHR, and the press more generally, is provided by the democratic theory 

discussed in Chapter 4. However, the notion of public interest or general interest under Article 10 ECHR 

remains relatively undefined.219 

In contract to Article 10 ECHR, the text of the First Amendment contains an explicit reference to the 

protection of the press, besides the more general freedom of speech. Some have read this as meaning 

that the organized press should receive special protection under the First Amendment.220 The explicit 

reference to freedom of the press in the First Amendment would be redundant otherwise and the 

freedom of the press is argued to be a structural provision guaranteeing that the press as an institution, 

independent of government, would serve as an additional check on the three branches of 

government.221  

The United States Supreme Court has never endorsed the view that the organized press holds special 

constitutional privileges and has construed the right to free speech and the freedom of the press in the 

First Amendment to exist irrespective of whether the circumstances concerned a member of the 

organized press or another organization or individual.222 It decided most clearly against special 

constitutional privileges of the organized press in Hayes, in which it decided that there is no special 

guarantee for access to information for the organized press that is not available to the public 

generally.223 The organized press also receives no special immunity from the application of general 

laws.224 225 
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If we look at the Court’s case law, some First Amendments standards for the press such as the ‘Times-

Gertz-standard’ for defamation typically involve the highest scrutiny. But they do not necessarily require 

that the publication originates from the press, but that it involves matters of public concern.226 The 

Supreme Court concluded that speech “concerning public affairs is more than self-expression; it is the 

essence of self-government” and occupies the “highest rung of the hierarchy of First Amendment 

values.”227 Thus, insofar as the periodical press reports about public affairs it can claim the highest 

protection possible, which is comparable to the situation under Article 10 ECHR. As mentioned above, 

the organized press is in practice most likely to be able to claim protection under this standard. 

One substantive difference between press freedom under the First Amendment and Article 10 ECHR is 

the priority of free speech under the American Constitution in comparison with other values. As a result, 

under certain conditions the First Amendment provides speakers, publishers and the press with 

significantly more protection, for instance against defamatory false statements of fact.228 In New York 

Times Co. v. Sullivan a police chief sued the New York Times newspaper for false statements of fact in an 

editorial advertisement by an African-American civil rights group.229 The police chief asserted that the 

advertisement contained several falsehoods regarding his role in civil rights protests. The Supreme Court 

concluded that the First Amendment required that there must be proof that a false statement relating 

to the conduct of a public official must be “made with ‘actual malice’ – that is, with knowledge that it is 

false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not” for it to be constitutionally permissible to 

punish its publication.230  In its opinion, the Court relied on a variety of fundamental concerns underlying 

freedom of expression, and in particular referred to the dangers of chilling effects and self-censorship 

that would arise from a weaker standard for defamatory publications. It stated that “debate on public 

issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.”231 It also concluded that “[e]rroneous speech is 

inevitable, if the First Amendment freedoms are to have the breathing space they need to survive.”232 

This willingness to err in favor of free speech, which is also implied by the chilling effect doctrine, is 

characteristic of First Amendment doctrine.233 

The standard was later extended to speech about public figures.234 In Gertz the Supreme Court clarified 

that the strict ‘actual malice’ standard for false statements of fact does not apply to statements about 

private parties. Such speech does not relate to matters of public concern, and for this reason the state’s 
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interest to protect individuals against defamatory falsehood is greater.235 Under the First Amendment 

there is no such thing as a false idea, but false statements of fact are low level speech.236 The reason for 

the protection of false statements of fact against punishment under an actual malice standard is found 

in the importance of robust debate. Again, the possible chilling effects of legal interferences with 

unprotected or low-level speech can make them impermissible under the First Amendment.237 Relying 

on Sullivan, the Supreme Court has concluded that speech concerning public figures and officials may be 

provocative and intended to cause emotional distress but cannot be punished absent ‘actual malice’.238 

For these reasons, parodies which involve false statements of facts that cannot reasonably be believed 

to involve the subject of parody, receive First Amendment protection, even if the speech is patently 

offensive and is intended to inflict emotional injury.239 

The ‘Times-Gertz’ standard is a characteristic feature of United States free speech doctrine and much 

stronger than the protection afforded by Article 10 ECHR. Under Article 10 ECHR, it is permitted for 

national law to require that statements of fact must be substantiated and consistent emphasis is placed 

on ‘reliability’ in the context of the media’s duties and responsibilities. The notion of duties and 

responsibilities tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression, which will be discussed below, 

is completely absent in United States freedom of expression doctrine. 

5.3.2. Article 10 ECHR and the press’ role in serving the interests of speakers and readers 

Although the press can be seen as the actual source of publicity, meaning that the press is of course a 

speaker itself, the press is at the same time a mediating institution between other possible speakers and 

readers. The question is to what extent press freedom takes into account the contribution of the press 

to the realization of the communicative interests of these other stakeholders. The answer is that it does 

so to a considerable extent both under Article 10 ECHR and also in the United States context.  

Press doctrine under Article 10 ECHR refers to the communicative interests of all three primary 

stakeholders: the press itself, its readers, and to possible speakers which can find an audience through 

the press. First and foremost, the Court has tied the special status of the press under Article 10 ECHR to 

the interests of readers and the public in general. In addition, the Court has also stressed the 

importance of press freedom because of the press’ intermediary role in disseminating the statements 
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and ideas of others to an audience. Both lines of reasoning imply that press freedom under Article 10 

ECHR serves the interests of others than the press. The protection of the press against government 

interference is construed around a particular idea of the press and its role in a constitutional democracy. 

This does not imply that the press is subordinate to the interests of readers if there may be a conflict of 

interest. The horizontal protection of readers and speakers under the right to freedom of expression vis 

a vis the press will be discussed in more detail in the next sections. 

With regard to the interests of readers, the ECtHR concluded in Sunday Times that freedom of 

expression protects the press against government interferences in reporting about an ongoing judicial 

proceeding, because it is the press’ task to inform the public about these matters of public interest: 

“[W]hilst the mass media must not overstep the bounds imposed in the interests of the proper 

administration of justice, it is incumbent on them to impart information and ideas concerning 

matters that come before the courts just as in other areas of public interest. Not only do the 

media have the task of imparting such information and ideas: the public also has a right to 

receive them […].” 240 

In this and other judgments, the Court has added that the press plays a “vital role of "public 

watchdog”241 and that freedom of the press “affords the public one of the best means of discovering and 

forming an opinion of the ideas and attitudes of political leaders.”242 In Guerra, stated “that the public 

has a right to receive information as a corollary of the specific function of journalists, which is to impart 

information and ideas on matters of public interest.”243 Thus, the Court has time and again connected 

the special status of the press to its function and task of informing the public. 

To a lesser extent, the Court has tied freedom of the press to its role in providing a forum to others. In 

its Jersild judgment, which dealt with the prosecution of a Danish journalist for including racist 

statements by a right-extremist in a television documentary, the Court restated that news reporting 

receives special protection under Article 10 ECHR and journalists should not be unduly restricted in 

reporting statements of others, which is one of their primary roles and tasks: 

“News reporting based on interviews, whether edited or not, constitutes one of the most 

important means whereby the press is able to play its vital role of "public watchdog" […]. The 

punishment of a journalist for assisting in the dissemination of statements made by another 

person in an interview would seriously hamper the contribution of the press to discussion of 
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matters of public interest and should not be envisaged unless there are particularly strong 

reasons for doing so.”244 

One can find references tying the protection of the press under the First Amendment to the interests of 

possible speakers through the press and its readers, although more than the ECtHR does, the Supreme 

Court emphasizes the freedom of the press from government interference independent of a particular 

designated role. Even though First Amendment doctrine does contain references to an institutional 

democratic theory for press freedom, it places more emphasis on a free market for information and 

ideas, and in general entails a less instrumental notion of press freedom than press freedom under 

Article 10 ECHR.245  

This does not mean that First Amendment case law does not contain ample references to the interests 

of an informed public, the interest of the public in self-governance and the interests of the speakers to 

reach an audience through the press.246The Supreme Court made its most famous reference to the 

interests of the receiving end of communications in the context of broadcast media. In Red Lion, the 

Court declared that “[I]t is the right of the viewers and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which 

is paramount. [...] It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, 

and other ideas and experiences which is crucial here.”247 Of course, particularly in the broadcasting 

context, the interests of the audience serve as an argument to regulate media, restricting the freedom 

of broadcasters to act self-interestedly. First Amendment doctrine provides that, under certain 

conditions, government has a legitimate interest to restrict the dissemination of information in the 

interest of the ‘captive audience’ and uniquely pervasive media.248 

In Sullivan, one can find a particularly strong reference to the interests of speakers to reach an audience 

through the press. Rebecca Tushnet has recently argued that Sullivan was precisely about First 

Amendment protection of the intermediary role of the press.249 The idea is that the actual malice 

standard, discussed above, did not aim to protect the speech of the Times in this case as such, but the 

possibility of the press as an intermediary to publish third party material without extensive fact-

checking. In addition, Tushnet shows that Sullivan can be interpreted as an endorsement of the 

newspaper business model on the grounds of First Amendment values relating to the press as an 

intermediary. The publication for which the New York Times was sued was an advertisement, and 
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commercial speech had been named as low level speech in Chaplinsky. The Supreme Court, however, 

dismissed any claim that the paid for nature of the publication should be of any concern, in particular 

because it would “shut off an important outlet for the promulgation of information and ideas by persons 

who do not themselves have access to publishing facilities – who wish to exercise their freedom of speech 

even though they are not members of the press.”250 Hence, the implication of Sullivan could be that 

when the business model of a certain entity that claims protection under the First Amendment is in line 

with the values underlying freedom of expression, there is no reason to separately scrutinize the 

commercial for-profit motives which are inherent in its operation. 

5.3.3 Press freedom and the duties and responsibilities under Article 10 

As mentioned above, the protection of the press under Article 10 of the Convention supposes certain 

commitments. Generally, the strong emphasis on the societal role of the press, which gives it extra 

status and protection under Article 10 ECHR, raises the question whether a conception of this role is also 

used to confine its freedom. If the press were to function in a way not in accordance with its perceived 

role in a democratic society envisaged by the ECtHR, there would be less reason to protect it against 

interferences.  

This question leads to a discussion of the duties and responsibilities which are inherent in the exercise of 

the right to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10. 251 By exercising one’s right to freedom of 

expression one undertakes specific duties and responsibilities depending on context, profession, impact 

and the technical means used for communicating. In Hachette Filipacchi, the Court formulated this as 

follows: 

“[W]hoever exercises his freedom of expression undertakes “duties and responsibilities” the 

scope of which depends on his situation and the technical means he uses. The potential impact of 

those means must be taken into account when considering the proportionality of the 

interference. The safeguard afforded by Article 10 to journalists is subject, because of those very 

“duties and responsibilities”, to the proviso that they provide reliable information in accordance 

with the ethics of journalism […].”252 

Thus, the protection of the press under Article 10 ECHR could be called a double-edged sword. It implies 

the application of stricter scrutiny with regard to interferences on the one hand, but involves special 

duties and responsibilities tied to the profession and the medium on the other hand. 253 More 

specifically, the protection under Article 10 ECHR of the press’ statement of facts and opinions is colored 

by the ethics of journalism. 

The Court has rejected overly strict requirements on the press, for instance the “general requirement for 

journalists systematically and formally to distance themselves from the content of a quotation that 
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might insult or provoke others or damage their reputation.”254 The Court has concluded on a number of 

occasions that this requirement is not reconcilable with the press’s role of providing information on 

current events, opinions and ideas.255 But the double-sided nature of freedom of expression under 

Article 10 ECHR remains. Whereas the press and journalists are allowed to provoke and exaggerate,256 

they also have to be careful, accurate and acting in good faith, as the Court recently concluded in Stoll: 

“[T]he safeguard afforded by Article 10 to journalists in relation to reporting on issues of general 

interest is subject to the proviso that they are acting in good faith and on an accurate factual 

basis and provide “reliable and precise” information in accordance with the ethics of 

journalism”257 

The Stoll judgment is also of interest because the Court reflects on the duties and responsibilities of the 

press in the light of present-day conditions.258 These present-day conditions, in the Court’s eyes, have 

strengthened the importance of journalists abiding by their professional ethics: 

“[T]hese considerations play a particularly important role nowadays, given the influence wielded 

by the media in contemporary society: not only do they inform, they can also suggest by the way 

in which they present the information how it is to be assessed. In a world in which the individual 

is confronted with vast quantities of information circulated via traditional and electronic media 

and involving an ever-growing number of players, monitoring compliance with journalistic ethics 

takes on added importance.”259 

Thus, the influence and impact of media as well as the risk they pose in terms of misinforming the public 

increase the duties and responsibilities on the media. However, the Court’s judgment in Stoll has been 

criticized for relying too much on the judgment of the Swiss press council and placing too much 

emphasis on duties and responsibilities.260 

The problem is that the duties and responsibilities tied to the exercise of freedom of expression in 

Article 10 and linked to the ethics of journalism by the Court in its case law, consistently mirror the 

actual freedom of expression which Article 10 ECHR is aiming to provide. Thus on the one hand, the right 

to freedom to expression not only applies to the substance, but extends to the means of 

communications and the form in which information and ideas are made public.261 On the other hand, the 

duties and responsibilities include the responsible use of media and means of communication, in light of 
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their respective impact and influence, and the form in which information and ideas are being presented 

in view of the difference in suggestive capabilities of different forms of communications and media.  

What is missing in the Court’s recent case law is a consistent acknowledgement of the importance of 

leaving the press and others leeway as to the definition and fulfillment of their duties and 

responsibilities, which in addition tend to be presented as generally accepted standards, instead of the 

contested ones they really often are in their practical application.262 In 1994, the Court still refers to this 

leeway with regard reporting techniques in Jersild, when it concludes that “[i]t is not for this Court, nor 

for the national courts for that matter, to substitute their own views for those of the press as to what 

technique of reporting should be adopted by journalists.”263 More recently however, there is a tendency 

in the Court’s case law in which duties and responsibilities consistently serve to legitimize limitations on 

the right to freedom of expression, thereby providing an extra line of defense for public authorities to 

limit expressive liberties. A perceived disregard for certain media ethics standards may lead to a lower 

level of scrutiny and a higher margin of appreciation for the State, thereby making it less likely that the 

interference will be considered unnecessary in a democratic society. 

This emphasis on duties and responsibilities is problematic and difficult to reconcile with the principle 

that freedom of expression provides something extra in terms of protection.264 In addition, how one 

should actually assess the influence and impact of different media or other related non-legal standards 

remains unanswered in Stoll and in the ECtHR’s case law in general. Media is everywhere in 

contemporary society, but its impact and influence is hard to measure, let alone in terms of negative or 

positive contributions. If left unqualified, the perceived impact of the media and the perceived ‘present-

day conditions’ remain hypothetical and can serve as an excuse for restricting the right to freedom of 

expression. The doctrine of duties and responsibilities may in some cases even result in a shift of the 

Court from scrutinizing the actual interferences with the media by public authorities to scrutinizing the 

actions of the media.265 
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Such possible critiques notwithstanding, it is clear that the considerations of the Court as regards duties 

and responsibilities will have to be taken into account in the context of the Internet, the Web and 

dominant search engines.  Since the duties and responsibilities in the Court’s case law tend to place an 

emphasize professionalism, maybe not too much should be expected from the ECtHR in the context of 

unorganized, often irresponsible, self-publications on the Internet. And in particular, since duties and 

responsibilities consistently mirror the actual freedoms in specific contexts, duties and responsibilities 

for Web search, as a means of communication and having a distinct impact or influence and way of 

presentation, should be formulated. 

5.3.4 Press freedom and the permissibility of prior restraints 

Of all interferences with the freedom of expression, prior restraints are consistently considered the 

most problematic, both under Article 10 of the Convention as well as under the First Amendment.  

The ECtHR concludes in Guardian and Observer v. United Kingdom that Article 10 ECHR “does not in 

terms prohibit the imposition of prior restraints on publication, as such.”266 The Court does however 

assert that prior restraints “call for the most careful scrutiny on the part of the Court,” in particular when 

the press is concerned because: “news is a perishable commodity and to delay its publication, even for a 

short period, may well deprive it of all its value and interest.”267  

This specific case is also interesting because it bases the impermissibility of the prior restraint upon the 

factual availability of the material. This could be argued to be important for the context of obligations to 

remove references to content on Web search engines, since they are not able to remove the material 

from the Web. The case cited above dealt with a prior restraint imposed by a Court in the United 

Kingdom on Spycatcher, a book documenting sensitive dealings of British national security agencies. The 

court held that the wide availability of the publication – it had been rather successfully published abroad 

and the United Kingdom had not sought an import ban – rendered the prior restraints imposed on the 

U.K. publication disproportionate. Hence, the matter-of-fact availability of information imposes further 

restrictions on the permissibility of prior restraints, in particular if government does not seek restrictions 

immediately.268 

First Amendment doctrine contains a heavy presumption against the constitutional permissibility of 

prior restraint on the press.269 Prior restraints are “the most serious and the least tolerable infringement 

on First Amendment rights.”270 The press is protected against prior restraints on publications, but not 

against being punished for them after publication if the publication is found to be illegal. In Nebraska, 

the U.S. Supreme Court explains this difference as follows:  
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“If it can be said that a threat of criminal or civil sanctions after publication "chills" speech, prior 

restraint "freezes" it at least for the time”.  

The damage of prior restraints can be particularly great when it restricts the communication of news 

and commentary on current events brings in extra weight, since “the element of time is not unimportant 

if press coverage is to fulfill its traditional function of bringing news to the public promptly.”271 

The restrictions on prior restraints and on licensing as a form of prior constraint go beyond restrictions 

on the act of publication. They also protect against city laws requiring prior permission for the 

distribution of printed materials.272 Such standardless licensing laws would restore a system of 

censorship and licensing which is abolished by the First Amendment. When dealing with standardless 

licensing laws, the Supreme Court tends to declare these laws invalid on their face, instead of looking 

into the application of the law in the particular case at hand. The problem with standardless licensing 

from the perspective of the First Amendment, even of laws that merely aim to restrict littering, is that 

control over the circulation of information and ideas is vested in a government agent without 

appropriate standards to guide his actions.273  

To some extent, First Amendment safeguards against prior restraints are procedural. In a case involving 

a prior restraint on the issuance of films to prevent (unprotected) obscene speech, the Supreme Court 

established that under appropriate procedural safeguards eliminating the dangers of censorship the 

prior restraint would have been constitutional. 274 These procedural safeguards include that the burden 

of proof for the unprotected status of speech must lay on the censor, that before judicial review prior 

restraints must be limited to the preservation of a status quo for the shortest period possible, that they 

are compatible with sound judicial procedure and that a prompt final judicial determination of obscenity 

must be assured.275 The Supreme Court has recently distinguished cases with a content-neutral licensing 

scheme from prior restraint cases. The latter can be considered permissible time place and manner 

regulation if they serve legitimate interests and do not restrict speech disproportionally.276 

5.4 The Press as gatekeeper: editorial freedom and access to the press 

5.4.1. Background to the debate about access to the press 

Due to the power of the press in its intermediary role between speakers and potential sources of 

information and the general public, access to the press and the media as a gatekeeper more generally is 
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a hotly debated topic related to press freedom.277 The press is modern society’s town hall and the press 

is characteristically seen as one of the primary places for public debate and shaping of public opinion. 

Hence, it is problematic if the press as a whole is generally biased in its coverage or does not offer the 

opportunity for certain views or facts to be published and subsequently received by an audience at all. 

Of course, it is important to acknowledge the various alternatives for a speaker or a source of 

information more generally if a newspaper would decide to not publish it. It may find an alternative 

outlet to be published in. If one newspaper does not want to publish, there may be other outlets that 

will. In practice, national and international news agencies have a great influence on what information 

will be published by the press, so their access policies are important as well. Another option for speakers 

in search of an audience for particular information or ideas would be to pay for publication, in other 

words to self-publish or advertise. Access for advertisers, be it editorial or commercial, is usually 

restricted as well, but in a different fashion. Finally, and in the current situation maybe most 

importantly, the speaker could decide to self-publish on the Web. 

Taking into account the range of alternatives and keeping in mind the low barriers to entry to publish 

information and ideas on the World Wide Web, the discussion about access rights in the context of the 

press may seem awkward. Unsurprisingly, the discussion about access rights was most prominent in a 

time when entry barriers were higher, the media were quite concentrated, and were considered by 

many too biased in their coverage and selection, and not sufficiently open for a wide range of speakers 

to be heard. One interesting account of the power of traditional mass media in defining the boundaries 

of public debate has been offered by media scholar Hallin.278 He analyzed in detail how the press can 

systematically undermine the recognition of certain points of view in society by systematically excluding 

them or exposing them as unacceptable. 

Those who lamented the power of traditional mass media as the gatekeepers of public debate have 

welcomed the lower entry barriers to publishing that the networked information environment offers.279 

As a result, the discussion about access rights to the mass media may now have partly shifted to 

different intermediaries, such as search engines.280 For this reason the debate about access regulation of 

the press remains of great interest, and it will therefore be revisited here.  Access regulation under the 

First Amendment and the Article 10 framework will be addressed together. 

From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression, the relation between speakers and 

important speech forums such as the press raises a number of issues. The issue that will be discussed 

here is the possibility to legally guarantee the opportunity of certain speakers to have information and 

ideas published in a particular news outlet against the will of the publisher. The analysis will be based on 

an analysis of the constitutionality of right of reply statutes under the right to freedom of expression. 
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Clearly, access rights for speakers to the press interfere with the editorial freedom of the press, since 

they would affect the press’ freedom to choose which information and ideas to carry and which to 

exclude from its publications. Economically, it would also interfere with the operation of the press in the 

sense that it would have to dedicate resources to the publication of information and ideas, resources 

which it would otherwise have dedicated to other information and ideas. Hence, an access right for 

speakers also affects the economic freedom of the media. This economic freedom of the media, in turn, 

indirectly impacts on the media’s editorial freedom, since it means that particular economic incentives 

arise in the context of the exercise of its editorial function.281 To summarize, access regulation of the 

press sharply raises the question about the protection of the editorial freedom of the press under the 

right to freedom of expression. After looking at its (un)constitutionality, this section will conclude with a 

discussion of the editorial freedom of the press more generally. 

5.4.2 Access regulation and editorial freedom 

The most common access right in the press context, which exists in some European jurisdictions, is a 

reactive right, namely a right of reply. The idea behind the right of reply is that it offers the opportunity 

to have an opposing view published, to correct false statements of fact, or to present an opportunity to 

reach an audience by someone who has been negatively affected by a publication. Such a right to access 

a media outlet can be seen to be based on the right to freedom of expression of the particular speaker, 

as a corollary of the audience’s right to inform itself, or as a remedy for an infringement of other 

protected interests such as the right to private life or the speaker’s reputation.282 

Many countries do not have a right of reply at all, for instance the Netherlands and the United States, 

because of the limitation it implies for the press’ editorial freedom. Access rights in the context of the 

press are unconstitutional under the First Amendment. The unconstitutional status of access regulation 

of the press can be contrasted with the United States broadcasting framework, in which access 

regulation is generally more common and the FCC was committed to the so-called ‘fairness doctrine’ for 

decades.283 The fairness doctrine imposed an obligation on broadcasters to guarantee balanced 

reporting with regard to different points of view. 

The consensus is that Article 10 ECHR does not imply a right to access the press and in particular no right 

to reply or right to rectification. 284 285 However, under the appropriate circumstances, the right to reply 

or rectification is not seen as an undue interference with the right to freedom of expression of the press 
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under Article 10 ECHR.286 The decision about what to publish by the press is an editorial decision and 

thereby protected under Article 10 ECHR. An access right, granted by the law, is an interference with the 

protected interests of the press under Article 10 ECHR and needs to satisfy the test of Article 10 ECHR, 

second paragraph. This interference could be based on the possibility to restrict the right to freedom of 

expression of the press in the interests of the ‘protection of the reputation or rights of others’. If viewed 

as a vertical freedom of expression issue between the state and the press, the interference would need 

to be ‘necessary in a democratic society’. However, to the extent that the State could be seen to act 

under its positive obligation to protect the fundamental rights of others by granting a right to access the 

press, a mere balancing of interests would be taking place.  

The European Human Rights Commission has rejected a challenge to a right to reply provision.287 Also, 

the German Constitutional Court has concluded that right of reply provisions do not interfere with press 

freedom as enshrined in the German Constitution. Interestingly, the German Court concluded that these 

provisions not only protected the personality rights of individuals but also the right to freedom of 

expression, specifically the rights of readers to be better informed about a dispute.288 Finally, the 

ECtHR’s interpretation of duties and responsibilities under Article 10 ECHR colors the editorial freedom 

of the press under the Convention. From the perspective of Article 10 ECHR, the editorial freedom of the 

press goes hand in hand with the responsible use of the freedom to select information and ideas for 

publication. 

Under the First Amendment a right to reply in the context of the press is plainly unconstitutional, as the 

Supreme Court’s judgment in Miami Herald v. Tornillo clarified. Tornillo sets a strict standard in the First 

Amendment’s protection of editorial freedom.289 The Court addressed the issue whether a state statute 

granting a political candidate a right to equal space to reply to criticism and attacks by a newspaper 

violated the guarantees of a free press in the First Amendment. After a discussion of the arguments in 

favor and against access rights to the press,290 the Court pointed to the necessary implementation of a 

governmental or consensual mechanism to enforce these kind of rights. The Court concluded that no 

such mechanism could be imagined that would be consistent with the First Amendment’s protection of 

a free press and held the Florida statute unconstitutional. First of all it asserted that what was at stake 

was “whether editors and publishers can be compelled to publish which reason tells them should not be 

published.”291 After this first reference to editorial freedom, it concluded that access rights function as 

an economic penalty – taking up space – and might lead editors to avoid controversy. In the final 

paragraph of its judgment the Court addressed the press’ editorial freedom, which according to the 

Court ultimately bars access rights to the press. Because of its clarity and continuing influence on United 

States freedom of expression doctrine, it is cited here in full: 
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“[T]he Florida statute fails to clear the barriers of the First Amendment because of its intrusion 

into the function of editors. A newspaper is more than a passive receptacle or conduit for news, 

comment, and advertising. The choice of material to go into a new paper, and the decisions 

made as to limitations on the size and content of the paper, and treatment of public issues and 

public officials -- whether fair or unfair -- constitute the exercise of editorial control and 

judgment. It has yet to be demonstrated how governmental regulation of this crucial process can 

be exercised consistent with First Amendment guarantees of a free press as they have evolved to 

this time.”292 

Thus, the editorial freedom of a newspaper consists of the freedom to decide what material goes into 

the newspaper, the content, form and size of the articles and the way the newspaper treats the issues it 

chooses to report. Even if this treatment may be unfair, biased or wrong, the First Amendment does not 

allow government to encroach upon it, for instance by granting rights to speak through the paper for 

specific individuals.  

A question that remains unanswered in Tornillo is when and on which grounds an intermediary should 

be considered a passive receptacle or conduit and when it should not. This is an important question as 

the freedom to exercise editorial control and judgment about information flows is typically used to 

delineate the press from passive receptacles or conduits. It is also important because of the different 

modalities of control and selection one finds in the networked information environment. Finally, since 

the exercise of editorial control and judgment is linked to strong First Amendment protection against 

regulation, this also implies that other intermediaries which want to defend a certain level of discretion 

in their intermediation policies may invoke the Tornillo standard against government interference. 

Moreover, Tornillo does not provide for a clear distinction between the exercise of the right to freedom 

of expression by a journalist or editor or the exercise of that right by a news organization as a whole. 

This implies that the economic freedom of news organizations is further strengthened by the 

organization’s First Amendment claims against government interference.293In fact, First Amendment 

doctrine seems increasingly hostile to any distinction between the economic freedom of speech 

intermediaries in society and their possible right to freedom of expression.294 This discussion and the 

possible distinction between editorial media and passive conduits, and the way in which search engines 

should be positioned between these two models, will be further addressed in the next chapters. 

5.5 The press and its audience: the right to be informed, the role of advertising and the reader’s 
privacy 

5.5.1 Press freedom and the right to be informed 

Section 5.3 showed that, to a considerable extent, the rationale of press freedom is linked to the 

interest of the public to inform itself. In fact, the ECtHR has consistently spoken of a right of the public 

to inform itself. In this section, the question will be addressed to what extent this right can be invoked 
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against the press itself or serve as the basis of legitimate government interference with the functioning 

of the press.  

Notably, the freedom of expression under Article 10 ECHR, as well as under the First Amendment, 

implies the freedom to gather and receive information without undue interference by public authorities. 

This right to gather and receive information freely is the minimum of what can be expected from this 

right to be informed. Freedom of expression doctrine gives no reason to believe that there is something 

such as a right to be informed by a particular news outlet about particular issues.295 Such a right to gain 

access to information by the press would amount to a rather grave interference with the press’ 

freedom, which actually allows the press to not be transparent about its functioning, for example by 

protecting the confidentiality of journalistic sources. Still, under Article 10 ECHR the Court has provided 

some further qualifications to the right to be informed that will be discussed below. 

In practice, the reader’s or end-user’s freedom to receive information is guaranteed by a free market in 

information products. Potential readers can choose freely which of them to patronize and whether or 

not to read them. Public libraries and public broadcasting are often legitimized with reference to a 

market failing from the perspective of the interests of the public. The idea is that certain information 

products will not be produced in large enough quantities or in certain qualities from a public policy 

perspective. In metaphorical terms, such interventions by public authorities could be said to aim to 

improve the marketplace of ideas. 

Even in relation to government Article 10 ECHR does not in general imply a right to access specific 

information, or what is sometimes called a right to know or a right to information. Recently the ECtHR 

came close to acknowledging such a right, which would reflect the rights granted in freedom of 

information laws, but it still considers the right of the public to access government information freely as 

a negative right.296 In Guerra, where the issue was first brought before the Court, the Court recognized 

that it had “recognized that the public has a right to receive information as a corollary of the specific 

function of journalists, which is to impart information and ideas on matters of public interest.”297 After 

naming a few of the specific circumstances of the case, the Court clarified that 

“[Article 10] basically prohibits a government from restricting a person from receiving 

information that others wish or may be willing to impart to him. [...] That freedom cannot be 
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construed as imposing on a State, in circumstances such as those of the present case, positive 

obligations to collect and disseminate information of its own motion.”298  

It is possible, but improbable, that under different circumstances, a positive obligation to actively impart 

information might exist. In Guerra the ECtHR overturned the Commission’s decision, which had 

construed a positive obligation based on Article 10 ECHR to make the information in question available 

to the public.299  

The Court has further qualified the right to receive information and ideas as a corollary to press freedom 

in Lentia and in cases involving publicity about private individuals such as Von Hannover. The Lentia 

judgment contains the following complex argument: 

“The Court has frequently stressed the fundamental role of freedom of expression in a 

democratic society, in particular where, through the press, it serves to impart information and 

ideas of general interest, which the public is moreover entitled to receive […]. Such an 

undertaking cannot be successfully accomplished unless it is grounded in the principle of 

pluralism, of which the State is the ultimate guarantor.”300  

In other words, the audience has a right to receive information and ideas freely, and more specifically it 

has a right to a diverse, pluralist media offering. The state itself has the obligation to promote and even 

guarantee pluralism, but in the way it pursues this objective it can restrict media freedom 

disproportionately.301 A closer look at Lentia, in which a state monopoly on broadcasting was declared 

to be incompatible with the demands of Article 10 ECHR, further shows that the Court, from the 

perspective of freedom of expression and media pluralism, prefers wider access of different channels 

over a constrained environment with guarantees for diversity.302  

Finally, under Article 10 ECHR the weight that must be attached to the right to receive information and 

ideas freely under Article 10 ECHR depends upon the subject matter. It must be interpreted more 

narrowly, in situations in which publicity does not serve the democratic ideal of public debate, such as 

when it merely serves the curiosity of readers in the details about the private life of individuals.303 

First Amendment doctrine contains many of the same doctrinal elements as have been discussed above. 

However, a positive obligation to promote pluralism in the interest of the public to inform itself is 

absent. Generally, the First Amendment can be seen as protecting the individual’s informational self-

governance. In situations in which the media audience is ‘captive’, in the sense that it may be presented 

with certain media contents unwillingly, the government is, under circumstances, allowed to regulate 

media and protect these interests without breaching the First Amendment. 
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The text of the First Amendment does not specifically mention the right to receive information freely, 

but the First Amendment certainly implies such a right. In Griswold the Supreme Court clarified that the 

fundamental rights from the Bill of Rights have to be thought of as creating a ‘penumbra of rights’.304 In 

particular the right of freedom of speech and press includes not only the right to “utter or to print,” but 

the right to distribute, to receive, to read, the freedom of inquiry and thought, and the freedom to 

teach, because without these ‘peripheral rights’ the specific rights would be less secure.305 The First 

Amendment does not establish a right to access information or a right to know. 306  In certain contexts, 

such as in case of judicial proceedings, government cannot withhold certain information from the public 

or restrict its publication.307 

More generally, the right to freedom of expression on the receiving end of communications can be seen 

as a form of self-governance with regard to the information flows an individual decides to engage in. In 

that sense the right goes beyond a right not to be hindered by the State when one attempts to access 

available information. First Amendment case law involves a number of interesting additional elements 

relating to this self-governance of incoming communications, which are worthy of discussion here, 

namely the idea of the captive audience in media regulation, more generally the right to choose freely 

what to read and listen to, and the presumption against paternalism in the case law about commercial 

speech. In comparison with the European framework, these elements place much more emphasis on 

free speech as a guarantee of a State-free zone, independent in its protection of other higher values 

such as a well-informed public in a democracy. 

The idea of the captive audience can be found in a number of rulings of the Supreme Court. The idea is 

that restrictions on the right to impart information and ideas can be legitimate when communications 

would intrude upon the fundamental interest of the audience in its informational self-governance. It is 

worth noting that in the context of the press the captive audience doctrine cannot legitimize 

interferences. In the broadcast context however, the Supreme Court accepted that there is a stronger 

case for regulation, because of the “uniquely pervasive presence of the broadcast medium in the lives of 

the public.”308 Thus, protection of the public against over-intrusive (indecent) speech can be 

constitutional, in particular if it is capable of intruding upon the privacy of unwilling listeners.309 In 
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Martin the Court made clear that the First Amendment protects the freedom of the unwilling audience 

not to receive information, but this does not imply that the house to house distribution of material 

(literature) can be prohibited in general: “[T]he city may make it an offense to ring the bell of a 

householder who has appropriately indicated that he is unwilling to be disturbed. This or any similar 

regulation leaves the decision as to whether distributors of literature may lawfully call at a home where 

it belongs – with the homeowner himself.”310  

The doctrine of the captive audience is interesting in the context of the Internet and the intermediary 

role of search engines precisely because there seems no reason at all to assume a captive audience in 

this context. The interactive nature of the public networked information environment strongly enhances 

the possibility of Internet users in the self-governance of their information intake. Obviously, search 

engines play an important role in that regard, since they help Internet users to select and access the 

material they themselves find worthy of their attention. 

5.5.3 Press freedom and commercial communications 

Many of the regulatory interferences by public authorities in the relation between the public and 

entities that impart information and ideas are legitimized with reference to the interests of readers and 

the readers’ right to receive information and ideas in particular. One interesting example of this is the 

way in which the right to receive information freely has informed the constitutional status of 

commercial communications under the First Amendment and Article 10 ECHR. Of special interest in the 

context of commercial communications and press freedom is the triangular relationship between the 

media, its audience and its advertisers. These two topics will be discussed below. 

Both the U.S. Supreme Court and the ECtHR have granted commercial speech significant protection, in 

view of the rights of the public to receive such communications. In both cases commercial 

communications are protected but enjoy a lesser status and can be regulated.311 

The Supreme Court’s gradual extension of First Amendment protection for commercial speech is worth 

recounting here because of its strong dependence on a specific interpretation of the right to receive 

information freely. Under the First Amendment commercial speech was first considered to be low-level 

speech and could therefore be regulated.312 In the Seventies the Court started narrowing the 

unprotected status of commercial advertising. Advertisements that did more than just propose a 

commercial transaction, but provided factual information on a matter of public interest became 

protected speech.313 In Virginia Pharmacy the Supreme Court went further and concluded that 

commercial intent could not render speech wholly unprotected.314 Thus even speech that solely 

proposes a commercial transaction does not lack protection under the First Amendment. The core 
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argument for this conclusion is basically a very strict argument against paternalism: suppression of 

truthful non-deceptive advertising is unconstitutional because it denies the audience the right to decide 

for themselves what is in their best interest.315 

Hence Virginia Pharmacy establishes that truthful, non-deceptive commercial advertising is protected 

under the First Amendment.316 Finally, in Liquormart the Supreme Court concludes that the fact that an 

activity, e.g. gambling, could be constitutionally banned in its entirety, does not imply that, if it is not, 

the non-misleading advertising about the activity can be banned or unduly restricted. This is because 

such bans usually “rest solely on the offensive assumption that the public will respond ‘irrationally’ to the 

truth” and, in fact, the First Amendment “presumes that attempts to regulate speech are more 

dangerous than attempts to regulate conduct.”317 Thus, the First Amendment seems to contain a heavy 

presumption in favor of the rationality of the audience.318 The public may not be protected by the 

government against its possible inclinations to act unwisely in response to advertising.319 

The European Court of Human Rights has made a similar gradual move towards a protected status of 

commercial speech under Article 10.320 And more generally, the idea of an informed media consumer 

who can decide, or at least be allowed to decide, what media to engage in, has firmly established itself 

in European media law and policy. We will come back to this debate in the context of search engines 

and their end-users in Chapter 8.321 

Of specific interest in the context of the press and the status of advertising under the right to freedom of 

expression is the triangular relationship between commercial media, their audiences and their 

advertisers. Commercial media that make profits through advertising have to strike some kind of 

balance between the interests of readers and their potential advertisers.322 Income through 

advertisements has been a primary source of revenue of the periodical press since the Nineteenth 

Century and remains a primary source of income for the newspaper industry. 

In the press context, one finds some of the more advanced ways of dealing with the tension that media 

face when having to balance advertising and their audience interests. Over the years the more serious 

newspaper outlets developed a range of voluntary institutional guarantees with respect to the quality of 
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newspaper journalism in relation to the profit making motives of their employers. The most important 

of these guarantees is the wall of separation between the editorial processes and advertising in the 

news industry. In the United States, this separation took place in the beginning of the 20th century.323 

Related, around the same time the rule was developed that advertisements in the news media should 

be clearly recognizable by readers. This was a response to the proliferation of so-called reading notices, 

i.e. advertisements that read like news stories.324  

Clearly, the editorial independence from commercial motivations is under more pressure in the context 

of media which are completely paid for through advertisements.325 A commercial enterprise offering a 

free newspaper will need to focus on optimizing advertising revenue. It has been noted that this can 

have distorting effects on the quality of information being offered, since the interests of readers and 

advertisers do not necessarily align.326 In addition, when the reader can access news freely the economic 

signaling function in the market between publishers and readers deteriorates; readers are no longer 

capable of expressing their willingness to the publisher to pay for (greater) quality. Currently, an 

increasing amount of news, in particular the offering of electronic media, is entirely paid for through 

advertising. The free nature of many information products online may increase the focus on advertisers 

as the primary constituency. This leads to the practice in which the popularity of stories is really the only 

measure for the performance of journalists.327 In Chapter 8 and in more depth in Chapter 10, the 

question will be addressed of how search engines have responded to the incentives arising out of their 

advertisement based business models and the ideal of independence, expressed through a separation 

between editorial and advertising processes.328 

5.5.4 Press freedom and the reader’s privacy 

The discussion above shows how the press’s business model can impact on the audience’s ability to 

inform itself freely. This points to a final aspect of the legal relation between readers and the press 

which is relevant from the perspective of the right of media users to receive information and ideas 

freely, namely communications privacy or reader privacy. Especially in the digital environment, the 

reader’s privacy may come under increased pressure due to the ways in which reading habits are used 

to profile audiences and support the optimization of revenues.329 

Privacy is instrumental to the freedom of citizens to inform themselves freely. Moreover, the concept of 

privacy itself is strongly linked to the prevalence of the written word, the enjoyment of which happens 

to take place in private. It can be seen as a normative outcome of print culture in modern societies, as a 

range of communications scientists has shown.330 As Felix Stalder puts it: 
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“While the separation between the private and the public was never without its own set of 

contentions, print's physical nature has ensured that the gap between the two domains was 

maintained fairly reliable and unproblematic. There was simply no efficient way for authors to 

observe readers, even if they wanted to. As print culture became more deeply entrenched in 

Western culture, privacy, its unintended effect, became seen as one of society's central 

virtues.”331 

This classic communications model, in which publishing (public) and reading (private) are neatly 

separated, has been broken. The way in which communications between the electronic press and its 

readers is currently structured online has strongly individualized the communications between the press 

and its readers. In contrast to print, digital technologies allow for the continuous surveillance of reading 

and information accessing habits. Web publishing supports the personalization of the press offering in 

view of the specific interests of individual readers. Why would an online newspaper continue to serve 

sports news to the reader who tends to read reports about local politics and literature reviews? And 

why would it continue to serve local news to the reader who is consistently looking for recent market 

developments? The strongest driver for personalization in the news industry may, ultimately, be the 

need to compete for advertising revenue online. The personalization and underlying profiling of readers 

can strongly serve the media’s interest in optimizing its advertising revenues. In fact, it is now commonly 

suggested that the only way for the newspaper industry to survive will be to make use of the behavioral 

targeting offerings of the Internet advertising industry.332 

When looking at the classic communications model from a constitutional perspective, it was mentioned 

that the First Amendment protects against intrusion by the government into freely receiving information 

in the home.333 Since the right to respect for private life of Article 8 ECHR extends to informational 

privacy and communications traffic data, it can also be invoked to grant protection in this context. But 

Article 10 ECHR may strengthen the value that is attached to the protection of privacy in this context. If 

one is free to access information, but such access is registered and subsequently accessible to public 

authorities, this would amount to an interference with freedom of expression. In addition, the 

registration of media use could be a deterring factor to engage in the media. Thus, through the doctrine 

of chilling effects, Article 10 ECHR could take into account the need for privacy safeguards in the context 

of individualized media use. 

To conclude, the importance of readers’ privacy in the context of electronic press access is increasing 

because of the way in which the communications between publishers and readers are structured online. 

Internet communications happen one-to-one and interactively, and as a consequence online 

information providers, including newspapers, can and increasingly choose to keep detailed logs on the 

consumption of their publications by end-users. These logs are extremely useful, because they can be 
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used to improve and personalize editorial content and to better target advertising, resulting in higher 

revenues. These logs can also be used in ways that the reader of online media may not suspect. They 

can be used to identify particular readers and discriminate between them. Although some 

commentators have raised the issue of the tension between a free press and extensive reading profiling, 

these developments, and in particular the practices of behavioral advertising have not yet led to new 

legislation or constitutional case law in the United States or Europe.334 Notably, the issue has been most 

prominently addressed in the context of Web search engines. Of all entities in the networked 

information environment they know the most about information accessing behavior.335 

5.6 Conclusion 

Both the European Court of Human Rights and the United States have dedicated some of their most 

significant judgments to the press and its freedom under the European Convention and the American 

Constitution respectively. What stands out, in particular in the considerations of the European Court of 

Human Rights as regards the protection of the press, is that the press is considered to have an important 

role in our constitutional democracy. The right to freedom of expression sanctions the freedom of the 

press partly because of its role in informing the public and contributing to the dissemination of 

information and ideas. A free press also implies that the regulatory role of the state with regard to the 

affairs of the press is minimal. Press governance is mostly dealt with through self-regulation. We have 

also identified a general development as regards the role of the state in the European context, in which 

positive involvement, such as indiscriminatory subsidization, media concentration rules, and media 

pluralism policies more generally, are permissible means to safeguard a healthy media environment. Of 

course, examples of restrictive legal pressure remain, and in this context Article 10 and the First 

Amendment call for a compelling justifications.  

The press can claim the highest available protection under the Convention and the First Amendment but 

does not have a specially protected status which is unavailable to others who are not part of the 

organized press. Hence, other institutions, groups and individuals should be able to claim similar 

protection if they contribute to publications about matters of public concern as well as their selection 

and dissemination. Importantly, under Article 10 ECHR everyone engaged in their protected expressive 

liberties also commits themselves to certain duties and responsibilities. The self-regulation of the press, 

the ethics of journalism and their context, their impact and the technical means used by them for 

communicating ideas and information are relevant in this context. In Stoll and other recent judgments 

the European Court of Human Rights has signaled that it takes these duties and responsibilities 

seriously. The press has to ensure accuracy, precision, reliability and sometimes even prudence and 

reasonableness. The duties and responsibilities are inherent limitations on the exercise of one’s 

expressive liberties and need to be interpreted in the present-day conditions with regard to the new 

media environment, in which, in the ECtHR’s view, they have taken on added importance. 
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The instrumental character of press freedom standards, which seems to weigh most heavily in the 

European context, is limited by the independent protection of the press and its editorial freedom in 

particular. In this context, United States free speech doctrines seem to attach more weight to the 

protection of the press independent from the interests of the public to inform itself or the interests of 

possible speakers to reach an audience. It thereby arguably entails a less instrumental notion of press 

freedom. In fact, the editorial freedom of the press vis a vis possible speakers is absolute in the United 

States, as follows from Tornillo. The First Amendment completely bars access regulation of the press. 

The Supreme Court refers to editorial freedom as the exercise of editorial control and judgment. It 

includes discretion about the choice of material to go into a newspaper, the decisions made as to 

limitations on the size and content of the paper, and their treatment of (public) issues and officials. 

Under the European Convention editorial freedom of the press is also protected but it is possible that 

certain interferences can be legitimate, for instance with reference to the rights and freedom of others. 

In addition, the press has to exercise its editorial freedom in accordance with the duties and 

responsibilities mentioned above. Both Courts do not rule out the permissibility of prior restraints, an 

absolute restriction on editorial freedom, but apply heavy presumptions against its permissibility under 

the right to freedom of expression. 

First Amendment law contains a number of additional interesting doctrinal elements which reflect on 

the protected interests of potential speakers to reach an audience and the interests of the audience 

with regard to receiving information freely. First, under the First Amendment overbreadth doctrine the 

Supreme Court can scrutinize the effects of legal restrictions on unprotected speech on the free flow of 

protected matter. If there is a mere possibility of chilling effects of the regulation of unprotected speech 

it can make a restriction on unprotected matter impermissible under the First Amendment. The 

regulation of speech to protect against unwilling exposure can be legitimate if the means of 

communications used would impose upon the self-governance of the audience. Finally, the First 

Amendment also contains a heavy presumption in favor of the rationality of the audience, which is 

illustrated most clearly in the Supreme Court’s case law about the protected status of commercial 

communications and the public’s right to receive them. 

As was noted in the beginning of this chapter, the organized press is subject to disruptive change, as a 

result of a range of developments, such as convergence, digitization and the entry of new players such 

as search engines, news aggregators and amateur journalists. These developments will have a lasting 

effect on the press’ business model. In this light, it is all the more important to conceptualize the values 

underlying the right to freedom of expression and the freedom of the press and the various entities in 

the emerging networked information environment that could be the inheritors of its freedoms. 
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Chapter 6: ISP Freedom 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter will address the way in which the right to freedom of expression applies to the legal 

governance of ‘access’ to the public networked information environment by analyzing its proper 

application to the legal framework for Internet access providers. Internet access providers are an 

essential element in the value chains of the Internet, since they provide the connection of Internet users 

to the rest of the network. In regulatory debates, the role on Internet access providers in the 

information environment is often compared to traditional conduits such as the postal and 

telecommunications services. From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression, the role of 

access providers can intuitively be considered facilitative. They provide the means to exercise one’s right 

to freedom of expression. 

However, the analysis of the implications of the right to freedom of expression for Internet access 

providers is complicated by the fact that the relatively clear regulatory model for traditional conduits 

has not yet found its way to the digital environment. In addition, regulatory debates about the legal 

responsibility of Internet access providers are partly shaped by the anxiety that they may facilitate too 

much. Information access providers are sometimes considered points of control, placing the facilitative 

role of access providers with regard to the communicative interests of end-users and online information 

providers under pressure.336 In other words, there is a clash between the resulting regulatory and legal 

pressure on Internet access providers to restrict communications and access to online information on 

the one hand, and their continuing role in providing unrestricted access to the Internet for end-users on 

the other hand. This makes an analysis of the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the 

legal governance of Internet access providers complex but all the more interesting. Since the debate 

about the responsibility of search engine providers has been subject of a similar conflict of interests and 

arguments, this analysis in this Chapter is particularly useful for the purposes of this study. 

The chapter starts (6.2) with some general background to the regulation of communications network 

providers. More specifically, the notions of common carrier and universal access will be discussed, as 

well as the way in which these notions reflect the public interest in the governance of access to 

communications networks. The next section (6.3) will discuss the question about the general 

implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of access in the context of Internet 

access providers. Of specific concern is the question about the implications of the right to freedom of 

expression for the governance of horizontal conflicts over access between broadband providers and 

Internet users. Two different and conflicting views on these implications will be presented. The first view 

bases the protection of Internet access providers under the right to freedom of expression on the 

communicative liberties of Internet users and points to the possibility to regulate access providers in the 

interest of freedom of expression. The other view grants Internet access providers their own right to 

exercise editorial discretion over third party communications. 
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These general points of view will be illustrated in more detail by analyzing the way in which the right to 

freedom of expression has helped to shape the existing legal framework with regard to the 

responsibility of Internet access providers for illegal and unlawful third party communications (6.4). This 

framework consists of safe harbors for liability on the one hand, and the self-regulatory paradigm on the 

other hand. In the section 6.5, the legal governance related to filtering by access providers will be 

addressed. Internet filters have been consistently promoted as a way to restrict illegal information flows 

on the Internet. In the debate about Internet filters, concerns over the right to freedom of expression 

have played a prominent role. 

In this chapter, the non-legal term Internet Service Provider (ISP) will be used to denote the basic 

Internet related services, such as Internet access, transmission and hosting. This chapter focuses almost 

exclusively on ISP activity that consists of providing access to the Internet for end-users (Internet access 

providers). Of special relevance is the legal status of ISP activity that goes beyond mere conduit and 

interferes at the level of content. The role of access providers is somewhat shifting in this regard, in the 

direction of more and more involvement, because of a complex interplay of economic, legal and 

technological developments. This chapter is not concerned with the precise scope of various legal 

provisions, e.g. the hosting or mere conduit safe harbors in the Directive on Electronic Commerce or the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act, or the definition of electronic communications networks and services. 

Instead, the focus is placed on the way these provisions and the regulatory framework applying to the 

involvement of access providers with content and third party communications, have been shaped by 

restrictions by or concerns over the right to freedom of communication. 

The nature of online communications means one has to consider the possible ramifications of Article 8 

ECHR, which protects the right to private life and correspondence, or similar constitutional 

safeguards.337 Notably, restrictions on into communications can run into the protection of both Article 8 

and 10 ECHR. 338 There are similar (but different) safeguards under the United States constitution, such 

as the Fourth Amendment. First Amendment doctrine contains some elements relating to the private 

sphere as well. For instance, the impact of media on the private sphere of individuals can have an 

impact on the protection under the First Amendment.339 Regulation may be permissible if it protects 

citizens against unwanted exposure to indecent communications in their private sphere.340The mere 

possession of indecent and even obscene material cannot be punished because of their private 
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nature.341 To restrict the scope of the analysis, the implications of the right to private life and the 

confidentiality of communications will not be addressed in detail. Sometimes, the term ‘freedom of 

communication’ will be used to refer to the communicative freedoms in the context of the Internet, 

including the right to respect for private life and the confidentiality of private communications. This is in 

line with the terminology used in this context in the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers, 

Declaration on freedom of communication on the Internet. 

6.2 Regulation of communications network providers and freedom of expression 

6.2.1. Background 

The freedom to deploy and use communications networks is essential for the exercise of the right to 

freedom of expression and the freedom of communication more generally.  The ability to receive and 

impart information and ideas has always to a considerable extent depended on effective carriage across 

different communications networks. Recognizing the enormous public utility of communications 

networks, states have established and facilitated postal services, telephony, telegraphy and electronic 

communication networks such as the Internet. On the other hand, throughout history, states have 

controlled, used or called upon communication network providers to suppress access to information and 

particular modes of distribution. Postal services342, telegraph343 and telephone companies,344 and more 

recently Internet Service Providers (ISPs)345 have been asked or put under legal obligations to ban 
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certain communications from their networks. In other cases, communication networks have acted 

voluntarily, to restrict access and block and filter out information flows they did not wish to carry.346 

Restrictions on carriage of content over communications networks raise issues under the right to 

freedom of communication. Restrictions on the newspaper’s use of telegraphy, or the stipulation of 

special postal and tax rates for the press are examples of how restrictions and regulation of 

communication networks can undermine free public debate. More recently, concerns about freedom of 

communication on the Internet have arisen in the context of filtering by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 

and the disconnection of Internet users from the network as a sanction for alleged copyright 

infringement.347 

In contrast to the regulatory framework for the press, with its emphasis on non-interference and self-

regulation, the regulation of postal services, telegraphy, telephony and electronic communication 

networks has been extensive. However, such regulation was traditionally mostly content neutral.348 In 

Europe, the classical transport and communications services were nationalized relatively soon after the 

societal adoption of the underlying technologies. In the United States, the postal services are organized 

by the state due to the constitution, whereas telephony and telegraphy were always privately owned, 

but regulated industries.349 

6.2.2. Regulation: rationales, universal service and common carriage 

The extensive regulation of communication networks, which continues today, is informed by their 

general public interest on the one hand and legitimized by their particular economics - economies of 

scale and network effects - on the other hand. The market for communications networks brings about 

interconnection issues and the infrastructure tends to be an essential facility. In addition, regulation of 

communications networks contains elements of consumer and privacy protection. This chapter will not 

focus on these general characteristics of the regulatory framework for communications service 

providers but look more closely at a number of specific issues relating to the role of the right to freedom 

of communications in the regulatory framework and the ongoing discussions about the proper 

responsibility of Internet access providers with regard to third party communications. 

Before looking more specific issues relating to freedom of expression and access providers, it is helpful 

to shortly address two central concepts in the regulatory framework for communications networks with 

regard to the governance of access, namely the ‘universal service obligation’ and ‘common carriage’. 

The ‘universal service obligation’ can be generally defined as a regulatory guarantee for all citizens to be 

able to get access to a service without discrimination – in particular regardless of geographic location – 
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and with certain guarantees of basic quality.350 United States law contains a universal service obligation 

in the telecommunications act 1996, 47 U.S. section 254. The European Union’s Universal Service 

Directive, which is part of the regulatory framework for the electronic communications network and 

services, contains universal service obligations in Chapter II.351 Currently, fixed telephony is a universal 

service – Article 4 (1) of the Universal Services Directive – and specific minimal guarantees as regards 

quality, capabilities and price are prescribed. Notably, the object of the universal service obligation is 

dynamic, as can be seen from the provisions themselves. The European Commission regularly reviews 

what should be considered part of the universal service obligation. In line with this dynamic 

interpretation, there is currently a debate whether or not end-user access to Internet broadband should 

be included in the universal service obligation. 

The legal concept of ‘common carriage’ can be traced as far back as Roman law. It was developed 

further in English common law and became an important part of the United States common law system 

relating to transportation and communications services. In the 20th Century, the common carrier 

obligations were included in the administrative legal frameworks for communications network 

providers.  

Common carriage can be seen as a distinctive regulatory model for service providers in the information 

and communications environment, distinctive from the model for the press and the broadcasting model. 

It applies to communications service providers, offering transmission or conduit services to the public. 

Common carriage ties access and equal treatment obligations to transportation and communications 

service providers invested with the public interest. Importantly, common carriage also implies a 

limitation on liability.352 The common carriage requirement of non-interference and non-discrimination 

is usually understood only to apply to lawful communications. 

Due to the rise of the Internet as the dominant communications network and the multiplicity of roles of 

the Internet in the networked communications environment (convergence), the discussion about the 

proper application of the ‘common carriage’ model has become more complex. In the early 1990s, 

telecommunications law scholar Eli Noam aptly called the issue “content interconnection in an 

intermedia environment”. 353 Lately, the discussion about common carriage in the Internet environment 

has mostly taken place under a new flag, namely the principle of ‘net neutrality’. Net neutrality refers to 

the principle of non-interference of Internet service providers with the way the network is actually being 

used. Net neutrality is often defended with reference to the economic and public interest value of the 

so-called ‘end-to-end principle’ in the Internet’s design.354 The non-interference standard is discussed 

with regard to blocking or prioritization, in relation to content, destinations, applications and end-user 

equipment. Access providers carry communications of websites directed at the general public and 

facilitate private communications such as e-mail or voice communications. Audiovisual material, the 

mass distribution of which is historically governed by broadcasting regulation, is flowing over the 
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Internet in unprecedented quantities as well. In other words, access providers carry one-to-one, one-to-

many, and many-to-many types of communications at the same time. They are the new gateways to 

online media and basic information services. In addition, broadband services facilitate the use of user-

driven software applications, such as peer-to-peer filesharing, Internet telephony and e-mail. 

Although it may seem logical to see a link between the role of the state to promote the effective 

exercise of one’s right to freedom of communication on the one hand and the existence of common 

carrier and universal service obligations on the other hand, this link is not always made by regulators in 

practice. In fact, historically, the link between these fundamental regulatory concepts for 

communications regulation and the right to freedom of expression and democratic and societal 

participation more generally was not made at all and has only quite recently been made in the United 

States during the Clinton’s administration and later in the European context. The European Commission 

now links universal service obligations to the question whether the respective services (and service 

levels) are essential for social inclusion.355 It is clear that the effective basic communicative freedoms can 

be considered a prerequisite for social inclusion as well. A more explicit link between freedom of 

communication and a fundamental right to Internet access has recently been made in the context of 

proposals to disconnect users from the Internet. The link between freedom of communications and 

common carriage types of obligation is typically made in the context of restrictions by ISPs on access to 

content through filtering technology, not controlled by the end-user.356 

6.3 Freedom of expression and Internet access providers 

6.3.1 Status of Internet access providers under the right to freedom of expression 

From the perspective of Article 10 ECHR access providers can claim protection under the right to 

freedom of expression in cases where public authorities would prevent them from offering their services 

on the market, or oblige them to block or filter content. In Autronic, in which the Court first clarified that 

also companies enjoy protection under Article 10 ECHR, the Court concluded that 

“Article 10 […] applies not only to the content of information but also to the means of 

transmission or reception since any restriction imposed on the means necessarily interferes with 

the right to receive and impart information.”357 

Thus, Internet access providers can claim protection under Article 10 ECHR for interferences (in vertical 

relations) with their role in transmitting information and ideas, irrespective of the actual content. 

Interferences would have to satisfy the test of Article 10, second paragraph. As can be seen from the 

citation above, the interference with the means of transmission and reception offered by 

communications providers is derived from the interests of others to impart and receive information and 

ideas freely. Notably, it also follows from the ECtHR’s case law that users of communications services 

can sometimes themselves complain against restrictions (at least by public authorities) on the use of 
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such means which affect them directly.358 Notably, the requirement that restrictions have to affect 

applicants to the Court directly delineates this possibility to claim protection under Article 10 ECHR, 

from an actio pupolaris. 

6.3.2. Access regulation and the right to freedom of expression 

The most difficult questions about the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the legal 

governance of access in electronic communications networks arise in the context of horizontal relations 

between communications service providers and the users of the network. First, does the right to 

freedom of expression impact on the legal governance of horizontal conflicts over access? What is the 

proper role of the state is in this regard? If, all of a sudden, all access providers would decide to block 

access to a certain controversial but legal website, would this information provider have to be able to 

complain about this due to its right to freedom of expression protected by Article 10 ECHR? And, more 

generally, does the right to freedom of expression point to a role for public authorities to prevent access 

providers from exercising undue interference with communications on the network? As will become 

clear in this chapter, the views on this issue diverge and there may not be a generally accepted set of 

implications of the right to freedom of expression to answer these questions. Below, a general overview 

of the debate will be offered by contrasting two generalized points of view. 

One point of view would consider the protection of access providers under the right to freedom of 

expression to be derived from the communicative liberties of end-users.359 This view would hold that 

Internet access providers can claim protection under the right to freedom of expression to the extent 

that they can base their claim on the interests of their users to impart and receive information and ideas 

freely. Notably, this line of thought directly implies that it is possible for access providers to act in 

conflict with the communicative interests of their users. In other words, this view could inform the State 

to consider regulating access providers to guarantee the protection of these interests through legal 

requirements.360 Some would go further and claim that the state has a proper legal obligation to restrict 

access providers from interfering with the free flow of information on their networks. In the European 

context this positive obligation on the State can be linked to the positive obligation on the state to 

promote pluralism and the role of the state to protect the effective exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression.361 

The other point of view, which is mostly found in the United States, does not make the connection 

between the protection of access providers under the right to freedom of expression and the rights and 

freedoms of the users of the network. Instead, it conceptualizes the right to freedom of expression as a 

negative right which prevents government from regulating the way in which the free exercise of the 

right to freedom of expression plays out in private relations. The right to freedom of expression protects 

legal entities and actual individuals alike. In this view, the right to freedom of expression protects the 
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discretion over communicative means that a particular entity controls, be it a natural person, the owner 

of a nation-wide broadband network or an online news outlet.362 This protection would be granted in 

vertical relations against regulation and government interference. With regard to horizontal conflicts 

over access, the right to freedom of expression would simply require that government would leave the 

resolution to the functioning of the market. Hence, this view denies the possibility of government to be 

positively involved in the protection of freedom of expression in society, since freedom of expression is 

both seen as a negative constraint on government involvement as well as not restricted to proper 

individuals. 

These two different points of view and their implications for the status of access regulation under the 

right to freedom of expression can be illustrated by contrasting the status of ‘common carriage’ with the 

status of access regulation for the press. Common carriage can be seen as the strongest possible form of 

access regulation. It basically nullifies the editorial freedom of the entities it is applied to and would, as a 

result, be incompatible with the right to freedom of expression if applied to the press. As discussed in 

Chapter 5, the editorial freedom of the press, is partly informed by the public interest and the 

communicative interests of the public and possible speakers. It also protects the press, as a speaker, in 

relation to possible interferences by public authorities to promote the communicative interests of users 

and possible speakers. 

In the context of traditional conduits, such as the postal services and telephony, the public interest is 

typically considered to entail universal access, and indiscriminate and non-interference with 

communications. Common carriage obligations, which were explicitly based on these public interests, 

ensured that communications services were acting in this public interest. As pointed out above, 

universal access and common carriage, amongst other regulatory requirements, ensure the widest 

possible exercise of communicative liberties by Internet users. 

Now the question is to what extent access providers, like the press, assert a right to freedom of 

expression to defend a possible decision to restrict certain information flows on their networks?363 

There are two contexts in which one could imagine such claims to be made: vertically, in the context of 

common carrier obligations and horizontally, with respect to access claims by possible users of their 

networks in reaction to voluntary decisions to restrict information flows for instance through blocking 

and filtering. 

The case law of the European Court of Human Rights does not resolve whether Article 10 ECHR protects 

the decision of the owner of a communications network not to use those means for certain 

communications. Under Article 10 there is a right to remain silent,364 but it is highly questionable 

whether this right – that has been construed in specific circumstances relating to individual liberty – 

would apply to a corporate entity that merely provides the means to communicate. The fact that Article 

10 ECHR applies to individuals and corporations alike could be used to argue that the right not to 
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communicate – in the case of conduits, the right not to transmit – is also protected by Article 10 ECHR. 

However, it is unlikely that the Court would be willing to come to this conclusion. 

It is more likely that the Court would respond to horizontal access issues under the right to freedom of 

expression between access providers and users of the network, by balancing the interest of the free 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression of users on the one hand, with the right to the free 

exercise of the provider’s property on the other hand. An access provider’s right not to transmit third 

party communications would be based on the economic freedom of communications service 

providers.365 This freedom is not necessarily less protected than the freedom of communication of end-

users.366  

The ECtHR had to deal with a comparable issue involving restrictions on the use of private property for 

expressive purposes in the case Appleby and it did not refer to any right not to speak in this case. The 

decision to refuse access for expressive purposes was considered to be based on the economic freedom 

of the owner of the means of communication, not on its freedom not to use those means for the 

expressive purposes of applicants, sanctioned by the right to freedom of expression.367 In Appleby, the 

ECtHR took account of the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence on access to a private forum to speak and 

protest368 and concluded that “while freedom of expression is an important right, it is not unlimited. [...] 

Regard must also be had to the property rights of the owner of the shopping center under Article 1 of 

Protocol No. 1.”369 The Court concluded that Article 10 ECHR “does not bestow any freedom of forum for 

the exercise of that right. While it is true that demographic, social, economic and technological 

developments are changing the ways in which people move around and come into contact with each 

other, the Court is not persuaded that this requires the automatic creation of rights of entry to private 

property, or even, necessarily, to all publicly owned property […].” In other words, under the Convention 

there is no such thing as a right to access private property to effectively impart ideas. The Court left 

room for an exception if “the bar on access to property has the effect of preventing any effective exercise 

of freedom of expression or it can be said that the essence of the right has been destroyed.” In such 

cases, “a positive obligation could arise for the State to protect the enjoyment of the Convention rights 

by regulating property rights.” Notably, the Court explicitly referred to Marsh v. Alabama, the U.S. 

Supreme Court’s judgment affirming speech rights in a corporate town, as an example of such 

circumstances.370 

6.3.2 First Amendment 

Like Article 10 ECHR, the First Amendment not only protects the freedom of speech or of the press, but 

also the freedom to receive and distribute information and ideas.371 There is a rich history of case law 
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relating to the constitutionality of the publicly owned postal services under the First Amendment 

dealing with restrictions on the ability to have information distributed or to receive it freely through the 

mail.372 Privately owned communications networks can assert the protection of the First Amendment 

against state actions restricting the free flow of communications on their networks. It is worth noting 

that the distribution of unprotected material, such as obscenity, is itself not protected by the First 

Amendment.373 However, regulations targeting unprotected speech are still scrutinized for their effects 

on constitutionally protected communications.374  

The First Amendment, as applied by U.S. Courts today, arguably implies a broader right not to speak 

than freedom of expression in the European context.375 This right has been argued to be available to the 

owners of the means of communications such as broadcasters, cable companies and Internet access 

providers.376 Thus the owner of the means of communication would receive protection of the First 

Amendment against restrictions (not) to use their property for certain speech, on top of the 

constitutional protection of their property rights.377 As mentioned above, this theory equates the 

exercise of the right to freedom of expression to a considerable extent with the exclusive right over the 

use of one’s property. Property distribution, including the ownership of communicative means, is taken 

for granted and is its use for communicative means is considered in line with the free market place of 

information and ideas. 

Although in the United States, the constitutional law mainstream is open to this view, and increasingly, 

the Supreme Court’s First Amendment doctrine seems to support it, it is not generally accepted and 

remains controversial. One of the main lines of criticism stresses the incompatibility of this view with the 

ideal of individual liberty and autonomy underlying the right to freedom of expression, as well as 

democratic ideal of self-governance.378 From the ideal of democracy, access providers and the entities 

that merely act as the gateways to public debate more generally should be prevented from exercising 

undue interference with the public network information environment. Arguably, the right not to speak 

only plays a role in cases of compelled speech involving individual liberty. It’s the intellectual freedom of 

individuals that is worthy of protection against compelled speech. 

Another way of looking at the question about the legitimacy of interferences of access providers that 

would harm the communicative liberties of end-users and information providers is to take as a starting 

point that the ‘normal’ practice for ISPs would be to provide access to all. General obligations not to do 

something, namely restrict access to certain users of a communication network, should be distinguished 

from obligations to use the networks for particular expressive purposes. The United States common law 
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theory as regards common carriers functioned in this way.379 The communications service provider, 

through its manifestation to the public, ‘chose’ whether it was a conduit or a publisher. If it opted for 

the conduit option, it would have no First Amendment rights itself, in terms of the ability to control and 

discriminate between communications and different sources. If it opted for a publisher status, it would 

get its own First Amendment rights.380 Notably, this choice also had an impact on third party liability 

standards for the service provider. Common carriers received tort immunity in return for equal access 

obligations, whereas entities that exercised editorial discretion could be held accountable. Interestingly, 

in the United States, these tort standards no longer govern the behavior of Internet intermediaries, as 

will be shown below. 

6.4 ISP intermediary liability and the right to freedom of expression 

6.4.1 Background 

The debate about the responsibility of ISPs for their role in providing access to the Internet started in 

the 1990s in two different legal contexts, namely content regulation on the one hand, and the 

protection of intellectual property rights on the other hand. Traditional content regulation focusing on 

publishers and the mass media and the enforcement of national laws were becoming problematic, 

unfeasible, and unpractical in the context the Internet, since many new information providers entered 

the public networked information environment and could reach global audiences from locations all over 

the world. A shift in focus led regulators, litigants and the creative industries to focus on the 

responsibility and possible role of different types of ISPs to enforce existing rules with regard to illegal 

and unlawful information flows.381 In the absence of specific legislation for ISP responsibility, the 

question whether ISPs could and should be held liable for illegal and or harmful activities of end-users 

and online information providers and what could be expected of the different types of services in terms 

of policing the Internet and their users, wasn’t easily answered.382 The subsequent legal uncertainty that 

was the result of this first wave of litigation ran counter to the efforts to facilitate e-commerce and the 

development of the Internet and the Web more generally. This led legislatures in the U.S. and Europe to 

enact specific rules about the legal responsibility of ISPs.383 

The regulatory response with regard to ISP responsibility had two interdependent branches. On the one 

hand, so-called safe harbors for Internet and online intermediaries were introduces into the law, first in 

the U.S. and several European countries, and later also at the level of the European Union.384 These safe 
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harbors were to provide legal certainty for ISPs and establish the proper boundaries of ISP liability for 

the illegal or infringing activities of third parties. 

On the other hand, legislatures called for further self-regulation and a continuing dialogue between the 

various stakeholders. In other words, the safe harbor regulation established the legal boundaries with 

regard to the responsibility of Internet intermediaries in the law. Within these boundaries, the industry 

was expected to establish self-regulatory practices to help to address the circulation of unlawful, 

infringing and also harmful communications. This second branch of the regulatory response, namely 

self- and co-regulation, became a new paradigm for dealing with information flows on the Internet. Self-

regulation was argued to be a better way to reach public policy goals than command and control types 

of regulation. 385 

The self-regulatory paradigm for ISPs and information services more generally was first established in 

the EU with the 1998 Council Recommendation for the European audiovisual and information services 

industry.386 The 1998 Council Recommendation calls upon the Member States to promote, at the 

national level, the voluntary establishment of self-regulatory frameworks for the protection of minors 

and human dignity on the Internet. In the United States, maybe the best example of the self-regulatory 

paradigm is one of the limited liability provisions itself, namely CDA, Section 230.387 

Both the self-regulatory paradigm and the drafting of liability standards lead to concerns over the right 

to freedom of expression, which will be discussed in this section. First, the liability standards for Internet 

intermediaries are directly related to the possible chilling effects of these standards on online 

information flows. Too weak a standard would incentivize Internet intermediaries to be more restrictive 

and possibly too restrictive, thereby obstructing legitimate information flows in the networked 

information environment. 

Second, Internet content self-regulation was directly meant to result in the removal, filtering and 

blocking of information by the industry. Of specific concern are the possible effects of self-regulation on 

legitimate content flows and the lack of substantive and procedural safeguards. The question arises 

whether overly restrictive practices by access providers, resulting from self-regulation, are in line with 

the right to freedom of communication and to what extent the state itself can be held accountable in its 

role of promoting, cooperating and shaping self-regulatory frameworks for content regulation on the 

Internet.388 

6.4.2 Intermediary liability: EU and the U.S 
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The European legal developments with regard to ISP liability and responsibility took place in the context 

of illegal and harmful content on the Internet and the protection of minors on the one hand,389 and the 

enforcement of copyright law on the Internet on the other hand.390 These two perspectives met in the 

discussion leading to the Directive on Electronic Commerce (ECD).391 The ECD contains provisions which 

state that basic Internet intermediaries are under certain conditions not to be held liable for the 

information flows they facilitate. This framework of limited liability consists of three horizontal liability 

exemptions in the ECD (Article 12-14), as well as ban on preventive monitoring obligations for these 

types of intermediaries (Article 15).392 To be more precise, the Directive protects information society 

services393 acting as intermediaries for their ‘mere conduit’ (Article 12), ‘caching’ (Article 13), and 

‘hosting’ (Article 14) activities. Article 15 prevents the Member States from imposing general obligations 

on the providers of the services falling under any of the safe harbors to monitor the information that 

they transmit or store, or to seek facts or circumstances indicating illegal activity. 

An Information society service acting as mere conduit, such as an Internet access provider connecting 

end-users to the Internet, is protected under Article 12 ECD if it does not initiate the transmission, select 

the receiver of the transmission, or select or modify the information contained in the transmission. 

Under Articles 13 and 14 ECD, the proxy caching and hosting activities of information society services 

are conditionally exempted from liability. Notably, the safe harbors do not affect the possibility to claim 

injunctive relief. They explicitly leave open the possibility for a court or administrative authority to 

require an ISP to terminate or prevent an infringement. This also applies to information society services 

acting as mere conduits. Moreover, exemptions do not affect the lawfulness of the processing of 

information by providers of any of these types of intermediary services. The lawfulness has to be 

determined by applying the relevant laws of the Member States.394 Hence, the exemptions do not 

protect the providers of exempted services against litigation which is aimed at an injunction. Although 

controversial, judges have ordered Internet access providers to disconnect a specific end-user or to 

block access to specific online information.395 
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In the United States, the liability of Internet intermediaries for copyright infringements and the 

responsibility for illegal content such as indecency or defamation has been dealt with separately. The 

fragmentation of safe harbors along the lines of different underlying legal concerns, which is called a 

vertical approach, is one of the main differences with the European framework of Internet safe harbors, 

which has adopted a horizontal solution. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act introduced a safe harbor 

for liability of access providers for copyright infringement in Section 512 (a). It provides that no general 

monitoring obligations can be imposed upon access providers. Injunctive relief with regard to possible 

copyright infringement by access providers is further restricted to orders blocking access to subscribers 

or orders to block access, to a specific, identified, online location outside the United States.396 An 

intermediary liability exemption for defamation and other illegal content, except for criminal law, 

intellectual property law, and communications privacy law, can be found in CDA, Section 230. This 

provision, introduced by the Communications Decency Act in 1996, restricts the liability of so-called 

interactive computer services. Courts have interpreted it as an absolute safe harbor for ISPs with regard 

to third party content. In the next section, the legal developments that led to the current liability regime 

based on CDA, Section 230 will be discussed in detail, as they are intrinsically linked to the implications 

of the First Amendment for speech carrying intermediaries and the distinction in First Amendment 

doctrine between different types of speech intermediaries.397 Another difference between United States 

and the European law, is the scope of the safe harbor framework. The safe harbors in the DMCA, section 

512, and the CDA, section 230, both extent to third party liability of search engines, whereas the 

European framework did not include this type of service. We will address this difference in more detail 

in Chapter 9.398 

The Council of Europe and its Committee of Ministers have addressed ISP responsibility in a number of 

legal instruments, the most important of which are the Convention on Cybercrime, the 

Recommendation on self-regulation concerning cyber content, the Declaration on Freedom of 

communication on the Internet and the Recommendation on freedom of expression and information 

with regard to Internet filters.399 The Recommendation on freedom of expression and information with 

regard to Internet filters will be addressed in more detail in section 6.5. 

As will become clear shortly, the safe harbors and the self-regulatory framework for ISPs, take into 

account freedom of expression concerns. Below we will address the way in which this has happened in 

more detail. As the safe harbors in the ECD were inspired by similar legislation in the United States, ISP 

liability regulation in the U.S. will be addressed first. 

6.4.3 The DMCA safe harbors and the First Amendment 
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Before going into detail it is worth noting that the First Amendment applies differently in the context of 

intermediary liability for copyright infringement and other unlawful activity in the United States.400 In 

copyright cases U.S. courts usually refuse to admit a separate freedom of expression defense, since free 

speech concerns are considered to be internalized into copyright law itself and copyright law is content 

neutral.401 In cases of liability for defamation and otherwise illegal content, the Courts have always 

needed to balance restrictions on free speech and distributor liability with the requirements of the First 

Amendment, which sets limitations on liability standards of distributors.402 

The DMCA safe harbors clarify the responsibility of online intermediaries with regard to third party 

copyright infringements. In particular, the due process guarantees tied to the elaborate provision with 

regard to notice and takedown for hosting providers can be seen to be informed by freedom of 

expression concerns. A hosting provider has to notify their customers if they decide to remove or disable 

access to material (Section 512 (g)(2)). In addition, the DMCA contains a disincentive to issue unjust 

notifications of infringement. It is unclear to what extent these guarantees were necessary from the 

perspective of the First Amendment. As mentioned above, unlike in the case of distributor liability for 

defamation, references to the First Amendment in copyright infringement cases are rare. The Netcom 

case, a case before the adoption of the DMCA safe harbors about the responsibility of the provider of a 

BBS for copyright infringements by its users, contains such a reference. The First Amendment plays a 

role in the consideration of the fair use defense.403  

Those protected by the DMCA safe harbors do have to implement a policy that provides for the 

termination of access of repeat infringers.404 Nimmer concludes that one can only be considered a 

repeat infringer - in contrast to an alleged repeated infringer - when there is actual proof of 

infringements in multiple occasions. Hence, a reasonable policy for a broadband provider can place be 

relatively strict requirements on what is needed before it terminates an Internet subscription. 

Intermediaries also have to accommodate and not interfere with standard technical measures to 

prevent infringements from taking place, which is a reference to the anticipated improvements in 

filtering technology. The DMCA allows and expects ISPs to disable access to material or activity claimed 

to be infringing as long as it acts in good faith in response to a claim or based on facts of circumstances 
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that the material or activity is infringing (512 (g)(1)). Thus, Internet access providers could in fact decide 

to block access to certain material on the Internet they consider to be infringing.405 

The DMCA safe harbors for ISPs have been shown to have a chilling effect on legitimate third party 

communications, in particular in the context of the hosting safe harbor and the safe harbor for 

information location tools (search engines).406 There is - to my knowledge - no case law about the 

constitutionality under the First Amendment of the possible incentives the DMCA places on ISPs to block 

constitutionally protected speech or to disconnect users. The issue remains hotly debated, currently in 

the context of the proposal of a new bill relating to copyright enforcement online, the PROTECT IP ACT, 

which foresees DNS filtering by access providers of websites that contribute to copyright infringements.  

6.4.4 Communications Decency Act 230 and the First Amendment 

Outside of copyright law, in the areas of defamation and indecency regulation, the legal developments 

with regard to intermediary liability took quite another direction. In the 20th Century, United States legal 

practice had developed a rich body of case law dealing with publisher, distributor and carrier tort 

liability and the First Amendment.407 A standard case for distributor liability under the First Amendment, 

for instance, is Smith v. California. The Supreme Court ruled that a law establishing strict liability for 

booksellers selling obscene material is unconstitutional, because it would inhibit freedom of expression 

by making booksellers reluctant to exercise it.408 More in particular, the Court emphasized that strict 

liability on distributors would impose an unconstitutional restriction on the public’s access to 

constitutionally protected material. As mentioned above, common carriers invested with the public 

interest received immunity for defamation and other torts in return for equal access obligations.409  

The first ISP defamation cases in the nineties were dealt with, without the availability of specific rules for 

the liability of different kinds of Internet intermediaries. In Cubby, a New York district court determined 

that the provider of the bulletin board service CompuServe, should be viewed as “the functional 

equivalent of a more traditional news vendor.”410 The Court considered several print analogies before 

coming to this conclusion. Even though CompuServe had the contractual right to refuse to carry a 

particular publication, “in reality, once it does decide to carry a publication, it will have little or no 
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editorial control over that publication's contents.”411 CompuServe had “no more editorial control over 

such a publication than [...] a public library, book store, or newsstand, and it would be no more feasible 

for CompuServe to examine every publication it carries for potentially defamatory statements than it 

would be for any other distributor to do so.”412 The Court subsequently established the distributor 

standard for an Internet intermediary like CompuServe to be liable for illegal content:; it would only be 

liable if it “knew or had reason to know of the allegedly defamatory […] statements.”413 Hence, a passive, 

unknowing conduit would not be liable for unlawful third party communications. 

In Prodigy,414 the New York Supreme Court reversed the causal connection between editorial oversight 

and distributor liability and ruled that an online bulletin board operator is liable if it does exercise such 

control over the selection of content. Prodigy had been offering online bulletin boards, while actively 

removing messages it deemed offensive by using technical filtering products and content screening 

guidelines for its moderators. The Prodigy judgment was argued to be bad law, both by proponents of 

more robust protection of speech online and proponents of more effective regulation of illegal and 

harmful content. The former argued that if intermediaries like Prodigy were to be treated analogously to 

speakers in the print world, this would result in chilling effects on speech, since they would start to 

monitor and police all communications on their platforms. The latter argued that the Court should not 

punish the good faith efforts of intermediaries to combat illegal and harmful content by increasing their 

liability for material that would slip through. This would induce them to be more passive and do nothing 

about illegal and harmful content. 

Acting on the concern that Prodigy’s liability standard could cause intermediaries not to assist in 

restricting access to illegal or harmful content, Congress overruled Prodigy and introduced a ‘Good 

Samaritan’ blocking and screening of offensive material exemption for Internet intermediaries in the 

Communications Decency Act.415 CDA, Section 230 (c)(1) now provides that  

No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any 

information provided by another information content provider.416 

Moreover, CDA, Section 230 (c)(2) limits the civil liability of interactive computer services that do decide 

to restrict access or availability to content. It provides that: 

No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be held liable on account of— (A) any action 

voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or availability of material that the provider or user 

considers to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise objectionable, 

whether or not such material is constitutionally protected; or (B) any action taken to enable or make 
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available to information content providers or others the technical means to restrict access to material 

described in paragraph (1).417 

These provisions were primarily meant to remove possible incentives for online intermediaries not to 

remove or block access to certain information and to prevent claims against Internet filtering 

products.418 In practice, CDA, Section 230, is most famous for having been interpreted by the Courts as 

an absolute safe harbor for hosting or providing access to third party defamation and indecency for a 

range of Internet intermediaries, including access providers, hosting providers, and search engines.419 

Notably, the Communications Decency Act did more than introduce section 230. This provision started 

as a legislative side-note, but gained prominence while some of the CDA’s core provisions were struck 

down on constitutional grounds. The main goal of the Act was to restrict the availability of indecent 

content on the Internet by making it illegal for information providers to provide access to obscene and 

indecent content to minors. This part of the Communications Decency Act was contested on First 

Amendment grounds and struck down by the Supreme Court in ACLU v. Reno.420 The sequel to the CDA, 

i.e. Child Online Protection Act (COPA) was passed in 1998, was also struck down on constitutional 

grounds.421 Reno is an important judgment since it (partly) answers the question about the 

constitutional protection for speech on the Internet. It establishes that Internet speech receives the 

highest possible protection under the First Amendment relative to other media, i.e. similar to the 

press.422 Notably, a more extreme position, in terms of protection against government interference is 

possible. Some have argued in favor of no legal restrictions on content whatsoever because of the 

interactive nature of the Internet and the highly supportive features of the Internet in terms of self-

governance by the users of the network.423  

The most interesting aspect of the absolute safe harbor for Internet intermediaries in CDA, Section 230 

for this discussion is that it gives Internet intermediaries, acting as distributors but also those acting as 

Internet access providers and search engines,424 considerable discretion over third party 

communications. In fact, this provision is in many ways the opposite of a common carrier obligation. It 

legally permits Internet access providers to – in good faith – restrict access to or the availability of 

material that it considers to be “otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is constitutionally 
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protected.”425 Hence, it facilitates filtering at the network level by Internet access providers and 

expressly legitimates interferences with lawful content. On top of this, the first paragraph is an absolute 

defense against liability for providing access to unlawful material, sanctioning the decision to act as a 

passive mere conduit. In other words, in the digital era, the United States legislature granted the typical 

common carrier, i.e. the Internet access provider, tort immunity without corresponding equal access 

provisions.426 

The legal discretion offered to ISPs by CDA Section 230 (c)(2) is also a reflection of the self-regulatory 

paradigm for Internet regulation. The service provider’s choice between voluntary common carriage or 

restrictive access is left to the industry. The state places itself at a distance, providing the legal space for 

ISPs to act in and establish the market for information and communications services, within which they 

are allowed and expected to self-regulate in view of certain public interest objectives. The legislative 

history of the Communications Decency Act clearly shows that the U.S. legislature meant the 

Communications Decency Act to provide the space for ISPs to be restrictive, envisaging a role of 

suppressing objectionable information. In practice, it is mostly used to protect against liability for 

providing access to illegal material.427 

But what can be said about the question in what way Section 230 of the CDA is linked to the First 

Amendment? More specifically, what do its enactment and survival tell about the dominant view of the 

implications of the First Amendment for access governance in horizontal relations between Internet 

access providers and end-users?  

Notably, CDA Section 230 itself directly refers to the protection of communications by the First 

Amendment. It expressly legitimizes restrictions by a broad category of Internet service providers, 

including access providers, hosting providers and search engines, on obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, 

excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise objectionable material, whether or not such material is 

constitutionally protected. In other words, the implications of the First Amendment in this context is 

exclusively vertical.428 

Furthermore, the provision has had another effect on First Amendment doctrine and case law. If it 

applies, there is no need for consideration of the First Amendment for the liability standard for third 

party communications, since the protection is absolute. In other words, it often blocks the First 

Amendment from coming into play. This means that the First Amendment, which has had a tremendous 

impact on United States defamation and tort law, has been of small direct value in some of the most 

important legal decisions about the legal governance of defamatory information flows on the Internet.  
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If the argument is taken seriously that CDA Section 230 codifies free speech values, as is popularly 

claimed or assumed,429 this implies that the First Amendment also sanctions the discretion of on-line 

intermediaries to decide which communications to carry over their networks and on their platforms, 

because that is what this provision also does. This is mostly in line with the interpretation of the First 

Amendment in the United States outlined above, which focuses on the protection of the discretion of 

the owners of the means of communication in the networked information environment.430 This could 

also means that the Federal Communications Commission, which recently started to develop policies to 

promote Internet freedom, including content and application interconnection for Internet end-users, is 

fighting an uphill battle. Interestingly, the FCC defends these policies to promote open Internet access 

and end-to-end connectivity of content and applications in the context of broadband, by referring to 

generally recognized free speech principles as well as the general policy statements included in CDA, 

Section 230 (b) (1-5). It seems to take the moderate view that free speech values do not legally require 

but do allow government regulation to promote them. Remarkably, however, the FCC fails to take into 

account the wide discretion that is offered to broadband providers in CDA, Section 230 (c)(2), even 

though it is basing its ancillary authority to impose the open Internet standards on CDA, Section 230, 

and this authority is contested from the start by large American broadband providers. In 2011, a U.S. 

Court of Appeals denied the FCC its claimed authority to restrict broadband provider’s ability to 

interfere with communications on its networks. The issue can be expected to be further addressed by 

American courts in the future.431 

To conclude this discussion of CDA section 230, a final general observation is in place. It could be argued 

that the most significant result of this blanket immunity for Internet intermediaries is that it abolished 

the relevance of the traditional connection between the intermediaries’ (editorial) control over third 

party communications on the one hand and the legal responsibility for these communications on the 

other hand. In the press and paper age, the notion of editorial control seems to have functioned mostly 

intuitively. These intuitions did not readily translate to the online context, in which the functional 

interference with content flows by different types of entities was taking a different form, for instance 

through third party editors or the application of filtering and selection software.  

More broadly, the functional interference of different players in the networked information 

environment can relate to access, selection, navigation, creation, aggregation and transport of content 

in the network. The proper role and responsibility of the various entities that are carrying out these 

functions is complex, while the public interests are considered to be great. Considering the (initial) lack 

of understanding by the Courts how to translate these notions to the online context, combined with the 

willingness to ensure the unhindered developments of a strong Internet industry, it may have been 

justified to pass the provisions in CDA, section 230. This provision is, however, a rather simplistic answer 

to the fundamental questions about the way in which control and discretion by intermediaries should 

bring some degree of responsibility, as well as reflect implications for the protection of these 

intermediaries under the First Amendment. It has, until now, blocked more nuanced legal developments 
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in this field. In addition, it may have strengthened the view that the First Amendment stands in the way 

of - instead of pointing towards the need for - equal access regulation in the context of Internet access 

providers to safeguard the effective exercise of the right to freedom of expression in the networked 

information environment. 

6.4.5 EU Directive on Electronic Commerce and freedom of expression 

In Europe, the Ministerial Bonn Declaration from 1997, which predates the ECD, was one of the first 

official texts to address the relation between intermediary liability standards and the principle of 

freedom of expression. The Bonn Declaration asserts that the rules on responsibility “should give effect 

to the principle of freedom of speech, respect public and private interests and not impose 

disproportionate burdens on actors”.432 The ECD, in turn, refers to the right to freedom of expression in 

the context of the freedoms of the European Internal Market, namely the free movement of goods, 

services and the freedom of establishment. It guarantees these economic internal market freedoms, 

amongst other things, by introducing the country of origin principle for Information society services. 

Recital 9 ECD ties the free movement of information society services to the right to freedom of 

expression as enshrined in Article 10 ECHR. Compared to the DMCA, the safe harbors in the Directive are 

not very precise and do not reflect the principle of due process if material is taken down after a notice. 

The lack of precision is left to the Member States and self-regulatory codes of conduct, to be discussed 

further below. Recital 46 ECD does provide that “the removal or disabling of access has to be undertaken 

in the observance of the principle of freedom of expression and of procedures established for this 

purpose at national level.”433 This recital reflects the view that freedom of expression imposes some 

restrictions on ISPs in view of the expressive interests of users of their network and communications 

services. 

The precise relation between the right to freedom of expression and the safe harbors depends on the 

law of the Member States. In general, it is important to note that the ECD harmonizes aspects of the 

internal market for information society services. As always, such harmonization efforts have to respect 

the European Union’s constitutional principles of proportionality and subsidiarity. Notably, the 

harmonization of the liability of intermediary activities relating to the Internet was not complete. The 

ECD mirrors the safe harbors in the DMCA adopted 2 years earlier, but did not address the liability for 

linking and information location tools. This will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 9. 

Notwithstanding the room for different choices with regard to the implementation of the safe harbors, 

most Member States have implemented Article 12-15 ECD quite literally. In particular no member state 

has introduced additional legal safeguards in line with Recital 46 to respect freedom of expression, for 

instance by codifying a notice and takedown process and a put back option. Typically, self-regulatory 

codes of conduct that address ISP notice and takedown practices, such as the latest notice and 

takedown code of conduct in the Netherlands, do not contain a reference to the right to freedom of 
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expression, assuming the unproblematic status of these types of private self-governance under 

constitutional guarantees .434 

6.4.6 Self-regulatory paradigm for ISPs in the EU and the right to freedom of expression 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the primary concern with the self-regulatory paradigm from the 

perspective of freedom of expression is that it turns ISPs into the (private) censors of the Internet. This 

concern seems to be understood in the European context.435 Its consistent implementation into existing 

regulation and policy, however, is less successful.436  

Generally speaking, the notion of self-regulation stands for to the regulatory practice in which private 

entities are entrusted with some of the elements of regulation, in particular norm formation, 

adjudication, and enforcement.437 It is usually contrasted with command and control types of regulation, 

in which the law seeks to directly define and enforce the legal boundaries of lawful acts in a certain 

sector of the industry.438 The related notion of ‘co-regulation’ or what is also called ‘regulated self-

regulation’ refers to the involvement of the state in self-regulatory frameworks.439 Co-regulation is the 

more appropriate term for regulatory activity in which the state is not absent but establishes the basis 

for self-regulation in the law, for instance in its general media and communication policies. The term co-

regulation is usually restricted to self-regulation in which there is a legally formalized role of public 

authorities. 

From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression, an important question with regard to the 

choice for self-regulation is whether an informal, but still active, government role aimed at the 

restriction and removal of certain content or communications on the network is consistent with the 

demands of Article 10 ECHR. Interferences with the right to freedom of expression by public authorities 

must be prescribed by law. This means, first of all, that interferences must have a legal basis. Second, it 

means that interferences must fulfill the quality of law standards: they must be foreseeable and 

accessible. In other words, the framework of Article 10 ECHR attaches value to the way in which 

interferences by public authorities are legally grounded and delineated. An act by public authorities that 

constitutes an interference, but is without legal basis, would not survive the test of Article 10.  

At the same time, it is clear that an informal role of public authorities in self-regulatory frameworks 

makes it harder to argue that actual interferences with the free exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression that result from the application of this framework in practice should be attributed to these 

public authorities. If the framework is, legally speaking, voluntary, the responsibility for restrictions on 

information flows lies primarily with private actors. Moreover, this state of affairs is in many ways 

consistent with the implications of the right to freedom of expression in vertical relations. However, it 
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also points to the need to keep in mind that the characterization and structuring of restrictive state 

action as self-regulation, could be used to obscure the public authorities’ role and circumvent the 

applicable constitutional safeguards. Safeguards that would apply more clearly in case of a formalized 

role.440 ISP codes of conduct with regard to illegal, infringing and harmful third party content and 

communications are often drafted at the initiative and under supervision of public bodies, and heavily 

influenced in their content by government officials. Moreover, in what is sometimes called the raised 

eyebrow tactics, public authorities or the legislature sometimes gives a (last) chance to the industry to 

fix ‘the problems’ themselves. More generally, industry codes of conduct are typically drafted not in the 

absence of the law but within the existing legal boundaries, which already serve to incentivize certain 

types of private governance in view of public policy objectives. And whereas in the case of press 

governance, there is no extensive regulation of the ‘services’ provided to the public, in the case of 

access providers, the existence of detailed sector-specific regulation implies that the regulatory relation 

between industry and the state is much more intense from the start. 

So, to what extent, and in what ways have these considerations with regard to implications of the right 

to freedom of expression for self-regulation played a role in the EU regulatory and legislative context? 

The establishment of the self-regulatory paradigm for online media and information services can be 

traced back to the 1998 Council Recommendation on the protection of minors and human dignity, which 

carried the full title: “on the development of the competitiveness of the European audiovisual and 

information services industry by promoting national frameworks aimed at achieving a comparable and 

effective level of protection of minors and human dignity”.441 The earlier European Commission green 

paper on the protection of minors and the communication on illegal and harmful material online, which 

resulted in this Council Recommendation, contained many explicit references - as well as a detailed 

overview in the annex - of the demands of Article 10 ECHR in the context of content regulation for 

media and information services, even though it remains rather vague on the implications for self-

regulatory frameworks in particular.442 The 1998 Council Recommendation, however, mainly refers to 

the general principle of freedom of expression. The included ‘indicative guidelines for the 

implementation of the self-regulation framework’, state “that the proportionality of the rules drawn up 

should be assessed in the light of: the principles of freedom of expression” and other fundamental 

interests.443  However, the way in which this complex undertaking should take place is left to the 

stakeholder process at the national level. The recommendation does not introduce or mention any 

specific restrictions on the self-regulatory codes of conduct which could be seen to follow from the right 

(and principle) to freedom of expression. In particular, it does not address the question about the 

possible restrictions following from Article 10 ECHR for the proper role of public authorities in self-and 

co-regulatory frameworks. 
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The lack of stipulation of freedom of expression implications for the role of the state in self-regulation of 

information flows in light of traditional public policy perspectives is somewhat perplexing. From the 

perspective of the right to freedom of expression and the general obligation on the state to ensure the 

effective exercise of the rights and freedoms under the Convention, it is clear that the state should not 

contribute or promote a self-regulatory framework which results in extensive private censoring of 

legitimate information flows online. It would also be inconsistent with the state’s obligations under the 

right to freedom of expression to deliberately incentivize private parties to do what it would not be 

allowed to do itself.  

In the following section, one of the most controversial self-regulatory developments in the context of 

Internet access providers will be discussed in more detail, namely the filtering and blocking of parts of 

the Internet or communications on the network by Internet access providers. The topic of Internet 

filtering Internet access providers is chosen for a number of reasons. First, it has raised an intense 

debate about the proper role of government with regard to Internet regulation and the right to freedom 

of expression. Second, it relates to the basic questions about the proper boundaries of access regulation 

in the ISP context. Third, it is not only generally accepted that freedom of expression should be taken 

into consideration in these contexts, but also official legal documents contain strong references to the 

right to freedom of expression. Fourth, the legal and legislative debate about filtering by Internet access 

providers is relatively mature. There is even a case before the European Court of Justice about the 

filtering of communications by access providers. And finally, Internet content filters in many ways 

perform a similar function as search engines. Together they could be seen to fall into the broader 

category of selection intermediaries. The discussion will be mostly restricted to the European context. 

6.5 Internet filtering by access providers  

6.5.1 Background 

The development and application of Internet content filters (hereinafter: ‘Internet filters’) is a central 

issue in the regulatory debates about freedom of expression on the Internet and the role of ISPs in 

providing access to content.444 There are many types of Internet filters and they are deployed in a 

variety of circumstances. This section will address the type of Internet filter that limits the accessibility 

of material on the Internet for end-users and discuss one case relating to the possible filtering by access 

providers of copyright infringing communications between end-users. The application of filters by 

hosting providers or online service providers such as YouTube will not be discussed as well as questions 

relating to the technical aspects of Internet filters. 

Internet filters can raise issues under the right to freedom of expression, but generally filtering 

technology can perform legitimate functions. They are important from the perspective of the broader 

function of the selection of content in the public networked information environment and thereby fall in 
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the broader category of what could be called selection intermediaries.445 Selection intermediaries 

govern the accessibility, i.e. relative reachability of material on the Internet. Examples of selection 

intermediaries include Internet filters, search engines, recommendation services, and Internet Service 

Providers (‘ISPs’) that block or filter content on the basis of their contents.446 Selection intermediaries 

fulfill an important function in our information environment, which is characterized by abundance. They 

help end-users to find and select the information they consider relevant or useful, and can exclude 

information that they are not willing or allowed to access, for instance because it is harmful or illegal. 

Internet filters are quite commonly used and installed by end-users, for instance by parents to prevent 

access to content by their children. They are also widely deployed by private actors on their networks, 

for instance by employers or Internet cafes. They can be installed in the public sector to restrict access 

to content or applications.447 In public institutions such as schools and libraries, which fulfill a particular 

function or serve an audience that may warrant stronger selection of the accessibility of information, 

the application of Internet filters is quite common.448  

Internet access provider can use, be asked to use, or legally ordered their intermediary position to 

establish gatekeeper control over information flows on the Internet by using Internet filters. The typical 

context of these measures would be the prevention of access to illegal material on the basis of lists of 

such material kept and maintained in the context of enforcement of child pornography legislation by 

criminal law enforcement agencies and special private or private-public entities.449  In Europe and the 

United States, the issue of child pornography, has led to a range of regulatory and self-regulatory 

activity, to use blacklisting of web destinations. In Europe, such blacklisting was first introduced in the 

United Kingdom and Norway. A European Commission proposal for a new Directive includes an explicit 

reference to this kind of framework. In a number of countries in and outside of Europe, ISPs have agreed 

with public authorities to filter child pornography at the network level, for instance in the U.K.. In some 

jurisdictions public authorities require access providers by law to use filtering products at the network 

level.450 Proposals for similar legislation or regulatory practices have been discussed in Germany and the 

Netherlands. At the level of the EU, there have been ongoing discussions about a Directive that would 

establish the EU regulatory framework for the filtering of child pornography at the European level. 

6.5.2 Internet filters and the right to freedom of expression 

The application of Internet filters raises a number of concerns under the right to freedom of expression. 

The first concern is related to the interests of end-users under the right to freedom of expression, and 

can be expressed most aptly in terms of end-user autonomy. If Internet filters are deployed, without the 
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end-user’s consent, knowledge or control over the filtering of content, the end-user is prevented from 

accessing information freely. In addition, the deployment of certain filtering products by access 

providers, for instance those that are aimed at blocking the distribution of unauthorized copies of 

copyright protected works, would imply that all communications would be screened and monitored with 

the use of deep packet inspection (dpi) technology. A second concern is related to the interests of online 

information and service providers, and information sources more generally, to reach an audience. A 

third concern, which directly impacts on the weight of the first two concerns is related to the actual 

functioning and imperfection of Internet filters in relation to the goals for which they are often being 

promoted. 

Although Internet filters are quite imperfect and ineffective to prevent access to content, they are still 

widely promoted as a solution for suppressing access to or the communication of illegal or infringing 

material.451 In light of the guarantees relating to freedom of communication, it is questionable whether 

the current Internet filtering products could be an acceptable solution.452 It is well known that Internet 

filters applied by access providers based on DNS filtering can be easily circumvented and the same is 

true for more advanced types of filtering at the network level. In fact, Western democracies, the United 

States in particular, are actively promoting the development of effective filtering and blocking 

circumvention software to support political dissidents and activism in Countries like China and Iran.453 

Moreover, the imperfection of blocking and Internet filters in terms of their effect on legitimate content 

has always posed significant restrictions on the possibility of requiring filtering by access providers. 

Existing products are notoriously inaccurate, often preventing access to sites that should not be blocked 

while failing to block many that should. 

The capabilities of different kinds of Internet filters that access providers could deploy on their network 

plays a role in the discussion about the proper responsibility of Internet access providers for facilitating 

access to illegal content and infringing communications. Under general principles of law, one cannot be 

required to do the impossible.454  However, the safe harbor legislation in the E-Commerce Directive 

anticipated increased technological efficacy. Recital 40 of the E-Commerce directive provides that:” 

[…] the provisions […] relating to liability should not preclude the development and effective operation, by 

the different interested parties, of technical systems of protection and identification and of technical 

surveillance instruments made possible by digital technology within the limits laid down by Directives 

95/46/EC and 97/66/EC.455 

Hence, the development of increasingly sophisticated network management and filtering technologies 

for access providers could make filtering obligations on Internet access providers appropriate in the view 

of the EU legislature. Article 21 (2) of the E-Commerce Directive instructs the European Commission to 
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“analyse the need for additional conditions for the exemption from liability, provided for in Articles 12 

and 13, in the light of technical developments”, in its evaluations of the Directive.456 

Fundamentally, however, the issues raised by the imperfection of Internet filters may not be a 

technological one. Internet filters are inherently imperfect, at least if one takes content and copyright 

related legal restrictions on the freedom to communicate seriously. Automated filters will always filter 

too little and too much at the same time. The reason is that they try to build complicated context 

dependent norms about the lawfulness of communications into technology. Of course, it is possible that 

these imperfections would be accepted by the law, but this would simply cause the distinction between 

lawful and unlawful communications to change from a legal distinction, ultimately requiring a judgment 

by a court, to a distinction governed by technology.457 

The mandatory application of Internet filters ordered by public authorities is also considered 

problematic because they can be seen as prior restraints with regard to the source of the blocked 

material.458 As we discussed in the chapter 5, both Article 10 ECHR and the First Amendment contain a 

heavy presumption against the permissibility of prior restraints. And as mentioned above, the possibility 

to circumvent the filters implies that the material itself remains accessible, at least for more savvy end-

users. For illegal material, such as child pornography, the fact that the material itself remains online, 

whereas public authorities should pursue those responsible for the publication and the abuse has been 

one of the strongest arguments against filtering. Clearly, these circumstances also make the prior 

restraint all the more problematic. 

Because of these problems relating to mandatory Internet filtering from the perspective of freedom of 

expression, the application of Internet filters has mostly been left to the market and policy has focused 

on stimulating the market for Internet filtering products, thereby ensuring that end-users have effective 

means to prevent access to content, for themselves and their children in particular. CDA Section 230 can 

be argued to have this aim and allows for the use of Internet filters by access providers and other 

intermediaries. It did not imply that ISPs ought not to restrict access to material online, but granted ISPs 

discretionary power needed to deploy filtering technology voluntarily without risking liability. 459 In the 

European context, the situation is different, since the safe harbor for Internet access providers in Article 

12 ECD does not contain a provision that protects them against third party claims if they would be 

actively interfering with traffic on their networks. In fact, in the European context, by installing Internet 

filters aiming to restrict access to child pornography or other online destinations, access providers may 

run the risk of increased liability and injunctions, since other interested parties may have lists of 

websites that should be filtered also.460 
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In 2008, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe issued as recommendation on freedom of 

expression and Internet filters, which addresses some of the concerns regarding Internet content filters 

from the perspective of Article 10 ECHR.461 The recommendation and the underlying report 

acknowledge both the legitimate function of Internet filters and the ways in which Internet filters can 

impact on freedom of expression and information. It explicitly addresses some of the perceived 

requirements of Article 10 ECHR in this context,462 and addresses the fundamental interests of 

information providers and end-users. The recommendation calls upon the Member States of the CoE to 

take measures with regard to Internet filters in line with a set of guidelines promoting user notification, 

user awareness, and user control of Internet filters and accountability of the private and public parties 

involved. The recommendation makes a difference between mandatory filtering and the use of Internet 

filters by public entities, such as public libraries and schools on the one hand, and their use by private 

entities, such as enterprises in the context of Internet access in the workplace on the other hand and 

addresses the implications of freedom of expression for both situations. 

6.5.3 Mandatory filtering and the interests of information providers 

Internet content filtering, in the form of blacklisting by access providers, deprives the information 

providers that are being filtered from being received by significant parts of the population. To what 

extent are these interests of information providers protected under Article 10 ECHR?  

If the filtering is mandatory, the access provider could assert the protection of Article 10 ECHR. This 

protection is partly informed by the interests of speakers to reach an audience.463 First of all, for any 

source to be blocked which would not be judged illegal by a proper authority, it could contest the 

validity of blocking it for its end-users. It would also be able to argue that mandatory filtering would 

cause it to sometimes block legitimate information sources which would be accessible otherwise. It is 

possible that the access provider does not protest against mandatory filtering. In these cases, (lawful) 

information providers that would be blocked could assert their right to impart information and ideas 

freely. The information provider itself would also be able to claim that the filtering amounts to an 

interference with its right to impart information and ideas freely as protected under Article 10 ECHR. 

The question is whether this interference would be proportional and how the proportionality test 

should be applied. The United States Supreme Court has made clear in a number of rulings relating to 

legislation aimed to protect children from accessing harmful content, that the First Amendment involves 

strict scrutiny, if it targets the publicity of material at the source and requires the measure to be 

“narrowly tailored to serve a compelling Government interest, the least restrictive means available for 

the Government to serve the interest of preventing minors from using the Internet to gain access to 
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materials that are harmful to them.”464 The alternative, considered by the Court, was the availability of 

filtering software, which could be installed and controlled by end-users themselves. 

The Council of Europe recommendation qualifies the use of Internet filters in the public sector as an 

interference with the right to freedom of expression and makes the test of article 10 second paragraph 

more explicit. It demands that filtering of Internet content in electronic communications networks 

operated by public actors or mandatory filtering at the ISP level has to concern “specific and clearly 

identifiable content”, “a competent national authority should have taken a decision on its illegality” and 

“there should be an opportunity to have this decision reviewed by an independent and impartial tribunal 

or regulatory body, in accordance with the requirements of Article 6 of the European Convention on 

Human Rights”.465 Furthermore, the guidelines stipulate that Member States have to ensure that there 

is an evaluation of the proportionality of filters before and during their implementation in terms of their 

possible effects on the unreasonable blocking of content. As regards the interests of information 

providers, the Recommendation states that Member States “should [...] provide for effective and readily 

accessible means of recourse and remedy, including suspension of filters, in cases where users and/or 

authors of content claim that content has been blocked unreasonably.” This last obligation is also 

applicable to the use and application of filters in the private sector. 

6.5.4 Voluntary filtering by access providers and the interests of information providers 

The situation changes if the filtering by access providers is voluntary. In these cases, there remains a de 

facto horizontal conflict between the ISP that imposes filtering and the information providers it is 

blocking. The legislative resolution for these conflict of interests in the United States is laid down in CDA, 

Section 230(c)(2), which was discussed in Section 6.4. This provision grants access providers and other 

intermediaries wide discretion to decide to block – in good faith - indecent or otherwise objectionable 

content, even if it is constitutionally protected. 

In the European context, this horizontal conflict would lead to a balancing of interests of information 

providers under Article 10 ECHR (leaving aside possible other interests unrelated to the right to freedom 

of expression such as economic freedom and unfair competition) with the right to the free exercise of 

private property of the ISP. Typically, there will be a wide margin of appreciation with regard to the way 

in which a positive obligation on the State to guarantee the effective exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression in horizontal relations, if it exists, will have be fulfilled. Normally, the protection of the 

interests of information providers in the context of filtering access providers to use filtering will have to 

be considered to lie in the realm of discretion of the state. National law may place more stringent 
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obligations on the state to protect information providers from being blocked by access providers.466 

Mandatory positive obligations would only arise when individuals would be prevented to effectively 

exercise their freedom of expression or when pluralism of the information environment would be clearly 

at stake. In cases in which blocking by access providers would lead to a situation that would deprive a 

legitimate online speaker from reaching an audience completely, the best argument for a strict positive 

obligation on the state could be made.467 Pluralism could be argued to be endangered when over-

blocking by Internet filters shows structural biases with regard to certain types or sources of speech or 

certain types of issues. 

Arguably, the interests of information providers can be easily safeguarded by introducing certain levels 

of transparency and accountability into the filtering regimes. With that in mind, the Council of Europe 

Recommendation calls on the Member States to safeguard the interests of Internet content providers, 

by providing for effective and readily accessible means of recourse and remedy, including suspension of 

filters, in cases where content has been blocked unreasonably.468 

A final question is whether the law could and or should require Internet access providers not to filter at 

all. In general, this is probably not the case. It is generally accepted that there are good reasons for 

Internet access providers to interfere with communications on their networks, for instance in the 

context of unsolicited communications. As regards content, there seems a growing consensus that it is 

important to keep the Internet as a platform to reach audiences and consumers open for everyone. 

Access providers have not yet started to block content on a wider scale than the child pornography 

context, although it must be noted that also in this context there are many examples of websites, the 

blocking of which, raises serious questions.469 

6.5.5 Internet filters and the interests of end-users 

Internet filters could implicate the interests of end-users, in particular if they are deployed outside of 

their control. In these cases, Internet filters would interfere with the freedom of end-users to receive 

information and ideas, in other words the end-user’s autonomy. If Internet filters are deployed by end-

users, for instance to prevent their children from accessing certain types of material, and end-users have 

control over what is being filters, most of the concerns over freedom of expression disappear.470 One 

hypothetical conflict remains, namely between a speaker that wants to reach an end-user which decides 
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to block that particular source. In such cases, the protected interests of the end-user carry more weight, 

for at least two reasons. First, Internet access involves a computer terminal that simply allows for the 

ability to select what information to access and what to block. This freedom is not only protected under 

Article 10 CEHR, but the way it is exercised is typically part of the private sphere as well.471 Second, in 

this private sphere, the end-user cannot be forced or even expected to listen.472 

Of course, end-users, when deploying filters, might have control in practice, but in reality the Internet 

filters are created and maintained by others. Internet filtering products aimed to promote child safety 

are often opaque – the blocking lists can for instance be protected as trade secrets - and have limited 

options of redress. And the deployment of Internet content filters often does not fully respect end-user 

autonomy. In fact, Internet filters are typically promoted by public authorities as a solution for problems 

that are the result of the freedom of end-users, namely the possibility to access illegal information. The 

filtering of content by ISPs does not respect end-user autonomy by definition, since this would give the 

choice to access the material to the user. Hence, there remains room for public policy to enhance end-

user autonomy in the context of Internet filters. It is logical for such public policy to be aimed at end-

user autonomy with regard to lawful and legal material.  

The respect for end-user autonomy seems to have been the dominant concern underlying the CoE 

Recommendation on Internet filters and freedom of expression.473 First of all, the guidelines provide 

that end-users, where appropriate, must be able to control the level of filtering. The guidelines further 

stipulate that end-users should have the possibility to challenge the blocking or filtering of content and 

to seek clarifications and remedies. With respect to the end-user’s ability, where appropriate,474 to 

activate and deactivate filters and to be assisted in varying the level of filtering in operation, the 

guidelines call upon the Member States to ensure, in cooperation with the private sector and civil 

society, the existence of a number of more detailed guarantees. It is provided that end-users should 

receive guidance regarding the manual overriding of an activated filter, more specifically whom to 

contact when it appears that content has been unreasonably blocked and the reasons which may allow 

a filter to be overridden for a specific type of content or Uniform Resource Locator (URL). Furthermore 

the recommendation states that content that is filtered by mistake or because of an error has to be 

accessible without undue difficulty and within a reasonable time. With regard to the use and application 

of Internet filters by the public sector, Member States have to avoid the universal and general blocking 

of offensive or harmful content for users who are not part of the group which a filter has been activated 

to protect, and of illegal content for users who justifiably demonstrate a legitimate interest or need to 

access such content under exceptional circumstances, particularly for research purposes. 

Of course, Internet end-users cannot simply be placed at the receiving end of the communicative 

process. In the networked information environment, the end-user are also the source of illegal and 

infringing communications or material. Peer-to-peer distribution technology has harnessed the potential 
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of the Internet for end-users to distribute content between end-users. The sharing of copyright 

protected material, such as music, films and software, with the use of such peer-to-peer technology has 

led to a discussion about the imposition of filtering obligations on ISPs to filter out infringing 

communications.475 

In Belgium, the rights holders organization SABAM has legally pursued this option most aggressively. It 

sued Internet access provider Tiscali in 2004 for injunctive relief. It asked to Belgium Court to order 

Tiscali to stop the infringing communications on its network. The Court of first instance ordered the 

Internet provider “to mak[e] impossible any form of sending or receipt by its clients, by means of ‘peer to 

peer’ software, of electronic files containing musical works that are part of the SABAM repertoire.”476 

Tiscali appealed the Court’s judgment, and the Belgium Court of Appeals has referred questions about 

the permissibility of the injunction under European law and the fundamental rights to freedom of 

expression and private life to the European Court of Justice. More specifically, the Court has to address 

the question, whether an injunction on access providers that obligates them to identify and block all 

copyright infringing communications by its subscribers is permissible under Article 12 and 15 of the E-

Commerce Directive and the right to freedom of expression.477 

The ECJ still has to hand down its judgment, which will be of great significance for the question about 

the limitations on the possibility to require filtering by access providers that follow from the right to 

freedom of expression of end-users. If the Court follows that Advocate General’s opinion, these 

limitations would stand in the way of the kind of filtering as was sought by rights holders in this context. 

The Advocate-General clarifies that what is presented as a simple injunction in civil proceedings would in 

effect amount to the permanent imposition of systematic and universal filtering of all the 

communications on the network, which would eventually have to be extended to all ISPs in the future to 

be effective.478 This general and far-reaching character of the sought measure leads the Advocate 

General to the conclusion that a specific legal basis would be needed to impose such a system, which 

was lacking in Belgium Law. In the Advocate’s General view, the measure would apparently be 

disproportionate, both from the perspective of the rights and interests of the access provider, as well as 

its end-users.479 

6.5 Conclusion 

In contrast with the regulatory model for the press, traditionally, there has always been extensive 

regulation of communications network providers. However, content regulation tends to be either 

absent or minimal and raises issues under the right to freedom of expression. In vertical relations, the 

owners of the means of communications such as Internet access providers can assert their own right to 

‘freedom of expression’ against government interference, and this right includes the right to access, 
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receive and transmit. Even more than in the case of the press, these rights are informed by the 

communicative interests of the users of such communications networks. These interests in 

communicating freely with the use of steadily improving communications techniques (postal mail, 

telegraphy, telephony and the Internet) were clearly served by a practice in which the network owners 

would not restrict communications over the network. In that respect, the regulatory concepts of 

‘common carrier’ and ‘universal service’ which have helped to shape the regulatory models for 

communications network providers, can also be seen as informed by the right to freedom of expression 

users of the communications network. Universal service requirements acknowledge the way in which 

access to communications networks is essential to societal participation. The common carrier 

requirement guarantees equal treatment of users of the networks, thereby limiting the discretion of 

network providers to restrict information flows. 

Convergence of media and communications has complicated the regulatory environment for 

communications providers significantly. Internet users, can use one and the same Internet connection, 

to correspond privately, watch ‘television’ or broadcast their views for a global audience. The facilitating 

role of Internet access providers with regard to the public networked information environment means 

that the normative role of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of communications 

networks has increased in importance. Traditionally, the constitutional right to privacy and 

confidentiality of private correspondence, such as protected by Article 8 ECHR, were of relatively greater 

importance. 

In this Chapter, the way in which Internet access providers have been involved in content regulation in 

the networked information environment was used to study the implications of the right to freedom of 

expression in this context. This regulatory framework was shown to consist of safe harbors setting the 

legal boundaries for the liability of ISPs for third party communications on the one hand, in combination 

with an emphasis on further self-regulatory or co-regulatory action on the other hand. The case law 

relating to these laws as well as their legislative history show that freedom of expression has been taken 

into account in this framework but it remains strongly debated to what extent this has been done 

properly. 

When thought through, legal obligations on access providers to prevent the use of their 

communications networks for illegal purposes, or the possibility to access illegal material, lead to clear 

problems under the right to freedom of expression, in particular the conditions set out in Article 10 

second paragraph and possibly Article 8, second paragraph. Such general obligations could only be 

adhered to with the application of Internet filters, the mandatory application of which is more than 

constitutionality doubtful. Although the pressure to move towards stricter legal responsibility of 

Internet access providers remains and proposals to require blacklisting by access providers are debated 

in European Parliament and elsewhere, the right to freedom of expression has been one of the reasons 

these government interferences with the right to freedom of communication have mostly not 

materialized into actual laws. 

While there are hardly any legal obligations on access providers to interfere with the communications 

on their network, the self-regulatory paradigm has informed public authorities to seek voluntary 
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cooperation of access providers to regulate content nonetheless. For the most part, public policy aimed 

to restrict the accessibility of content by access providers has not led to command and control types of 

regulation but has sought to minimize the official role of the state while at the same time still aiming to 

achieve more restrictive practices by ISPs. This may partly be the case, as in the case of the governance 

of the press, precisely because of the right to freedom of expression. However, the relation between 

access providers and Internet users is quite a different one compared to the press, looking at the press 

as an intermediary in the public communicative process. Whereas for the press the selection of 

information and ideas for publication is sanctioned by the right to freedom of expression because of the 

importance of editorial freedom and the fact that this is what the press is supposed to be doing all 

along, the exclusion or blocking of communications by access providers is hard to harmonize with the 

ideals underlying freedom of expression, in particular when taking stock of the impact this would have 

on lawful communications over the network. 

This leads to the most complicated issue touched upon in this chapter: how should the impact of the 

current legal framework on the horizontal relations between access providers and Internet users be 

evaluated from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. Or to put it differently, what are 

the proper implications of the right to freedom of expression for the legal discretion of access providers 

to restrict communication over their networks? Two different general points of view on this debate 

emerged in the analysis. 

The first, which we may best call the user freedom theory, tends to equate the right to freedom of 

expression in these potential conflicts of interests between access providers and users to the 

communicative interests of Internet users. In this theory, if freedom of expression legally requires 

anything with regard to the legal governance of horizontal relations between access providers and end-

users, it would be that government would have to protect the user’s interest against undue 

interferences by Internet access providers, for instance through the establishment of new types of 

common carrier and universal service rules and through the establishment of due process guarantees in 

case of specific legitimate interferences with the flow of content or use of the network. In other words, 

the role of the law should be aimed at the realization of the free exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression by Internet users. The various Council of Europe recommendations touching upon these 

issues testify of the dominant nature of this perspective in European freedom of expression doctrine. 

Within the boundaries of this theory, much debate remains about the nature of the implications of the 

right to freedom of expression in this context, in particular whether there is a real obligation for the 

state to act or if it is better to speak of freedom of expression in this context as a regulatory principle. 

The second perspective, for which support - and opposition, to be clear - can be found in the United 

States, tends to equate the right to freedom of expression with the discretion over the use over 

communicative means as established by the free market. This theory may be best called the ownership 

discretion theory of freedom of expression. From this perspective, the right to freedom of expression 

protects the owners of the means of communications (and media more generally) against legal 

interferences with the freedom to decide how to use those means in the free market. The result of this 

theory is that the possibility of the government to regulate the horizontal relations between Internet 

access providers and Internet users to safeguard the communicative interests of the users of the 
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network is actually restricted by the right to freedom of expression of Internet access providers, more 

specifically a right not to transmit or to exclude. 

From a European perspective, it could be concluded that Article 10 ECHR would most probably not 

support a claim of the network owners not to transmit, but that any such claim would have to be based 

on the right to private property. In the United States, the legal mainstream may actually be moving in 

the direction of allowing a similar claim of Internet access providers not to transmit under the First 

Amendment. This could have significant implications for the political and legal feasibility of network 

neutrality regulation. 

In the safe harbor framework for Internet service providers, the right to freedom of expression could 

also be shown to be understood by the legislature as relating to the communicative interests of Internet 

users. Notably, the way in which freedom of expression has been internalized into the EU intermediary 

liability regime leaves much room for criticism. No due process guarantees have been prescribed, such 

as one can find in the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the room for injunctions is left wide open, 

and the hosting safe harbor, the scope of which may be less clear than ever, may incentivize 

intermediaries to restrict lawful communications. In addition, the role of public authorities in the design 

of self-regulation has been questionable. 

The specific analysis of the internalization of the right to freedom of expression in the United States 

legal safe harbor framework showed a mixed picture. Some elements in the regulatory framework seem 

to sanction the discretion of ISPs to disregard the interests of information providers and end-users in 

horizontal relations. Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (which is also applicable to search 

engines) is possibly most striking in this regard. It not only shields against liability, it also provides far-

reaching discretion for interactive computer services with regard to third party communications. By 

studying the background of this provision, which was enacted in 1996, it was further shown how this 

provision has in many ways prevented freedom of expression doctrine from having a further impact on 

the proper legal regime for various kinds of Internet service providers in the United States, including 

search engines. The different legal standards for carrier, distributor and publisher liability as they 

applied in defamation cases before the Internet, and the way in which editorial freedom and control had 

played a role in the formation of these standards in a rich set of court decisions have been replaced by a 

double-edged sword for Internet intermediaries: a shield against liability and legal discretion to block 

various kinds of content, including constitutionally protected communications. 

The two theories mentioned above reflect perspectives on the right to freedom of expression with 

implications that go well beyond the context of Internet access providers or search engines for that 

matter. For some, the application of the ownership discretion theory of freedom of expression to the 

context of the press may be less strikingly absurd than to the context of Internet access providers. In the 

networked communications environment, however, control over communications with the use of 

various technologies of control has provided the means for traditionally passive conduits to be more 

actively involved in the selection and prioritization of content flows on the network, whereas it may 

have provided others, that tended to be more active with the means to be more passive. Chapter 6 shed 

some light on the fundamental questions this raises about the way in which freedom relates to 
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discretion and control relates to responsibility, and the way in which those answers could ultimately find 

their ways into properly informed laws and regulation for various entities in the public networked 

information environment. 
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Chapter 7: Library Freedom 
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7.1 Introduction 

This chapter will address the way in which the right to freedom of expression applies to the legal 

governance of libraries and public libraries in particular. The position of the library in the public 

networked information environment from the perspective of this study is interesting for a number of 

reasons. First, the library combines an active selective role with a relatively passive role. The public 

library may be the purely intermediary speaker, it selects those worthy of selection while not actively 

speaking itself. In that sense, the library seen as an intermediary in the networked information 

environment is different from the press and publishers on the one hand, as well as different from 

conduits such as Internet access providers. Second, one of the dominant conceptualizations of the Web 

and the Internet more generally is linked to a vision of the digital library.480 Search engines help to fulfill 

the potential of the World Wide Web as a globally and publicly accessible library. And finally, library 

governance offers an example in which the state has fulfilled a prominent and generally facilitative role. 

For these reasons, the way in which the right to freedom of expression has informed the legal 

governance of libraries, as well as the way in which public libraries, seen as intermediaries, have dealt 

with the communicative interests of information providers and library patrons can be expected to 

contribute to an answer to the main research question. James Grimmelmann, for instance, recently 

stated:  

“A good search engine is more exquisitely sensitive to a user’s interests than any other 

communications technology. […] Except, perhaps, the library reference desk.”481 

This chapter will take a closer look at the way in which public library governance has struck a balance 

between the different and possibly conflicting communicative interests involved. It will focus on the 

legal governance of information flows facilitated by the public library from the perspective of freedom 

of expression and the proper role of government in this context. Section 7.2 will shortly discuss the 

historic background of the library as well as some of the recent developments related to libraries in the 

digital environment. Section 7.3 will discuss the normative principles underlying the governance of 

public libraries, including the right to freedom of expression. What are the general ideas and principles 

underlying library governance and the library’s mission and in what way are those ideas and principles 

informed by the right to freedom of expression? In section 7.4 a number of specific issues related to the 

right to freedom of expression in the context of the public library will be discussed, such as the question 

about the library’s independence from government, possible conflicts relating to its collection policy and 

library censorship, and the value of privacy in the context of access to library materials. 

7.2 The library: history and recent developments 

Libraries have existed since the Antiquity and even before that. Old empires erected the first libraries 

some 5000 years ago. These libraries contained the first collections of written materials.482 One of the 
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oldest known libraries is the Library of Ashurbanipal, a collection of tens of thousands of clay tablets, in 

a library named after the king, who ordered the collection of these materials to be stored in a central 

location. Surely the most famous ancient library is the Library of Alexandria, which allegedly construed 

its collection by confiscating all written materials from incoming ships and travellers.483 The scarcity of 

information sources was one of the driving forces behind the creation of libraries. The storage and 

classification of these materials in one place provided the best access to these valuable materials. 

Library collections had considerable political importance as well. This is maybe best reflected in the 

tragic fate of many of the most famous libraries of the ancient world. New empires and dynasties 

destructed them and the cultural and political heritage they represented.484 

A library can be defined as an organization keeping a systematic collection of information sources in a 

place.485 The information sources are selected classified and ordered for the purpose of facilitating 

access to them. The material can be classified in terms of the type of medium, such as clay, print, and 

digital storage, or the type of content.486 A library is also an organization in which library professionals 

are maintaining the collection and working to fulfill its mission. Finally, the library used to be a physical 

place where the collection would be kept and made accessible to the community. The digitization of 

information sources and the introduction of electronic access and the Internet has transformed this last 

aspect of libraries and given rise to the phenomenon of the ‘digital library’, access to which, from a 

technological or functional perspective, is not necessarily restricted to a specific location.487 

Throughout history, a large variety of libraries emerged, such as the research library, the national 

library, the private library and the public library. Naturally, these different types of libraries are different 

in terms of their collections, functions, funding and governance. A national library typically has strong 

national archiving and cultural heritage functions. There is a wide variety of private libraries. The 

academic or research library facilitates the access to research materials and is primarily focused on the 

scientific community. A public library’s primary role is to serve the general public and its collection can 

be relatively limited. In the remainder of this chapter the focus is placed on public libraries, including 

public research libraries. 

The roots of the modern library and the public library in particular lay in the period after the invention of 

the printing press and the Enlightenment. The widespread use of the printing press caused an enormous 

increase in the amount of publications the library could facilitate access to. The ideal of general literacy 

of the Enlightenment gave rise to reading societies and public reading rooms. In the Netherlands, these 

reading societies and public reading rooms became a widespread phenomenon in the nineteenth 

century. Out of these reading societies and reading rooms, the modern public library emerged. 
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Recently, the digitization of information sources and the introduction of the Internet and electronic 

access have had implications for the library. First, the Internet and the World Wide Web is a tremendous 

new resource of easily accessible material. Second, digitization has also removed the library’s collection 

from its physical premises into an electronic realm.488 There are no physical restraints on where to 

access the collection, if material is digitized. This has made the precise physical location of a library for 

its users irrelevant, at least from the perspective of access to digitized information. It is unclear to what 

extent the digital library should replicate some of the boundaries traditional physical libraries would 

have in terms of their collections. A physical public library would serve a specific community of people in 

its area and have a collection that reflected its financial means and societal goals. If we ignore the 

current legal limitations on electronic access to digital library materials stemming from copyright law, 

which introduces superficial scarcity in view of the rights of authors and the encouragement of creative 

production, one public digital library could easily satisfy the demands for access to written materials for 

the whole population. In fact, such a library could serve the global population as well. It is this type of 

library of everything, accessible from everywhere, that is one of the most compelling, be it unfulfilled 

promises of the digital revolution. It is also this type of library whose abundance would make the 

development of proper search tools particularly important. 

And of course, the Internet and the World Wide Web in particular are often characterized as a ‘library’ 

itself.489 The Internet and the Web may generally lack the professional standards for selection and 

classification present in the context of libraries. Still, online platforms to buy books like Amazon, and 

online collections of digitized books such as provided by the Internet Archive or Google Books have 

made the Internet a major competitor for libraries, satisfying significant parts of information needs that 

would traditionally be served by libraries.490 It is worth noting, that general search engines in particular 

make the Web into a library for their users.491 They provide the navigation function the Web is missing, 

similar (but different) to the function of the library’s index and collection classification system. In 

addition, various specific search services for library types of materials are freely offered on the Web, 

such as Google Scholar and Google Books. 

7.3 Library governance, mission and normative principles 

7.3.1 Regulatory models for the public library 

Public library policy and regulation can be seen from the perspective of media and communications law 

and policy and from the perspective of a more general social welfare policy which includes cultural and 

educational policy. In the following section the general regulatory framework for the governance of 

public libraries will be addressed, mostly from first perspective, seeing the library as a societal institution 

contributing to the public information environment. In the following section a distinction will be made 
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between two general models for communications and media regulation and the role of public 

institutions in these different models. These models are linked to differences in ideas about the meaning 

of freedom of expression and differences in the tasks and mission of public libraries. 

As with the media in general, the public library not only has a particular role in a society, its organization 

and governance also reflects the type of society it exists in.492 Following Hallin and Mancini, one can 

discern three types of media systems in Western societies, namely the North Atlantic liberal model, the 

North-European democratic-corporatist model and the Mediterranean politicized-pluralist model.493 The 

organization of the public library reflects the characteristics of these different models, two of which will 

be shortly addressed here. 

The liberal model for media and communications, the model in the United States, is characterized by a 

dominance of the free market mechanism. Taking a free market perspective, it can be considered the 

government’s role to provide the goods and services (with strong public interests attached to them, or 

what are also called merit goods) that the market would not provide in sufficient quantities or qualities. 

General examples are health, security related services (police, fire-fighters) and education. In the liberal 

model, a typical example of government provision in the sphere of media and information goods and 

services is the public library. In comparison, media is left to the market and are predominantly offered 

by commercial enterprises. A minimal role of government, and the professional quality and 

independence of media from the state are seen as essential. Notably, besides the possibility of providing 

the service itself, the government can also regulate the market in the public interest. The regulation of 

communication networks and regulatory concepts tied to the public interest in this context such as 

universal access and common carriage are good examples of this approach, in which the provision of 

certain goods and services are left to the market, but the public interest is served through regulation.494 

The democratic-corporatist model, the model one generally finds in the Netherlands and Germany, is a 

mixed model of media that are tied to specific subsets of the population and on the one hand and 

commercial media on the other hand. In this model, the media are seen as important social institutions, 

for which the State carries a certain responsibility. The role of government with regard to media, 

libraries and culture, is not primarily based on market considerations, although they may play a role, and 

increasingly so, but based on the idea that the public interest is best served by some involvement of 

public institutions. Generally speaking, public broadcasting, the public library, and the state monopolies 

in communications networks are examples of this approach. In Germany this approach is called 

Grundversorgung, i.e. a basic duty of care on government to make sure that certain service levels are 

guaranteed by government for the entire population. Again, it is possible that those guarantees are not 

met through government funding, but through market regulation. 

The differences between the two models are also reflected in the way the right to freedom of 

expression has informed the governance of media and information services and for our purposes here, 

the public library. In the democratic-corporatist model, if there is reference to freedom of expression, it 
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is usually a reference to a positive obligation under the right to freedom of expression and information, 

an obligation to safeguard the effective and equal exercise of fundamental rights in society.495 The public 

library in particular is the place where those that may not have the financial means to access knowledge, 

culture and news in the free market, can do so. In the liberal model more emphasis is placed on freedom 

of expression as a negative right, guaranteeing individual liberty and a state free sphere, the functional 

independence of public libraries from government,496 and the prohibition of censorship in the context of 

libraries. In fact, in the liberal model, one finds more reference to the normative role of fundamental 

rights in the context of libraries. Freedom of expression and the right to privacy have surfaced 

prominently in the debates about library governance and related case law in the United States.497 In the 

democratic-corporatist model fundamental rights issues are less prominently addressed in the 

regulatory debates about public library governance. Fundamental rights and the social welfare state 

have blended together into a mix of publicly funded culture, media and information access support in 

which the public library occupies an important position. The enabling role of government with regard to 

providing basic access to knowledge and culture stands on the foreground.  

On a different level, the distinction between the liberal and the corporatist model reflects the distinction 

between individual, free-market based pluralism on the one hand, and organized regulated pluralism on 

the other hand.498 A classic example of organized pluralism is the Netherlands, in which the pillarized 

organization of society along the lines of different social groups was reflected by the organization of the 

media and public libraries. By now, the pillared structure of Dutch society may have lost much of its 

relevance. And more generally, as result of liberalization of information law and policy as well as 

European harmonization focusing on the Internal market since the 1980s, the emphasis has shifted in 

the direction of a free market based approach. But on the European continent, the notion of pluralism, 

in general and in the media in particular, is still seen primarily as relating to the interests of different 

societal groups, more than to the interests of individuals.499 This stands in stark contrast with the notion 

of individual pluralism in the North-Atlantic liberal model. In this model, the individual, invested with 

political liberties like the freedom of speech and the freedom of association is the basic element of 

political organization in relation to the state and its democratically organized institutions. Pluralism is 

organized by the free market place of ideas, instead of monitored, facilitated or even regulated by the 

state. 

7.3.2 The task and mission of the public library 

The core mission of the public library can be summarized as the mission to provide a publicly accessible 

place (possibly digital) where people can access knowledge, culture, information and ideas. The public 

library is still argued to be one of the cornerstones of a western democratic information society as can 

for instance be seen from the international library community’s ‘Public Library Manifesto’: 
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“Freedom, prosperity and the development of society and of individuals are fundamental human 

values. They will only be attained through the ability of well-informed citizens to exercise their 

democratic rights and to play an active role in society. Constructive participation and the 

development of democracy depend on satisfactory education as well as on free and unlimited 

access to knowledge, thought, culture and information.  The public library, the local gateway to 

knowledge, provides a basic condition for lifelong learning, independent decision- making and 

cultural development of the individual and social groups.”500 

In an age of deregulation, privatization, and commercial alternatives for library services, the 

demarcation of the tasks of public libraries is not an easy undertaking. The mission of the public libraty 

library is the basis of its funding by the government, but the actual use of libraries may have shifted 

drastically. The question about the proper role of the state is particularly complex, because of the 

variety of public purposes the library tends to serve. Is the library simply a place to freely access 

information, knowledge and culture without financial or other barriers or is it also a city community 

centre and even a supplier of special courses and education? Is the library the place of last resort to 

access information and ideas for the least well off in our societies or should the library focus instead on 

the qualitative aspects of what is offered by a library, such as the way in which access is offered?  

Because of some of the normative principles inherent in the offering of public libraries, such as 

independence from commercial influences, it is quite unlikely for market and commercial parties to 

satisfy those qualitative public interests that are at stake. It is hard to see how a private library, offering 

the same as public libraries in the same manner, could be sustainable without significant financial 

support. Arguably, by focusing on the demand side of its community, which is a natural thing to do for 

libraries in their mission to serve the public, public libraries can undermine their own legitimacy. If 

libraries do what the market can do itself, such as making extensive profiles of reading habits to 

personalize their services for instance, and don’t do it differently from the way the market would do it, 

there may be less reason to fund them. 

The public library does of course satisfy certain existing market demands, thereby making those markets 

potentially less attractive for commercial parties. Some of the things the public library has to offer might 

well be served without subsidies by the state, like in the case of public and commercial broadcasting. 

Compared to public broadcasting, however, there is still relatively little pressure on library funding from 

this perspective. Currently, there are simply no comparable commercial services available, although new 

services like Google Books might change this rapidly. Notably, the differences in the development of 

mass digitization projects shows again quite well the different ideas about the role of government in 

Europe and the United States. Whereas the general opinion in the United States seems, with some 

notable exceptions, to approve the free market based solution that is emerging in the sphere of 

digitization projects, In Europe, there is a clear tendency to see a natural role of government in the 

digitization of the corpus of knowledge and the cultural heritage.501 Digitization and the creation of 
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search portals for digitized materials in Europe is taking place through public policy and funding and 

public institutions such as national libraries play a leading role. 

From a normative perspective on the mission and legal position of the public library, the right to 

freedom of expression plays a role alongside other fundamental societal values. Dutch public library 

scholar Huysmans discerns four general values that together can be seen to provide the normative 

groundwork for the public library, namely freedom, equality, order/solidarity/cohesion and quality. He 

connects these four abstract values with nine guiding and more specific normative principles for the 

public library, namely accessibility and availability, diversity and multiformity, independence and 

objectivity, solidarity and protection of the vulnerable, social control and integration, cultural (symbolic) 

environment, reliability and precision, professionalism, and topicality. Clearly, these four values and nine 

principles do not always align and need to be balanced against each other in different contexts. For 

instance, information quality or social cohesion could easily be a reason to reject materials from a 

library, thereby restricting the availability and accessibility. Therefore these values and principles have 

to be considered in their totality and in the context of a specific library and its policy. With regard to 

specific issues relating to the governance of selection of and access to library material these normative 

principles do contain useful considerations. 

Notably, the normative principles of Huysmans reflect that public libraries are much more than a place 

or portal to access information. In particular the ‘protection of the vulnerable’, ‘social control and 

integration’, and the ‘cultural (symbolic) environment’, go beyond the governance of selection of and 

access to information and ideas. The library is seem as a primary meeting place and as well as a 

accessible center for cultural activities. It is also a place where the groups that have the least means 

available to access information and knowledge can come. Public libraries tend to play an important role 

in literacy programs. 

From a regulatory perspective, library regulation is mostly restricted to the regulation of funding 

through subsidies and library administration.502 In Western-European social welfare states like the 

Netherlands, there is a trend since the 1980’s, in which the funding of public libraries has been cut down 

and public libraries have been deregulated like many other sectors in society. Regulation in such 

countries is tied to educational and cultural (subsidization) policies. The detailed sector-specific 

regulation one finds in media and communications law is absent. Library policy and soft law demarcates 

the functional boundaries of the library and sets certain key targets, mostly qualitative. In the regulatory 

framework for the public library in the Netherlands, mostly soft law for which regional government 

carries responsibility, one finds a reflection of the various normative principles named above.503 The 

formulation of those principles by Huysmans may in fact be seen as a reflection of the role these 

qualitative standards are meant to play in the ‘regulation’ of the public library. 

The reality of a strongly developed body of professional and ethical standards amongst librarians and a 

history of information and library science pre-empt legal regulation of the library practice. Library 
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practice with regard to the selection of materials and the organization of access to the collection, is 

mostly self-governed by the library institutions and community itself. Additionally, this practice is 

informed by the results of the library and information science and tradition.504 Notwithstanding the 

principle of self-governance of libraries, there are certainly examples of stricter legal conditions tied to 

public library subsidies, which directly relate to the selection of and access to information and ideas. In 

the Netherlands, there has been some case law declaring a certain licensing scheme on the municipal 

level in the context of libraries unconstitutional, because it infringed the right to freedom of 

expression.505 In the United States, there is a more recent example, namely the Internet content filter 

installation obligation for public libraries. We will address these issues which raise questions about the 

implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of libraries in the next section. 

Finally, it should be noted that library law, policy and practice is heavily influenced by copyright law.506 

First, copyright law restrict the types of material libraries can provide access to. For example, European 

intellectual property law limits the possibility that libraries include certain new materials in their 

collections, such as proprietary software. Second, it restricts the way access can be provided, such as 

online access to digital material. The success of public libraries in terms of their use since the 1960s 

caused a conflict between publishers and authors on the one hand and public libraries on the other 

hand about the losses of revenue. Ultimately, in many countries a public lending right was introduced, 

which would guarantee some form of remuneration for right holders. Lending rights and rental rights 

were harmonized by the European Community in 1992.507 Copyright law includes rules on how the 

library can make its collection available and accessible to the public, and prescribes an equitable 

remuneration for publishers related to lending of materials.508 The European Directive on lending and 

rental rights introduced a harmonized lending right and rental right which served as a guarantee for 

such remuneration for the dissemination of copyright and related right protected works through 

libraries and rental establishments.509 The public lending right in the Directive is subject to the possibility 

for broad exceptions by the Member States. As a result, there are considerable differences between 

European countries in practice.510  

7.4 Specific freedom of expression issues in the context of libraries 

7.4.1 The library and freedom of expression 
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Freedom as a normative value at the core of public library governance, reflects an array of liberties, 

including the fundamental right to freedom of expression, freedom of religion and freedom of 

education. In several of its declarations and its Library Manifesto in particular, the International 

Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) has tied the public library’s mission to the 

fundamental right to freedom of expression, and Article 19 of the United Nations Universal declaration 

of Human Rights in particular. IFLA also has a specific programme, Free Access to Information and 

Freedom of Expression (FAIFE), to promote freedom of expression in the context of libraries.511 Freedom 

of expression in the context of libraries can be best related to the theory of self-fulfillment of the 

individual, and the democratic ideal of self-governance. 

Freedom of expression in the context of libraries has implications for the relation between the publicly 

funded library and the state, the relation between libraries and potential information sources for their 

collection, and most importantly, between libraries and their users. In the following section, a number 

of issues with regard to library governance and freedom of expression will be discussed. First, the 

implications of freedom of expression for library funding will be addressed. Second, several issues in the 

relation between libraries and users will be discussed, namely the issue of censorship in the context of 

libraries, the governance of access to materials and the question about the privacy of library users. This 

section will conclude with a discussion of the idea of the library as a public forum. 

7.4.2 Public funding of libraries and freedom of expression 

In the European context, freedom of expression is seen to entail a positive obligation on public 

authorities to guarantee a certain basic level of access to information resources. Thus, the public library 

is a particular instance of the government acting under its positive obligations under Article 10 ECHR.512 

Arguably, by funding public libraries the state goes further than is required under Article 10 ECHR. As 

was noted in previous chapters, the state generally has considerable of freedom to choose the way in 

which it fulfills its positive obligations under Article 10 ECHR. The actual level of basic access, the ways in 

which access is granted and organized, and most other specific public library governance issues do not 

follow from this general positive obligation. The positive obligation does entail the general guarantee of 

pluralism, also in libraries. The diversity and multiformity principle mentioned above reflect this value of 

pluralism in the library context. 

The emphasis on the positive role of the State in the contexts of public libraries in Europe has placed 

freedom of expression as a negative right to the background. In the United States, by contrast, many 

public libraries have a (declaratory) library bill of rights as a part of their collection policy, informing the 

public about their rights with regard to collection governance.513 From a negative rights perspective, the 

funding of libraries by public authorities poses the question about the appropriate degree of political 

involvement with library governance. The independence of public libraries from the government, not in 
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terms of their funding but in terms of their actual governance, could be based on the principle of 

freedom of expression.514 

7.4.3 Collection management and access to materials  

The library user and his or her interest in informing and educating itself is central to all library policy. The 

library provides access to knowledge and provides tools and services to the library user to search for 

information in its collection. The normative principles of availability and accessibility have implications 

for the library’s collection policy and the library as a place to discover the existence of materials through 

metadata systems and a guide to find access to the materials in the library and elsewhere. The 

findability of material is a key element in library governance. 

Library collection management is a complex phenomenon, in which libraries, public and private library 

services, various types of publishers, and review media each play their role.515 First, the resources of the 

library in terms of its physical capacity and financial resources to manage a collection play a 

fundamental role. Tthe selection and collection decisions will have to serve the respective local and 

possibly regional community. The quality of material is an important concern, although at the same 

time, a local library’s collection will have to be biased towards material that is intellectually accessible 

for the various groups in that community. Notably, the actual selection of books and library materials by 

public libraries is not an autonomous practice of librarians. In practice, the publishing industry plays an 

important role in facilitating - and thereby influencing - selection decisions by the public library 

community. If we look at the Netherlands, for instance, nowadays most public libraries use the services 

of one privatized organisation called NBD|Biblion B.V. for their purchasing decisions. NBD Biblion 

monitors new publications and has packages tailored to the needs of different types of public libraries. 

The bulk of books enter the public libraries because of such arrangements.516 

Because most public libraries have a rather limited collection, the principles of availability and 

accessibility imply that the ideal situation would be that at least one library should have a copy of a book 

or other potential library material and that it should be findable and accessible for library users 

elsewhere. If a book is available elsewhere, there are usually special inter-library traffic arrangements 

between libraries that are considered crucial for providing access to information. There are similar but 

less developed international arrangements for gaining access to materials in public libraries abroad 

which are promoted by IFLA. There can be some legal restriction on such access, for instance that the 

foreign material has to be legal in the receiving country.517 

One of the most ambitious - and failed - examples of interlibrary arrangements, aiming to provide access 

to all published material, is the Farmington plan in the United States.518 The Farmington plan was started 
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in 1942 as an attempt by a group of major university and research libraries to make sure that at least 

one copy of every valuable publication from each country in the world would be available in some 

library in the United States. The responsibility for collecting between participating libraries was divided 

by subject and geographic area of publication. Combined with an interlibrary loan system, the 

Farmington plan would have made each library into the universal library, in the sense of access and 

availability. However, for various reasons, including the lack of coordination and the emphasis on 

availability without consideration of demand, the plan was not a success and was formally dissolved in 

1972.519 

7.4.4 The library and its relation to the library user 

The relation of the public library’s collection management with regard to the user is a complex one. The 

public library aims to serve the needs of the public so the collection is arranged in view of the library 

user. This does not mean that library users decide what will be inside the library or that public libraries 

are completely governed by community demand.520 The library user might be able to suggest acquisition 

of certain materials, but the library institutions makes the collection decisions itself. Possibly, the 

increased emphasis on satisfying popular demand and the use of popularity metrics in collection 

governance may have changed this slightly. Below two more specific issues related to collection 

management and the interests of library users will be addressed. First, the role of libraries to confront 

library users with materials they might not have selected themselves and second the issue of library 

censorship. 

In terms of its offering of a collection of knowledge and culture to its users, a public library is not merely 

passive in its relation to its users. Historically, the public library has an emancipator and educational role 

with regard to the library user. As a result, in the ideal world, a public library is a place where the public, 

when browsing through the library stacks and catalogues, will be confronted with a carefully selected 

body of knowledge and information materials they wouldn’t have come across otherwise, in a context in 

which professionals can advice them. The ideal is that this professional has to be passive in the sense 

that the library user makes the choices of how he navigates the collection.521 He cannot be forced to 

read or access certain materials but has to accept the fact that he will be confronted with materials that 

might upset him. 

The confrontational role of libraries, which sees the library’s collection of materials as a shared public 

space that is more than the sum of the individual needs of its users, fits well with the critique of 

personalization of the public information environment by the American constitutional scholar Cass 

Sunstein. Personalization is increasingly taking place in the library’s accessibility infrastructure. 

Technology and user data can be used to build a profile of interests on the basis of a library user’s 

lending history and searching behavior. Personalization is attractive for libraries, because it strengthens 

their relationship with the library user. But it implies a shift as regards accessibility governance from 

supply driven to demand driven. 
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Sunstein argues, with reference to the ideals underlying the First Amendment, that personalization of 

the information environment into a ‘daily me’ for each citizen stands in the way of the shared 

experiences that are a prerequisite for a functioning democratic society.522 It must be noted that 

Sunstein does not provide much empirical backing for his claims that existing personalization 

developments are actually having the effects he warns for. As a result, Sunstein’s argument should be 

understood as a contribution to the discussion of the normative ideals that should inform selection 

practices by mediating institutions in the public information environment. In the library context, 

personalization of accessibility could weaken the ideal of the confrontational role of the library. This is 

particularly true if there is no possibility to brows the stacks of books and confrontation with material 

takes place through a search engine. Notably, in the United States in particular, this confrontational role 

of publicly funded information providers is sometimes contested because of the alleged paternalistic 

role of the state and the positive notion of political liberty it entails. In the context of library collection 

management it is generally accepted that the public library should be more than the sum of the wishes 

of its users. The extreme example of a library failing to adhere to this is the practice of library 

censorship, which typically entails the removal of material at the request of certain members of parts of 

the public. Before discussing library censorship, the question about access and collection governance 

will be addressed through a discussion of the public forum doctrine in United States constitutional law 

as applied to the public library context.523  

Obviously, from the perspective of the library materials, there are some hurdles to be taken for them to 

enter a library.524 First, recognized publishers are a very important proxy for library collection 

management. Unpublished material does not usually enter a library, unless it is of local or historic 

interest. Local libraries might be interested in archiving material relating to the history and culture of the 

local community. Products of vanity publishers, i.e. publishers that make profits out of charging the 

author for publication, are usually disregarded. Certain independent and alternative publishers could be 

included, but clearly have a special position.525 Importantly, commercial communications are not 

included in a library. Furthermore, there could be a standard relating to type of material and its format 

and for books there could be standards like the number of pages. 

The fact that the library’s collection policy mostly relies on publishers implies that the issue of possible 

illegal material not often arises. In most cases, the library can rely on publishers to have taken 

responsibility for the publication of the material. It is possible that a publication turns out to be illegal 

afterwards. In these circumstances, the library has to make a choice what to do with the illegal material 

in its collection. It can destroy the material, or it can make it inaccessible or restrict access but keep it 

archived. If a public library has archival functions as well, the latter option is preferable. The digital 

library presents a set of new issues in this context, since publishers often keep control over the materials 

in the collection and the library does not have a physical copy of the material itself.526 
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The question whether a library should be seen as a public forum was explicitly answered negatively by 

the Supreme Court in its heavily divided ruling on the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), which 

tied restrictions to library funding to the libraries’ freedom to provide access to the Internet: 

“A public library does not acquire Internet terminals in order to create a public forum for Web 

publishers to express themselves, any more than it collects books in order to provide a public 

forum for the authors of books to speak. It provides Internet access, not to “encourage a 

diversity of views from private speakers [...].”527 

The public forum doctrine, the practical implications of which are rather limited because the Court has 

restricted its application to traditional public fora, i.e. public parks and streets,528 was first introduced in 

Hague529, which overturned Davis.530 Hague clarified that the government was not allowed full 

discretion with regard to the regulation of expressive activity in streets and parks, because of their 

historical function. Streets and parks were considered to function like the public information space per 

se, the metaphorical town hall. The Court complicated matters in Adderley, in which it introduces the 

concept of a semi-public forum, i.e. a designated public forum for specific purposes, thereby possibly 

limiting expressive liberties.531 Since then, the Court has expressly dismissed a range of public forum 

claims, including for utility poles532 and airports533. If public property is not a public forum, the 

government has much more leeway to impose restrictions on expressive liberties: restrictions only need 

to be reasonable, as long as they are not viewpoint based.534 

7.4.5 Censorship in the context of libraries 

Censorship of materials in the context of libraries is an interesting issue which illustrates the possible 

conflicts between the selection governance of libraries on the one hand and the demands and 
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expectations of the various elements in the served community on the other hand. It has renewed 

relevance in the context of Internet content filters on library Internet access points.535 Library 

censorship, a non-legal notion, should not be conflated with the notion of prior restraints with regard to 

publications discussed in Chapter 5 and 6. In the context of libraries, censorship is typically understood 

as the suppression, removal, or deletion of material from a library’s collection because it is considered 

objectionable. The discussion about library censorship often includes the discussion of systematic biases 

in the decisions to include materials in the collection for the apparent reason that the non-selected 

materials are considered objectionable. 

A central complexity in the context of library censorship stems from the fact that the selection of 

materials for the library’s collection is exactly a daily task of librarians. Therefore, library censorship, i.e. 

the undue suppression, removal or deletion of materials from the collection, has to be differentiated in 

one way or another, from the normal selection decisions. This distinction is not easily made. The normal 

selection decisions are informed by the library profession and practice, but what this selection should be 

is not carved in stone.536 A classic explanation of the example by Asheim is as follows: “The all-important 

difference seems to me to be this: that the selector’s approach is positive, while that of the censor is 

negative.”537 In practice, librarians have considerable leeway in selecting the material they want to 

include in their selection. First, they are considered to be the experts as regards the proper selection of 

materials. Second, they have to select quite restrictively simply because of the limited resources 

available. In other words, an effective safeguard against censorship – undue interference with library 

collections – should first and foremost be part of the professional ethics of librarians. 

As mentioned above, the primary reason for the suppression of material is its controversial or 

objectionable nature in the eyes of the library’s constituency, which could include the librarians 

themselves. The fact that public libraries typically have educational purposes and their collections 

should be suitable for children is a more specific reason for the suppression of materials. The complexity 

is that the constituency should also inform the selection process; the library is supposed to take the 

needs and wishes of its constituency into account. Of course, these needs could be seriously biased.538 If 

the constituency and the librarians of a particular library are predominantly evangelical Christians, this 

will probably be reflected in that library’s collection decisions. Although some bias in terms of selection 

is acceptable, the collection policy of public libraries in the European context should always take account 

of the demand of pluralism. 

It is worth noting that there are different ways library censorship takes place in practice. One of them 

would be the intentional suppression or exclusion of material from the collection because of its origin 

background or expressed views. Another would be the removal of such material from the collection 

after protests by members of the user community. Both these forms of library censorship can be the 

result of actions by individual librarians or the library’s management. A different but quite common 
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form of undue interference with library collections is the removal or destruction of materials by library 

visitors.539 

The classical examples of censorship in libraries in the Netherlands and elsewhere relate to sex, politics 

or religion. In the Netherlands, public libraries with a certain religious background would bring their 

collections in accordance with religious views. For instance, catholic libraries in the Netherlands used to 

censor their collections. In particular, there have been many attempts to censor information about 

homosexuality and homosexual lifestyle.540 The selection of books by public libraries which inform young 

adults about homosexuality remains a very controversial issue in United States local communities. In the 

Netherlands, both the code of conduct for public libraries and the code of conduct for librarians mention 

censorship as forbidden practice. Both codes lack a definition of censorship but seem to understand it as 

the undue interference with the library collection by the government and third parties. There does not 

seem to be a formalized framework for tracking library censorship. 

In the U.S., censorship in the context of public libraries is a more hotly debated topic and the library 

community has developed several instruments to deal with the issue.541 First of all, the American Library 

Association (ALA)’s library bill of rights, which deals with public library collection governance, specifically 

addresses the censorship of materials. The prohibition of censorship in libraries in the library bill of 

rights was heavily debated around 1950 when there was strong pressure on libraries to label and censor 

communist materials.542 In the U.S., some libraries have come up with a special procedure for removing 

material from a library collection and a special office for intellectual freedom of the IFLA collects and 

publishes data on such challenges each year, thereby providing some transparency. The library bill of 

rights provides that “[m]aterials should not be excluded because of the origin, background, or views of 

those contributing to their creation, [... ] should not be proscribed or removed because of partisan or 

doctrinal disapproval.”543 The guidelines also envisage a role of the library to “challenge censorship in 

the fulfilment of their responsibility to provide information and enlightenment [...] and cooperate with all 

persons and groups concerned with resisting abridgment of free expression and free access to 

ideas.[...]”.544 

Although library censorship was hotly debated in the United States throughout the 20th century and 

around 1950 in particular, it took until 1983 for the first case relating to public library censorship to 

reach the United States Supreme Court.545 In Pico, the Supreme Court addressed the right to access 

books in a public school’s library after the local school board decided to exclude nine books from its 

collection and the permitted school curriculum for its teachers. Reportedly, the school board had based 

its decision, which it took after having been provided with a list of objectionable books by a conservative 

parents group in New York State, amongst other considerations on the view that the books were “anti-
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American”.546 According to the Supreme Court, the First Amendment did “impose limitations upon a 

local school board's exercise of its discretion to remove books from high school and junior high school 

libraries.”547 The local school boards’ “broad discretion in the management of school affairs [including 

the decision to remove books from the school library’s collection, JvH] must be exercised in a manner 

that comports with the transcendent imperatives of the First Amendment.”548 In other words, whether or 

not an action of removal of books from the school’s library violated the First Amendment depends on 

the motivation for removal. The discretion of the school board to remove books ends where it is 

exercised in “in a narrowly partisan or political manner.”549 It is important to note that the majority 

opinion explicitly excluded the issue related to the acquisition of books. The Court based its conclusion 

with regard to the discretion of the school boards on their discretion with regard to educational affairs. 

Public school students do have some First Amendment liberties in the context of schools but they are 

colored by the educational environment. 

Pico restricts the possibility of legal action against library censorship as defined above. First, although 

the Court recognizes a right to receive information in the context of a public institution, a school board 

does not have a general positive obligation to guarantee substantive civil liberties of students through 

the management of its library. The right to receive information freely in this context, as acknowledged 

by the Court in Pico, may be better understood as an exception: a right not to be the subject of a strict 

orthodox collection policy. The school board’s discretion is not absolute but can be exercised without 

problems as long as it is not clearly displaying a willingness to act in a narrowly partisan or political 

manner.550 

7.4.6 Libraries as access points to the Internet 

Libraries do not only offer access to materials that are available in their own collections but also 

information about and access to materials elsewhere. Not surprisingly, nowadays public libraries also 

provide Internet access. In addition to their own material, the Internet and the World Wide Web provide 

a wealth of information for library users. Both in the United States and Europe, the library is also a 

typical place for the promotion of Internet access through public Internet access terminals. 

Of course, the Internet and the Web, because of the uncontrolled nature of these environments, also 

contain material which used to be absent in library collections, such as commercial communications, 

pornography and possibly even plainly illegal material. In particular the fact that Internet access 

terminals could also be used to gain access to indecency has led to controversial regulatory action and 

litigation in the United States.551 
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After the initial attempt of the U.S. legislature to suppress access to indecency online through the 

Communications Decency Act (CDA) and the Child Online Protection Act (COPA), Congress passed the 

Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA).552 CIPA tied an obligation for public libraries to install Internet 

content filters to library funding. The American Library Association contested the constitutionality of this 

obligation on First Amendment grounds and the case was finally dealt with by the Supreme Court. The 

Court concluded, unlike the Court of Appeals, that libraries are not a public forum and have always had 

to exclude material from their collections. 553 The Court started by linking the way Internet access was 

being provided to the traditional role of libraries: 

“A public library [...] provides Internet access, [...] for the same reasons it offers other library 

resources: to facilitate research, learning, and recreational pursuits by furnishing materials of 

requisite and appropriate quality.”554 

In other words, restrictions on the availability of material in a public library simply follow from the 

library’s task to preselect suitable material, i.e. of “requisite and appropriate quality”, and make it 

systematically available to its users. As a result it was clear for the Court that the First Amendment could 

not have the implication that public libraries were obliged to provide access to all the material online. 

Hence they were entitled to deploy filtering on their Internet access points. The Supreme Court 

reasoned as follows: 

“A library’s need to exercise judgment in making collection decisions depends on its traditional 

role in identifying suitable and worthwhile material; it is no less entitled to play that role when it 

collects material from the Internet than when it collects material from any other source. Most 

libraries already exclude pornography from their print collections because they deem it 

inappropriate for inclusion. We do not subject these decisions to heightened scrutiny; it would 

make little sense to treat libraries’ judgments to block online pornography any differently, when 

these judgments are made for just the same reason.”555 

There would be more to say for this reasoning,556 if it weren’t the case that the public libraries 

themselves, represented by their national association, expressed their discomfort with the de facto 

obligation to install filters. The conflict was not whether or not the libraries were entitled to select 

access to material, or install filters on Internet access terminals, but whether the government was 

allowed to compel them to do so. The Court answered this question by first casting doubt whether 

libraries could themselves claim protection under the First Amendment in their relation to Congress 

(because they were public entities themselves). It then distinguished a First Amendment case, in which it 
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had concluded that government funded legal aids could assert the protection the First Amendment in 

the following manner: 

“Public libraries, by contrast, have no comparable role that pits them against the Government, 

and there is no comparable assumption that they must be free of any conditions that their 

benefactors might attach to the use of donated funds or other assistance.”557 

The Court finally resolved the issue by its conclusion that the restrictions must be qualified as normal 

collection decisions and that CIPA did not require libraries to install the filters. It merely made 

government funding for Internet access terminals conditional on the application of filters. The Court did 

attach weight to the fact that the filtering would be accompanied with a procedure to request access to 

unduly blocked material. 

The Court’s view, cited above, is not only remarkable in its disregard of the actual sentiments of the 

American public library community. It is also remarkable in view of our discussion in section 7.3.2, where 

we concluded that freedom of expression implied independence of the publicly funded library from its 

funders in terms of its collection and accessibility governance. More generally, it is inconsistent with the 

right to freedom of expression as a constitutional check against undue interference by the legislative 

and executive branch, one of the primary reasons for constitutional safeguards to exist in the first place. 

The wide margin of discretion that is offered to the legislature to influence the library’s collection policy, 

does not fit very well to an information law and policy perspective, in which freedom of expression 

implies a minimal amount of government involvement in terms of restricting content flows. It fits much 

better to the sphere of cultural educational and welfare policies of the state, in which the state is 

granted a much wider margin of discretion.558 

7.4.7 Unmonitored Access 

Public libraries provide access to its collection in a public space and the way in which access is provided 

will affect actual library usage. Depending on the architecture of the library and its collection 

accessibility governance, the library users may be able to as well as actually feel free to use the library to 

for their personal inquiries. The architecture and spatial management of the library will affect its use 

and tends to reflect ideas about accessibility governance. The library catalogues, its usability and the 

availability of assistance will affect whether users will actually find resources. Similarly, the extent to 

which the library users’ movements in, browsing through, searching in and lending from the library 

without being specifically registered, will undoubtedly affect the behavior of its users. The digital library  

in particular and the subsequent introduction of electronic information retrieval and library 

management systems presents libraries with the question how to protect the privacy of their users. 
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The privacy of library users is considered an essential part of the freedom of expression and information 

in the context of public libraries.559 The right of freedom expression and information may be of lesser 

value if there can be no legitimate expectation of privacy when searching for and accessing information 

and ideas.560 Since the library is typically seen as a place for intellectual activity worthy of protection, the 

public library sector has repeatedly stood up against government interference into their user’s privacy 

and anonymity.561 Of specific concern for libraries has been the possibility for other government 

agencies to access personally identifiable data on the use and lending data of library materials by 

individual library users.562 The United States Patriot Act, introduced shortly after the attacks on the 

World Trade Center in 2001, contained several provisions that allowed law enforcement and national 

security agencies to gain access to library user data. In 2006, the Dutch legislature passed a law to 

override personal data protection and facilitate access to personal data held by entities in the public and 

private sector. The law contains no exceptions for data on intellectual activity such as data held by 

public libraries. 

It has to be noted that libraries are not completely consistent in their appeal for user privacy. From the 

library’s perspective, the collection of data on lending behavior and the use of databases and catalogues 

is relevant because libraries would like to recommend users certain books based on their lending 

histories, thereby better satisfying the needs of their users. Precisely because of the possibilities to 

improve their service to library users, libraries are inclined to store more and more personal data on the 

use of their resources. Hence it is clear that the electronic environment increases the challenge to 

protect the privacy of library users. These issues in the context of search engine user privacy in more 

detail in Chapter 8 and Chapter 10. 

7.5 Conclusion 

Libraries may be the oldest societal institution dealing with the selection and accessibility governance of 

sources of information and ideas. This chapter has provided a short overview of their background and 

looked more closely into the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of 

the selection of and access to collections in the context of public library. Public libraries, like the press 

and many other traditional knowledge institutions, are going through a transition phase related to 

digitization and the Internet, a transition which could have a considerable impact on the public libraries’ 

role and future in the information society. 

There is a considerable difference with regard to the understanding of freedom of expression in the 

context of libraries between European countries and the United States. In the American context, much 

more emphasis is placed on the freedom of speech and individual rights in the library context. This is 

probably best illustrated with the fact that most public libraries have a bill of rights. This could be 

explained by the continuing pressure on public libraries in the United States to suppress controversial 
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material. One of such library censorship cases at the level of the United States Supreme Court, Pico, was 

addressed in more detail. The Court concluded that the First Amendment does not restrict public 

libraries from removing controversial content from the library collection as long as they do not act “in a 

narrowly partisan or political manner”.563 

European scholars argue that by funding public libraries, the state is acting under its positive obligation 

to promote basic levels of access to information, ideas, culture and knowledge. The collection, 

classification and accessibility governance in the public library is a matter left to the library profession 

and independence from undue interference by public authorities and other external influences is 

considered a fundamental value.  

In the United States, the Supreme Court is unwilling to accept any such positive obligations for the state 

to promote the substantive liberties of its citizens or interpret state funding to promote access to 

information in this light. In fact, in its last ruling on public libraries, which involved the constitutionality 

of CIPA, the Supreme Court ruled that public libraries have “no [...] role that pits them against the 

Government, and there is no comparable assumption that they must be free of any conditions that their 

benefactors might attach to the use of donated funds or other assistance.”564 It is striking that precisely 

in the United States, where individual political liberties have had such an impact on library governance, 

the value of political independence of libraries from the state in the context of collection and 

accessibility governance is disregarded by the Supreme Court.  

It was shown that many of the normative principles developed in the context of the public library can be 

linked to the underlying ideals of the right to freedom of expression. Public libraries are supposed to 

provide their constituencies with a collection that respects the principles of pluralism and diversity. As 

such, they will sometimes confront library users with material they might not have selected themselves. 

It was noted that due to their role of making selection decisions with regard to the collection, library 

censorship, understood as the undue suppression or removal of material in public libraries can be hard 

to distinguish from normal selection decisions. Once libraries have selected material for inclusion in 

their collection, the governance of accessibility is focused on facilitating access for its users. It was noted 

how access to material and references to material elsewhere, the Internet in particular, will affect 

library usage considerably. In addition, it puts pressure on the traditional role of libraries only to provide 

access to material of a basic quality. Finally, from the perspective of free access to information, the 

unmonitored access to library materials is of particular concern in the context of libraries. 
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Chapter 8: Search Engine Freedom 
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8.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to develop a general framework for the implications of the right to freedom of 

expression for the governance of search engines, a framework that is shortly denoted by ‘search engine 

freedom’. Drawing on the conclusions in the previous chapter, the analysis will focus on the ways in 

which the right to freedom of expression may be invoked in the context of search engines by a search 

engine provider, on the one hand, and the information providers and end-users it mediates between on 

the other hand.  

Search engine governance involves a great variety of public and private interests related to the effective 

and free dissemination of information and ideas, and the restrictions on such free dissemination. The 

three primary stakeholders, namely search engine providers, information providers, and end-users, have 

competing interests in the governance of information flows through the medium. And amongst 

information providers and end-users the types of interests vary as well. Moreover, third parties, such as 

private individuals, rights holders or public authorities have demonstrated their interests in the 

governance of search media through litigation and calls for regulation.  

A complexity arises from the character of the decisions that are made by a search engine provider. A 

search engine combines a passive instrumental role with a role of independent communicator about 

information. It facilitates accessibility and mediates between information providers and end-users, but it 

does so by adding value through its selection and ranking decisions, which have considerable impact on 

what ends up being found by end-users. Most search engines, and selection intermediaries more 

generally, do not make individual determinations of the value of each source of online information in 

their index but predominantly use automated procedures, web data mining, and end-user data 

processing and modeling to decide which sources of information to prioritize over others. 

This chapter will mostly focus on the question about the scope of the right to freedom of expression for 

the governance of search. This scope of the right to freedom of expression and information will be 

addressed in relation to the existing and possible restrictions that could stand in the way of the freedom 

of expression interests of the primary stakeholders to materialize. A range of existing, proposed or 

hypothetical legal restrictions on any of the communications between the primary stakeholders aimed 

at the governance of accessibility will be discussed to develop the argument in this chapter. Whenever 

feasible, reference will be made to specific proposals for the adoption of a specific type of restriction on 

search engine operations. Notably, some of the legal restrictions on the right to freedom of expression 

in the context of search will be addressed in much more detail in the third part of this dissertation, 

which focuses on specific regulatory issues relating to access and quality in search engines. 

The focus will be placed on restrictions of a legal nature and the role of the state or of government is of 

central concern. Moreover, the analysis is, like in the rest of this study, restricted to issues that are 

relevant from the perspective of the free circulation of information and ideas, and in particular the 

governance of accessibility, which lies at the core of governance of information flows in the Web search 

context. The discussion of the scope of freedom of expression will be tied to the question about the 

implications of Article 10 ECHR. The ECtHR has not addressed search engines in any of its rulings yet, so 
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one have to draw analogies to other contexts to be able to address the implications of Article 10 ECHR 

for the possible legal governance of search engines. This has informed the analysis of freedom of 

expression in the context of the press, access providers and libraries in Chapters 5 to 7. These chapters 

have provided a broader picture of the way in which the implications of the right to freedom of 

expression are informed by the role of media and communication providers in the public information 

environment. The conclusions of these chapters about the relevant elements of freedom of expression 

doctrine will be used in this chapter and in the next part of this thesis.  

Article 10 ECHR literally describes the freedom to receive and impart information and ideas as 

communicative actions which are protected. However, as was demonstrated in the previous chapters, it 

protects a broader range of communicative actions, including the right to transmit information freely, 

the right to use communicative means. The same is true for the First Amendment. Article 10 ECHR also 

implies a right to be able to effectively exercise one’s freedom to impart or receive information and 

ideas, a right that can become relevant in horizontal relations. This focus on the freedom to 

communicate in different ways and capacities implies that to study the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression one could zoom in on the various communications that are taking place, identify 

the possible interferences with these communications and discuss their legal legitimacy under the 

European Convention. However, such an endeavor would be both too limited and too broad for a 

number of reasons.  

First, not only communicative actions but also actions that are indirectly linked to communication can be 

protected under the right to freedom of expression. For instance, the right to freedom of expression 

also protects the freedom to decide how to use the means to communicate. For example, a restriction 

on the freedom of a theatre proprietor to decide to whom the theatre will be rented for public 

performances can be seen as an infringement. It can also protect media against special restrictive legal 

treatment, such as discriminatory taxation. In other words, the scope of freedom of expression also 

includes actions that are only indirectly related to communication but facilitate or are a necessary part 

for various actors to exercise it. Trying to discuss all these possibilities does not seem to be a valuable 

approach. 

Second, not all kinds of communicative actions are meaningfully protected by the right to freedom of 

expression. The right to freedom of expression tends to protect the actions that have become to be seen 

as legally meaningful from the perspective of the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression.565 

Typical examples of such actions that are considered to be of particular importance are the right of 

citizens to speak publicly about matters of public concern, the editorial freedom of newspapers to 

decide which articles to print, the right to publish information without asking the authorities for 

permission, or the right of citizens to use electronic communications networks freely. Thus, 

conceptualizing the scope of freedom of expression in the context of search, it may be more productive 

to look for a characterization of search engine freedom that encapsulates the ‘typical’ scope in the 

context of search.  
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As mentioned, the typical scope of the right to freedom of expression is connected to the normative 

theories underlying the right to freedom of expression. The end-user’s freedom to receive information 

and ideas freely and become an informed citizen is considered to be worth protecting because of the 

importance of informed citizens in a democratic society and their individual autonomy. Similarly, the 

analysis of freedom of expression theories for the press, ISPs and libraries in Chapters 5 to 7 

demonstrate that the protection of these entities under Article 10 ECHR strongly takes into account the 

‘societal role’ of these media. For instance, the function of the press as public watchdog and as platform 

for debate about matters of public concern informs strong protection of the press. This freedom related 

to the production and selection of information and ideas is meant to guarantee that public debate can 

be ‘uninhibited, robust and wide-open’, as formulated by the U.S. Supreme Court in Sullivan.566 In the 

case of Internet access providers, freedom of expression theory stresses the protection of the interests 

of end-users and information providers, precisely because of the relatively passive intermediary role of 

ISPs, to provide access. In short, the right to freedom of expression helps to protect the ‘public freedom 

of expression interest’ in the free dissemination of information and ideas. And similar to the case of 

access providers, the press and libraries, if search engines can be demonstrated to have a particular role 

related to the right to the public interests in freedom of expression, they could receive more protection. 

When answering the question about such public interest, it has to be kept in mind that it would be 

wrong to make freedom of expression fully instrumental to a particular conception of the public interest 

in the free circulation of information, knowledge and ideas. There is no agreement about the definition 

of such a conception in freedom of expression theory. The discussion in Chapter 6 of the possible claim 

of access providers under the right to freedom of expression in the United States when asked to act as 

common carriers may serve as an example of this disagreement. The law and freedom of expression 

doctrine have referred to different public interests underlying freedom of expression, but they have also 

protected the right to freedom of expression independently. In the search engine context this protection 

independent of the public interest means that freedom of expression simply protects the 

communications between the information provider and the search engine and the communications 

between the search engine and the end-user against undue interference by public authorities or as a 

result of other legal restrictions. 

The chapter will proceed in the following order. First, a number of general starting points for a 

discussion of the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the context of search engines will 

be discussed (Section 8.2). Drawing on a comparison between the entities discussed in Chapter 5, 6 and 

7, Section 8.3 develops a conceptualization of the societal role of search engines, in which the 

implications of the fundamental right to freedom of expression can be incorporated. Section 8.4 

discusses the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the most important communicative 

actions of search engine providers. After this, Sections 8.5 and 8.6 provide additional perspectives on 

search engine freedom, from the perspective of information providers and end-users respectively.  

8.2 Search engine governance: starting points 

8.2.1 Introduction 
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The Web search medium is a new and complex phenomenon in information law and policy. To be able 

to address the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of search in this 

chapter, this section will first address some of the general characteristics of Web search governance. 

The following characteristics will shortly be addressed, as well as the way and the extent to which they 

will be addressed later in this and the next chapters: First, the structure of the search engine market and 

the prevailing business model for general purpose search engines. Second, the fact that online search 

services tend to be publicly accessible on the one hand and could be argued to be part of the public 

information environment accordingly, but they operate close to and often in the private realm of the 

end-user on the other hand. Third, the existing legal and regulatory environment search engines act in is 

in its infancy. And finally, search engines like many online services act in the global information 

environment made possible by the Internet, thereby presenting a number of issues relating to legal 

jurisdiction. 

8.2.2 The search engine market and its business model 

In the first part of the thesis the general structure of the search engine market was analyzed and the 

prevailing business model for general purpose search engines discussed. Monetization strategies can 

vary, but most services have an advertisement-based business model. This entails the auction of 

sponsored search results, which are placed next to organic search results. Publicly funded general 

purpose search engines are absent and over the last two decades the market has developed into an 

oligopoly of a few globally operating services, in which Google is by all measures the dominant player. 

Nonetheless, it was observed in the first part of this study that there remain many other entities, 

including specialized search portals, directories, Web publishers and new phenomenon like micro-

blogging sites and social networks, that strongly contribute to the function of facilitating access to, and 

the findability of, information online. It has to be acknowledged that linking and referencing is a core 

function of the web environment more generally and which cannot be monopolized by a single search 

engine or single type of service. 

Most search engines and other selection intermediaries are provided by private actors on a commercial 

basis. The dominant business model, discussed in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3, involves the sale of 

targeted reference space. The commercial nature of the services implies that they operate in a vertical 

relation with the state and a horizontal relation with end-users and information providers. As publicly 

funded search engines remain the exception, the analysis will focus primarily on the legal governance of 

commercial search services. A publicly funded search engine would have a comparable relation with the 

state as the public library. It would act in a vertical relationship with end-users and information 

providers, which would imply that the latter could have a more straightforward claim under freedom of 

expression with regard to the governance of information flows. 

The advertisement based business model brings with it a number of regulatory issues relating to the law 

and regulation with regard to commercial advertising and the possible impact of advertising on the 

governance of the medium. The separation of advertising and editorial content in print media has 

served as a model for the legal governance of search media in the context of the demarcation of organic 

and sponsored results. The resulting regulatory framework will be more thoroughly discussed in Chapter 
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10. Further below in this Chapter, the connection to the development of a body of professional ethics of 

search engine governance and its relation to the right to freedom of expression will be explored. 

Search media provide findability in the public networked information environment which not only 

provides for access to sources of knowledge, information and ideas, but also to a variety of other service 

providers and e-commerce sites. As a result, search engine do not only play an important role in the 

market place for information and ideas but also, and not in the least, in actual markets for actual goods 

and services. The commercial nature of many of the communications in the search engine context can 

become relevant for the protection under the right to freedom of expression. The right to freedom of 

expression does not protect commercial and non-commercial communications to the same degree. 

Generally, governments have more leeway to regulate commercial communications. It could be argued 

that the persuasive presence of commercial communications in general purpose search results, both in 

sponsored and natural results, gives more room for an active regulatory role and specific restrictions on 

the freedom of search engine providers. For example, in a recent judgment the U.S. Ninth Circuit 

characterized the selection decisions of specialized service for finding housing opportunities as 

commercial speech. This meant it could apply the less restrictive test for restrictions of commercial 

speech to a legal restriction on the operation of search engines pursuant to the Fair Housing Act.567  

8.2.3 Public and private nature of Web search communications 

This study has focused on Web search services which are offered to the public at large through a publicly 

accessible location on the Internet. Moreover, they index and refer their users to publicly accessible 

online destinations. Thus, search engines can be said to operate in the public networked information 

environment, alongside others such as online publishers. However, it is clear that the use of search 

engines often takes place in the privacy of the home, or in the relative privacy of the workplace. In 

addition, the interactive nature of the service implies that the actual communications that are taking 

place between end-users and search engine providers are primarily of a private nature. 

To summarize, search media are arguably public, in the sense that the service is offered to the public 

and its search results refer to publicly accessible destinations. But their actual offering are quite private, 

since the actual output of search engine consists of a specific individualized set of search results offered 

to a particular end-user, in response to a particular query at a certain place and time. The increased 

personalization of search engine services shifts the nature of these services and their offerings more into 

the private, individualized sphere.568 There is no longer such a thing as ‘the’ references offered by a 

search engine. The offering of ranked collections of search results have started to depend so much on 

private interaction with specific end-users that the output of search engines becomes ill-defined without 

reference to their specific queries under specific circumstances.569 

From a constitutional perspective and in particular from the perspective of the important constitutional 

dichotomy between public and private communications, the private nature of the actual output to end-
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users, and the dependency of the output on particular end-users, could have implications for the role of 

government with regard to the communications that are taking place in the context of search. It could 

be argued that the reading of a newspaper or a book is also of a private nature. The difference, 

however, is that the actual output of search engines has become hard to define, without taking into 

consideration the actual user behavior. A newspaper or a book does not change its content depending 

on the choices of its specific reader.570 The relative private nature of the communications between end-

users and search engines constitute an additional barrier for involvement by public authorities, as the 

communications are taking place in the private realm, where it would be less appropriate to regulate. As 

in the case of Internet access providers, not only Article 10 ECHR but also Article 8 ECHR is relevant. 

8.2.4 A legal and regulatory framework in its infancy 

Search engines operate in a regulatory framework that is still in its infancy.571  Search engine law and 

regulation consist of a mix of the maturing application of general applicable laws, a growing body of self-

regulation, and in some jurisdictions a few search engine specific legal provisions such as the DMCA safe 

harbor for search engines mentioned in Chapter 6. This mix of different elements of search engine 

makes it much harder to tackle search engine law and regulation as a whole. 

As mentioned, for the most part search engine law consists of the application of generally applicable 

laws. Hence, when restricted to issues relating to the free dissemination of information and ideas, the 

study of search engine law consists of the study of tort law (including defamation law, privacy law and 

unfair competition law), property law, copyright and database law, trademark law, advertising law, 

consumer protection law, and data privacy laws as they apply to the search engine context.572 This does 

not mean that the application of these general laws does not involve issues that are specifically related 

to search engines, but it simply means that the specific rules that have been applied in this process are 

judge made.573 As will become clear in greater detail throughout the remainder of this study, the right to 

freedom of expression – through the doctrines of direct or indirect horizontal effect of fundamental 

rights – has sometimes played a significant role in the debates about the proper application of these 

general laws and there are several judgments that specifically address this question.574 

The statutory safe harbors for third party liability are currently the only example of search engine 

specific regulation. And these search engine specific safe harbors only exist in the United States and not 

at the EU level.575 As was shown in Chapter 6, these safe harbor provisions internalize the right to 

freedom of expression into the standard for intermediary liability for third party activity to some extent. 
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Except for these safe harbors, specific government involvement with search engines has mostly followed 

the self-regulatory paradigm for Internet content regulation, which was discussed in Chapter 6.576 Many 

of these proposals will be discussed in detail below, in particular how they relate to the right to freedom 

of expression. 

It is important to note here that the call for search engine specific self-regulation often overlaps with the 

debate about the proper application of generally applicable laws.  Generally applicable tort law, for 

instance, is indeterminate enough to argue both ways. It may be argued on the one hand that search 

engines should remove illegal information from their index upon request to escape general tort liability. 

On the other hand one may argue that search engines have no such obligation and that any removal of 

sources of information is thereby voluntary.577 Moreover, what could be considered self-regulation at 

one point in time could become an expected duty of care under general tort law principles if it is widely 

adopted. As was discussed in more depth in Chapter 6, Internet self-regulation often involves a high 

level of involvement by public authorities, which warrants the question of to what extent self-regulation 

merely informalizes the regulatory role of the state instead of minimizing it.578 This question is 

particularly relevant for the legitimacy of interferences with the right to freedom of expression under 

Article 10 ECHR. Any interference by public authorities with the right to freedom of expression, including 

informal ones, has to be ‘prescribed by law’. 

8.2.5 Search engine governance, a global Internet and jurisdiction 

The establishment of jurisdiction over online services and information providers is an important and 

complex issue. Compared to Internet access providers, most Web search engines have relatively weak 

jurisdictional ties. General purpose Web search engines like the one provided by Google operate on a 

global scale and, unlike access providers, they can easily be provided from abroad like any other Web 

site. Increasingly, Web search providers tend to diversify their services into country – or language – 

based versions. In addition, geo-location software is used to target search results based on location, 

implying that search engines tend to know the location of specific users. Still, end-users typically remain 

free to choose which of the language or country specific services to use. This presents a number of 

problems for any type of country-specific search engine law and policy. 

To be able to regulate or apply existing general laws to search engines in specific circumstances, the A 

State should be able to claim jurisdiction in a way that is in line with fundamental principles of 

international law. These principles include the right to freedom of expression and information which 

specifically protects the free flow of information between jurisdictions.579 Considering the international 

nature of the offering of Web search providers and the design and the general governance of the 

Internet as a universal network of interconnected networks more generally, it is likely that different 

countries only have a limited claim of jurisdiction over the infrastructure and communications of a 
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specific search engine provider. This means that the scope of national law is only applicable or 

regulation could only be adopted with regard to that ‘part’ of the service.  

The limitations this implies with regard to the effectiveness of any type of country-specific regulation 

that tries to restrict accessibility of content through search engines are obvious. Laws and policies which 

would aim to facilitate accessibility may end up being more effective. The search engine laws and 

policies that end up being adopted should not only respect the accepted principles of jurisdiction, but 

should also be enforceable. The enforceability of laws on the Internet used to be seen as the major 

obstacle for effective regulation of content flows by national law. It is now generally accepted that well-

designed rules and policies can be enforced, even with regard to services and information providers on 

the Internet.580  

8.3 Between access and quality: the societal role of search media 

8.3.1 The role of search engines in the networked information environment: a comparison 

As noted above, search engines combine an intermediary function, between information providers and 

end-users, with an independent function of communicator of information about information. In their 

capacity as intermediary, search engines are maybe better qualified as a meta-medium. In their capacity 

of independent communicator, search engines act as content (references) providers themselves, making 

choices about their communicative actions independent of information providers, end-users and others. 

As will become apparent in the following sections, both perspectives have their own merits and can help 

to properly answer the questions about the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the 

governance of search. 

Search engines do more than just providing references to the information and ideas which are available 

online in return to user queries. This can be clarified by comparing the function of Internet access 

providers in the networked information environment, as discussed in Chapter 6, with the function of 

search engines. An Internet access provider is an essential but invisible part in any attempt of an end-

user to access information online. In principle, an access provider - that does not block or discriminate581 

- makes every online destination similarly accessible to its subscribers.  

The function of search engines is different from Internet access providers in two fundamental ways. 

First, they are not a necessary part in the communicative process between information online and end-

users. An online destination can be reached without the use of a particular search engine, either directly 

by using its address on the Web or indirectly by using another search or recommendation service or 

following a hyperlink elsewhere. 

Second, search engines do not facilitate equal access to everything on the Web. They do not connect all 

end-users to all online destinations but mediate between the two sides on the basis of range of content, 
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destination, and end-user and query-specific characteristics. This mediation is carried out by its 

decisions and algorithms about the crawling of online material and their selection, ranking and 

presentation of references. In other words, search engines are not neutral by nature.582 They actively 

match information providers (including advertisers) and end-users and this active role with regard to the 

valuation of different online destinations for its users is what helps to make one search engine more 

valuable than another. 

While search engines do more than providing access, they also do less – as regards the valuation and 

selection of content – than an actual content provider. This can be clarified with a comparison of the 

function and the strength of editorial control that is asserted over information flows in the search 

engine context with the function of the press or the mass media more generally. 

The function of search engines is different in two important ways. First, the press does not only select 

which information and ideas to present to its users, it actually publishes the information itself, thereby 

making itself into the source of publicity. While the press takes the responsibility for the publicity of 

information and ideas (as well as the non-publicity of what it did not decide to print), search engines 

merely refer to what is already published. In Chapter 5, it was shown that while the press has also been 

recognized as a platform for information and ideas to find their way to an audience, its primary role is 

considered to be to actively select what information to publish, using and relying on some and 

discarding others. By deciding about the trustworthiness of sources and the newsworthiness of the 

events they report about, they are actively helping to construct the boundaries of public debate a role 

that has given them the name gatekeepers.583 

Second and related, because of its role to facilitate the navigation of the online information 

environment, a search engine’s value greatly depends on the comprehensiveness of its index. 

Consequently, search engines tend to be far less restrictive in their selection decisions than content 

providers like the media. Search engines simply cannot be very restrictive in terms of crawling and 

indexing, because they would simply loose their navigational function for the Web if they would discard 

sources of online information that end-users are or might be looking for. ‘Recall’, one of the two 

traditional criteria for the quality of information retrieval systems, demands that the index of 

information retrieval systems should be as comprehensive as possible. On top of that, the sheer amount 

of available resources online makes it attractive and possibly commercially imperative to rely on others, 

including information providers, to decide what to index. In practice, the control over indexing and 

selection is therefore de facto shared and distributed. The power of search engines lies not in the 

exclusion of material but in making material more readily accessible, i.e. matching specific end-users 

with specific sources of information based upon decisions made by search engine providers and to some 

extent programmed into the search engines’ architectures. To conclude, whereas a search engine does 

try to help end-users find the most valuable or relevant online destinations, it does not, except in certain 

circumstances, try to prevent its users from accessing online information and ideas of low quality or of 

other undesirable characteristics. 
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To better understand the role of search engines in the public networked information environment 

better it is useful to compare the accessibility governance of search engines, with the collection and 

decisions about availability and accessibility that are made in the context of libraries and which were 

discussed in Chapter 7. Both the search engine and the library combine an intermediary function and an 

active function with regard to the selection of sources of information and ideas, but they do so in 

different ways. Simply put, libraries first select information and ideas which are allowed to enter their 

collections. These collection decisions reflect criteria relating to quality. Hence, decisions about quality 

are part of the governance of availability. This selective role of libraries is informed by their mission: 

public libraries, amongst other things, provide basic access to knowledge and our cultural heritage. A lot 

of media and information in the public information environment, such as commercial communications, 

illegal material or self-published content are typically not included in library collections in the first place. 

After the collections have been established, libraries provide an accessibility infrastructure for their 

patrons that makes everything in the collection findable. The library collection is made transparent for 

end-users through an accessibility architecture that is comprehensive and aims to be follow scientific 

criteria for the organization of material. 

Like newspapers, or libraries, Web search engines could pre-select and exclude information and ideas 

from their indexes. In particular they could do so on the basis of quality. Generally speaking, search 

engines do exclude large amounts of material from their index, but they do so for different reasons than 

newspapers or libraries. For instance, all general purpose search engines exclude material because of 

legal restrictions, because of search engine manipulation and because of crawling instructions by 

information providers. All general purpose search engines have serious and ongoing problems with 

illegal or harmful publications by third parties in their indexes. The same search engine that can be used 

for looking up information about 17th-Century pre-industrial production processes or finding tickets for 

the 2010 World Cup in South Africa provides access to hardcore pornography, racial hatred, and illegal 

advertising. Most search engines have standard optional filters to prevent indecency from entering their 

search results. There are several possible legal restrictions on the lawfulness of including material in the 

index, for instance because of the existence of exclusive rights with regard to the underlying 

information, such as copyright law, database law, or because of content-specific restrictions such as 

defamation law, privacy law, data protection law, and child pornography law. The legal regime for 

search engine intermediary liability as well as their involvement in content regulation will be discussed 

in Chapter 9. 

8.3.2 Search engine governance: between access and quality 

It must be concluded from the above that search engines are more actively involved with content than 

access providers because of their role in selecting and valuating sources of information and ideas online. 

At the same time they are less actively involved as content providers like the press, because their 

selection decisions are relatively passive and merely refer to online destinations without taking 

responsibility for their existence. Moreover, search engines facilitate and exert power over the relative 

accessibility of information and ideas, not over its availability. 
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In one of the most thoughtful attempts to conceptualize the societal role of search media in the 

networked information environment, Dutch philosophers of science Marres and De Vries pointed out 

that search engines have to reconcile two conflicting ideals: the ideal of universal access on the one 

hand and the ideal of information quality on the other hand.584 The first ideal is to help end-users to 

navigate the entire Web, by ordering it making the material that is available, transparent and universally 

accessible. The second ideal is to prioritize valuable and accurate information and ideas over lesser ones 

and to exclude illegal or harmful material. Marres and De Vries point out that the resolution of these 

conflicting ideals in the ‘old’ public information environment used to be based on the conceptual 

separation between the production and legitimization of information and ideas on the one hand and the 

subsequent use of it on the other hand. 

For instance, the New York Times traditionally claims to include “all that is fit to print.”585 This implies 

the exclusion of stories that could not be confirmed by reliable sources, irrelevant information, and 

opinion of low quality. In other words, the legitimacy of the material ending up in a newspaper was, at 

least in theory, carefully guarded. The ideal of (universal) access was restricted to everything fit to print 

and the freedom and responsibility of newspapers to decide what was fit to print, i.e. their editorial 

freedom, was seen as an essential element of a free press. 

Likewise, a library first selects the sources it subsequently makes accessible.586 Libraries apply quality 

criteria in the context of these selection decisions. They used to rely on established sources of 

information and ideas, and everything below a certain quality and relevancy threshold would and could 

be discarded. After having established a collection, a transparent accessibility infrastructure, informed 

by professional principles for the organization of knowledge, would ensure universal access to the 

materials that had been selected.587 Of course, library accessibility infrastructures such as their 

classification systems also have their biases, and accessibility is not always guaranteed in practice.588 The 

important point, however, is that in the print-based public information environment, access and quality 

were separated: libraries did not have to worry about quality standards in the context of accessibility, 

because of the simple fact that the book is available in the library means that it is a legitimate source of 

information for library patrons. Moreover, in their collection selection decisions libraries could rely on 

publishers which would only publish what they considered to be of high enough quality. Notably, the 

provision of Internet access in libraries, addressed in Chapter 7, has broken down the traditional 

separation of the governance of quality and access in libraries. Internet access in libraries extends the 

library collection beyond the sphere of materials with institutional guarantees relating to information 

quality. 
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Marres and De Vries point out that the traditional separation between the production and legitimization 

of knowledge and its use no longer exists in the context of the Web.589 Furthermore, and more 

fundamentally, they assert that the legitimization of sources of information and ideas no longer takes 

place through the governance of availability but through the governance of accessibility. In other words, 

competition in the marketplace of information and ideas has partly shifted from competition in the 

context of the platforms of publishing media to competition in the context of search media and 

selection intermediaries. 

In general, the ideals of universal access and information quality lie at the core of many of the debates 

about the governance of information flows on the Internet.590 The networked information environment 

and the related possibility of self-publication and further dissemination to the public unrestricted by 

traditional knowledge institutions and the mass media has broken down the institutional encirclement 

of certain sources of information for societal consumption.591 This ‘disintermediation’ is seen as one of 

the central promises of the Internet and the Web by those that lamented the gatekeeping power of 

mass media and traditional knowledge institutions.592 At the same time, this may be seen as the central 

flaw of the Internet by those who place more emphasis on the public interest in restricting access to 

uncontrolled flows of information and ideas and on the value of shared platforms for debate and 

circulation of information and ideas which guarantee minimal levels of quality. 

Freedom of expression theory also reflects these conflicting ideals of quality and universal access. 

Meiklejohn for instance has argued that the value of freedom of speech does not lie in everyone’s 

freedom to speak but that “everything worth saying shall be said.”593 In other words, freedom of 

expression law and theory should place emphasis on the creation of a framework that helps to foster a 

public debate of high accessibility and quality. Selection decisions with regard to information flows 

would be protected because they contribute to this ideal. Early in the Twentieth Century Walter 

Lippmann made a particularly strong argument in favor of information quality on the basis of the 

freedom of expression theory related to democratic self-governance.594 In Liberty and the News, 

Lippmann dismissed some of the most famous arguments for the freedom of the press as the expression 

of indifference over information quality and the formation of public opinion. He considered this 

indifference with regard to the functioning of the press wholly irrational: 
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“In a few generations it will seem ludicrous to historians that a people professing government by 

the will of the people should have made no serious effort to guarantee the news without which a 

governing opinion cannot exist.”595 

At least as prominent in freedom of expression law and theory, however, is the principle that the 

government through its laws and policies should not be allowed to restrict access to information or 

access to audiences but leave this to the ‘marketplace of information and ideas’ and the free choices of 

individuals instead. More speech is better, because it increases competition between speakers and 

exposes end-users to a wider range of information and ideas. In addition, choices about the relative 

value of information and ideas should be left to the free market. In the context of the press, controlling 

and restricting the media in view of information quality is considered an infringement with the press’ 

editorial freedom, which strongly protects the press against access regulation. As was discussed in 

Chapter 5 with regard to the implications of the right to freedom of expression for commercial 

communications, First Amendment doctrine contains a particularly strong assumption in favor of the 

public’s rationality.  

The breaking down of the separation between quality and access governance in the networked 

information environment leads Marres and De Vries conclude that the societal legitimization of 

knowledge now de facto takes place through processes of opening up. This opening up of the networked 

information environment, understood as the process of connecting information and ideas online to their 

societal use, is not a technical undertaking but must be understood as a societal and political process.596 

Web search engines in particular help to construct the boundaries of accessibility in the new networked 

public information environment. Interestingly, Marres and De Vries express particular interest in the 

possible role of government to resolve these competing ideals, and they point to the importance of 

considering a facilitative role of government. In their view, the opening up of the Web is process to 

which the government and public institutions could contribute. 

If one follows this logic, the overarching public interest lies in the establishment of a rich and robust 

societal infrastructure for the opening up of the Web, one which fosters the societal project of the 

legitimization and contestation of information and ideas in the public networked information 

environment. This characterization of the public interest in the governance of accessibility of the Web is 

attractive precisely because it captures both perspectives, i.e. access and quality, which lie at the core of 

search engine governance. This conception clarifies that search engine providers have to make non-

trivial choices with regard to the balance between access and quality. These non-trivial choices are a 

direct result of the dynamics in the public networked information environment they are acting in. 

Publicity is no longer restricted to entities that offer a priori institutional legitimacy to the information 

and ideas they make public. More fundamentally, the choices are not only non-trivial, they are of a 

political nature and involve the complex balancing of different public and private interests, including the 

interests of end-users and information providers. 
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Of course, an important underlying question is how different Web search engines have ended up dealing 

with the tension between the ideals of access and quality which is inherent in the governance of their 

service. From a legal and normative perspective, the question is in what way search engines can and 

should be able to assert the right to freedom of expression in view of possible restrictions on the 

freedom to decide about information flows through their services. In the next section, these questions 

will be addressed in more depth. A general distinction will be made between two types of decisions a 

search engine has to make about its governance of accessibility. The first type is about the inclusion and 

exclusion of information providers in its index, while the second type is about the selection, ranking and 

presentation of references from its index to an end-user in response to a query. Further in this chapter 

the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the communicative liberties of end-users and 

information providers will be discussed in relation to the freedom of search engine providers. 

8.4 Search engine providers and the right to freedom of expression 

8.4.1 Introduction 

Van Eijk has already noted the difficulties of qualifying search engines in light of the right to freedom of 

expression because of the complex role discussed above.597 For reasons related to this double role of 

search engines with regard to online communications, Van Eijk asserts that the freedoms to impart or 

receive information, as explicitly mentioned in Article 10 ECHR, are not the main aim of search engines 

since the information is already present and accessible directly.598 A search engine does not and cannot 

change that. Van Eijk concludes that a search engines facilitates access to information and does not 

offer access to information itself. He asserts that this activity of making accessible should have a similar 

status under Article 10 ECHR as the activity of disclosing or disseminating information and ideas. In other 

words, it is the function of search engines to make specific information, out of the abundance of 

information online, more readily accessible.599 Web search engines impact the relative accessibility of 

information which is already publicly available for Internet end-users. Therefore, an analysis of the 

implications of freedom of expression in the context of search engines should focus on the governance 

of such accessibility. 

8.4.2 The freedom to publish referencing information and the freedom to crawl 

If we turn to the question about the implications of the right to freedom of expression as protected by 

Article 10 ECHR for search engine providers, an important starting point is that the publication of search 

results by a publicly accessible search engine is clearly protected under Article 10 ECHR. The publication 

of search results itself constitutes a publication of the search engine provider for its end-users. In other 

words, a search engine does not only facilitate access to information of third parties, but it produces 

information itself, namely information about information. The most important question in this context is 

not whether the function of referencing by search engines is protected under the right to freedom of 
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expression, but what level of protection should be attributed to search engines’ practices of referring to 

information elsewhere. It is possible that the weight of protection differs because of the type of 

communication. Referencing information might receive its own level of protection. This status could 

depend on the public interest in the publication of these references, and the status of the Internet more 

generally. Linking lies at the heart of the networked information environment. The fact that search 

engines in particular rely on hyperlinking to others can play a role in the assessment of the weight that 

should be attributed to their freedom to do so. On the other hand, the types of content the search 

engine refers to may play a role in the assessment as well. 

In Times v. United Kingdom, a case about the protection of publications against defamation lawsuits 

after a considerable lapse of time, the ECtHR for the first time qualified the importance of the Internet 

for the promotion of the values protected by Article 10 ECHR. 

“In light of its accessibility and its capacity to store and communicate vast amounts of 

information, the Internet plays an important role in enhancing the public's access to news and 

facilitating the dissemination of information generally. The maintenance of Internet archives is a 

critical aspect of this role and the Court therefore considers that such archives fall within the 

ambit of the protection afforded by Article 10.” 600 

But in the same ruling the Court also lowered the protection for the publication of old newspaper 

articles on the World Wide Web. It did so by on the one hand stating an undefined but seemingly large 

margin of appreciation for the Member States to impose restrictions on the publication of news archives 

online, and on the other hand heightening the duties and responsibilities tied to such ‘ongoing’ 

publications. 

“[T]he margin of appreciation […] is likely to be greater where news archives of past events, 

rather than news reporting of current affairs, are concerned. In particular, the duty of the press 

to act in accordance with the principles of responsible journalism by ensuring the accuracy of 

historical, rather than perishable, information published is likely to be more stringent in the 

absence of any urgency in publishing the material.”601 

Referencing information does not in general qualify as a publication of public concern or as current 

affairs. At the same time, it could be argued that referencing information in search engines has become 

as necessary for end-users to inform themselves about matters of public concern as the underlying 

stories themselves. Without the appropriate freedoms to reference to stories about matters of public 

concern, many of those stories would not be effectively accessible. 

In Open Door the Court touched more closely on the legality of restrictions on referencing information 

under Article 10 ECHR.602 The Court’s considerations contain a number of elements that are useful for 

discussing the implications of Article 10 ECHR in the context of search engines. The case involved an 
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absolute prohibition under Irish Law against providing information about abortion facilities abroad. The 

Court concluded that the measures in question were disproportionate and were an infringement of 

Article 10 ECHR. The Court based its judgment on a variety of circumstances. First, it asserted that it was 

not illegal under Irish law to act on the information in question: it was legal under Irish law to travel 

abroad to receive an abortion.603 The Court further noted that the restrictions could have a negative 

impact on women’s health and called for careful scrutiny because other Convention countries tolerated 

these activities.604 Above all, the Court pointed to the absolute nature of the ban on referencing 

information about abortion facilities, which was therefore overbroad and disproportionate.605 

The Court’s conclusion in Open Door was strengthened further by a number of other factors. First, the 

counselors that were informing pregnant women about abortion facilities were not advocating or 

encouraging abortion, but merely informing women about the available options:  

“[t]he decision as to whether or not to act on the information so provided was that of the 

woman concerned.”606  

This circumstance, and the fact that some women were likely to decide not to have an abortion on the 

basis of the information provided meant, according to the Court, that the link between the referencing 

information and the decision of certain women to act on this information was not as definite as 

presented by the Irish authorities. The Court also took into account that the information was not 

provided to the public at large. Moreover, the Court considered that the referencing information was 

also available through other means, such as in magazines and telephone directories, and that these 

other means contained lower professional guarantees with regard to the health interests of the women 

involved.607 Perhaps, nowadays the Court would have added a reference to Web search engines or the 

Internet to this list. Finally, the Court deemed the ban ineffective in preventing abortions abroad from 

taking place and in fact suggested that this particular restriction on reliable information about abortion 

facilities abroad was likely to have an adverse effect on the health of woman.608 

Open Door shows that absolute restrictions on the publication of certain information should at least be 

consistent to be legitimate. The fact that banned information can still be accessed through other legal 

means can render a ban disproportionate. This conclusion of the Court is consistent with its 

considerations with regard to the illegal nature of the prior restraint in Spycatcher.609 These conclusions 

also resonate in the search engine context, for the simple reason that a search engine cannot prevent 

Internet users from accessing the information directly. This leaves open the possibility that it would be 

illegal to access the information directly. But at the least, it raises questions about the proportionality of 

legal restrictions on referencing information without action being taken against the actual source of the 
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material. More generally, legal restrictions on providing references to certain types or sources of 

information could incentivize search engines to exclude material the indexing of which would be lawful. 

Through the doctrine of chilling effects, such restrictions are also relevant under the right to freedom of 

expression. 

The prohibition on search engine providers of publishing references to certain specific types of content 

or specific online destinations comes closest to what we would call a prior restraint. This is a common 

phenomenon in countries like Saudi Arabia and China.610 In China, for instance, it is apparently 

prohibited to communicate references to publications relating to the Tiananmen Square protests in 

Beijing in 1989. In more democratic countries than China, including Germany and Argentina, there are 

court rulings in which search engines were ordered not to communicate any references to information 

about specific individuals.611 It goes beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the legitimacy of legal 

interferences on the search engine’s freedom to publish references in depth here or as the possible 

liability of search engines for referring to illegal or unlawful content. This will be addressed in Chapter 9. 

Before discussing the protection of the communication of referencing information by search engines in 

more depth, it is important to address the communications that are a necessary to publish references on 

the basis of an index of online content in the first place, namely the crawling of the Web. Without 

crawling, the type of full-text search engines that have become the standard navigational tool in the 

networked information environment could not be offered. 

Crawling consists of the use of specialized software that harvests the information which is available on 

the Internet through automated requests. In view of the ECtHR’s decision in Autronic,612 this kind of 

automated requests can be considered to be an important and specialized means of reception in the 

context of the Internet, protected by Article 10 ECHR. The search engine’s crawlers are a means of 

receiving information, in some ways a modern automated version of the researcher or journalist delving 

for sources of information by making phone calls, talking to people directly or looking through printed 

material. Article 10 ECHR does not explicitly refer to a right to gather information, but these 

communicative processes are generally understood to be included in its scope.613 

The automated and complex nature of crawling technology is directly related to the abundance of 

publicly accessible sources of online information. Crawling consists of the automated and repeated 

requests for content available online. The importance of search engines for the dissemination of 

information and ideas and the possibility of the public to inform itself could be one of the determining 

elements for the extent to which crawling and the subsequent indexing of references is protected and 

the question whether possible interferences are in accordance with Article 10 ECHR, second paragraph. 

Thus the protection against interferences with crawling by search engines could possibly be enhanced 

because of the importance of search engines in our information society. 
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8.4.3 Search engine freedom: selection and ranking 

Up to this point the analysis has focused on the protection of the search engine’s freedom to control the 

composition of its index and publish references. But the governance of the composition of the index and 

of the freedom to crawl and publish references is only half of the story when it comes to the governance 

of accessibility of information and ideas by search media. The real impact of these media stems from 

their selection and ranking technology and their interaction with information providers and end-users: 

the selection, ranking and presentation of references in response to particular queries. To what extent 

can search engine claim protection under the right to freedom of expression for their decisions to select 

a particular set of references as relevant in relation to a query? And to what extent can search engines 

claim protection for the way in which they rank these references once they present them to their users? 

Before discussing the answers to these questions, it is important to discuss the character of decisions 

about selection and ranking more detail. 

The very fact that search engines select and rank the references for end-users implies that they do make 

decisions that entail a valuation of information and ideas.614 As a result, search media impose specific 

hierarchies on the relative accessibility of information and ideas through their services. It may be 

important to realize that a full understanding of the way in which search engines impose such 

hierarchies on accessibility and the impact this has on our public networked information environment is 

currently beyond our grasp. Seemingly, these hierarchies tend to be informed by a different mindset 

than traditional ordering mechanisms for knowledge, information and ideas, such as the ones would 

find in a library. Metrics of quality assurance by human editors have been automated and supplanted by 

relevancy and popularity algorithms. Moreover, commercial motivations have entered the domain of 

the organization of information and ideas on the Web due to the function of the Web in facilitating e-

commerce and advertising. The incentives and subsequent strategies related to governance of the 

search platform are partly a result of its business model, i.e. a targeted marketing platform, where 

organic results are offered alongside sponsored results that provide for income.615 

Google’s search engine algorithms, and its PageRank algorithm in particular which was the core of 

Google’s search engine when it launched, are the best known example of the imposition of a particular 

hierarchy on the ranking of search results. Before Google, and in traditional information retrieval 

systems, the selection of a relevant set of search results from the index, before ranking, used to take 

place by imposing a binary measure of relevance between the query and the websites stored in the 

index. The subsequent ranking of these websites would take place by looking at the similarity between 

the query and the relevant websites. A website mentioning the University of Amsterdam, for instance, 

would be considered relevant for a user entering the queries [University of Amsterdam], [university] or 

[Amsterdam]. A website mentioning the University of Amsterdam 100 times would be considered, by 

the typical early Web search engine, to be more relevant than a website only mentioning it once. Not 

surprisingly, this did not always produce desirable results. 
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Google’s PageRank algorithm was one of the early inventions about the way in which search engines 

could use the Web environment as a whole to be statistically predict the relative value of different 

websites in the index. The reputational and commercial economies of hyperlinks were already present 

before the development of PageRank by Google’s founders, as linking between websites were 

establishing the navigational paths of the visitors of the Web. Google cleverly harvested the value of 

information that was present in the linking structure of the Web by turning these links into the building 

blocks of a global ranking metric, in which online popularity and reputation is taken as a relevancy 

measure, and in which those websites that are more relevant are considered more likely to point to 

other relevant websites as well.  

A decade later, Google’s selection and ranking algorithms have undergone major changes. While the 

linking structure of the Web may still play an important role in its selection and ranking, new ideas of 

how to improve ranking or establish baseline relevance have been developed. For instance, the choice 

of users for particular websites, expressed by their clicking behavior, now plays an important role in the 

ranking of search results. Most importantly, the actual selection and ranking does not follow from the 

use of a single smart algorithm but the combination of a large variety of algorithms and algorithmic 

corrections, which together produce a search engine’s output. 

The seemingly dominant criteria for the valuation of information and ideas in commercial Web search 

engines, namely relevancy, popularity and marketing, can be contrasted with quality, independence, 

and institutional legitimacy, i.e. the traditional professional standards for the ordering of knowledge, 

information and ideas.616 As a consequence of their ranking and selection criteria, search engines are 

helping to disrupt the traditional boundaries between different spheres and hierarchies of information, 

such as the difference between independent information about commercial products and advertising, 

publications by experts and non-experts, and relevant facts and research and related fantasies and 

pseudo-science. General purpose search engines do relatively little to discern between these 

categories.617 Experts or laymen, politicians or activists, professional journalists or amateur bloggers, 

well known or little known people, companies or non-profit organizations, advertisers and independent 

product reviewers, all seem to enter the search index on the same footing and are allowed to acquire 

prominence on search engine results pages.618 

Although the centrality of major search engines in the networked information environment might lead 

one to conclude that they are a new type of powerful gatekeeper, search engines hardly exert strict 

gatekeeping power over the accessibility of information and ideas independently of information 

providers and end-users.619 The search engine is an interactive navigational tool, both in relation to 

information providers that want to reach an audience as well as in relation to its end-users who are 

entering and reformulating their queries. The communicative process between a search engine and an 
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end-user is to a large extent shaped by the end-user’s input and choices. Search engines tend to rely on 

end-users to decide for themselves what to search for and where to go. The statistical character of the 

predictions of relevance also implies that they must be characterized as the mere suggestion of possible 

relevance, not a statement that these references are in fact relevant to the user. 

Search engines usually rely a great deal on the information providers they reference. Information 

providers tend to control whether they are included in the first place and can influence their ranking in 

major search engines in various ways and degrees. Webmasters receive specific guidelines how to 

optimize their rankings in Web search services. The somewhat open nature of the private governance of 

search engine selection and ranking decisions and the possibility to influence and manipulate rankings 

has also given birth to a thriving industry of search engine optimization (SEO). As a result, the 

accessibility of online destinations in a particular search engine is not all but carved in stone, but instead 

is the result of a variety of interrelated streams of communications flowing in and out of the search 

engine’s service. 

In view of the complexity of selection and ranking decisions by Web search engines, it may not be a 

surprise that information law and policy did not yet develop a proper understanding of the legal status 

of these decisions, let alone their protection under the right to freedom of expression. Most of the 

discussion of the proper legal treatment of these decisions by search engines in view of their impact on 

public and private interests has taken place in academia. Still, there are some legal cases and regulatory 

developments which directly implicate the protection of selection and ranking decisions under the right 

to freedom of expression, some of which will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter and the next 

chapters and which start to give an answer about the implications of the right to freedom of expression 

for their legal governance. 

What is at stake in this discussion is the freedom of search engines to decide which selection and 

ranking algorithms to apply to the material in their index and their legal accountability for making 

specific decisions. Even if one accepts that there may not and should not be a legally correct way to 

select and rank references, it is possible that there are unethical as well as legally problematic ways of 

selecting and ranking search results.  

There is very little case legal material to work with in Europe, but it is probable that general applicable 

law, such as tort law, privacy law or competition law, does limit search engines in their ability to apply 

certain selection and ranking algorithms at will. At the same time, the status of selection and ranking 

decisions under the right to freedom of expression should inform the proper application of these laws. 

Tort law, for instance would probably prevent search engines from deliberately ranking results in a way 

that damages certain parties without any proper justification, for instance by not selecting or 

devaluating a particular e-commerce provider while treating its direct competitors quite favorably. 

European data privacy and anti-discrimination laws probably may restrict the deliberate selection and 

ranking of results on the basis of sensitive personal characteristics, such as the ethnic background of the 

targets of search engine queries.620 More specifically, image search engines that would allow end-users 
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to search for material on the basis of images of people, applying facial recognition technology, may be 

legally problematic in Europe.621 

Competition law may restrict the freedom to rank and select material in an anti-competitive fashion. In 

particular dominant search engines have a great impact on the underlying markets as well as the 

markets they operate in themselves. They could use their dominant position to harm competitors. 

Google for instance has been argued to have foreclosed competition in the market for online geographic 

services by starting to integrate its own service into its search engine (Google maps). In 2010, the 

European Commission has started to investigate a similar complaint relating to anti-competitive 

behavior with respect to other (vertical) search engines.622 There are a variety of other ways in which 

Google could compete assertively in the way it ranks and selects search results. It could, for instance, 

promote the millions of websites in its search results which are using the AdSense service, thereby 

impacting the broader market for online advertising services or prioritize YouTube in video search. 

In the United States there have been a few cases involving the application of general laws in which the 

defending search engine claimed, and in one of them won, wide discretion over its selection and ranking 

decisions on First Amendment grounds.623 These cases, including a case about the refusal to run 

particular advertisements in sponsored search results,624 sparked debate about fairness and access in 

the search context, issues which will be discussed in more depth in Section 8.5.625 Although it is 

questionable how much weight should be attached to these particular decisions, a discussion of them 

can help to clarify the issues that are at stake. 

The most famous of these decisions involved a conflict between Google and SearchKing, an online 

intermediary that seems to have been a relatively successful business because of a particularly good 

ranking in Google’s search results. SearchKing was not an e-commerce provider itself, but a paid-

inclusion directory for local Oklahoma businesses. Sometime in 2002, SearchKing dropped in Google’s 

results resulting in significantly decreasing revenues for its clients, and a blow to its business model. 

SearchKing reacted by suing Google for tortuous interference with contractual relations, seeking 

injunctive relief. Google defended the deliberate devaluation of SearchKing in its rankings by referring to 

manipulative interference and the low quality of the information offering of SearchKing and its network 

of websites. Google also claimed that its rankings represented protected speech under the First 

Amendment. The U.S. District Court for the Western of Oklahoma agreed that ranking decisions were 
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protected under the First Amendment. It concluded, with reference to a 10th Circuit case (Jefferson 

County626) that  

“A PageRank is an opinion – an opinion of the significance of a particular web site as it 

corresponds to a search query. Other search engines express different opinions, as each search 

engine's method of determining relative significance is unique. There is no question that the 

opinion relates to a matter of public concern. […] 150 million search queries occur every day on 

Google’s search engine alone. […] PageRanks do not contain false factual connotations. While 

Google’s decision to intentionally deviate from its mathematical algorithm in decreasing 

SearchKing’s PageRank may raise questions about the “truth ” of the PageRank system, there is 

no conceivable way to prove that the relative significance assigned to a given website is false. A 

statement of relative significance, as represented by the PageRank is inherently subjective in 

nature. Accordingly, the Court concludes that Google’s PageRanks are entitled to First 

Amendment protection.”627 

The Court subsequently concluded that the sought injunction would chill protected speech and would 

be adverse to the public interest. Actually, it went even further. It concluded that search engine rankings 

cannot give rise to a claim for tortuous interference with contractual relations because they cannot be 

considered wrongful, even if the speech is motivated by hatred or ill will. Hence, the central premise of 

the Oklahoma Court seems to be that because there is no correct way to select and rank references 

there can also be no legally incorrect way.628 Hence the decision how to select and rank references is 

seen as the expression of an opinion, which is strongly protected by the First Amendment. The societal 

impact and possible damage should play out in the free market place of ideas. This reasoning is similar 

as in Tornillo, in which the Supreme Court established the First Amendment protection of newspapers’ 

editorial freedom. The Oklahoma Court could have added that it has yet to be demonstrated how 

government interference on the crucial process of selecting and ranking websites by search engines 

could be exercised consistent with First Amendment guarantees. 

The legal consequences of the SearchKing judgment’s conclusion of bringing selection and ranking 

decisions under the scope of the First Amendment may obscure the fact that to do so may be quite 

reasonable. Leaving the predominantly technological and statistical nature of search engine selection 

and ranking decisions aside, the selection and ranking of references from the index in return to a user’s 

query seems highly comparable to an editorial activity, in many ways comparable to the decision of 

newspapers what to put in the paper and in which place. This may imply that these decisions should in 

fact be similarly protected, also in the European context under Article 10 ECHR. Notably, the result of 

bringing these decisions under the scope of the editorial freedom of the media protected by Article 10 

ECHR, would in no way have the same implications for the possibility to limit this freedom to select and 

rank at will in specific circumstances, for instance when a search engine provably ranks a website lower 

for the sole reason it wants to harm the respective information provider. 
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Another interesting aspect of the SearchKing decision is that despite automating most of its selection 

and ranking decisions, Google did not to give up its right to select and rank individual sites manually and 

differently. More generally, the technological nature of the decisions about which selection and ranking 

algorithms to apply may lead some to conclude that these decisions are of a different nature than those 

made by humans and that this difference should impact the legal protection of these decisions under 

the right to freedom of expression.629 Search engines themselves tend to contribute to the view by 

claiming that their search results are mechanical, neutral and objective. Newspapers may have been 

expected to rely on certain well-respected organizational mechanisms for editorial decision making, in 

line with the ethics of journalism. However, the real criteria for the newspaper’s contents often 

remained equally unknown. In fact it would be considered an interference with the newspaper’s 

editorial freedom, if the law were to mandate complete transparency in these matters. Moreover, 

automation in Web search engine governance is to some extent a result of the massiveness of the Web 

and the related massiveness of the index. It is simply humanly and economically impossible to provide 

human evaluations of the relevance of websites for all the queries search engines respond to. And 

automated decision-making about the value of information is not only economical. Digital technologies 

have made it possible to incorporate the daily feedback from close to or over a billion websites in the 

editorial processes of the search engine. As a result, the automated nature of the selection and ranking 

decisions are directly related to the societal benefits of having modern accessibility technologies and 

services that are able to keep up with the abundance of information online. 

A major problem in discussing the protection of ranking and selection decisions is that the actual ranking 

and selection criteria that search engines use are rather opaque and thereby impossible to evaluate 

specifically. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, search engines tend to keep details about their algorithms 

secret. Because of the lack of transparency about the operation of search engines, it is unclear whether 

the underlying principles for the governance of accessibility of particular search engines are informed by 

commercial, ideological or scientific principles. Arguably, by refusing to be transparent about the 

underlying principles for the selection and ranking of references, search engines refuse to publicly take 

responsibility for the search results they offer to their users. Thus, one could argue that search engines 

can hardly claim particular protection for the kind of selection and ranking decisions they make, unless 

they would be more explicit about those decisions.  

Arguably, the comparison of the editorial freedom of the Web search engine to the editorial freedom of 

the press is problematic due to the commercial nature of search engines as well as the commercial 

nature of much of the speech they facilitate. This leads to another case about the First Amendment 

status of selection and ranking decisions, which involved the application of a general applicable law to 

the selection and ranking mechanism of Roommates.com, a platform and search engine for housing 

opportunities. The selection mechanisms were considered to be in violation of the anti-discrimination 

provisions of the Fair Housing Act (FHA). Roommates’ interactive service was facilitating its users’ 

individual and sometimes discriminatory sexual and racial housemate preferences by allowing them to 

express these preferences and subsequently matching users on the basis of these preferences. 

Roommates defended itself against the claimed breach of the Fair Housing Act by asserting the 
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Communications Decency Act, section 230, and its First Amendments rights to free speech and intimate 

association. 

The Roommates case is best known because of the 9th Circuit’s dismissal of Roommates CDA 230 

defense, on the basis that the service was considered a speaker itself as regards the selection 

technology.630 The next line of defense, a First Amendment claim against the application of the FHA, was 

addressed by the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California after remand.  The District Court 

argued as follows about the status of selection decisions of the service: 

“it is far less obvious that Roommate’s prompting of its users to provide personal characteristics 

in order to use its service, or its use of that information in its search and matching functions, is 

“speech” protected by the First Amendment. Instead, those functions performed by Roommate, 

and the questions it prompts its users to answer, could be considered mere conduct rather than 

either speech or a communicative act expressing a viewpoint to which the First Amendment 

applies. […] However, even if Roommate’s prompts for discriminatory information, searches, and 

matches could be considered speech, it would be, like Roommate’s publication of its users’ 

discriminatory preferences, speech of a commercial nature.”631 

After this conclusion, the Court proceeded by applying the test for the regulation of commercial 

speech,632 which ended up in favor of the constitutionality of the application of the Fair Housing Act on 

the Roommates service. 

It seems questionable whether the application of the standard for commercial speech is warranted on 

selection decisions by referencing services. Why would the commercial nature of a search engine as well 

as the commercial nature of many of the websites in its index have to implicate on its protection under 

the right to freedom of expression in principle? The U.S. District Court’s conclusion seems at least 

inconsistent with the conclusion about the same questions in the context of the press. In Sullivan the 

Court explicitly considered that the paid-for nature of the advertisement did not matter for First 

Amendment purposes, while pointing to the contribution of the commercial business model to the 

ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression.633 Hence, the fact that Roommates provided its 

services for remuneration should not automatically have had implications for the protected status of its 

communicative actions.634 

Both the SearchKing and the Roommates example relate to the application of generally applicable laws 

to selection and ranking by search engines and the question about the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression in such cases. However, legislatures could – in theory – decide to establish 

ranking obligations, for instance to increase the relative accessibility of certain information and ideas. 

Broadcasting law already contains obligations with regard to the carriage and minimal representation of 
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certain broadcasting products, such as local broadcasting or programs in the interest of specific national 

minorities in view of the demands of pluralism. The possible extension of these obligations to minimal 

rules for representation in electronic programme guides for audiovisual media services would amount to 

sector-specific search engine regulation. Recently, a proposal for a ranking obligation was put forward in 

France in the context of the issue of online copyright infringement.635 It would require search engines to 

promote online services indicated as constituting a legal offering of content online by a new public 

authority through higher rankings. 

Clearly, the selection and ranking of search results by dominant search engines is of major importance in 

the relation between search engines and end-users on the one hand and information providers and 

search engines on the other hand. The function of the search medium is to help Internet end-users find 

valuable websites. They also help information providers to reach an audience. 

From the perspective of search engines as intermediaries between information providers and end-users, 

some have expressed concern about the unfair exclusion or unfair treatment of information providers 

by dominant search providers.636 This debate has focused on the proper resolution of the conflicting 

interests of information providers to reach an audience without undue interference by search engines or 

other selection intermediaries and the discretion of search engines to decide about the composition of 

their index and the ranking of results. In Section 8.5 the idea of a fair ranking obligation that has been 

proposed will be discussed in more depth, in particular the extent to which such obligations could be 

based on the right to freedom of expression of information providers, as for instance in the context of 

common carriage obligations on Internet access providers. 

Other restrictions on the freedom to select and rank at will could be informed by the interests of end-

users. The selection and ranking of results is at the basis of making search engines work for end-users. 

They will evaluate the quality of search engines in light of the information they are presented in return 

to their queries. Any ranking obligation therefore, if not specifically informed by and enhancing the 

rights and interests of end-users, runs the risk of harming them in their interest to freely inform 

themselves. It is possible to imagine several types of obligations with regard to ranking and selection 

that would be informed by the interests of end-users. Some have argued, with reference to democratic 

theory, that search engines should become more open and allow end-users to control the ranking of 

search results.637 Not the search engine, but the end-user would become the true editor of search 

results. 

End-users do have an indirect impact on the ranking of results. Increasingly, selection intermediaries 

personalize their offering on the basis of the end-user’s location and behavior. They build profiles of 

their users to facilitate further personalization and better targeting of the advertisements that are sold. 

In other words, search engines have started to discriminate between end-users. If such discrimination 
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would start to harm certain groups of end-users, this could be another reason for governments to 

intervene. One of the ways the law could possibly intervene is by granting end-users more control over 

the personalization of information services and, for instance, offering the opportunity to opt-out of 

profiling or to edit and share their profiles. At the same time, governments can try to use and courts can 

take account of existing personalization based on location to establish jurisdiction over search engines, 

maybe even mandating such personalization, thereby limiting end-users’ ability to switch between 

different localized versions of search.638 

There is already one legal obligation with regard to the ranking and presentation of search results which 

is widely accepted, namely the obligation to delineate sponsored results from organic search results. 

The typical search results page contains two types of references: on the one hand references to 

information providers that are shown without financial reward, and references that are shown for 

payment. Both in Europe and the United States it is considered a legal obligation that search engines be 

transparent about this difference. These and other possible obligations on search engines in view of the 

communicative freedom of end-users will be discussed in section 8.6 and in more depth in the Chapter 

10. 

8.4.4 Search engines: editorial control, freedom, duties and responsibilities 

The ECtHR’s arguments in Open Door discussed in section 8.4.2 imply that the reliability of referencing 

information and the professional context in which information is communicated strengthens the 

protection a communicator receives under Article 10 ECHR. This is in line with the Court’s case law on 

the duties and responsibilities that are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression in 

Article 10 ECHR and which will be discussed in more detail below. Before asking about the proper duties 

and responsibilities of search engines when selecting, ranking and publishing references, the question 

should be addressed how much responsibility search engines actually take in the context of the 

governance of the composition of their index and the selection and ranking of search results. This 

question can help to further qualify the way in which the selection and ranking decisions of the search 

engine should be seen as editorial ones. 

In the context of the press, the newspaper’s decision to include or exclude is conceptualized as editorial 

and protected by the right to freedom of expression. Editorial freedom is one side of the coin, editorial 

responsibility the other. By publishing a story, the newspaper not only exercises its control over the 

contents of its medium, but it also takes responsibility for the decision that the story is worth being 

printed. This kind of responsibility is typically absent in the case of a search engine’s inclusion of 

references. Due to the navigational function of search engines for the Web, the fact that information is 

available online is itself a reason to include it in the index. Moreover, not only do general purpose 

search engines not try to control everything that goes into their index, they also do not tend to know 

and neither try to monitor everything that can be found with the use of their services. 
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It is important to note that editorial control by search engines over the contents and optimization 

practices of the websites they reference is not necessarily absent either. Search engines can easily exert 

control over inclusion and exclusion of references and actually do so in a number of instances. Search 

engines have to guard the quality of search results against so-called ‘spam’, meaning websites which 

unduly interfere with the automated processes of indexing and ranking. Spam protection is typically 

based on the enforcement of webmaster guidelines and minimal standard of relevance. It does have 

some parallels with the filtering of unsolicited e-mail by Internet access providers. Spam protection in 

the context of search engines is necessary precisely because of a lack of editorial control by search 

engines with regard to the inclusion and ranking of websites. If a library would allow the public to place 

books on the library shelves and insert references into the library catalogue, they would probably have 

to assert a similar type of oversight to delete references and manipulation of the system. 

Of course, search engines also evaluate the quality of their search results more generally and change 

their algorithms and search engine rankings accordingly. General purpose search engines systematically 

analyze the behavior of their users by looking at massive amounts of user data. They also let human 

evaluation teams look at the quality of search results.639 Sometimes, the evaluation may lead to direct 

manual changes to search results, for instance in specific cases of search engine manipulation by 

content providers. Sometimes, the solution to what is considered a problem of search quality is solved 

by introducing new algorithms. Reported examples include the degrading of the rank of directories with 

paid-for references in view of the lack of original content, such as SearchKing discussed above, as well as 

the defusing of the so-called Google Bomb, where Google used to return the website of the President of 

the United States, George W. Bush in return to the query [miserable failure].640 

Looking at dominant general search engine practices, they seem to aim for comprehensiveness of their 

index on the one hand, while on the other hand dealing with matters of information quality through 

their selection and ranking algorithms, which reflects the observation of Marres and De Vries discussed 

earlier in this chapter. This does imply that they cannot defend the availability of the references in their 

index with the argument that they are all carefully selected. Still, the decision of search engines to 

include websites in the index should probably be considered an editorial decision as much as specific 

decisions to change the selection and ranking algorithms. The question about the editorial nature of the 

decision to in or exclude is not only relevant when assessing the protection against restrictions on the 

communication of references. It is at least as relevant when addressing the possible conflicts of interest 

between information providers and search engine providers about access. In the context of Internet 

access providers this issue was addressed in detail, in particular the question of to what extent an access 

provider would be able to claim a right to freedom of expression not to provide access, as is the case 

with the press. This led to a similar discussion whether the decision of an access provider to block 

communications between information and end-users could be considered editorial.641  
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Unlike in the case of Internet access providers, the relation between information providers and search 

engines, while also considering the interests of end-users, arguably entails a genuine conflict of 

protected interests under the right to freedom of expression. The reason is that there is a variety of 

reasons to exclude or disregard particular sources of information, based on the role of search engines in 

the networked information environment. This role does include consideration of the quality and 

relevance of information.  

An example may help to illustrate the fact that there may not be a single right way to make these 

choices. Consider the relatively simple query for [travel insurance]. There is a variety of actors and types 

of information that could be argued to deserve representation in the set of results the end-user 

receives. Of course, travel insurers would like to be found. And if many end-users are using the search 

engine service, insurers would probably be interested in paying for additional representation in the form 

of advertising. There are many other sources of information that could be included in search results, 

such as independent consumer organizations which offer advice about the quality of travel insurance 

and independent bloggers and customers who have written something about the current market’s 

offering. Some may argue that the second type of information should be considered more valuable for 

end-users. Others may respond to that prioritization with the complaint that this would be unfair for the 

first category, while it would also force insurers to buy advertising to reach end-users at all. And these 

types of information providers are only the beginning of a list of conceivably relevant sources of 

information that could be selected by a search engine. All sorts of other information related to travel 

insurance, and insurance more generally, could be included. Notably, some of these information 

providers can be expected to actively compete for user attention in search engines, whereas other 

information providers would remain passive. 

To be able to make these choices at the scale at which general purpose search engines operate, search 

engines rely on automated decisions and machine learning involving a variety of statistical predictions 

about the meaning and value of the queries and the information in the index. This may sometimes 

produce results that would not have been selected by a human editor and could dissatisfy specific 

information providers or parts of the general public.642 However, since the amount and variety of 

queries can simply not be handled by humans and the Web is constantly changing, Web search engines 

cannot be expected to make a careful ex ante and fair evaluation of the set and ranking of references for 

each single query, such as the query mentioned above.643 

To a large extent, the legal debate about the possible obligations of search engines relating to the 

composition of their index has focused on obligations to remove references to unlawful or harmful 

material. Some commentators, however, have argued that dominant search engines should be 

restricted in their freedom to exclude material from their index and should act as common carriers. This 

issue will be discussed in more depth in the next Section. 
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Like any other entity that would assert protection under Article 10 ECHR, a search engine will carry 

duties and responsibilities that are tied to the exercise of its rights. The question is what these duties 

and responsibilities could be argued to entail in the search engine context. As was shown in Chapter 5, 

according to the ECtHR the duties and responsibilities, ex article 10 ECHR, depend on the technical 

means used for expression and dissemination. The Court has stated that: 

“[…] whoever exercises his freedom of expression undertakes “duties and responsibilities” “the 

scope of which depends on his situation and the technical means he uses. The potential impact of 

those means must be taken into account when considering the proportionality of the 

interference.”644  

To which the Court added in its more recent judgment Stoll:  

“These considerations play a particularly important role nowadays, given the influence wielded 

by the media in contemporary society: not only do they inform, they can also suggest by the way 

in which they present the information how it is to be assessed. In a world in which the individual 

is confronted with vast quantities of information circulated via traditional and electronic media 

and involving an ever-growing number of players, monitoring compliance with journalistic ethics 

takes on added importance.”645 

These last considerations do seem to resonate in the context of search engines. In line with the Court’s 

reasoning in Open Door, it seems to imply that the more a communicator does to enhance the quality of 

information, the more it can claim protection. In particular, professional standards with regard to such 

quality and the mode of communicating serve as an extra line of defense against interferences. Most 

search engines, as noted above, do fairly little to guarantee a threshold of minimum quality of the 

information to which they provide references. Generally, the lack of editorial control and oversight over 

the inclusion of references could weaken a search engine’s protection against interferences under 

Article 10 ECHR. And if the average quality of search engine references were to be deemed very low, 

they could hardly claim any protection against interferences with their right to freedom of expression 

under Article 10. 

But there are good arguments in favor of less stringent duties and responsibilities as regards the quality 

of references. It is important to note here that the duties and responsibilities can cut both ways. On the 

one hand, they can be argued to imply responsibility on Web search providers to guarantee the quality 

of references. On the other hand, they could be argued to entail a duty on search engine providers to be 

comprehensive and not to exclude references lightly. From the perspective of quality, one could argue 

that entities that govern the accessibility of information will have to be the ones to sift the wheat from 

the chaff through filtering, the exclusion of references and the imposition of hierarchies informed by 

conceptions about information quality. But from the perspective of access, the entities that govern 

accessibility should be inclusive instead of restrictive. 
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In reality, the choices of search engines with regard to the inclusion of references fall somewhere in 

between the two poles. Although Web search engines tend towards comprehensiveness, a truly 

inclusive search engine simply does not exist. Large parts of the Web remain excluded from search 

engines, because of technical reasons such as file formats, crawling speed and the size of the Web, 

because of compliance with webmaster instructions not to crawl their content,646 because of the 

exclusion of manipulative results, because of various legal reasons, and because of self-regulation with 

regard to illegal and harmful content. At the same time, none of the major search engines exercises the 

kind of editorial oversight with regard to the quality of specific references as discussed in the example of 

the query [travel insurance] above. 

And of course, the important question from a legal perspective is not whether and in which ways search 

engines could start to guarantee the quality of their references but whether they ought to do so. By 

exercising stronger editorial control over the composition of their indexes, search engines would end up 

being much more restrictive and it would be likely that much of the Web would become harder to find 

for end-users. In Open Door the ECtHR referred to the normative principle that a communicator that 

leaves the decision to act upon its communication to the receiver cannot – in principle – be blamed for 

those decisions. The more passive – or maybe better facilitative – the communicator is with regard to 

the decisional autonomy of its audience, the more protection it receives against interferences that seek 

to prevent a certain reaction by the audience. The protection search engines would receive would 

therefore be enhanced by their facilitative role as regards the interests of end-users. 

These two perspectives lead back to the paradox of access and quality. From the perspective of access, 

search engines should help end-users to navigate the entire Web. Any exclusion of references from the 

index would interfere with this primary function. The ECtHR’s case law suggests that search engines can 

defend a choice for inclusiveness with the argument that it is precisely their societal role, in the interest 

of facilitating accessibility, to provide references to all the sources of information on the Web. The scale 

at which general purpose search engines operate implies that they cannot check the lawfulness and 

quality of all the information they refer their users to. This may in particular be the case for the non-

dominant search engine providers which most likely have fewer resources to proactively deal with issues 

of quality in their indexes. They could do so by prioritizing websites they consider of high quality, while 

still aiming for comprehensiveness of their indexes. That being said, a search engine that put more 

energy into reviewing websites and limited its index to references of established quality and relevance 

could arguably claim protection under the right to freedom to expression to defend its choice to exert 

editorial control over its index. 

It is striking that while claiming their freedom of expression right to rank information providers freely, 

search engines do not readily take responsibility for the subjective nature of some of the decisions they 

make in the process of determining winners and losers in the networked information environment. For 

instance, in response to a favorable ranking of the anti-Semitic site Jewwatch in return to the query 

[Jew], Google responded that its  
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“search results are generated completely objectively and are independent of the beliefs and 

preferences of those who work at Google.”647  

Since 2007, the words “completely objectively” in this explanation about Google search results have 

been omitted. To be fair, in both statements Google does take some responsibility for its choice not to 

manually interfere with the favorable ranking of Jewwatch.com. Strikingly, however, the statement now 

contains an even more sweeping statement of disinterest in the quality of its results: 

“The beliefs and preferences of those who work at Google, as well as the opinions of the general 

public, do not determine or impact our search results.”648 

Considering the dominant position of Google in the search engine market, there may be some room for 

improvement here. In fact, the potential impact of the medium and the nature of the content that can 

be found through a search engine are considered relevant for its possible duties and responsibilities 

which exist in the European context. On several occasions the ECtHR clarified that the particular impact 

of media has to be taken into account when considering the permissibility of interferences by public 

authorities. For instance in its Jersild judgement, the Court concluded as follows with regard to the 

nature of audiovisual content. 

“In considering the "duties and responsibilities" of a journalist, the potential impact of the 

medium concerned is an important factor and it is commonly acknowledged that the audiovisual 

media have often a much more immediate and powerful effect than the print media […]. The 

audiovisual media have means of conveying through images meanings which the print media are 

not able to impart.”649  

While the Court seems to refer to the impact of a certain medium, such as audiovisual media in this 

case, the question could be asked of whether the same logic could be applied to the context of search 

media, dominant providers such as Google in particular. Looking at Web search media, it could be 

argued that major general purpose search engines with a particular strong societal impact, would have 

enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their widespread use and their impact on the different 

value chains in which they operate. As a result of particular selection and ranking decisions, dominant 

search providers like Google may have a disproportional impact on the governance of accessibility. The 

need for particular legal restrictions on their freedom to make access, selection and ranking decisions 

which would harm the legally protected interests of others, including the communicative liberties of 

information providers and end-users, may be more easily established. Such restrictions could be argued 

to reflect enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their dominant position. However, the need to 

respect the freedom of search engine providers to make their mediating choices freely would remain 

and interferences with their protected freedom would need to be both effective and proportional. 
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8.5 Search engine freedom and the interests of information providers 

8.5.1 Introduction 

The interest of information providers in the governance of Web search engines is to be present on the 

search engine’s platform and to find their way to an audience. What is at stake for information providers 

can also be formulated in terms of representation. If no search engine includes a particular source of 

information, this would deprive it from an important means to acquire attention and legitimacy. Search 

engines, dominant search engines in particular, help to establish the winners and losers in the 

competition for end-user attention. 

The impact of dominant search engine selection and ranking decisions goes beyond the mere 

accessibility of information and ideas. The impact of Google’s search platform means that 

representation in Google is directly related to the degree of success or failure of many online activities, 

be they economic or political.650 Moreover, several studies show that end-users consider a high ranking 

in a popular search engine as an independent sign of information quality.651 For many, inclusion in 

Google’s results alone has become an important point of reference with regard to the mere ‘existence’ 

of online information. This leads to the belief that all that is excluded from Google and other general 

purpose search engines can be legitimately excluded or disregarded elsewhere. In fact, Google’s 

ultimate goal, according to one if its founders, is to make itself indispensable for anyone interested in 

anything.652 The search engine index is marketed to its users as a reliable copy of reality itself. 

8.5.2 Search engine freedom and the ideal of unmediated mediation 

In the previous section it was argued that the right to freedom of expression may actually protect the 

search engine operator to make selection and ranking decisions freely, thanks to the editorial character 

of its mediation between information providers and end-users. It was also shown that search engines do 

not readily take responsibility for the way they make those choices. When justifying those decisions to 

rank some information providers worse than others, search engines often refer to their role in relation 

to end-users. This reference to the interests of end-users can also be found in Jennifer Chandler’s 

characterization of the speaker’s interest in their relation to search engines and selection intermediaries 

more generally. Drawing on the ideal of an unmediated public sphere, Chandler stresses  

“the right to reach an audience free from the influence of extraneous criteria of discrimination 

imposed by selection intermediaries. If selection intermediaries block or discriminate against a 

speaker on grounds that listeners would not have selected, that speaker’s ability to speak freely 

has been undermined.”653  

The freedom of information providers to each an audience thereby becomes based on the freedom to 

select of (specific) end-users. This principle as formulated by Chandler, comes closest to the ideal of 
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universal access: if discrimination or blocking of sources takes place, it should be transparent and end-

users should be able to control it. The filters for adult content that are typically installed on major search 

services are an example of the adherence to this principle as formulated by Chandler. 

But one can raise a number of objections to the application of this principle to the governance of search 

engines more generally. First, the role of search engines is to help users find valuable information and 

ideas. To be able to offer their service they have to make some choices about the relative value of 

information and ideas for end-users. Second, it is debatable whether selection intermediaries should not 

be allowed to prioritize information and ideas in a way that does not directly reflect end-user 

preferences. Why would it be wrong for selection intermediaries to try to represent a variety of 

different speakers and sources of information in their search results and not allow end-users to block or 

discriminate between results? In other words, it is possible for selection intermediaries to add value by 

making a determination independent of end-user preferences. The ideal that the public library adds 

value by confronting its patrons with its entire collection and presents its patrons with a carefully 

selected corpus of knowledge and cultural heritage which may not all be according to their preferences 

are examples of this. 

Overall, search engines may be in a better position to decide which information is useful, relevant or 

valuable than end-users themselves, not excluding the end-users’ possibility to critically evaluate these 

decision afterwards. In fact, this is what search engines are doing all the time. If research about 

information searching behavior is to be taken seriously, end-users are looking for relatively easy 

answers, not an incredible range of choices of high quality for every specific search. 654 Generally, it 

seems fair to assume that end-users are relying on search engines to make intelligent selection and 

ranking decisions for them, instead of having to make all those decisions themselves. From the 

perspective of the public interests in the opening up of the Web, understood as the process of 

connecting information and ideas online to their societal use, it may be better to focus on the quality of 

the decisions Web search engines end up making than to deny them the freedom to make these choices 

in the first place. 

8.5.3 Information providers’ control over search engine governance 

With regard to the interests of information providers to reach an audience through search engines, it is 

important to acknowledge the amount of control they have over search engine governance in practice. 

Dominant search engines have given information providers a lot of control over their indexing, ranking 

and the content of references. Information providers can typically control whether they are indexed in 

the first place by using instructions like robots.txt. They can influence how they and others are ranked 

by following ‘white hat’ search engine optimization guidelines, for instance by integrating their 

information offering through the establishment of links with the rest of the Web. They can control how 

they are presented when they are included by stipulating a title of their page or offering a so-called site 

map. 
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In fact, search engine governance currently entails a degree of control for information providers over 

the governance of accessibility by Web search engines which may be antithetical to the interests of end-

users.655 As mentioned above, webmasters de facto have complete control over inclusion of information 

in search results. Even a popular publicly accessible website can exclude itself from all major search 

engines with the simple placement of an instruction to search engines on its website. And the search 

engine optimization industry, which is a direct result of the reliance of search engine rankings on third 

party signals, is paid by information providers to reach end-users, not to enhance the fair representation 

of sources of information and ideas in search results. 

This begs the question about possible legal restrictions on information providers to compete unfairly – 

for attention – through Web search engines. Currently, the formulation and enforcement of search 

engine optimization guidelines is left to search engine providers. The public interest in search engine 

quality may warrant regulation of so-called Web spam, i.e. websites exerting undue influence on search 

results through their deceptive publications. Web spam is perhaps not as visible as e-mail spam but it is 

a major problem.656 The possibility to influence search engine results and rankings is the main driver of 

the SEO industry. 657 The problem is that unlike in the case of e-mail, the distinction between Web spam 

and legitimate publications is hard to make without restricting the right to freely publish on the Web. In 

general, there is no such thing as an unsolicited online publication. Of course, there are a range of legal 

restrictions on the lawfulness of online publications, but these are not directly related to the context of 

search engines. Defamation law, trademark law and a range of other laws restrict the freedom of 

information providers to impart information and ideas online, they similarly restrict the freedom of 

information providers to reach an audience through search engines. It may be very hard to formulate 

effective and legitimate additional legal restrictions on publications because of their negative impact in 

search engines, but do not restrict publication of lawful material online.658 

8.5.4 Restricting lawful information from entering the search engine index 

Increasingly, the effectiveness of search engines in opening up information and ideas online leads to 

legal and regulatory pressure on the responsibility of the actual publishers. Generally, the global nature 

of the Internet produces this effect. If national States would all be allowed to claim jurisdiction over all 

online publications, we could end up with a global lowest common denominator of legally permissible 

online speech.659 In the context of search engines, a similar tendency would be observed to have 

information providers not only carried responsibility for the decision to publish certain information and 

ideas, but also for the subsequent further dissemination of the publication by search engines. The result 

could be that in certain cases, it would end up being illegal to publish online what could have been 

legally published offline. 
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From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression legal restrictions – on information providers 

– to allow for the further dissemination of lawful publications through search engines are problematic. 

Nonetheless, there seem to be some legal proposals and developments in this direction, in Europe in 

particular. An example is the restriction on the further dissemination of certain publications through 

search engines by the use of robot exclusion protocols. More specifically, the law would mandate that 

information providers cannot let certain publications be indexed, because they are considered to be 

unsuitable to be opened up through a search engine. European data protection authorities have started 

to interpret data protection law as posing some limits on the freedom of information providers to make 

publications involving personal data crawlable.660 Under certain circumstances, web publishers are 

expected to use protocols such as robots.txt to ensure that certain personal data – a legal category in EU 

law which includes all information relating to identifiable natural persons – cannot be found in search 

engines, except when visiting the actual site on which they are published.661 The mandatory standard 

use of exclusion protocols by social network sites that guarantee that the users of such sites cannot be 

found in search engines is an example of adherence to this practice. Others have proposed that the safe 

harbor for third party material on websites, such as comment sections on blogs, should be made 

conditional on the use of robots exclusion protocols for these parts of the website.662 Interestingly, 

these proposals all rely on the assumption that it would be illegal for search engines to disobey robot 

exclusion protocols. Although it is widely accepted that it is good practice to obey these instructions, it 

makes a difference if such good practice is turned into a legal obligation. 

The idea that certain sensitive, controversial or possibly illegal information can be published online but 

should be excluded from search engines may be understandable from the perspective of the concerns 

relating to the wide publicity of personal and reputational information. Search engines greatly diminish 

the practical obscurity of the information they index and can facilitate the accessibility of information 

and ideas of questionable quality. Information that is traditionally made public mandatorily, such as 

public records containing personal information, is now more easily accessible. Information which was 

not traditionally published at all, such as conversations and debate between readers in reaction to news 

and current affairs, has found permanence on blogs, message boards and comment sections. 

The low average quality and sometimes illegal nature of such end-user conversations might also warrant 

leaving these end-user driven conversations, which do not necessarily abide by the standards of 

responsible journalism, in the obscurity of the un-indexed Web. However, a legal regime which would 

mandate such exclusions would be problematic from the perspective of the right to freedom of 

expression. To state it mildly, the idea that public authorities have a role to play in obscuring lawfully 

published information is difficult to defend.663 

It is possible that further self-regulatory practices will emerge with regard to the exclusion of 

information from search engines. Some argue that the press should exclude older material from their 
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Internet archives which could negatively impact on the reputation of persons.664 The line of reasoning 

could be that through the doctrine of duties and responsibilities undertaken by publishers of 

information exercising their freedom of expression under Article 10 ECHR, the absence of a robot 

exclusion instruction could impact on the determination of the lawfulness of a restriction on an online 

publication. There are two related objections to such self-regulatory practices, both grounded in the 

ideal underlying the right to freedom of expression that the societal circulation of information and ideas 

be “uninhibited, robust and wide-open.”665 First, it is questionable whether it is good practice for search 

engines to obey exclusion instructions if information providers use it to try to obscure legal and publicly 

accessible information which end-users would be interested in reading. Maybe it is ethical for search 

engines to do exactly the opposite. Second, there is a lot of pressure on search engines to limit the 

findability of information in their services, precisely because it is one of the primary effective means to 

find information and ideas.666 Information that is excluded is still ‘public’ in theory, but in many ways it 

simply ceases to exist. The pressure on search engines to prevent any perceived harm resulting from the 

opening up of the World Wide Web can easily result in the ‘self-censorship’ of perfectly valid online 

sources.667 To limit risk, information providers would simply exclude controversial information on their 

site from search engines, and search engines would obey these instructions to keep up good relations 

with the sites they need to crawl and escape possible litigation. The results would be a bias towards 

uncontroversial information and ideas in search engines. 

8.6 Search engines and the freedom of end-users 

8.6.1 Introduction 

The freedom of expression interest of the end-user of any kind of information service or medium is 

typically characterized as the freedom to inform oneself freely. The use of search engines has become a 

daily activity for end-users. End-users rely on search engines to find information about news, products, 

services, diseases, travel destinations, political candidates and more. Knowledge workers like journalists 

and academic researchers rely on general purpose search engines for their daily activities.668 Ultimately, 

it is the fundamental interest of Web search engine users to become an informed citizen and consumer 

that is at stake. It may come as no surprise that there is disagreement about what is needed to facilitate 

this process. 

8.6.2 Search engines and the end-user’s interests: access and quality as conflicting perspectives 

The disagreement in the legal and regulatory debate about end-users interests in the context of search 

engine governance maps fairly well to the conflicting ideals of universal access and quality discussed 

earlier in this chapter. The ideals of universal access on the one hand and information quality on the 

other hand correspond with the following conflicting perspectives on the needs of search engine end-

users. 
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On the one hand, end-users are portrayed as perfectly capable of navigating information and ideas on 

the Web, precisely because of effective information location tools, which, if possible, should be 

improved upon to increase the transparency of the corpus of online information for end-users even 

more. This side would hold that end-users have been liberated from traditional gatekeeping institutions 

and institutionalized paternalism. They can and should be allowed to decide for themselves what is 

useful, relevant, harmful, informative or entertaining. More particularly, they should not be hindered by 

restrictive indexing policies of search engines, possibly as a result of applicable laws and policies, in their 

freedom to find information online. In line with this perspective, proponents of end-user control have 

argued that end-users could and should have even more control over their search process, for instance 

by being able to choose between or completely control the different ranking algorithms and the possible 

personalization of search results. 

On the other hand, end-users are often portrayed as lost, mislead, confused, injured, and otherwise 

negatively affected by the current state of affairs of accessibility of information through search 

engines.669This state of affairs is typically portrayed as giving those end-users that want to do harm or 

commit crimes the tools to do so. For example, there have been a number of proposals and legal 

measures to limit the ability of end-users to use certain words and signs as queries. In 2007, European 

Commissioner for Justice and Home Affairs Frattini sought industry cooperation “to prevent people from 

using or searching dangerous words like bomb, kill, genocide or terrorism".670 This particular call for self-

regulation was not taken seriously. It’s actually hard to imagine how a search for genocide could be 

considered harmful or dangerous.  

Obviously, both characterizations of end-users – one focusing on empowerment and access, the other 

on quality and harm – are simplistic projections of particular viewpoints. Still, this might fit the role of 

listeners, viewers or end-users in media law and regulation more generally, which often remains what 

Helberger calls ‘a spiritual one’.671 The perceived interests of end-users were and remain decisive in 

regulatory debates about media freedom, but rarely does media law or policy involve them directly. 

From a European regulatory perspective, the notion of the ‘media-literate viewer’, and ‘media literacy’ 

more generally, has become the point of reference in the regulatory debate about the interests of end-

users of various media, including search engines. The concept of the media-literate end-user 

incorporates a variety of perspectives on media use, including the citizen and consumer perspective in 

the relation between end-users and the media.672 Media literacy is generally defined as “the ability to 

access the media, to understand and to critically evaluate different aspects of the media and media 

contents and to create communications in a variety of contexts.”673 While media literacy is being 

promoted in media law and policy, the rise of the regulatory notion of the media literate end-user is also 

a signal of a diminishing role of government in media regulation. Regulators no longer need to decide 

what is in the interest of the public, but can rely on more active end-users instead. Notably, the 
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European notion of media literacy is rather ambitious, including with regard to search engines. In the 

European Commission’s view the concept specifically includes “feeling comfortable with all existing 

media”, “being able to assess information, dealing with advertising on various media, using search 

engines intelligently” and “understanding the economy of media and the difference between pluralism 

and media ownership”. Paradoxically, besides placing a focus on end-user choice, the notion thereby 

also signals a high level of government interest in the end-users actual use of new media. 

Search engines are used by a wide variety of end-users with different degrees of skills and knowledge. 

Many professionals use the same search services for their research as laymen do. Journalists have 

become mass users of Web search services.674 The Internet in combination with effective search tools is 

a tremendous tool for self-education. It is also a tremendous source of confusion, annoyance and 

controversy. Obviously, there are groups of end-users that simply lack the education or the necessary 

skills to turn the abundance of information online into an advantage.675 What is important to recognize 

is that many of the problems that the least skilled may experience will not be easily resolved by placing 

obligations or restrictions on search engine providers. Many of the problems of Internet end-users 

simply exist at the more fundamental level of education and general knowledge skills676 or are a direct 

result of the uncontrolled nature of Web publishing.  

And it must be admitted that almost everyone uses search engines without having a very good idea 

about their actual functioning. The complexity of Web search technology makes it impossible, even for 

the best informed users, to know what is really going on if they type in their search queries in different 

search services.677 And most will recognize that, when receiving a ranked set of search results, it is quite 

difficult to judge the relative quality of different search results without considerable background 

knowledge about the possible sources of information and ideas that the search engine could have 

referred to. It is easier to find information online than to assess its quality.678 What remains is a set of 

functioning hyperlinks, which can be used or discarded. Simply put: every search of the Web in a search 

engine like Google is a new experiment.679 While this may be said from the perspective of end-users it is 

similarly true from the perspective of search engines themselves. At Google, “[e]ssentially all queries are 

involved in some test”.680 

8.6.3 The end-user: consumer or citizen? 

The freedom of expression interests of end-users in the context of the governance of search engines 

involves both consumer as well as citizen aspects. It includes the typical civic engagement with media, in 
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particular with an eye on forming an opinion about matters of public concern. The heavy use of search 

engines during political campaigns may serve as an example from this context.681 But it also includes the 

freedom to become an informed consumer. In free-market based societies, consumer freedom has 

become a fundamental aspect of informational autonomy. Obviously, the consumer and citizen aspects 

of media users do not always align. In the context of mass media it is generally accepted that 

commercial motivations can create biases with regard to the editorial content.682 To prevent commercial 

motivations from dominating editorial decisions, newspapers tend to have a formalized separation 

between editorial and commercial governance of the organization. European audiovisual media 

regulation still contains a number of restrictions on advertising, sponsoring and product placement, such 

as the legal constraint that news broadcasts cannot be sponsored. 

The tension between editorial and commercial motivations and the parallel citizen and consumer 

aspects of end-users is quite present in the context of Web search services and possibly unresolved. It 

may simply be hard for search engines to balance the competition for consumers in their services with 

their role in facilitating culture and knowledge. The advertising based business model of major search 

engine providers may lead to additional tension between these two different value chains, since it will 

incentivize search engines to focus on the consumer needs of their user. 

Most early search services, and search engine portals in particular, used to put quite some emphasis on 

commercial interests. The user-friendly search engine that Google started offering in 1998, with its 

improved ranking algorithms, could be seen as placing emphasis again on the interests of end-users to 

find online information. In their well-known academic research paper about the PageRank algorithm, 

Larry Page and Segey Brin, at that point still working at Stanford University, wrote a special appendix 

about the tension between end-user interests and commercial incentives, which was in their view 

inherent in an advertisement based business model: 

“[W]e expect that advertising funded search engines will be inherently biased towards the 

advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers. 

Since it is very difficult even for experts to evaluate search engines, search engine bias is 

particularly insidious. […] [L]ess blatant bias [is] likely to be tolerated by the market. For 

example, a search engine could add a small factor to search results from “friendly” companies, 

and subtract a factor from results from competitors. […] Furthermore, advertising income often 

provides an incentive to provide poor quality search results. […] In general, it could be argued 

from the consumer point of view that the better the search engine is, the fewer advertisements 

will be needed for the consumer to find what they want. This of course erodes the advertising 

supported business model of the existing search engines. However, there will always be money 

from advertisers who want a customer to switch products, or have something that is genuinely 
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new. But we believe the issue of advertising causes enough mixed incentives that it is crucial to 

have a competitive search engine that is transparent and in the academic realm.”683 

According to some sources, Google’s founders remained reluctant to introduce advertising on their 

service. Reportedly, they were in general quite negative about the value of marketing and considered 

industry practices around the year 2000 unethical and contrary to the interests of the end-user.684 When 

they did introduce targeted advertising and perfected it into the ‘AdWords’ programme, it made Google 

into a revolutionary business success.685  

It is fair to state that it is more commercially compelling for search providers to satisfy end-users with 

advertisements than with unpaid for results. Google’s advertisement space has been expanded and 

advertisement prominence has been improved ever since. Moreover, Google seems to aim for the 

perfect ad: that is the ad that actually satisfies the end-user better than any other search result. 

Similarly, when Microsoft stopped the development of search products for academic materials in 2008, 

it pointed out it would focus on search with high consumer intent.686 The debate about search engine 

quality and advertising will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 10. 

8.6.4 End-user Privacy 

The ambiguity of commercial search providers towards the end-user’s interest in accessing information 

freely may be most striking when it comes to end-user privacy. All major Web search engines are 

offered for free, but they make their users ‘pay’ with unprecedented amounts of personal data.687 

Search engine providers, like most other Web-based services for end-users to be fair, tend to log every 

single detail about the use of their services. The educated end-user that has an idea what is going on in 

terms of user data processing is still presented with a give or take with regard to their user data when it 

comes to searching the Web. If a person chooses to use any of the major search services without taking 

precautions to limit the possibility to track themselves, they have no access to or control over the data 

that is being collected, nor are they able to limit its subsequent use in significant ways. This data is 

usually stored in various unidentified locations, accessible to national security agencies, law 

enforcement agencies, and third parties in accordance with a variety of local laws. Google’s CEO at some 

point even defended the extensive collection of user data with the argument that it can help 

government agencies combat crime and terrorism.688 

The unparalleled amounts of data that are being recorded by a handful of search companies and the 

special role of search engines play as the first points to access information online, lead privacy 

regulators across the world to express concerns about the data collection and processing practices of 

major search engines. In 2006 two international policy documents on privacy and search engines were 
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adopted, containing statements and recommendations on end-user privacy.689 In 2008, the Article 29 

Working Party issued an official opinion as to the application of European data protection law to the 

context of search engines. Data retention periods for individual search log data were of particular 

concern. The Article 29 Working Group also noted the impact of detailed processing of end-users at an 

individual level on the fundamental right to privacy as enshrined in Article 8 ECHR and the right to access 

information freely, in particular without surveillance by public authorities, as enshrined in Article 11 of 

the European Charter of Fundamental Rights. The Article 29 Working Party pointed out that detailed 

profiles were being stored and possibly used by third parties and governments: 

“An individual's search history contains a footprint of that person's interests, relations, and 

intentions. These data can be subsequently used both for commercial purposes and as a result of 

requests and fishing operations and/or data mining by law enforcement authorities or national 

security services.”690 

Arguably, the user’s privacy is a precondition for the fundamental right to search, access and receive 

information and ideas freely. Information seeking behavior could be seriously chilled if the main 

available options to find information online entail comprehensive surveillance and storage of end-user 

behavior without appropriate guarantees in view of intellectual freedom.691 Chapter 10 will address the 

protection of user privacy from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression in more detail. 

8.7 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter has been to develop a general theory for the implications of the right to freedom 

of expression for the governance of search engines, a theory denoted by ‘search engine freedom’. The 

analysis of Chapter 5, 6 and 7 clearly showed that freedom of expression implications were informed by 

the dominant normative conceptualization of the societal role being fulfilled by the press, the Internet 

access provider and the library respectively. Hence, one of the underlying aims of this chapter was to 

demonstrate the way in which such a role for search media in the public networked information 

environment could be conceptualized. By comparing search media’s function in the networked 

information environment with the functions of the entities studied before, a number of conclusions 

could be drawn. 

Search media combine a passive (conduit/access) and active (editorial/selective) role in their production 

of meta-information. The search engines’ role is related to the relative accessibility of information and 

ideas online. They do not, like publishers, produce content themselves, and compared to traditional 

editorial media they are more passive. At the same time, however, search media are inherently more 

active in their mediation than a passive conduit, as for instance an Internet access provider. It is not the 

role of search engines to facilitate access to everything equally. After having established an index, search 

engines rank and select information and destinations online in return to user input in ways that, if 
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anything, resemble editorial media like the press, albeit in respect to a much larger variety of 

information. 

When looking deeper into the societal role of search engines, two conflicting ideals emerged: the ideal 

of universal access on the one hand and the ideal of information quality on the other hand. The first 

ideal for search engines is to help end-users to navigate the entire Web, by crawling and ordering it and 

making the material in the index transparent and the underlying sources of online information 

accessible. The second ideal is to prioritize valuable information and ideas over lesser ones. The analysis 

showed how the general purpose search engine, by definition, has to reconcile these conflicting ideals in 

its operations and that much of the regulatory debate about the responsibility of search media could be 

explained with reference to the tension between these different ideals. 

The tension between information quality and information access that exists in the public networked 

information environment did not exist in the same manner in the public information environment 

predating the Web, in which the organization of access to information for the public tended to be 

separated from the organization of basic levels of quality and legal permissibility. Access was restricted 

to everything ‘fit to print’ and their editorial freedom and responsibility was seen as an essential 

element of a functioning free press and democracy. Likewise, the public library first selects the sources it 

will subsequently make accessible and applies information quality criteria in this context. After having 

established a collection, a transparent accessibility infrastructure, informed by professional principles 

for the organization of knowledge, it would ensure access to the materials that had been selected. For 

access providers to such a relatively controlled information environment, most of the discussion about 

liability and filtering in Chapter 6 would have been unnecessary. 

Web search engines help to establish the relative accessibility of information and ideas in the networked 

public information environment. This lead Dutch philosophers of science Marres and De Vries to make 

the claim that the societal legitimization of knowledge in the networked information environment takes 

place through processes of opening up, understood as the process of connecting information and ideas 

online to their societal use. If one follows this logic, the overarching public interest in the legal 

governance of Web search engines, from the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression, lies in 

the establishment of a rich and robust societal infrastructure for the opening up of the Web. 

This characterization of the public interest in the governance of accessibility of the Web is attractive 

precisely because it captures both perspectives, i.e. access and quality, which arguably lay at the core of 

search engine governance. This reasoning also clarifies that search engine providers have to make non-

trivial choices with regard to the balance between quality and access. In the networked information 

environment publicity is no longer restricted to entities that offer a priori legitimacy to the information 

and ideas they make public. And the choices are not only non-trivial, they are of a political nature and 

involve the complex balancing of different public and private interests, including the interests of end-

users and information providers that depend on search engines as well. 

When looking at the specific implications of the right to freedom of expression on the governance of 

search, the analysis showed that under Article 10 ECHR the search engine should be able to claim 
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protection for its publication of references on its website as well as the process of crawling that makes it 

possible to offer a search engine in the first place. The protection of the search engines selection, 

meaning the selection of a set of relevant websites related to a specific query and ranking decisions 

under the right to freedom of expression may be one of the most interesting legal questions discussed in 

this chapter. In the United States there is some early case law which establishes First Amendment 

protection for selection and ranking decisions by search engines. In SearchKing a U.S. District Court 

applied the editorial freedom standards as developed by the Supreme Court in decisions such as Miami 

Harold and Sullivan to the freedom of search engines to decide freely how to rank and select references 

in response to user queries.  

Considering the fact that operating a search engine logically implies a fundamental choice about the way 

to value online resources, there is much to be said for this part of the Court’s conclusion. In other words, 

the choice of search engine operators how to select, rank, and present should be considered an editorial 

process, which deserves protection under the right to freedom of expression. The predominantly 

technological nature of the way in which these choices are expressed says less about the nature of this 

underlying process than about the massiveness of the index and the way in which technological 

innovation has offered new ways to organize and provide access to digital information collections. A 

proper understanding of the societal role of search media points in the same direction; by curating the 

relative accessibility of information in their index, Web search engines reconcile the ideal of universal 

access and navigation of the entire Web with the ideal of information quality. 

Notably, accepting that a search engine providers’ decisions how to select, rank and present would be 

protected by the right to freedom of expression does not imply, at least not in the European context, 

that such freedom would be unlimited or could not be restricted in view of other fundamental values. 

The conclusion that there may not be and should not be ‘one correct way’ to select and rank search 

results does not logically imply that there cannot be any legally impermissible ways to do so when 

offering search media online. First, one can imagine certain editorial choices by search engine operators 

that could be unlawful in and of themselves, such as the choice to implement algorithms that are 

specifically directed at causing harm or that cause harm while having no justifiable purpose. Second, the 

right to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10 ECHR is not absolute and may be restricted in 

the interests and freedoms of others. It is possible to imagine legitimate restrictions being imposed on 

search engine operators, dominant search engines in particular, that aim to ensure that the 

fundamental interests of information providers and end-users remain sufficiently respected. This 

question, which points to a possible positive role of the state to safeguard the right to freedom of 

expression in the governance of search, will be more thoroughly addressed in the next and final part of 

this thesis. 

Of special importance in the European context is the question about the duties and responsibilities of 

search engines which are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression. The duties and 

responsibilities under Article 10 ECHR are tied to the exercise of one’s expressive liberties, and need to 

be interpreted in the present day conditions with regard to the new media environment, in which, in the 

Court’s view, they have taken on an added importance. The potential impact of the medium and the 

nature of the content that can be found through a search engine will play a role in the determination of 
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its possible duties and responsibilities. In other words, it is likely that major general purpose search 

engines such as Google, which has a particular strong impact on the public information environment, 

could have enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their widespread use.In this context it is worth 

noting that the Court’s case law seems to imply that the more a communicator does to abide by 

professional standards with regard to quality and the mode of communicating, the more it will be able 

to defend itself against interferences. Most search engines do fairly little to guarantee a threshold 

minimum quality of the information they provide references to. Generally, the lack of editorial control 

with regard to the actual content referred to and the lack of professional oversight over the inclusion of 

references could weaken a search engine’s protection under Article 10 ECHR.  

But there are other arguments in favor of less stringent duties and responsibilities as regards the quality 

of references in search engines. Arguably, duties and responsibilities should cut both ways. On the one 

hand, they can be argued to imply a professional responsibility on Web search providers to care about 

the quality of their references. On the other hand, they could be argued to entail a duty on search 

engine providers to be comprehensive and not to exclude references too lightly. In fact, an important 

normative principle in the Court’s case law (Open Door) is that a communicator that leaves the decision 

to act upon its communications to the receiver cannot – in principle – be blamed for those decisions. 

The more facilitative the search engine would be with respect to the decisional autonomy of its users, 

the more protection it would receive against interferences which seek to prevent a certain reaction by 

the audience.  

The protected interests of information providers under the right to freedom of expression can be best 

understood as the freedom to be present in the search engine’s index and thereby to find their way to 

an audience. What’s at stake for information providers in the context of dominant general purpose 

search engines could also be formulated in terms of representation. Hence, de-indexing by a dominant 

search engine is particularly problematic from the perspective of legitimate information providers. Legal 

issues related to the de-indexing of websites will be discussed in Chapter 9. The same may be said about 

an unfavorable treatment through selection and ranking decisions. However, it is impossible to argue 

that all information providers could have a legal claim to enter a dominant general purpose search 

engine index, as well as receive a favorable treatment by selection and ranking algorithms. Besides being 

impossible in practice, this claim would overlook a variety of legitimate grounds upon which a search 

engine could have for de-indexing or unfavorable ranking, including grounds directly related to the 

protection of search engines providers under the right to freedom of expression and the interests of the 

end-users. 

With regard to search engine users, ultimately, their interest under the right to freedom of expression in 

the context of search may be best understood as a right to inform themselves freely by exploring the 

Web to its full potential, using available search technologies and services which enhance the findability 

of information, ideas and resources in the public networked information environment. The use of search 

engines has become a daily activity for end-users. End-users rely on search engines to find news and 

other resources, to inform themselves about products, political candidates, diseases, and to reach 

destinations and other online services. The user’s freedom obviously implies a right to be able to choose 

which available navigational media to use. In addition, the user has a general interest in navigational 
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media of high quality. In Chapter 10 the question will be explored to what extent these interests of end-

users could inform additional legal and regulatory involvement directed at the search engine market. 
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PART III 
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Chapter 9: Search engine access: content regulation and intermediary liability 
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9.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss the legal liability of search engine providers for their role in facilitating access to 

information and ideas online. More specifically, it will address the way in which the law and regulatory 

frameworks for access to content online implicate search engines with the aim to prevent access to 

illegal, unlawful, as well as harmful content. The capacity of search engines to open up not only legal or 

uncontroversial publications but also illegal as well as controversial or allegedly harmful material has 

resulted in legal and regulatory pressure on search engines to adopt a variety of measures to restrict 

access to content through their services. These measures range from the removal of websites from the 

index and the monitoring of the index for illegal material to the filtering of search results for country-

specific search services and the blocking of keywords to prevent certain usage of the service.  

As was discussed in detail in the previous chapter, search engines have to reconcile two conflicting 

ideals relating to the accessibility of online material, namely the ideal to facilitate access to all the 

material that is available online on the one hand, and the ideal of facilitating access to the material 

online which is valuable for the user on the other hand. An important question from the perspective of 

the right to freedom of expression is whether this balance should also involve the removal of websites 

from search engines for legal reasons. As will be discussed in more detail below, search engines do 

remove illegal websites from their index because of legal reasons. In addition, in some jurisdictions, 

search engine providers have entered into self-regulatory and co-regulatory frameworks, which entail 

the voluntary pro-active removal and filtering of websites to satisfy a public policy demand. 

While search engines are involved in content regulation frameworks, it is also recognized, both in the 

United States and to some degree in Europe, that search engines, like other online intermediaries, 

should not be held fully liable for third party material. First of all, search engines should be treated fairly 

under existing general liability standards. They should not be treated as the publisher of the content 

they merely refer to. Second, too strict liability standards could render it legally impossible to offer these 

essential services for the networked information environment. In particular, strict liability standards for 

search engines could have significant chilling effects under the right to freedom of expression, as they 

would incentivize search engine providers to monitor their index for possibly illegal material and remove 

lawful material from the index to avoid becoming the subject of litigation. 

On the basis of the concerns over too strict intermediary liability (or third party liability) for search 

engines, in some jurisdictions special ‘safe harbors’ for search engines apply, alongside similar safe 

harbors for other intermediaries like hosting providers or access providers.692 In addition, search engines 

have played a role in the broader self-regulatory frameworks that are aimed at dealing with access to 

illegal and harmful content online and have been developed within the boundaries set by the safe 

harbor framework. As will become apparent in this Chapter, in comparison with access providers, the 

legal position search engine providers find themselves in (in the European context), is much less clear. 

The intermediary liability standards for search engines are not the same in Europe and the United 

States. In the United States, the safe harbor depends on the type of third party liability, rendering search 
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engines immune for defamation and similar unlawful content in search results (CDA 230),693 while 

putting them under notice and takedown obligations in the context of references to copyright 

infringements on third party websites. Although early case law of the European Court seems to point to 

the conclusion that search engines may invoke the protection of the hosting safe harbor, it remains 

questionable whether search engines fall under the safe harbor regime from the E-commerce directive 

in the first place. 

Ultimately, the question addressed in this chapter is whether the existing legal governance of access to 

illegal and or harmful content through search engine is consistent with the right to freedom of 

expression and in what ways the legal framework could be improved from the perspective of the right to 

freedom of expression. The chapter will first address some of the self-regulatory frameworks which lead 

to the removal of online material from search engines (par 9.2). The censorship of the online 

environment though the removal of references by search engines in China will be addressed first, 

because of its impact on the general debate about freedom of expression and search engine 

governance. Thereafter, the focus will be placed on examples of self-regulatory content regulation 

frameworks for search engines in Europe, specifically in Germany and the United Kingdom (par 9.2.3). 

After a discussion of these self-regulatory frameworks, the issue of intermediary liability of search 

engines for referring users to unlawful publications on the Web (par 9.3) will be addressed, comparing 

the state of affairs in Europe with the United States. Section 9.4 brings together the findings of sections 

9.2 and 9.3 and addresses the question about the consistency of the current legal framework from the 

perspective of the right to freedom of expression and evaluates possibilities for improvement. Section 

9.5 concludes. 

9.2 Search engines and content regulation: censorship or self-regulation? 

9.2.1 Search engine censorship in China 

Of all issues related to access to information and Web search engines the most publicly debated one 

relates to a non-Western, namely Chinese context.694 Google’s decision to start a country-specific search 

engine in China (google.cn) next to its Chinese language version (of google.com) is famous in the debate 

about Internet content regulation. The search company was strongly criticized for adhering to the 

undemocratic demands of the Chinese government to censor access to content for Chinese citizens.  It 

has come to serve as the paradigm case of undue government interference with the right to freedom of 

expression in the debate about content regulation and the Internet. 

Seemingly, the bad accessibility of google.com in China, due to the Chinese government’s interference 

with access to online material by the ‘Great Firewall of China’, was one of reasons for Google to start its 

Chinese operations.695 This government imposed Internet filtering at the network level interfered with 

the accessibility of google.com for Chinese Internet users on a regular basis, sometimes making the site 

completely inaccessible, and constantly interfered with access to specific content by blocking specific 
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websites or resetting the browser of Chinese users in reaction to specific keywords. To be clear, Google 

was and remains only one of the many foreign information services affected by the Great Firewall. Many 

others, such as the BBC’s news site, face similar challenges in making information available to a China-

based audience.696 

By moving into China, Google chose to make a compromise in terms of the governance of its index. To 

be able to operate an online information service, such as a search engine, in China, service providers 

need to obtain a license from the Chinese government. This license includes an agreement to self-

regulate. More specifically, search companies have to agree not to provide access to certain types of 

content, including prohibited political or cultural expression. Other companies had already obtained 

similar licenses; Yahoo had moved into China years before that, and Chinese companies, such as Baidu, 

were subject to similar restraints. 

Thus, by obtaining the license to operate Google.cn on Chinese soil, Google agreed to suppress the 

findability of political speech, in other words the type of information and ideas laying at the core of the 

value of freedom of expression in western democratic societies. Online material covering the 1989 

protests, the Falung Gong movement, political speech relating to Tibet, and opposition or political 

mobilization against the regime more generally, had somehow to be made invisible to the users of 

google.cn. Notably, the Chinese government does not provide readily usable blacklists to do so. The 

information providers themselves are expected to proactively monitor and exclude content on their 

services in view of vague standards about acceptable speech by the government. The absence of such 

official blacklists is shown by computer science research about the suppression of content by search 

providers in China.697 There is no consistency in the suppressed references between the three major 

Western search engine providers in China (Google, Yahoo and Microsoft). 

The compromise that Google, Yahoo and others698 made not only led to public controversy, but also to 

legislative proposals. In the United States, several proposals were made to guarantee that United States 

companies would respect human rights while conducting business abroad.699 Similar laws have been 

called for in the context of the European Union.700 None of these proposals have yet been signed into 

law. Instead, a self-regulatory framework, the Global Network Initiative, consisting of industry (Google, 

Yahoo, Microsoft), non-governmental organizations (Center for Democracy & Technology, Electronic 
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Frontier Foundation), and research institutions (Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet & Society), has 

taken the lead in formulating an answer to the questions raised by ‘the China problem’.701  

In the beginning of 2010, the ‘China problem’ entered a third phase, after Google announced its 

unwillingness to continue censoring its google.cn index in reaction to a cyber attack originating from 

China.702 Only a week later, U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton publicly denounced China’s 

interference with the free flow of information in a public speech on Internet freedom,703 showing how 

high profile the issue had become. It has placed the issue firmly on the global Internet politics agenda 

for the coming decade.704 

A discussion of the actual political and regulatory environment for search engines in China goes well 

beyond the scope of this research. A legal comparison is difficult to make, considering the absence of a 

rule of law tradition in China, the differences in the protection of freedom of expression, the absence of 

general freedom to operate information services without a license, and the problems relating to the 

Chinese language, culture, and its history. Still, it is possible to use an important practical similarity 

between search engine operations in China and Western countries as a bridge to the discussion of 

search engines and content regulation in the West, namely the proactive blacklisting of online material 

or keyword triggered filtering in search engines for legal or public policy reasons. Whereas the motives 

for, and the intensity and implementation of such interferences may be quite different, search engines 

regularly suppress access to content through their services in constitutional democracies as well. In the 

remainder of this section first the general regulatory background of such interferences in Europe and 

the United States will be discussed. After that, the types of content search engines typically suppress will 

be discussed, as well as the methods that are used to do so. 

9.2.2 Self-regulatory removal of references: the German FSM framework 

As was discussed in Chapter 6, the regulation of, and protection against, illegal and harmful information 

on the Internet tends to follow the self- and co-regulatory paradigm, introduced in the European 

context by the 1998 Council Recommendation.705 Since the mid-1990s, several non-governmental 

agencies (hotlines) have been founded to deal with the issue of illegal content on the Web, child 

pornography in particular.706 More often than not, search engines are not systematically addressed in 

these legal frameworks, which vary across the Member States and tend to focus on hosting and access 

intermediary responsibilities. In some Member States, such as the Netherlands, search engines are not 

(yet) specifically addressed at all. In other Member States, such as Germany and France, major search 
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engine providers, together with public authorities, have adopted specific co-regulatory frameworks for 

the removal of illegal or harmful references in search engines. An important example of such a co-

regulatory framework can be found in Germany, which will be discussed below. In other Member States, 

such as the United Kingdom, there are similar initiatives, which also involve search engine providers, but 

no formal legal involvement of the government. 

Some of the voluntary frameworks for search engines in Europe entail the pro-active removal of 

references and blocking of material in country-specific services. To complicate matters from a legal 

perspective, the voluntary frameworks exist alongside possible existing legal obligations to block or 

remove content from search engines.707 In Europe, it is generally assumed that providers of general 

purpose search engines do not have a legal obligation to pro-actively monitor and remove references to 

illegal and or harmful material from their services. However, there may be some specific exceptions to 

this general rule that search engines do not have a preventive duty of care as regards third party 

material. Upon notice, search engines will typically fall under a legal obligation to remove references to 

illegal content. 708  These exceptions will be discussed in the context in which they typically arise, i.e. the 

context of third party liability (Section 9.3). 

In some European countries, specific administrative government authorities have traditionally been 

assigned the task of the protection of the youth against dangerous or harmful content. In Germany, the 

Bundesprüfstelle für jugendgefährdende Medien (BPjM) (‘Federal Department for Media Harmful to 

Young Persons’) administers a blacklist of illegal and harmful content. The BPjM does not itself monitor 

the media, but can add media objects, including Internet sites, to its list of media considered dangerous 

or harmful to minors, after having received and reviewed a complaint. 

After a debate in Germany about the availability of illegal and harmful material on the Internet and the 

resulting accessibility in search engines, major search engine providers, under the umbrella of the FSM 

Freiwillige Selbstkontrolle Multimedia-Diensteanbieter (FSM) (The Association for the Voluntary Self-

Monitoring of Multimedia Service Providers), adopted a specific code of conduct in 2004. This code, the 

‘Subcode of Conduct for Search Engine Providers’ (VK-S), was meant to prevent access to illegal and 

dangerous material through their German services. The FSM is a non-governmental association founded 

in 1997 by important players in the German Internet industry for the voluntary self-control of the 

Internet. The FSM is part of a European network of industry hotlines for illegal and harmful content 

which developed since the 1990s. According to the website of the FSM, all major search engines 

operating in Germany are signatories to the VK-S. The VK-S and other codes of the FSM are part of the 

general German framework of ‘regulated self-regulation’ (co-regulation) of the media, introduced by the 

German federal human dignity and child protection law.709 

The FSM’s ‘Subcode of Conduct for Search Engine Providers’ (VK-S) introduces a number of voluntary 

obligations for its search engine signatories, including the removal of references on a government 
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administered (BPjM) blacklist.710 The blacklist is made available to search engine providers through a 

special technical tool (BPjM-Modul), which is meant to prevent the further dissemination of the BPjM 

blacklist. In practice, the German Subcode of Conduct for Search Engine Providers can result in reports 

about illegal material by members of the FSM to the BPjM and the removal of BPjM-blacklisted 

references from Germany-specific Web search engines, such as Yahoo.de or Google.de. These actions 

have a basis in Article § 2 (5) of the VK-S. Article § 2 (5), section (a), provides that complaints about 

references to websites shall be forwarded to the BPjM and lists the categories of content that may lead 

to successful complaints. Listed are the following categories of content: 

Propaganda and insignia of unconstitutional organizations […], Racial demagoguery and Holocaust 

disavowal [… ], Incitement or inducement to criminal acts […], Depictions of violence […], Child, animal and 

violent pornography […], Explicit sexual depictions involving minors […], Content glorifying war […], 

Degradations of human dignity. 

Article § 2 (5), section (b), of the VK-S, provides that the signatories: 

agree to remove and not to show respectively any URLs which are indicated by the BPjM, insofar as they 

have access to the URL and insofar as the commercial expense is reasonable.711 

Notably, the BPjM also receives complaints from other organizations than FSM signatories. The German 

child protection law grants several German government and non-government organizations the legal 

right to make an official complaint about a media object. The Kommission für Jugendmedienschutz 

(KJM) is an example of a government organization that operates hotlines and actively monitors online 

media in view of possible content dangerous for minors. The BPjM has the legal obligation to review 

such complaints. 

It is doubtful whether more than symbolic value can be attributed to the FSM framework for search 

engine providers. The impact of the scheme on the information practices of German users is unclear and 

remains undocumented. What is clear, however, is that it remains easy to find references to content in 

German-specific search services that under German law should clearly be considered dangerous for 

minors.712 Moreover, due to the restriction of the framework to German-specific services, the filtered 

websites also remain easily accessible for German Internet users. The filtered websites are typically not 

one, but two clicks away, with the use of search services not specifically targeted at a German audience 

such as google.com. 

An important example of a website that is filtered in Germany but remains accessible through non-

German-specific versions of search engines is the right-wing extremist website stormfront.org.713 
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However, the treatment of this website, which hosts an active white supremacist forum, by the various 

members of FSM is inconsistent and confusing. Both Google and Microsoft remove results to the 

domain from their search services directed at Germany. Their statements about the reasons of the 

removal are inconsistent with the information provided by the FSM. Whereas the FSM stresses the 

voluntary nature of the decision to remove websites such as stormfront.org, Google and Microsoft 

consistently state legal reasons for the removal. Google refers to an external partner, chilllingeffects.org, 

for more information about the removal of search results.714 Google does not remove the site from its 

‘international’ search engine, google.com, which can also be accessed through a German language 

interface, www.google.com/de.715 

When conducting a search for the domain stormfront.org on bing.com/?cc=de, no results are shown. 

The link to the help section that is shown does lead to a list of links about the service, one of which links 

to a general notice about the possible removal of references. This notice states that Bing excludes 

results that “local laws, regulations, or policies (such as copyright laws and local definitions of offensive 

content) require us to omit.”716 Elsewhere, Microsoft further addresses the production and possible 

removal of references, mentioning intellectual property rights, defamation, child abuse content or laws 

specific to individual countries. Apparently, the removal of stormfront.org must be placed in the last 

category. For these types of removals, however, Bing claims to interpret local laws as narrowly as 

possible.717 This implies that Microsoft considers the FSM obligations a restatement of German law and 

directly contradicts the voluntary nature of the Code. With regard to child abuse material, Microsoft 

claims “to remove these types of links only when we are confident that the government or quasi-

governmental agency providing the links […] limits the scope of its work to illegal child abuse content.”718 

This is rather puzzling considering the fact that neither the BPjM, nor the FSM restricts itself to child 

abuse material.719 Yahoo.de does not provide any specific information that references have been 

removed, even though the FSM code includes a transparency obligation. While earlier FSM member Ask 
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did not filter the website from its German-specific service, in August 2011 it did not show any results for 

stormfront.org.720 

It is clear that the various inconsistencies mentioned above, and the lack of transparency as regards the 

functioning of the self-regulatory framework in practice more generally, show room for improvement. 

The most important practical shortcoming is the absence of a demonstrable impact on the German 

information ecosystem. The easy accessibility of the blacklisted material for German Internet users 

raises the question whether the current framework is redundant in the first place. It is possible that the 

framework reduces the risk that minors are exposed to the material considered inappropriate under 

German media child protection standards. But the framework is applied regardless of the age of search 

engine users and absent empirical evidence that minors would actually find it harder to obtain access to 

blocked material the effectiveness from the policy aim remains equally doubtful.  

The questionable merit of the framework in terms of its success to prevent access to illegal and harmful 

material also raises a question about the proportionality of the framework under the right to freedom of 

expression as protected by Article 10 ECHR. If a measure interferes with the right to freedom of 

expression but does not contribute to the stated goal, the proportionality is questionable from the start. 

As was discussed in Chapter 6 as well as Chapter 8, Article 10 ECHR requires that a ban on certain illegal 

material has to be consistent. The ECtHR considered a restraint on publication to be disproportional if 

the material is still legally available through import. Similarly, in the context of search engines and the 

Internet, it is inconsistent if public authorities, such as German public authorities, press internationally 

operating search engine providers to remove certain material from one part of their offering 

(google.de), but allow them to facilitate accessibility of the same material to the German population in 

the rest of their offering (google.com). 

In addition, self-regulatory frameworks for the removal or blocking of online content in which public 

authorities play a facilitative role can be problematic because of the informal nature of government 

pressure and the possible lack of substantive and procedural guarantees that would apply in case of 

proper legal obligations. There is a risk that the main difference between the two is that in the self-

regulatory framework governments get to exert power over information flows without having to base its 

exercise on the law, a fundamental rule of law requirement and a specific requirement in Article 10 

ECHR, second paragraph. In the German context, this requirement is usually taken seriously. In fact, the 

BPjM’s blacklisting of websites is directly authorized by German law. Still, there is a risk that self-

regulatory agencies, such as the FSM, are not open to the same scrutiny as public agencies, based on a 

democratic legislative mandate. Of course, this may actually be a reason for the industry to prefer self-

regulation over public regulation. 

Moreover, the statements about the FSM framework by Google and Bing demonstrate significant 

ambiguity with regard to the voluntary nature of the framework and a lack of internalization by its 

members. What is the added value of a self-regulatory framework which involves the ‘voluntary’ 

removal of references from search engines if the obligations agreed to are actual legally obligations? In 
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fact, the German ‘voluntary’ framework and the German legal framework seem to overlap: the 

stromfront.org website for instance is, in principle, illegal to link to in Germany,721 as are publications of 

all the categories of content that are listed in Article § 2, paragraph 5 (a) of the VK-S. Upon notice, not 

necessarily by a court, a search engine operating in Germany, or any other website publishing 

references, would normally have to remove these links.722 As will be discussed in the next section, 

search engine liability for third party material is not particularly clear in the European context. 

Conceivably, search engines only adopted the FSM framework because of a lack of clarity about their 

legal obligations regarding references to illegal material and to prevent themselves becoming the 

subject of specific regulation. 

The lack of transparency about the functioning of the framework as applied in Germany, which results 

from the inconsistencies and the confusing statements from the various participants is a final objection 

to the current framework. Notably, the FSM’s code of conduct for search engines actually contains 

various transparency obligations, which, when taken seriously by the participants, could mitigate this 

concern. In its current form however, the framework is not only ineffective in its aim to prevent access 

to illegal material for German Internet users through search engines, it may also fail to take account of 

the interference with the informational self-governance of end-users. As McIntyre and Scott explain: 

“where […] it is not clear what is being blocked, why, or by whom, the operation of mechanisms 

of accountability – whether by way of judicial review, media scrutiny, or otherwise – is greatly 

reduced.”723 

9.2.3 Proactive keyword blocking 

There is one other field of self-regulatory activity targeting the accessibility of illegal and harmful 

content in search engines, namely through restrictions on the available choice of keywords.724 

Compared to the removal of references in search engines, this is not as widespread and is a rather 

murky field of regulatory activity, so it is not possible to go into as much factual detail. It is instructive to 

start with an example. 

In 2008 U.S. media reported that a government funded health care search engine was blocking all 

searches for the query [abortion].725 The search engine, which claimed to be the world’s largest 

database on reproductive health, was run by the John Hopkins Medical School of Public Health and 
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 Notably, the German version of Wikipedia contains a lemma about the stormfront.org website, but it does not provide a 
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funded by the U.S. federal agency for foreign aid, USAID.726 The reason for the blocking of the keyword 

abortion was related to an official government policy not to fund organizations that perform abortions, 

or that "actively promote abortion as a method of family planning in other nations.”727 After reports in 

the media about the blocking of the search term, a university official explained that the search engine 

administrators seemed to have overreacted. USAID had complained about two references in the search 

engine to websites which were one-sided in favor of abortion rights. The search engine operators had 

subsequently decided to block the entire keyword. The USAID official defended the complaints about 

the specific websites with reference to the government policy mentioned above.728 

In Europe, the most famous example of the idea of keyword blocking is the proposal by former 

European Justice and Home Affairs Commissioner Franco Frattini. In 2007 Frattini told Reuters he 

planned  

“to carry out a clear exploring exercise with the private sector [...] on how it is possible to use 

technology to prevent people from using or searching dangerous words like bomb, kill, genocide 

or terrorism."729 

The plan to have search engines or other services block ‘dangerous words’ never seems to have 

materialized but was not as out of touch with reality as some commentators in the media might have 

thought it was. In 2005, for instance, the UK Home Office published a recommendation on good 

practices for search service providers, which contained the same proposal. The official government 

document stipulated that: 

“[T]he IWF maintains a list of key words or combinations of words which, whilst not illegal in 

themselves, can be used to search for illegal material. Search providers should consider using this 

list to prevent abuse of their services by individuals seeking illegal material.”730 

The IWF, the Internet Watch Foundation, is the UK hotline for child abuse material online. More 

precisely, it is a private-public partnership with the aim to combat child pornographic material online 

(worldwide) and criminally obscene and incitement to racial hatred content (in the United Kingdom).731 

The IWF administers the blacklist used in the so-called CleanFeed system, which entails the blocking of 

child pornographic material by major UK access providers.732 The IWF blacklist of “potentially criminal 
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URLs related to child sexual abuse content on publicly accessible websites” is provided to all members to 

the IWF, which includes all major search engine providers operating in the United Kingdom. 

Search engine providers and other relevant members and partners not only receive the list of URLs 

filtered through the Cleanfeed system, they also receive the list of keywords mentioned above. 

According to the IWF, this is a “list of words and phrases commonly used by those seeking out child 

sexual abuse and criminally obscene adult content,” which can “help search engine providers to improve 

the quality of search returns.”733 It is unclear whether (and if so, how) search engines actually use the list 

to monitor, rank or block particular search results. One of the ways such lists are possibly being used is 

in the context of search query suggest and auto-complete functionalities. For words leading to certain 

predictably offensive queries the search suggest functionality does not auto-complete or trigger any 

suggested queries.734 Notably, the search suggest functionality has already by itself led to some legal 

developments in other countries. In Italy, for instance, Google was held liable for suggesting queries 

which a Court held to be defamatory.735 Furthermore, the music industry has successfully lobbied 

Google to incorporate changes to its search suggest functionality. It will now “prevent terms that are 

closely associated with piracy from appearing in Autocomplete.”736 The Paris Court of Appeal dismissed 

liability for suggesting words like ‘torrent’ or destinations like RapidShare.737 

While the removal of a reference from search results only blocks access to the specific website through 

the search service, the blocking of keywords goes much further. This is a direct result of the way in 

which search engines produce a set of relevant references in response to a search query. The search 

engine would typically select all the documents in the index containing the search query terms as 

possibly relevant for the user. Hence, a restriction on providing references in response to a certain 

search query consisting of certain keywords would function like a prior restraint on search media to 

refer to any material containing the allegedly dangerous keywords. As a result, filtering all references for 

a keyword is likely to prevent effective access to a host of lawful material as well. From the perspective 

of the right to freedom of expression legal requirements to use such lists by general purpose search 

engines to block searches are likely to be disproportionate. Considering the strict requirements related 

to prior restraints, such legal requirements would be highly questionable under the right to freedom of 

expression as protected by Article 10 ECHR. 738 
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The fact that certain terms could be used to search for unlawful material does not imply that there are 

no legitimate uses of the terms in search engines. In fact, controversy about a certain issue may actually 

imply there are strong reasons to get access to information about the issue in question. For a keyword 

like genocide, which was included in Frattini’s proposal, it’s actually hard to imagine how a search for 

[genocide] could have any causal connection to genocide or illegal material relating to genocide. 

Actually, a ban on searches for genocide would be similar to a ban on searches for [holocaust] because 

of the existence of holocaust denial online. If we consider a possible search term like ‘child 

pornography’, it could be true that people interested in finding child pornographic material use general 

purpose search engines and similar search queries to find this type of illegal material. In fact child 

pornography laws typically make such attempts to access child pornography a crime and all search 

engines readily respond to requests to remove references to actual child abuse material from their 

index. If the keyword is blocked instead, others that want to access information about the phenomenon 

of child pornography would be barred from using one of the most effective means available to inform 

themselves or could be chilled from looking further because of the blocking of these words. Notably, this 

also prevents people from learning more about what their government is actually doing against child 

pornography. 

Another question is whether search engines are or should be legally allowed to voluntarily block the use 

of certain keywords. Surely, for search engines keyword blocking based on lists of controversial words 

and phrases could be one of the most economical ways for search engines to deal with the risks that 

they may facilitate access to illegal content. At the same time, they would risk harming their value for 

users as well as being accused of censoring the Web. In the United States voluntary keyword blocking by 

search engines would be protected by the Communications Decency Act, Section 230. In Europe there 

are no specific rules protecting or preventing search engines from keyword blocking. It is doubtful that 

voluntary blocking of keywords to prevent access to illegal content could be argued to be unlawful. 

Under very specific circumstances, including the type of search engine and its market power, the 

context, the reasons for blocking a keyword and the particular keywords that are being blocked, there 

could arguably be a positive obligation on the State under Article 10 ECHR to prevent certain negative 

effects of keyword blocking on access to lawful content from taking place. At the same time, the 

predictable negative and disproportionate impact of keyword blocking on access to information for end-

users implies that it should not be promoted by the government as a proper way for search engines to 

deal with access to illegal or possibly harmful content in the first place. 

9.3 Intermediary liability and search engines 

9.3.1 Discussion of intermediary liability regulation for search engines 

As already mentioned in the previous section, the discussion of proactive involvement of search engines 

to prevent access to illegal and harmful material through their services cannot be separated from their 

legal responsibility as regards the findability of illegal third party content. There are a variety of laws that 

can make the publication of references in search engines legally problematic: data protection law, 

defamation and general tort law, criminal law, copyright law, trademark law and the law of trade 

secrets. The typical lack of editorial control with regard to the legality of material in the index means 
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that search engines will normally contain some references that are unlawful themselves or link to 

unlawful material. The question is to what extent search engines can be held legally accountable for 

references containing or referring to unlawful information. When are search engines liable for such 

“unlawful references”? Is it possible that, and if so, under which circumstances are search engines 

themselves operating unlawfully because of their facilitative role as regards illegal material online? And 

more specifically, can there be a legal obligation to remove unlawful references and, if so, under what 

circumstances? 

Generally, this is a question about intermediary liability for which specific legislation has been adopted 

both in the United States and the European Union. In the next section, the position of search engines in 

the intermediary liability framework in the EU and the U.S. will be discussed. After concluding that a 

clear search engine specific safe harbor for search engines is absent at the European level, in contrast to 

United States law, the implications of this absence for the legal liability of search engines for third party 

content will be discussed from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. 

9.3.2 Intermediary liability of search engines and the Directive on Electronic Commerce 

The liability of online intermediaries has been on the European legislative agenda since the end of the 

1990s.739 However, search engines have hardly been addressed in this debate.740 The core result of 

European legislative efforts is the Directive on Electronic Commerce (2000/31/EC).741 The objective of 

the Directive on Electronic Commerce (shortly: Directive or ECD) is “to contribute to the proper 

functioning of the internal market by ensuring the free movement of information society services 

between the Member States.”742 In recital 40, it is noted that “both existing and emerging disparities in 

Member States’ legislation and case-law concerning liability of service providers acting as intermediaries 

prevent the functioning of the internal market, in particular by impairing the development of cross-

border services and producing distortions of competition.”743 

The Directive aims to solve these internal market problems by introducing safe harbors for certain types 

of intermediaries. To be precise, the section in the Directive on the liability of information society 

services744 acting as intermediaries does four things. First, it defines three categories of intermediaries, 

namely ‘mere conduit’ (Article 12), ‘caching’ (Article 13), and ‘hosting’ (Article 14). Second, for each of 

these categories it contains a conditional liability exemption. Third, it explicitly leaves open the 

possibility for a court or administrative authority to require the provider to terminate or prevent an 
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infringement. In particular, the safe harbors do not restrict the possibility of obtaining injunctive relief, 

for instance a court order on an online intermediary to remove a certain piece of unlawful material from 

their servers or to hand over identification data with regard to subscribers.  Moreover, the exemptions 

do not affect the lawfulness of the processing of information by providers of any of these types of 

intermediary services. The lawfulness has to be determined by applying the relevant laws of the 

Member States. Finally, the Directive proscribes general obligations on the providers of services, 

covered by Article 12-14, to monitor the information that they transmit or store or to seek facts or 

circumstances indicating illegal activity (Article 15). 

An important result is that the exemptions do not protect the providers of exempted services against 

litigation, most notably in the form of injunctive relief, the availability of which will depend on the law of 

the Member States.745 An early version of the ECD proposal did contain an EU level restriction on 

injunctive relief – for online intermediaries within the scope of article 12, 13 or 14 ECD – to prohibitory 

injunctions. As Koelman explains, this restriction could be interpreted to prevent court orders that 

would require affirmative steps to avoid future unlawful third party activities from taking place. 746 The 

final text of the Directive, however, does not restrict injunctive relief. In fact, recital 45 clarifies that the 

Directive does “not affect the possibility of injunctions of different kinds”. The room for injunctive relief, 

which depends on the law of the Member States, should of course respect the demands of Article 10 

ECHR and similar safeguards of the right to freedom of expression at the national level. 

The question is how search engines fit into the EU’s intermediary liability regulation. The European 

Court of Justice has recently started to interpret the scope of the safe harbors as applied to search 

services and the European Commission launched a consultation in 2010 that specifically addresses the 

issue of search engine intermediary liability. However, before discussing these more recent legal 

developments it is important to examine the legislative background of the intermediary liability 

framework in the EU, the United States and the EU Member States regarding the treatment of search 

engines. 

The ECD does cover search engines as information society services, as can be seen in recital 18: 

[I]nformation society services are not solely restricted to services giving rise to on-line contracting but also, in 

so far as they represent an economic activity, extend to services which are not remunerated by those who 

receive them, such as those offering on-line information or commercial communications, or those providing 

tools allowing for search, access and retrieval of data [...]. 747 

Seen in its proper context, Article 21 ECD on the re-examination by the European Commission suggests 

that search engines (information location tools) and hyperlinks are not covered by the intermediary 

liability regime of the Directive. Article 21.2 ECD provides that: 
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in examining the need for an adaptation of this Directive, the report shall in particular analyse the need for 

proposals concerning the liability of providers of hyperlinks and location tool services [...].748  

This provision was added to the European Commission’s proposal for the Directive as a result of an 

amendment by the European Parliament.749  

The legislative history of the Directive does not clarify why search engines were not specifically included 

in the intermediary liability regime.750 The safe harbors in the ECD are modeled on the safe harbors in 

the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act, adopted two years earlier in the United States. The DMCA, 

however, does contain a specific safe harbor for hyperlinking and information location tools in 17 U.S.C. 

§ 512 (d). Apparently, it was not politically viable in the EU to extend the harmonized safe harbor regime 

to hyperlinks and search media. Surely, the regime of Articles 12-15 can be seen as a compromise 

between the interests of the major stakeholders involved in the preparatory stages of the legislative 

proposal.751 Since search engines were less dominant players at the time of drafting and were 

predominantly U.S.-based, it is conceivable that they were not involved or considered in these 

preparatory stages. If anything, the EU safe harbor compromise in the ECD mostly settled intermediary 

liability for traditional access and hosting intermediary activities. Search engines, selection 

intermediaries more generally and other (more active) types of hosting intermediaries, such as online 

marketplaces such as eBay or user created content aggregators such as YouTube, were not as developed 

as they are now. The extent to which these other intermediaries can assert a legislative safe harbor also 

remains the subject of intense debate and litigation at the national and European level. 

9.3.3 Intermediary liability of search engines in the United States 

If one looks at the United States, for comparison, there are a number of interesting similarities and 

differences, in particular with regard to the position of search engines. As discussed in Chapter 6, U.S. 

Congress introduced two separate branches of intermediary liability regulation in the first major round 

of Internet legislation at the end of the last century.752 Unlike the European safe harbors discussed 

above, the U.S. safe harbor regime is therefore not horizontal, resulting in a complicated set of different 

liability exemptions for different types laws. And unlike the EU safe harbors, both safe harbors extend to 

search engines and hyperlinks. 
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One set of safe harbors was introduced by the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 1998 and can 

be found in 17 U.S.C. § 512.753 The respective safe harbor for hyperlinking and search engines in section 

512 (d) introduces a reactive notice and takedown obligation as a condition for protection against 

monetary liability for copyright infringements by third parties: 

17 U.S.C. § 512 (d) Information location tools.  

A service provider shall not be liable for monetary relief, or, except as provided in subsection (j), for 

injunctive or other equitable relief, for infringement of copyright by reason of the provider referring or 

linking users to an online location containing infringing material or infringing activity, by using information 

location tools, including a directory, index, reference, pointer, or hypertext link, if the service provider-- 

(1)  (A) does not have actual knowledge that the material or activity is infringing; 

(B) in the absence of such actual knowledge, is not aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing 

activity is apparent; or 

C) upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, acts expeditiously to remove, or disable access to, the 

material;  

(2) does not receive a financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity, in a case in which the 

service provider has the right and ability to control such activity; and 

(3) upon notification of claimed infringement as described in subsection (c)(3), responds expeditiously to 

remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing 

activity, except that, for purposes of this paragraph, the information described in subsection (c)(3)(A)(iii) shall 

be identification of the reference or link, to material or activity claimed to be infringing, that is to be removed 

or access to which is to be disabled, and information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to 

locate that reference or link.754 

Subsection (j) restricts the availability of injunctive relief, for mere conduit, hosting and other 

intermediaries. For search engines, injunctive relief is restricted by 17 U.S.C. § 512(j)(1)(A)(iii) to relief 

that  

the court may consider necessary to prevent or restrain infringement of copyrighted material specified in 

the order of the court at a particular online location, if such relief is the least burdensome to the service 

provider among the forms of relief comparably effective for that purpose.  

In addition, 17 U.S.C. § 512(j)(2) lists four specific considerations a court has to account for when 

considering injunctive relief on intermediaries that fall within the safe harbor framework. In particular 

the consideration in 17 U.S.C. § 512(j)(2)(C) seemingly takes into account concerns related to the right to 

freedom of expression. Under U.S. law, Courts have to take into account  
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whether implementation of such an injunction would be technically feasible and effective, and would not 

interfere with access to noninfringing material at other online locations. 

As mentioned above, similar restrictions on injunctive relief are absent in the Directive on Electronic 

Commerce. 

For other types of illegal content, such as for defamation, the safe harbor for intermediaries is provided 

by the Communications Decency Act (CDA) (47 U.S.C. § 230). The scope of CDA, Section 230 can be 

found in 230 (e), which provides that Section 230 is superior to state law and has no effect on criminal 

law, intellectual property law, and communications privacy law. As was discussed in Chapter 6, CDA 230 

provides a safe harbor to a broad class of intermediaries, defined as interactive computer services, 

ranging from access providers to discussion boards and search engines. 755  The case law about the scope 

of the safe harbor has followed the Fourth Circuit’s conclusion in Zeran that “[b]y its plain language, § 

230 creates a federal immunity to any cause of action that would make service providers liable for 

information originating with a third-party user of the service”.756  

The legislative purpose of CDA section 230 was also to take away legal incentives for intermediaries not 

to interfere with illegal and harmful third party content, indecency in particular, hence its title the ‘Good 

Samaritan Defense’.757 Furthermore, the immunity provided by CDA 230’s is absolute in the sense that it 

does not include a notice and takedown obligation. Even after obtaining knowledge about specific 

instances of third party illegal material on its service, a search engine would not be liable if it decided 

not to remove it or prevent access to it. Hence, CDA 230 does not only protect interactive computer 

services from being treated as publishers, it also protects them against being treated as distributors.758 

Finally, although CDA 230 does not cover liability based on criminal law, it is generally interpreted to 

protect against all state laws, including state criminal laws and also against civil law claims based on 

federal criminal statutes. The remaining space for criminal liability of search engines and intermediaries 

more generally is probably limited.759 Electronic communications privacy legislation is also excluded and 

has its own rules about the responsibility of electronic communications service providers for the use of 

their services for harassment or similar problems. 

The two branches of intermediary liability regulation in theU.S.do not provide the complete framework 

for search engine intermediary liability. Trademark infringement is neither covered by the DMCA, nor by 

the Communications Decency Act. For trademark liability, the Lanham Act contains what could be called 
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a safe harbor in section 1114(2) for the category of ‘innocent infringers’. This category could include 

search engines.760  

9.3.4 Search engine intermediary liability in Europe at the national level 

To complete the picture of search engine liability regulation from the European perspective, it is 

necessary to say something about the treatment of search engine intermediary liability at the level of 

the various Member States. The absence of a search engine specific safe harbor at the EU level from the 

intermediary liability regulation in the ECD has led to divergent treatment of search engines by 

legislatures and the judiciary in the various Member States of the European Union. Importantly, the ECD 

does not provide for full harmonization of intermediary liability exemptions. There were amendments in 

this direction by the European Parliament, but they did not make it into the final proposal.761 Therefore, 

the ECD left room for the Member States to extent the safe harbors to search engine providers and 

other intermediaries. According to the European Commission’s first report on the application of the ECD 

this room has been used by a few Member States, including Spain, Portugal, Austria and EEA-member 

Liechtenstein.762 The new EU Member States Hungary and Poland also extended the limitation on 

liability for providers of hosting services to information location tools.763 Some national courts have, like 

the ECJ, applied the hosting safe harbor to search engines.764 The absence of a search engine-specific 

safe harbor at the EU level also means that Article 15 ECD not obviously apply in the context of search 

engines. This would mean that EU law does not stand in the way of national legal preventive duties of 

care or duties to monitor for search engine providers. Notably, it is quite possible that Article 15 is 

merely a restatement of general legal principles which are already recognized at the national level. The 

same is actually true for Articles 12 to 14 ECD.765 

In the remainder of this section, some notable developments in different European countries with 

regard to search engine intermediary liability regulation will be addressed, as well as the more recent 

case law of the European Court of Justice about the scope of the hosting safe harbor. The latter is 

significant for the legal framework for search engines as the ECJ leaves room for the view that search 

engines are within the scope of Article 14 ECD. 
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The overview of national developments is far from comprehensive.766 Instead it functions as an overview 

to allow for a subsequent discussion about the merits of the legislative and different legal solutions from 

the perspective of freedom of expression. First, the choice of some legislatures to explicitly extend the 

safe harbors from the Directive to search engines will be discussed. After that, some notable case law in 

the Member States in which search engine liability was left unaddressed in the implementation of the 

Directive on Electronic Commerce will be addressed. The section will conclude with a discussion of more 

recent developments at the EU level, namely the European Commission review of the Directive and the 

case law of the European Court of Justice about the scope of Article 14 ECD. 

Austria has adopted a search engine liability exemption modeled on the mere conduit safe harbor of 

Article 12 ECD. 767 Interestingly, in the Austrian government’s initial proposal, the safe harbor was 

modeled on the hosting exemption of Article 14, which is similar as the safe harbor for search engines in 

the DMCA. Various stakeholders responded to the initial choice of the Austrian government with a range 

of arguments against treating search engine providers like hosting providers. It was argued that search 

engines are not the source of the information they link to, and are not in the position to remove it from 

the Web.768 The Austrian legislature changed the proposal into the mere conduit regime. 

The Spanish legislature chose to adopt the hosting regime of Article 14 for unlawful results of search 

engine providers.769 The Spanish law contains one provision for providers of hosting and search engine 

services. A hosting or search engine provider is not held liable for resulting damages if they do not have 

knowledge of the illegal nature of the information. The exemption requires that they act expeditiously if 

they obtain such knowledge. The Spanish implementation has been praised for providing legal certainty 

for search engines.770  

However, the safe harbor does not protect search engines against administrative orders and litigation 

seeking injunctive relief. In 2011, for instance, the Spanish Data Protection Authority, which is charged 

with overseeing compliance with the EU Privacy Directive (95/46/EC), ordered Google to stop 

referencing to allegedly defamatory Spanish newspaper articles.771 Google has challenged the 

administrative order to remove 100 links in Spanish court, which has reportedly led to referral to the 

European Court of Justice.772 Most remarkably, the articles themselves, some of which are authored by 

major Spanish newspaper El Pais, and others, including official government reports published in the 
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interest of transparency, are not the subject of litigation and are not proven to be defamatory or privacy 

infringing in court. In fact, the Spanish Data Protection Authority has no power to request their removal 

from the sites themselves but merely seeks to limit the alleged damage of the allegedly defamatory 

articles through obscuring their existence in search engines.773 In its defense against the order Google 

explicitly refers to the profound chilling effect of the order on the right to freedom of expression. 

Spanish authorities, in turn, claim that the respective individuals have a right to be forgotten, a concept 

which has been made central in the review of the EU Privacy Directive by the European Commission.774 

However, the idea that search engines could be ordered to remove material from their index while the 

actual publication of this material should be considered legal is not consistent with the freedom of 

search engine providers to publish references as protected by Article 10 ECHR and the protected 

interests of information providers to freely find their way to an audience through search engines.775 

In Germany the ECD is implemented through the federal Telemediengesetz (TMG), amended in 2007. 

Articles 8-10 of the TMG do not contain limitations on liability for hyperlink and location tool providers, 

similar to the initial law implementing the Directive on Electronic Commerce, the Teledienstegesetz of 

2002. Search engines, through the FSM, have expressly asked to extent the framework to search engines 

and to adopt the Austrian solution, but the German legislature has not acted on this industry plea 

(which explicitly refers to the value of a search engine-specific safe harbor for the realization of the right 

to freedom of expression).776 Consequently, the liability of search engines is governed by general laws, 

applied by German courts in an increasingly complex body of case law.777 Of special concern in the 

debate in Germany has been the question about the possibility of preventive duties of care on search 

engines imposed on the basis of the German tort law doctrine of ‘accessory liability’ (Störerhaftung), 

which could result in obligations on search engines to filter or actively monitor for specific unlawful 

references they might refer to. 

The Dutch legislature transposed Articles 12-15 almost literally into the Dutch Civil Code.778 In the 

absence of legislation and in view of the different outcomes of legal proceedings, the liability of search 

engines is a difficult, possibly open, issue in Dutch law.779 Until today, the Dutch government or 

Parliament has not discussed the issue of hyperlink or search engine liability. Case law with regard to 

search engine (secondary) liability is scarce.780 Dutch courts deal with questions about search engine 

liability and possible duties of care to remove references through general tort law principles, which 

tends to lead to a standard amounting to a safe harbor similar to that of hosting providers. Only after 
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obtaining knowledge from which the unlawfulness of a reference is apparent would there be a duty of 

care on search engines to remove the reference from the index. 

The United Kingdom transposed the Directive on Electronic Commerce into national law in 2002 with 

the Electronic Commerce Regulations 2002 and did not insert additional exemptions for providers of 

hyperlinks and information location tools.781 In the end of 2006, the U.K. government conducted a 

review of the intermediary liability regime specifically addressing the question whether the existing safe 

harbors should be extended to providers of hyperlinks, location tools and content aggregation 

services.782 The government received a predictably mixed response to its questionnaire and concluded 

that there was at that point insufficient evidence to justify an extension of the limitations on liability at 

the national level.783 More specifically the U.K. government concluded that the issue should be dealt 

with at the EU level by the European Commission in its review of the Directive. 

9.3.5 Developments at the EU level and the ECJ 

Article 21 of the Directive instructs the European Commission to conduct a biannual report on the 

application of the Directive. The report must contain an analysis of the need for proposals concerning 

the liability of providers of hyperlinks and location tool services.784 In the report of 2003, concluding the 

first and only review thus far, the European Commission concluded there was no reason to amend the 

existing intermediary liability rules with regard to search engines.785 The Commission did note diverging 

legislative choices and wrote the following about legal developments with regard to search engine 

liability: 

“It is encouraging that recent case-law in the Member States recognizes the 

importance of linking and search engines to the functioning of the Internet. In general, 

this case-law appears to be in line with the Internal Market objective to ensure the 

provision of basic intermediary services, which promotes the development of the 

Internet and e-commerce. Consequently, this case-law does not appear to give rise to 

any Internal Market concerns.”786 

Of course the Directive was rather new and some Member States still needed to implement it at the 

time of the review. The Commission subsequently placed the issue on the agenda of the next review. In 

2010 the Commission finally launched a public consultation which will probably lead to an official review 

of the Directive. The consultation pays special attention to the question of intermediary liability, 

including the position of search engines in the EU safe harbor framework.787  
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Clearly, the short overview in the previous section clarifies there is significant divergence between the 

Member States with regard to the liability of search engines for unlawful references. This state of affairs 

has consistently led researchers to conclude that search engine liability in the EU is in a worrisome state 

and should be amended.788 In fact, it is hard to disagree with Google’s submission in response to the 

consultation: 

“the law in this area is in tatters. Harmony across the EU is non-existent. There is no clarity for 

users, information society services or the courts.”789 

In the mean time, the European Court of Justice has started to answer prejudicial questions about the 

scope of the safe harbors in the ECD. Unfortunately, however, the ECJ may have added to the confusion 

by concluding that search engines – at least with regard to sponsored links - could actually assert the 

protection of the hosting safe harbor, instead of concluding that the ECD does not harmonize search 

engine intermediary liability. In addition, the ECJ has restricted the EU safe harbors to intermediary 

activities of a "merely technical, automatic and passive nature", a formula which is based on recital 42 of 

the Directive. A short review of the ECJ’s main conclusions as well as the corresponding opinions of the 

Advocates General can be instructive to show the confusion about the scope of intermediary liability 

regulation at the EU level. 

The first case touching on search engine liability to reach the ECJ was the Google AdWords case. This 

case was referred to the Court by the French Cour de Cassation in proceedings between Google France 

and Louis Vuitton. The case deals with the widely litigated question of whether a search engine can be 

held legally accountable for trademark infringements in sponsored search results.790 Amongst the 

prejudicial questions was the question whether: 

“the provider of the paid referencing service be regarded as providing an information society 

service consisting in the storage of information provided by the recipient of the service, within 

the meaning of Article 14 of [Directive 2000/31], so that that provider cannot incur liability 

before it has been informed by the trade mark proprietor of the unlawful use of the sign by the 

advertiser?”791 

In his opinion, Advocate-General Maduro answers this question in the negative. As he rightly concludes, 

search engines do qualify as information society services. His analysis on this point is complicated 

somewhat by his consideration of the claim, that Article 21 ECD may be interpreted as meaning that 

search engines are not covered by the ECD at all. Usually Article 21 ECD is used as evidence that the 

Directive does not provide for a search specific safe harbor.792 With regard to the question whether 

Google can assert the protection of the hosting safe harbor for its AdWords service, the Advocate-

General relies on the nature of Google’s relationship with advertisers to conclude that it cannot. In his 
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opinion, Google is no longer a “neutral information vehicle” when providing the AdWords service, 

because it has a “direct interest in Internet users clicking on the ads’ links.”793 The Advocate-General 

derives this neutrality requirement from Article 15 of the Directive, which is, in his view, “the very 

expression of the principle that service providers which seek to benefit from a liability exemption should 

remain neutral as regards the information they carry or host.”794 The opinion concludes that, with regard 

to its organic results Google does in fact fulfill this neutrality requirement, on the basis of the following 

argument: 

“[Google’s] natural results are a product of automatic algorithms that apply objective criteria in 

order to generate sites likely to be of interest to the Internet user. The presentation of those sites 

and the order in which they are ranked depends on their relevance to the keywords entered, and 

not on Google’s interest in or relationship with any particular site. Admittedly, Google has an 

interest – even a pecuniary interest – in displaying the more relevant sites to the Internet user; 

however, it does not have an interest in bringing any specific site to the Internet user’s 

attention.”795 

Notably, Chapter 8 of this thesis concludes that search engines are not neutral by nature, since they 

actively match information providers and end-users and this active role with regard to the valuation of 

different online destinations for users is what helps to make one search engine more valuable than 

another.796 Since indifference to the value of information or an online destination offering goods or 

services would run contrary to the role of search engines for end-users it would be wrong to use this as 

a criteria for a search engine liability safe harbor. 

The ECJ does not follow this logic of the Advocate-General with regard to the scope of Article 14 of the 

Directive. The Court first explains that the hosting safe harbor in Article 14 ECD 

“applies to cases ‘[w]here an information society service is provided that consists of the storage 

of information provided by a recipient of the service’ and means that the provider of such a 

service cannot be held liable for the data which it has stored at the request of a recipient of that 

service unless that service provider, after having become aware, because of information supplied 

by an injured party or otherwise, of the unlawful nature of those data or of activities of that 

recipient, fails to act expeditiously to remove or to disable access to those data.”797 

In the Court’s view, the storage of “the keywords selected by the advertiser, the advertising link and the 

accompanying commercial message, as well as the address of the advertiser’s site” on the request of the 

recipient of the service, i.e. the advertiser, falls within the scope of this provision.798 Notably, the Court 

does not take into account Article 21 ECD. The ECJ then concludes that in order to profit from the safe 

harbors a service provider’s conduct “should be limited to that of an ‘intermediary service provider’ 
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within the meaning intended by the legislature in the context of Section 4 of that directive.”799 It then 

states that  

“it follows from recital 42 in the preamble to Directive 2000/31 that the exemptions from liability 

established in that directive cover only cases in which the activity of the information society 

service provider is ‘of a mere technical, automatic and passive nature’, which implies that that 

service provider ‘has neither knowledge of nor control over the information which is transmitted 

or stored’. 

114.    Accordingly […], it is necessary to examine whether the role played by that service 

provider is neutral, in the sense that its conduct is merely technical, automatic and passive, 

pointing to a lack of knowledge or control of the data which it stores.”800 

While mentioning a number of circumstances that must be considered irrelevant – the mere fact that 

service is subject to payment – as well as some circumstances that must be considered relevant – the 

role of the search engine in drafting the message or the selection of keywords that trigger the 

advertisement – the ECJ concludes that the national courts are in the best position to make the final 

assessment whether the provider’s conduct is actually protected by Article 14 ECD.  

In the AdWords case the ECJ does not address the question of to what extent organic results would face 

a similar treatment and it avoids using the terms ‘search engine’ and ‘information location tool’ 

altogether. However, its conclusions directly imply that all EU safe harbors are conditional on the cited 

criteria of recital 42 ECD. Moreover, the Court’s considerations directly impact on the state of affairs of 

search engine liability in the Member States. National legislatures that assumed that the ECD did not 

affect search engine liability and provided for a specific safe harbor at the national level are confronted 

with the situation that search engines may end up being covered by the safe harbors at the EU level in a 

way their legislation did not anticipate. The same is true for national courts. In Germany, for instance, 

courts considered themselves unconstrained by the Directive in their interpretation of national legal 

rules with regard to search engine liability for third party content.801 

One explanation that the European Court’s application of the wording of recital 42 in the context of the 

hosting safe harbor may have been a mistake has come from within the institution itself, namely from 

Advocate-General Jääskinen in the case between L’Oréal and eBay. The A-G points out that the safe 

harbors referred to in recital 42 solely concern the exemptions relating to ‘mere conduit’ and ‘caching’ 

and warns the Court against further attachment of recital 42 to the hosting safe harbor in Article 14.802 

In addition, he concludes that the ‘neutrality’ test is not the right test to decide on the scope of the 

hosting safe harbor in Article 14 ECD.803 In its judgment, however, the ECJ does not follow this opinion 
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and restates its conclusion in Google AdWords that an intermediary’s service falls outside of the scope 

of the EU safe harbors, when it, 

“instead of confining itself to providing that service neutrally by a merely technical and 

automatic processing of the data provided by its customers, plays an active role of such a kind as 

to give it knowledge of, or control over, those data […].”804 

Similarly to the Google AdWords case, the ECJ adds a number of considerations which national courts 

have to take into account when answering this question. Amongst these considerations, of specific 

concern for search engine providers is the ECJ’s conclusion that an intermediary service provider that 

has an active role in “optimising the presentation of the offers for sale” would lose the protection of the 

hosting safe harbor.805 

9.4 Intermediary liability regulation of search engines and freedom of expression 

9.4.1 Introduction 

What is at stake from the perspective of freedom of expression in the context of intermediary liability of 

search engines? Freedom of expression enters the considerations about appropriate third party liability 

standards in a number of ways.806 First, a clear legal framework for search engine providers for one of 

the most significant legal issues and related risks in operating a search service, namely third party 

liability, facilitates a proper market for these services. Since search engines are an essential element in 

the public information environment, the offering of such services should clearly not be hampered by 

legal uncertainty, but rather facilitated instead. Second, because of their facilitative role with respect to 

the communicative freedom of third parties, end-users and information providers in particular, the right 

to freedom of expression is inconsistent with extensive duties of care on search engines with regard to 

allegedly unlawful references, preventive duties of care to monitor for unlawful content in particular. 

Such duties of care would incentivize search engine providers to restrict legal information flows to limit 

their legal risks of liability and would therefore have a predictable chilling effect on the effective 

enjoyment of the right to freedom of expression in the online environment. For these reasons it is 

preferable to restrict the liability of search services to instances where a high level of fault can be 

established. The First Amendment standard developed in Sullivan for the press acting as an intermediary 

can serve as an excellent example of this generally accepted principle.807  Finally, in the absence of clear 

legal standards about their proper legal obligations for the references in their indexes, search engines 

could be incentivized to enter into restrictive self-regulation, for instance through filtering.808 

The first aspect mentioned above should not be overlooked. Freedom of expression and communication 

is served by the freedom of communications and information service providers to actually provide their 
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services online. The ECD also recognizes this in recital 9.809 Proper legal certainty for, and the free 

movement of, search engine services in the European internal market would serve the right to freedom 

of expression because it would facilitate the actual offering of such services. The apparent confusion 

about third party liability of search engines at the EU and Member State level can only be considered 

problematic from this perspective. In addition, a legal framework which would facilitate and stimulate 

the offering of a variety of search engines in the EU internal market could serve search engine choice 

and diversity. Dominant search engine providers such as Google are likely to be in a better position to 

deal with costly litigation or fulfill extensive duties of care imposed upon them.  

As to the second aspect, the substance of the third party liability standard for search engine providers, it 

is generally accepted that liability for third party material can lead to chilling effects on lawful 

communications. A search engine provider has an economic incentive to minimize legal liability. The 

best evidence of the chilling effect on search engine providers is provided by studies of the way in which 

search engines respond to notices of unlawful references under the DMCA safe harbor. This safe harbor 

requires that unlawful references are removed upon obtaining knowledge thereof through specific 

notifications, a requirement that major U.S.-based search engines adhere to on a global level. Empirical 

evidence shows that search engine providers may overreact to notices of unlawful references.810The 

search provider has to make a determination of the merits of the notification: is the reference truly 

unlawful? This determination isn’t easy and involves a prediction of what a judge would ultimately rule 

on the merits. The provider has to strike a balance between the risk of being too responsive to notices, 

thereby obstructing legal information flows and diminishing the social utility of its service, and the risk of 

being too restrictive in responding to such notices, thereby not fulfilling the condition of the safe harbor 

and becoming liable. 

Preventive duties of care not to provide references to unlawful material ever would basically mean that 

search engines would have to take strict editorial responsibility for the references provided by their 

services. The only way providers could be able to escape continuing risks of third party liability would be 

to review every reference in their index. The typical open governance of search engines, in which 

reliance is placed on billions of third party signals, would be impossible. Moreover, search engines would 

probably start to use Internet content filters and additional human review of every reference. In view of 

the amount of websites that is typically included in the index of general purpose search engines, this 

could mean that the index of general purpose search engines would be drastically reduced. And the 

dynamic nature of websites would pose an additional problem, possibly leading to white listing instead 

of general indexing of the Web. In short, general purpose search engines such as we know them would 

be made legally impossible. 

It is also clear that in the case of search engines services some balance needs to be struck between the 

freedom of expression interests addressed in detail in this study and the need to enforce copyright law, 

defamation and privacy law and other laws imposing restrictions on information flows. It seems safe to 

assume that Web publishing will remain free and the barriers to entry will remain low. Prior restraints 
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on the mere possibility to start a website are themselves unacceptable from the perspective of freedom 

of expression. At the same time, it is hard to argue against the assumption that some end-users will use 

this freedom to publish illegal or unlawful material online. General purpose search engines will 

subsequently crawl such websites and make them more widely available for a worldwide audience. 

Hence a balance has to be struck between compromising information retrieval for the Web and the 

Internet more generally on the one hand and accepting access to unlawful references in search engines 

on the other hand.  

Clearly, when deciding on the proper boundaries of search engine liability for third party material the 

right to freedom of expression is not the only concern. As was mentioned above, there are a variety of 

reasons why references might be legally problematic and their removal from search engines may be 

argued to be desirable. Search engines do, as a result of the way in which they operate provide 

references to material that may cause harm to a variety of third parties. To better understand the way in 

which a balance is and could be struck, it is important to understand the reasons for requiring search 

engines to remove such references in the first place. To arrive at this understanding, the next sections 

section will discuss the liability of search engines for references to unauthorized copies of creative works 

on the one hand and the liability of search engines for referring users to defamatory content and 

unlawfully published private information on the other hand. 

9.4.2 Search engine liability, freedom of expression and copyright infringing material 

The Internet and the Web facilitate the unlawful dissemination of copyright protected works in various 

ways, a full discussion of which is far beyond the scope of this study.811 What is clear, however, is that 

the effectiveness of the various dissemination models for creative content partly relies on the 

availability of an effective system to provide for findability of the content that is actually available for 

sharing. Obviously, the World Wide Web (in combination with search engines) is uniquely qualified to 

facilitate access to creative works. If a band publishes one of their songs on their website, it becomes 

available to a global audience. The same is true, however, if someone other than the copyright owner 

posts an unauthorized copy of a song online. Leaving aside the possible constraints on bandwidth of the 

respective website, the only thing that could stand in the way of a global audience having effective 

access to the unlawfully published material is the absence of an effective means to find it: a search 

engine. Hence, search engines typically end up facilitating the accessibility of unlawfully published 

creative works, such as movies, music and written material.  

To strike a balance between the need for effective information location tools and the interests of rights 

holders, the United States Congress provided for the specific safe harbor for information location tools 

in the DMCA, discussed in the previous section.812 In contrast, such a specific safe harbor for information 

location tools in the context of intermediary liability for copyright infringements was not adopted at the 

European level. Instead, the legal responsibility for carrying references to unauthorized copies of 

copyright protected material depends on the law of the Member State. In practice, the lack of a 
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harmonized legal standard with respect to copyright infringements in the EU is compensated by the fact 

that all major general purpose search engines do not restrict their DMCA policies to the United States 

context but comply with all notices about copyright infringement, as if the DMCA safe harbor were 

applicable on a global level. 

Hence, in practice notifications to general purpose search engines such as Google or Bing of references 

linking to copyright infringing material will usually lead to their removal. The fact that there has been no 

well-publicized case law in Europe about intermediary liability of general purpose search engines for 

references linking to copyright infringing material is evidence of a generally accepted status quo 

between rights holders and dominant search engines that follows the lines of the policy prescribed by 

the DMCA. 

From the European perspective, it is important to reflect on the question whether the DMCA is the 

lowest common denominator, or whether general purpose search engines based in the U.S. are 

exporting a free speech-friendly standard to the rest of the world. The absence of a safe harbor at the 

European level implies that national law has to be as strict in its treatment of search engines as United 

States law. Dutch law, seemingly, maximally requires general purpose search engines to remove 

references to infringing material, if they are ‘unmistakably infringing’.813 Arguably, this allows for a less 

responsive treatment of notifications of copyright infringement by general purpose search engines as 

required under the DMCA, which does not include similar wording “unmistakably” to prevent legal 

content from being removed. And this is certainly the case under Austrian law, which treats search 

engines as mere conduits for the content of third parties. Hence, leaving aside the issue of jurisdiction 

which obviously complicates matters considerably, it is possible that from the perspective of the law of 

certain European Member States general purpose search engines are removing too much. 

Of specific concern in the context of search engines and copyright infringements is the existence of 

specialized search engines for certain types of material on the Web, for instance for MP3 files, movies, 

software or for the so-called torrent files which make the exchange of such material over peer-to-peer 

networks possible. In this context the current status quo may more aptly be called an arms race. This 

arms race continues to result in plenty of litigation directed at specialized search tools, both in the 

United States and in Europe, with different results, a full discussion of which goes beyond the scope of 

this study. For instance, in the Netherlands, a Dutch Court of Appeals found MP3 search engine 

Zoekmp3 was to have acted unlawfully.814 This case involved a dispute between rights holders and a 

provider of a crawler-based search engine specialized in links to MP3 files on the Web. In the initial 

judgment, the District Court in Haarlem imposed a duty of care on Zoekmp3 similar to the safe harbor 

for hosting providers. Zoekmp3 had to remove ‘unmistakably unlawful’ references upon receiving 

notice. However, the Dutch Court of Appeals in Amsterdam ruled that the service was acting unlawfully, 

based on general Dutch tort law principles. The court concluded that the search engine was making its 

money by “structurally exploiting the availability of unauthorized mp3-files on the World Wide Web”, 
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finding Zoekmp3 had not taken the interests of rights holders sufficiently into account.815 The conclusion 

logically implies a duty for similar (vertical) search engines under Dutch law to actively prevent unlawful 

references from showing up in their service. 816  

9.4.3 Search engine liability, freedom of expression and the protection of private life and reputation 

Another important reason to press search engines for the removal of references is the protection of 

privacy and the reputation of individuals. Without having to consider precise empirical evidence, it is 

clear that defamatory publications are posted on the Web on a daily basis and the Web is a significant 

source of unlawfully published personal data.817 Search engines retrieve and include information and 

statements as related to natural persons in their lists of references. Notably, the actual harm that results 

from these publications typically manifests itself in the context of search results of popular search 

services like Google.  

It is in this context of defamation and privacy infringements through search engines that there are 

significant differences in the legal treatment of search engine liability between European states on the 

one hand and the United States on the other hand. In the United States the absolute safe harbor for 

search engines in CDA 230 has resulted in a situation in which plaintiffs have no proper legal redress 

when confronted with unlawful information in search results. In Europe the absence of a search engine 

specific safe harbor for intermediary liability implies that the legal obligations of search engines for 

these kinds of references will depend on the law of the Member State, while on a more fundamental 

level these obligations, like for the press and other types of media, will have to reflect a proper balance 

between the right to freedom of expression and the legally protected interests of the aggrieved person, 

including the right to private life as protected by Article 8 ECHR. 

Consider a hypothetical example of defamation in search results, for instance an untrue statement on an 

online forum that “X is an alcoholic.” The initial publication of this statement would typically be 

unlawful. If the online forum hosting the statement is crawled by search engines, the statement will 

normally show up as a reference in the search results for the query [X]. This will become a problem if 

there aren’t many people bearing the name ‘X’ and the reference is prominently ranked in popular 

search engines. 

If X were to notify the search engine provider of the unlawful reference, what should the search engine 

provider do? Under United States law, CDA Section 230 (c)(1) immunizes search engine providers for 

carrying the statement and showing the reference. The search engine could voluntarily decide to, but 

does not have to remove the reference.818 If it would remove the reference CDA section 230 (c)(2) also 

immunizes the search engine against possible legal claims from third parties, including the website and 

the author of the statement. 
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A growing number of U.S. commentators considers the blanket immunity provided by CDA 230 

problematic.819  Neither the provider of the discussion forum, nor the hosting service of that discussion 

forum, nor a provider of a search engine that would refer to the forum would be under an obligation to 

remove the statement.820 Obviously, the problems for X worsen if the website allows for anonymous 

postings – e.g. by not logging or registering any information, such as ip-addresses, about users – and 

refuses to delete the statement after notification by X. There are several documented cases with this 

background, the most well-known cases involving the websites JuicyCampus and AutoAdmit and the 

defamation, harassment and threatening of two female Yale Law School students.821 AutoAdmit 

provided an unedited discussion forum, did not log any information about the users of its service, and 

let search engines freely crawl the content on the website. 

The absence of any legal duty of care on Internet intermediaries as regards damages resulting from 

defamation, even after specific notification of apparently unlawful speech, is exceptional. It can be 

interpreted as a combination of the exceptional value that is placed on the value of free speech in 

United States law,822 combined with so-called cyberspace exceptionalism, i.e. the idea that legal 

governance online does not have to correspond to legal governance offline. 

The situation under United States law, in which the victim of a privacy infringement or an act of online 

defamation is left without any legal remedy to get the content removed from the search engine or the 

platform where it is posted is quite unthinkable in Europe. In the European context there is a clear need 

to strike a balance, as identified by the English court in Metropolitan discussed further below. This 

stands in stark contrast with the blanket immunity which is granted under United States law to a range 

of intermediaries. The precise duty of care of search engines, however, will depend on the national law 

of the Member States. Under Austrian law, search engine providers carrying the statement would be 

treated as mere conduits and exempted from monetary relief, even if they would have obtained 

knowledge of the unlawful nature of the statement. However, European safe harbors leave open the 

possibility of injunctive relief, which could also entail the removal of the statement from the search 

engine’s index. Other European countries have provided for an explicit safe harbor, comparable to the 

safe harbor for hosting providers. In these jurisdictions, search engine providers would have to remove 

the website containing the defamatory statement from their indexes after being specifically notified. A 

complicating factor in this regard is that search engine providers are not in a very good position to 

evaluate the defamatory nature of online content, while the massiveness of their index will have 

implications for their ability to respond to requests about problematic references. 

A different category of search engine liability cases relating to privacy and reputation involves the 

manipulation of search results to attract an audience. These cases are intricately linked to the operation 
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of search engines and their central role in the ‘attention economy’. There are a number of cases which 

involve the manipulation of search results to attract an audience for instance by providers of 

pornography websites. This manipulation typically consists of the use of popular search queries, such as 

a name of well-known persons in websites’ text, or in their metadata. The providers (spammers) use the 

popularity of celebrities to manipulate search results and attract traffic. This practice is commonly 

referred to as spamdexing.823 

One of such cases, in the Netherlands, involved a TV hostess who complained to Google about the 

search results for her name.824 A reference, titled Urmia Jensen naakt (Urmia Jensen naked), suggested 

the availability of nude material on the Web, even though no such nude material of the TV hostess was 

available on the websites. The Dutch Court of First Instance in Amsterdam ruled out the possibility of 

preventive duties of care for search engine providers as regards the content of search engine results and 

the content of the websites referred to. It also did not consider it the duty of care of Google to remove 

the material from its index if, after being notified, it was not found to be ‘manifestly unlawful’. A similar 

standard, using the wording ‘unmistakably unlawful’, had been developed for hosting providers in Dutch 

online intermediary liability case law with regard to hosting before the implementation of the ECD. 

Ultimately, the court concluded that Google had not been in the position to determine the unlawfulness 

of the reference and therefore it did not have to block the results in question after being notified.825 

In Germany there was a similar case with a different result. In the German case the court ordered the 

search engine to block the results and to install a filter that would prevent any future references with 

the combination of the plaintiff’s name and the word nackt (naked) from showing up in its search 

results.826 This type of keyword blocking is the type of preventive measure that was discussed in the 

previous section. These preventive measures, because of their overbroad character, should probably be 

considered inconsistent with the right to freedom of expression as applied to the search engine context. 

This case seems an outlier in German case law. In general, German courts have been more receptive of 

the public freedom of expression interests associated with the operation of search engines and have 

called for a careful balancing of the right to freedom of expression and information with competing 

interests such as the right to respect for privacy and integrity of the person.827 Probably the most 

important German court ruling relating to search engine and hyperlink liability is the Paperboy ruling of 

the German Supreme Court (BGH). In its report on the ECD, the European Commission took specific note 
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of this judgment’s consideration of the public interests in the functioning of search engines and 

hyperlinks, which it considered encouraging.828 

The Paperboy judgment affirmed the permissibility of the use of hyperlink technologies by crawler-

based search engines with a decision referring both to the social utility of selection intermediaries and 

the fundamental right of freedom of expression and information.829 In a more recent ruling, the Court of 

Appeals in Hamburg built on the BGH’s reasoning in Paperboy, concluding that the normal liability 

standard for publications would be too strict in the case of the publication of references by search 

engines.830 The Hamburg Court of Appeals concludes that the normal liability standard requires an 

exception in the case of search engines. 

“This follows from the required balancing between the general personality right and the freedom 

to impart and receive information, which is called for by a search engine decisively. That is to 

say, without the operation of search engines the practical application of the informational 

abundance on the World Wide Web would not be possible. In light of the tremendous amount of 

websites to be gathered, an automatic process is the only option for the gathering, extraction 

and presentation.”831 

In other words, the court argued that the liability of search engines for possibly unlawful expressions in 

their references – the result of the automatic reproduction of possibly unlawful information from the 

billions of websites on the Web – should be lowered because of the significance of search engines for 

the freedom of expression and information.832 The Court nullified a ruling of the Hamburg Court of First 

Instance which had ruled that search engines start to become liable for the reproduction of unlawful 

publications of third parties in their references as soon as they become aware of them. In addition, the 

provider, in the lower court’s view, would have to take preventive measures to ensure that similar 

infringements of the rights of others were not to take place in the future.833 The Court of Appeals 

disagreed with the Court’s conclusion. First, it considered that the snippets in question were not 

necessarily infringing, because of the automated nature of their composition and publication. The 

particular snippets were ambiguous and the average user could not interpret them in a way that would 

entail an infringement of the rights of the plaintiff.834 The Court did leave open the possibility that a duty 
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to remove unlawful references as well as a subsequent duty to prevent similar references from showing 

up in the future, could exist in a different context, for example if the content of the search results were 

to be unambiguously unlawful. 

In the United Kingdom there is a recent case, Metropolitan, which concerns the duty of care of search 

engines through the proper application of common law standards for defamation to search engine 

results at length.835 The High Court Judge in London decided that the defendant search engine could not 

be considered the publisher of the defamatory statements, neither in the search results nor on the 

underlying websites, before receiving specific notice. No could it be between the moment that it 

received notice and the moment it decided to remove the respective website from it index. The ruling 

draws specific attention to the state of search engine third party liability for defamation on websites 

across Europe, with numerous references to implementations of the Directive on Electronic Commerce 

and the case law in other Member States. In addition, the Court pays attention to the requirements of 

Article 10 ECHR. First the Judge accepts that he should “develop the law, in so far as it is necessary to do 

so, in a manner which is compatible with Article 10 [ECtHR].”836 In this context he points to “the principle 

now recognized in English law (and, for that matter, in Strasbourg jurisprudence) that no one Convention 

right is to be regarded as taking automatic precedence over any other [...].”  

The Judge then points out that he has to draw a balance between the right to sue effectively for 

defamation and the interference with the right to freedom of expression; the interference needs to be 

proportionate and necessary, ex Article 10 ECHR. The Judge summarizes this balance in the context of 

this case as follows: 

“I am invited here […] to come to the conclusion that it is neither necessary nor proportionate to 

impose potential liability for defamation on the owners or operators of a search engine in 

respect of material thrown up automatically on any of their “snippet” search results. It is to be 

borne in mind that in cases where there is a genuine need for compensation or vindication the 

relevant complainant would (at least in theory) have a remedy, somewhere, against the 

person(s) who put the original article on the Web, to which the search engine has merely drawn 

attention.”837 

The Judge concludes that “the purpose of Article 10 is to protect not merely the right of free expression 

but also, correspondingly, the right on the part of others to receive information sought to be 

communicated.”838 

The need to strike the balance, as identified by the English court in Metropolitan lies at core of European 

intermediary liability law. This stands in stark contrast with the blanket immunity which is granted under 

United States law to a range of intermediaries. Arguably the European Convention would not even 

permit European Member States to adopt a provision, similar to CDA 230, since it would be at odds with 
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the requirement that a proper balance must be struck between the right to an effective remedy for 

infringements of Article 8 ECHR.839 This requirement is most recently addressed by the ECtHR in the case 

K.U. v. Finland. In this case, an unknown person placed an online solicitation for a sexual relationship 

under the name of a young boy, listing the boy’s name, phone number, date of birth and picture. A 

second person contacted the boy and was later identified and prosecuted for this act. In addition, the 

notice was taken down, but the publisher of the notice remained unknown except for the IP address at 

the time the notice was placed. The victim tried to identify the publisher with the help of law 

enforcement agencies through the access provider that had issued the IP address. At that time, 

however, Finnish law did not give the police the authority to order the access provider to hand over the 

data to the police, because of the low punishment for the crime of acting under a fake identity. Finnish 

courts affirmed this impossibility. The complainant in K.U. v Finland subsequently claimed that Finnish 

law did not give him an effective remedy (Article 13 ECHR) under the Convention with regard to an 

infringement of his private life (Article 8 ECHR). 

In answering to the complaint under the Convention, the Court pointed to the positive obligation under 

Article 8 ECHR in the sphere of the relations of individuals between themselves. It concludes that the 

Member States  

“have a positive obligation inherent in Article 8 of the Convention to criminalise offences against 

the person, including attempted offences, and to reinforce the deterrent effect of criminalisation 

by applying criminal-law provisions in practice through effective investigation and prosecution 

[...].” 

Subsequently, it emphasizes the need to identify and prosecute offenders on the Internet: 

“It is plain that both the public interest and the protection of the interests of victims of crimes 

committed against their physical or psychological well-being require the availability of a remedy 

enabling the actual offender to be identified and brought to justice, in the instant case the 

person who placed the advertisement in the applicant's name, and the victim to obtain financial 

reparation from him.” 

In line with this reasoning the ECtHR concludes that the legal barrier under Finnish law to get access to 

the personal data held by the access provider, which blocked the identification and prosecution of the 

perpetrator was an infringement of the Convention. 

“An effective investigation could never be launched because of an overriding requirement of 

confidentiality. Although freedom of expression and confidentiality of communications are 

primary considerations and users of telecommunications and Internet services must have a 

guarantee that their own privacy and freedom of expression will be respected, such guarantee 

cannot be absolute and must yield on occasion to other legitimate imperatives, such as the 

prevention of disorder or crime or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. Without 
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prejudice to the question whether the conduct of the person who placed the offending 

advertisement on the Internet can attract the protection of Articles 8 and 10, having regard to its 

reprehensible nature, it is nonetheless the task of the legislator to provide the framework for 

reconciling the various claims which compete for protection in this context.” 

Clearly a blanket immunity for Internet intermediaries to continue carrying publications which entail 

severe infringements of the right to private life would run contrary to the demands of a proper balance 

between Article 8 and 10, as stated by the ECtHR in this case.840  Although the ECtHR does not 

specifically address the question about the need to have an effective remedy to get references to 

unlawful material removed from search engines, the Court’s reasoning seems to point in the direction of 

a positive obligation on the State under the Convention to provide for some kind of effective remedy to 

get material ultimately removed from search engines. The question is if, and how, this remedy can be 

constructed in a way that is both compatible with the freedom of expression and communication of 

Internet users and the rights and freedoms of third parties. 

9.4.4 The future of search engine intermediary liability in the EU: a recommendation  

Any third party liability imposed on search engines, for instance in the form of a safe harbor, conditional 

on a reactive duty of care to remove references to infringing, unlawful or illegal content, would have 

some negative effects on robust findability of online material. This last section of this Chapter will 

identify the legal option for regards search engine intermediary liability that best takes into account the 

right to freedom of expression while still observing the overarching need to strike a balance between 

the competing interests which are at stake in this context. 

As has been demonstrated, there is currently no clear answer to the question about search engine 

liability for third party material at the European level, and even at the level of the Member States much 

remains unclear. Since search engines are amongst the core services that make the online information 

environment work for everyone, there is quite obviously a good case for harmonization at the European 

level. Harmonization would strengthen the internal market for search engine providers, enhance the 

free movement of search engine services, and provide legal certainty which is currently missing.  

The initial reasoning of the European legislator not to harmonize was based on a combination of a lack 

of understanding of the significance of search engines for the online information environment and a 

willingness to wait for legal developments in the Member States. This has quite obviously led to a 

situation in which search engines, the most important of which are typically operating at a transnational 

level, are presented with a variety of legislative choices across Member States and continuing legal 

uncertainty in terms of complex legal developments in the case law of the Member States.  

Arguably, the recent case law of the ECJ has not improved the situation. Its emphasis on the standard 

from recital 42 ECD that intermediaries need to be neutral, as well as passive, merely technical and 

automatic in nature, may have further worsened the current state of affairs. Existing EU intermediary 
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liability regulation is already under continuous pressure. Introducing proposals for new exemptions will 

be difficult in an environment that seems to lean towards extended duties of care for intermediaries. 

However, the necessary discussion at the EU level about the need for an extension of intermediary 

liability regulation to hyperlinks and selection intermediaries should not start from the assumption that 

the current status quo is the result of a full discussion of the subject. Search engine liability was for the 

most part ignored in the process leading to the ECD and ultimately stalled in Article 21 ECD. The 

question is what form a search engine specific safe harbor at the EU level should have and under what 

circumstances and conditions a search engine provider could be legally required to remove unlawful 

references from its index.841 

Regardless of the type of safe harbor that would be applied to search engines, it is important that the 

obligation on Member States in Article 15 ECD not to impose general obligations to monitor third party 

content for illegal or unlawful communications on Internet intermediaries would be extended to search 

engine providers. Such general obligations could easily result in overly restrictive indexing practices by 

search engine providers, thereby resulting in serious obstacles to the right to freedom of expression 

online. Currently, the relevance of Article 15 (1) ECD for search engine providers comes to depend on 

the question of whether search engines can assert the protection of one of the safe harbors in Article 

12-14 ECD, since Article 15 ECD only applies to activities of information society services covered by the 

definitions of hosting, caching or mere conduit. 

In addition, the application of the requirement derived from recital 42 ECD in the ECJ’s case law that 

intermediary service provider’s activity should be “neutral, in the sense that its conduct is merely 

technical, automatic and passive, pointing to a lack of knowledge or control of the data which it 

stores”842 should be revisited. For search engines this requirement, when not specifically restricted to 

unlawful references could be particularly problematic, since the value of their intermediary activity in 

the public networked information environment is directly related to their lack of neutrality with regard 

to the value of the content for end-users. Moreover, the condition that its activity must remain technical 

and automatic could incentivize search engines to choose a hands-off approach with regard to the 

manual adjustment of problematic, low quality or possibly harmful search results.843 In fact, search 

engines do manually interfere with search results on a regular basis to enhance the quality of their 

services. The requirement that a search engine should remain passive could also have undesirable 

implications for innovation and improvements in the field of search result quality. Clearly, any 

conditions tied to a search engine specific safe harbor should leave room for search engine providers to 

develop new methods to enhance the quality of their service for end-users and to optimize their service 

as platforms for information providers to compete for an audience. 
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When choosing between the current safe harbors in the Directive of Electronic Commerce, maybe the 

most logical, and probably the most politically viable option for a search engine specific safe harbor, 

would be the hosting safe harbor. This would lead to a situation for search engines under EU law which 

is comparable to the legal situation for search engines in U.S. law under the DMCA, section 512 (d). As 

discussed before, several European Member States have already chosen to adopt a similar search 

engine specific safe harbor similar as for hosting providers in their national implementations of the 

Directive on Electronic Commerce. Due to the current policies of dominant search engine providers, this 

choice would also not have any practical impact on search engine governance in the context of online 

copyright infringements,844 and it would clarify the duties of care in the context of other interests such 

as defamation and privacy infringements. 

Arguably, however, from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression the hosting safe harbor is 

too strict for a number of reasons. First, research on the impact of the DMCA safe harbor on the 

practices of major search engines shows that search engine providers may end up removing allegedly 

unlawful material upon notice without conducting a proper review of the merits of the claim. Actually, 

search engines may not be properly situated to make the required legal assessment in the first place. 

Second, the condition which is typically tied to the hosting provision, to remove unlawful content once 

the provider has obtained knowledge of the unlawful nature of the content, could also be too strict. It 

could easily result in the removal of references while the original content remains on the Web. As was 

concluded in Chapter 8, the matter of fact availability of material online should be taken into account 

when assessing the permissibility of a legal obligation not to refer to this material. Notably, the hosting 

safe harbor is based on the standard for the duty of care of distributors.845 It may make sense to treat 

the hosting providers of (the publications on) websites as distributors. Search engines, however, are not 

the distributors of online material. They merely assist in the effective distribution of material that is 

already present. They are not in a proper position to remove it. Due to the properties of the World Wide 

Web and the Internet, search engines, like any other publisher of hyperlinks to online material, do have 

the capacity to provide end-users with direct access to the actual material. This should not lead to the 

conclusion that search engines should be considered everyone’s sole distributor. 

It may make more sense to treat search engines similar as mere conduits, similar as with Internet access 

providers.846 As was discussed above, search engines currently have the status of mere conduits under 

Austrian law, and, not surprisingly, this is also the preferred legal status of search engines themselves.847 

And as was discussed in the context of effective legal remedies against references to online publications 

that qualify as infringements of Article 8 ECHR, a mere conduit safe harbor for search engines could not 

be absolute, like CDA section 230 in the United States. Even in the case of a mere conduit safe harbor for 

search engines, there should be room for an effective remedy against certain unlawful references in 

search results. If the safe harbor would leave open the possibility for “a court or administrative 
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authority, in accordance with Member States' legal systems, of requiring the service provider to 

terminate or prevent an infringement,”848 as all the safe harbors in the ECD currently do, there is 

arguably such a legal remedy available. 

Strictly speaking, this would mean that everyone that is negatively affected by unlawful material in 

search engine results and who seek a remedy would depend upon a court or administrative authority to 

order the removal of this material from the search engines’ indexes or the voluntary removal on request 

by the search engine. Existing self-regulation such as discussed in Section 9.2.2, if continued, would 

acquire a more voluntary character. Search engines would not be liable for monetary relief, even after 

obtaining knowledge of the unlawful nature of the material, but they would still be subject to litigation 

(seeking injunctions) and possible administrative orders, if provided for under national law. Predictably, 

in such litigation, search engines would not be treated completely the same as Internet access providers, 

since search engines can actually remove the references to unlawful material, whereas Internet access 

providers do not have an index to remove anything from.849 Similarly as for hosting providers, courts and 

administrative authorities could maximally order search engine providers to remove the material if the 

material is unlawful. The idea that search engines could also be ordered to remove material from their 

indexes of which the actual publication online should be considered lawful is not consistent with the 

right to freedom of expression in the first place. An obligation on information providers to prevent 

references to lawful publications from showing up in search engines, for instance through the 

mandatory use of the robots.txt protocol, is similarly problematic.850 

If one would accept that search engines have a duty of care to remove unlawful references as soon as 

they become aware of them, the law would need to clarify what it means for a search engine provider to 

become aware. The knowledge requirement in the hosting safe harbor has usually been understood as 

requiring actual knowledge of specific unlawful material.851 A sufficiently clear notice to a search 

provider pointing to the specific unlawful material on a specific website could typically function as proof 

that the provider had knowledge of the unlawful nature of the material. To prevent a situation in which 

search providers err in favor of complaints about allegedly unlawful but actually perfectly lawful online 

publications, it would be preferable to restrict a reactive notice and takedown obligation of search 

engine providers to material that is manifestly or unmistakably unlawful. More generally, notice and 

takedown obligations on intermediaries could be codified in a way that guarantees due process with 

regard to the communicative interests of information providers and end-users and transparency and 

accountability with regard to the removal of content in particular. The guidelines relating to 

transparency and accountability in the CoE recommendation on freedom of expression and Internet 

filters, discussed in Chapter 6, can be useful in this context. 

The existing safe harbor model which comes closest to striking a proper balance between the societal 

interest in the freedom of expression and information in the context of search engines and the interests 

to prevent access to illegal and unlawful material on the other hand, is the safe harbor for proxy caching 
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services, the most obscure of the three safe harbors in the ECD. Proxy caching is an activity of network 

and access providers which involves the storage of popular online material closer to the end-user. The 

role of proxy caching is to enhance the accessibility of online material, but the material remains 

accessible regardless of whether it is cached by the particular network or access provider. The caching 

safe harbor in Article 13 ECD provides that information society services which provide transmission 

services are not liable for proxy caching if a number of conditions are satisfied. In particular, the content 

should not be modified, while conditions on access must be observed, as well as industry standards on 

the updating of and recording of data on cached content. Most importantly, the provider has to act  

expeditiously to remove or to disable access to the information it has stored upon obtaining actual 

knowledge of the fact that the information at the initial source of the transmission has been removed from 

the network, or access to it has been disabled, or that a court or an administrative authority has ordered 

such removal or disablement.852 

This condition on a search engine specific safe harbor would on the one hand reflect the reality that 

search engines, in their intermediary role, are merely facilitating access to online material and are not 

able to remove the material for end-users. On the other hand, it would provide some room for the legal 

requirement of search engines to remove references to illegal and unlawful material once the material is 

no longer available, or once a proper judicial authority, under applicable legal safeguards, has acquired a 

legal order to remove the actual material at its source. 

9.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has addressed the existing position of search engines in content regulation as well as their 

legal liability for referencing to third party material from the perspective of the right to freedom of 

expression. It has been shown that self-regulation by general purpose search engines, as currently exists 

in a number of European Member States is problematic from the perspective of freedom of expression. 

On the one hand, it is somewhat symbolic, and ineffective in addressing the underlying concerns. The 

analysis shows that these self-regulatory frameworks confuse the legal reasons for the pro-active 

involvement (to escape liability and further regulatory pressure), and the possible genuine willingness to 

address the concerns of public authorities about the facilitative role of search engines to open up illegal 

and unlawful content on the Web. Various examples show how public authorities and officials press 

search engines informally to block and remove websites from their indexes, and to pursue other 

strategies to prevent access to content, in a way that would be overbroad and therefore inconsistent 

with the right to freedom of expression if made into a legal obligation. 

A complicating factor is the lack of clarity about the legal responsibility of search engines for facilitating 

access to illegal and unlawful content online. Due to the connection between self-regulatory 

frameworks and actual legal responsibility, the analysis of self-regulation of access to illegal and harmful 

content in search engines leads to an analysis of the actual legal responsibility of search engines for the 

illegal publications of third parties.  
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The analysis of the position of search engine services in the regulation of Internet intermediary liability 

shows that search engines are inadequately addressed in these regimes, at least from a European 

perspective. The safe harbors for Internet intermediaries in Article 12-14 ECD, as well as the prohibition 

to impose general duties of care Internet intermediaries, do not clearly extend to providers of search 

engines. This stands in stark contrast to the legal situation of search engine providers under United 

States law, which not only contains safe harbors for the same categories of intermediaries which are 

exempted by the European Directive, but also provides for limited liability of search engines. As shown 

by the analysis, the absence of a harmonized safe harbor as regards intermediary liability of search 

engines, does not lead to strict liability at the level of the Member States, but instead a patchwork of 

legislative choices in some Member States to extend the safe harbors in different ways to search engines 

and complex legal developments in the case law of other Member States. 

The overview of intermediary liability of search engines in the Member States shows that freedom of 

expression, in particular the interests of end-users to access and use effective means to find online 

material, is often taken into account by the national courts when addressing the liability of search 

engines for third party material. However, the analysis also shows that there are many inconsistencies. 

Because of the general lack of uncertainty in the European context, the legal framework as regards 

intermediary liability for search engines can only be called unfavorable. In the mean time the lack of 

legislative clarity about the status of search engines and other intermediaries under the EU safe 

framework has started to produce case law at the European level. The analysis of this case law shows 

that the ECJ may have added to the confusion by concluding that search engines could actually assert 

the protection of the hosting safe harbor, instead of concluding that the ECD does not harmonize search 

engine intermediary liability. In addition, the fact that the ECJ has restricted the EU safe harbors to 

intermediary activities of a "merely technical, automatic and passive nature", may be problematic for 

search engines, considering the nature of the media. 

From the European legal perspective, it is clear that intermediary liability for search engines and 

possible additional alternative regulation of search engine access need to strike a balance between the 

freedom of expression interests addressed in this study and the need to enforce laws imposing 

restrictions on information flows on the other hand, such as defamation and privacy law or copyright 

law. A choice for blanket immunity, such as imposed by the Communications Decency Act, section 230, 

has been shown to be inconsistent with fundamental European legal principles, in particular the right to 

respect for private life (Article 8 ECHR). In that sense, Europe will have to formulate its own proper 

answer to the complex issue of intermediary liability of search engines. 

The final part of this chapter addressed the most obvious possible ways in which intermediary liability of 

search engines could be harmonized at the European level. From the perspective of freedom of 

expression, it is argued that a safe harbor, as is currently applied to hosting services, would be 

suboptimal, because of the tendency of search engines to be too responsive to legal notices in the 

context of a similar legal regime as imposed by the DMCA. Either the current mere conduit or the 

caching safe harbor should be taken as the starting point for formulating a proper safe harbor for search 

engines. This safe harbor should also take account of the communicative interests of end-users and 

information providers in transparency and due process, when websites are being removed for legal or 
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self-regulatory reasons. The current legal framework and actual search engine practices in regard to the 

removal of references for legal reasons do not sufficiently address these concerns. 
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Chapter 10: Search engine quality: pluralism, bias, transparency and user 

surveillance 
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10.1 Introduction 

It is generally agreed that the introduction of Google in the end of the 1990s had a significant positive 

impact on search engine quality. The leap in quality was mostly attributed to its better selection and 

ranking algorithms, discussed in Chapter 3.853 Apart from its successful implementation of the PageRank 

algorithm,854 which improved search result rankings significantly, Google’s success from the perspective 

of search engine quality was also related to its extremely user-friendly and clean search interface. 

Google was not caught up in distracting portal integration strategies and in the first years it did not 

incorporate any kind of advertising, let alone the types of distracting banner advertising that were 

commonly found on existing search engines at that time.  

But in general, what does it mean to say that a search engine is of high quality? The scientific literature 

on the subject has addressed a variety of subjects in this context. Decades ago, the information retrieval 

literature developed the standard quality measure for information retrieval technical systems in terms 

of recall and precision and such measures as well as the actual ranking models have been steadily 

improved. 855 Information scientists developed sophisticated theories about user-computer interaction 

and expectation of users which have helped the industry to adapt their services to the users’ needs. 

From the perspective of commercial search engine providers, search engine quality will most often be 

defined as end-user satisfaction, which can be used to substantiate the often used more technological 

term ‘relevance’.856  Notably, in both cases search engine quality is defined from the perspective of end-

users and not from the perspective of information providers or advertisers. 

Broadly speaking, in this chapter the question about search engine quality will be seen as the question 

about the way in which fundamental notions relating to the quality of the public information 

environment are affected by the way in which search engines value, select, rank and prioritize 

information and communication streams. Obviously, the notion of quality will depend on the perceived 

purposes and role of search engines in general: quality will have to be seen in relation to that role and 

those purposes. Instead of discussing the notions of search engine quality from the field of information 

retrieval,857 which is primarily focused on developing scientific models and tools to conceptualize and 

build better search engines, this chapter will focus on search engine quality from a regulatory and policy 

perspective. As search engines have become essential for the fulfillment of fundamental societal 

demands of general public interest, such as the free flow of and access to information and ideas, or 

consumer freedom in the market (not the specific focus of this study), it becomes essential to discuss 

how well the current offering of search engines is actually fulfilling these demands. 

This chapter will build on the conclusions about the role of search engines in the public networked 

information environment, conceptualized in more depth in the preceding chapters, and will focus on a 

number of selected regulatory notions and issues that implicate search engine quality in particular.  The 
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discussion will be limited to a discussion of three main regulatory issues relating to search engine quality 

and freedom of expression. First, the question will be addressed whether and how the regulatory 

notions of diversity and pluralism in the public information environment could be used as normative 

signposts in the context of search engine governance. Diversity and pluralism are amongst the most 

fundamental normative starting points for the regulation of the public information environment, which 

leads to the question how these starting points can inform the regulatory debate in the context of 

search. To what extent do search engines impact on diversity and pluralism of the public networked 

information environment? On the basis of existing evidence, what would be the main concerns if 

addressing search engines from this perspective and what is needed if legislators or regulatory agencies 

were to move forward from this perspective, which is after all a fundamental concern for them on the 

basis of Article 10 ECHR? 

Second, the regulatory debate related to the lack of transparency of the selection and ranking of search 

results, the possibility of various forms of (possibly hidden) bias, and more concretely the legal and 

policy issues relating to the advertisement business model of search engines and its impact on the 

quality of organic search results will be discussed. The question will be addressed to what extent the 

advertisement based business model entailing the sales and production of sponsored search results 

could entail incentives on search engine providers that would negatively impact on search engine 

quality. More specifically, the way in which the law and specific regulatory agencies have responded to 

concerns about search engine monetization through advertising with labeling obligations will be 

addressed as well as the merits of this response in view of the quality of search engines as mediators of 

the public information environment. 

The chapter will conclude with an analysis of the legal issues relating to user data processing and its 

impact on the selection and ranking of search results from the perspective of the right to freedom of 

expression. The amount and nature of the user data processed by search engine providers, the 

increased personalization of search engine output as well as the lack of transparency about these 

practices pose some difficult regulatory problems. In the final section, the question will be addressed 

how data protection regulation and the right to privacy can be seen as a prerequisite for intellectual 

freedom of search engines users as well as the way in which the current legal regime incorporates this 

concern. Moreover, end-users may be served by extensive user data processing and profiling, since it 

would lead to higher search quality through ever better tailored search results or advertisements. At the 

same time, for users it may be hard to assess the actual trade-off that is taking place in the absence of 

proper information about the end-user modeling and user data processing that is taking place and the 

impact it has on search engine output. Consequently, the question will be addressed whether the way 

search engines impact on information consumption as a result of user data processing and 

personalization leads to undesirable outcomes from the perspective of the ideals underlying the right to 

freedom of expression more generally. These issues will be addressed in the final part of this chapter. In 

particular, it will explore the way in which data protection law, through its various rights and obligations 

relating to the accountability for the processing of personal data could contribute to the establishment 

of informational autonomy of end-users in their relation with search engine providers. 
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10.2 Search engine quality: pluralism, diversity and bias 

10.2.1 The impact of search engines on pluralism and diversity: a short overview 

Considering the opportunities offered by current networked communications technologies and services, 

to take issue with diversity and pluralism in the networked information environment may need some 

clarification.858 The World Wide Web and networked communications more generally have both 

diminished and altered the power of traditional media and knowledge institutions to control the public 

information environment significantly. Because of the World Wide Web and shifting societal information 

practices, citizens no longer need traditional mass media to be able to make their ideas available for a 

broad audience. And because of the Web and search engines in particular, it may no longer matter a 

great deal whether or not a library selects a publication for their collection. 

This much celebrated ‘disintermediation’ or even ‘democratizing’ effect of networked communications, 

however, typically stressed the potential of the new environment in comparison with some of the 

drawbacks of the old environment in terms of control over public information flows. This effect was a 

blessing from the perspective of pluralism and diversity, at least if these notions were understood to 

relate to entry barriers to information access, production and distribution. It is in this vein that a recent 

Communication of the European Commission on ‘A Digital Agenda for Europe’ notes that: 

“The Internet is also a driver of greater pluralism in the media, giving both access to a wider 

range of sources and points of view as well as the means for individuals – who might otherwise 

be denied the opportunity – to express themselves fully and openly.”859 

But as the networked information environment matures, it has started to produce new bottlenecks, 

mediating institutions and apparent biases. On the one hand, the ease with which information and ideas 

can now be published may have solved some of the issues relating to pluralism and diversity in the 

context of content production and dissemination. On the other hand, the abundance of information and 

ideas online implies sharply increased competition for audiences, leading to what is often denoted as an 

‘attention economy’.860 

 In particular, the findability of information and ideas, as determined by the economical, institutional 

and increasingly complex technological infrastructure for the opening up of the public networked 

information environment, has sharply increased in importance. In the networked information society, it 

is simply not enough to publish one’s views to effectively participate in online debate. Winners and 

losers, from the perspective of effective dissemination of information and ideas, are partly determined 

by successful representation in search engines and related selection intermediary services. In particular, 

the impact of search engines and the algorithms they deploy for the prioritization of the publicity of 

certain sources of information over others have become an important issue in the debate about the 

effective dissemination of information and ideas, both from the perspective of information providers as 

well as end-users. 
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Central to the critique of the assumption of the positive impact of the Web on diversity and the 

equalizing impact on information access and production, is the following observation. In the public 

networked information environment, it is not decisive whether information and ideas are accessible or 

retrievable, but whether they are visible and likely to be encountered by Internet users.861 This 

observation leads Hindman and others to specifically consider the impact of dominant search engine 

Google on pluralism and diversity. On the basis of an analysis of the structure of the Web, they claimed 

that  

“Rather than “democratizing" the dissemination of information, the prospect of googlearchy 

suggests that citizens may continue to get their political information from only a few sources, 

even on the apparently limitless information vistas of cyberspace.”862 

This led them to conclude that there is a need for a careful consideration of the impact of dominant 

search engines on the visibility and relative accessibility of information and ideas. 

Some authors have addressed the actual impact of the selection and ranking mechanisms of various 

search engine services on the visibility of online information for end-users. An early example is the paper 

by Lawrence and Giles, who warned that “not only are the engines indexing a biased sample of the web, 

but new search techniques are further biasing the accessibility of information on the web.”863 However, 

since it is arguably the role of search engines to prioritize certain sources of information over others, this 

argument does not persuade to the extent that it is based on the assumption that search engines could 

or should actually facilitate equal accessibility of sources of information in search engines.  

The question is what normative standard should be used to evaluate search engine selection and 

ranking choices and their impact on the dissemination of and access to information and ideas.  As 

Introna and Nissenbaum and others observed, dominant search engines may be expected to adopt 

ranking technology which emphasizes popularity over objective quality standards.864 If taken to the 

extreme, this could lead to a situation in which information and ideas, worthy of effective 

representation and worthy of being found, could be doomed to relative obscurity. While the analysis of 

linking to pages already reflected an equation of relevance and popularity, the apparent focus of search 

engine providers on end-user satisfaction has made the label ‘popularity engines’ for dominant search 

services like Google even more appropriate.  

And not surprisingly, considerable attention has been paid to the dominance of Google in the search 

engine market, and the possible influence this might have on access to information and ideas and the 

formation of opinion by end-users. Google’s market share - in terms of search engine users - is well 

above 90% in many European countries, including The Netherlands and Germany. 865  Although this 

might make some worried about the impact of one commercial enterprise on the dissemination of 
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information and ideas online,866 it is a largely an open question how the dominance of Google should be 

qualified in terms of the values of diversity and pluralism in the networked information environment.867 

This issue will be further addressed in the next section. 

While a strict focus on end-user satisfaction may already favor information popularity over information 

quality,868 the ways in which search engines monetize traffic may present additional issues from the 

perspective of search engine quality. In short, due to their monetization strategies commercial search 

engine providers can be expected to be at least as interested in providing value for their advertisers as in 

providing high quality search results for their end-users. End-user data processing and modeling in 

particular can be expected to be structured to provide value to potential advertisers, and the same can 

be expected of the optimization of search result pages, in particular the distribution and balance 

between organic and sponsored search results.869 More generally, the commercial nature of dominant 

search engines might imply that existing services are more interested in optimizing the satisfaction of 

specific information needs of end-users, in particular the information needs of a commercial nature.870 

The amount and satisfaction of search engine users that are looking to buy a product or purchase a 

service will have a significant positive impact on the ability of search engines to make money, while at 

the same time having a possible negative impact on the satisfaction of other information needs. 

Apart from the critiques of dominant commercial search engines in terms of their undoing of the 

promised equalizing potential of the Web, and the impact of the commercial business model on search 

result quality, one can also find more positive accounts of the impact of search engines on diversity.871 

One argument for search engines having a positive impact on diversity and pluralism would point to 

their impact on the visibility of information and ideas in otherwise heavily censored countries. In 

countries where certain minorities are not free to publish their views openly, or are not offered the 

same opportunities to speak openly in government controlled or heavily censored media outlets, the 

Internet in combination with search engine services has quite a dramatic impact on access to 

information and ideas that would otherwise have remained inaccessible. The facilitative role of search 

engines to access information and ideas about from or about such minority views led to fast responses 

by public authorities in countries like China, which pushes search engines to de-list certain websites, for 

instance relating to the Falung Gong movement. As was discussed in the last chapter, search engines 

have responded to certain government demands to filter out information but at the same time they 

have refused to cater too much to the demands of repressive regimes to filter out information. 
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Another such positive account, by Yochai Benkler, concludes that Google’s specific decentralized 

mechanism for assigning relevance actually promotes diversity.872 Benkler takes Google’s PageRank 

algorithm, which de facto allows all web publishers to express their views on the relevance of other 

sources of online information through the act of hyperlinking, as an example of the positive effects of 

peer-production in the networked information environment on individual autonomy.873 He observed, 

with a small empirical overview of search results for the search [Barbie], that Google’s rankings seemed 

to treat critical information and ideas relatively favorably and concludes that Google may positively 

impact information diversity for end-users. Benkler conceptualizes diversity as a measure of the range of 

different of information and ideas end-users are presented with when searching the Web. In particular, 

he sees diversity as a measure of the extent to which end-users will be capable of making a meaningful 

critical assessment of the value of the sources of information they retrieve.874 Notably, this concept goes 

further than a measure of mere accessibility of information and takes into account the observation 

discussed earlier that what ultimately matters is what sources of information individuals are likely to 

encounter. 

Benkler’s claim about Google’s rankings may be somewhat anecdotal and his empirical findings may be 

outdated. Most importantly, however, it points in the same direction as identified by Hindman, 

Nissenbaum or others: The need for a careful study of the impact of selection and ranking practices of 

(dominant) search engines as mediators between information and ideas and Internet users, and a 

debate about the extent to which search engines do and should contribute to overarching fundamental 

societal interests related to the dissemination of and access to information and ideas, pluralism and 

diversity in particular. 

It is important to note that due to the interactive nature of search engines, search engine quality and 

access to information and ideas for Internet users more generally depends a great deal on end-users. 

Above, the observation was discussed that diversity and pluralism in the public networked information 

environment depend on findability and actual visibility of information and ideas for end-users. This 

points to the need for empirical as well as normative evaluations of the mechanisms behind search 

engine selection and ranking mechanisms. At the same time, there is an equal need to understand 

actual end-user behavior. Clearly, the findability of information and ideas in search engines greatly 

depends on end-users’ behavior and sophistication. The importance of end-user skills and education is 

positive for those that have them and negative for those do not. An experienced end-user remains quite 

powerful and in control of the search process, even when a search service prioritizes certain sources of 

information over others in ways that do not directly serve the interests of end-users. This means on the 

one hand that end-user skills and education are crucial for the overall quality of the search process. On 

the other hand, this means that some end-users do not have the appropriate skills to navigate the Web 

with the use of search engines effectively.875 Some research has already been done about the use of 

search engines and access to information and ideas by different groups in society. Of particular interest 
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in this context is the work of Eszter Hargittai. In a series of articles, she presents empirical evidence of 

search engine use, warning against assumptions about the positive state of access to information and 

ideas online, in particular for the less well-off in the networked information society.876 

A final critique of the way in which search engines impact on access to information and ideas is focused 

on their increased personalization of search results and the negative impact this may have on pluralism 

and diversity. Slowly but steadily, dominant search engines have moved towards increasingly 

personalized search results, both for organic as well as for sponsored listings. This personalization of the 

search process - and information services online more generally - has led to another critique relating to 

pluralism and diversity in the networked information environment, namely the related critiques of the 

‘daily me’ and the ‘filter bubble’. The ‘daily me’ refers to the idea of personalized media, made possible 

by digital information technologies which better and more directly reflect the actual interests of the 

Internet user than traditional media outlets.877 Such personalization of media, Cass Sunstein warns, 

could lead to so-called information cocoons. Internet users would only access information and ideas 

they are already interested in and would not be confronted with other topics or perspectives. This could, 

amongst other effects, damage an important prerequisite for democratic debate: a shared platform to 

communicate about societal issues.878 It could even lead to a situation in which extreme positions are 

amplified further, for instance, if personalization would respond to, and amplify anti-social, sexist or 

even racist character traits of end-users. Sunstein has consistently called attention to these possible 

drawbacks of a heavily personalized information environment and argued for the value of independent 

selection by shared societal institutions such as the press and libraries.879 It must be noted that neither 

Sunstein, nor Eli Pariser, whose more recent warning for ‘filter bubbles’ is discussed below, provide 

much empirical backing for their claims that existing personalization developments are actually having 

the effects on democracy they warn for. As a result, their arguments can be best understood as a 

contribution to the discussion about the normative ideals that should inform selection practices by 

mediating institutions in the public information environment. 

Sunstein’s warning against the downsides of personalization has been expanded by others, such as Eli 

Pariser’s in his critique of the ‘filter bubble’.880 Pariser adds an element to the discussion by specifically 

addressing the way in which a range of Web based services have started to personalize their services 

based on various types of end-user data processing and modeling which are not transparent to users.881 

He finds this is the case for selection intermediaries, search engines, and social networks in particular, 

which are precisely the services which have a significant impact on actual information consumption. 

Pariser concludes that end-users have come to experience the effects of a ‘daily me’ type of 

personalization in a range of online services. In addition, he notes that end-users may not be in control 

or even aware of the type of personalization that is taking place. This is despite the fact that such 
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personalized selecting, filtering and re-ranking has started to have a major impact on the process of 

finding different sources of information and ideas online. 

The short overview of the various arguments related to the impact of search engine ranking and 

selection practices on pluralism and diversity clarifies a number of things. Many of the warnings of 

search engine bias may be better understood as a critique of overly positive assumptions about the 

democratizing effect of public networked communications. These assumptions may indeed be 

unjustified or overstated when looking at the actual exposure to information and ideas online. At the 

same time, however, it is questionable whether the normative framework for search engine quality 

should include the standard that search engines should facilitate access to information and ideas 

‘equally’. From the perspective of information quality and the role of search engines in the information 

environment, search engines should prioritize certain information and ideas over others. At the same 

time, as was argued at more length in Chapter 8, search engines should be allowed to make their 

selection and ranking decisions in relative freedom, due to the editorial nature of the ranking and 

selection aspects of the search medium, which should be protected by the right to freedom of 

expression of search engine providers. 

While it is important from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression to recognize that certain 

forms of search engine bias may be legitimate and not the proper subject of legal or regulatory 

interference, it is equally important to arrive at a proper understanding of the way in which search 

engines should be evaluated from the perspective of pluralism and diversity. The discussions that could 

eventually lead to such a framework are in still in their infancy. The next section will discuss some of the 

initial regulatory developments and explore the possibility of getting to such a framework for the 

assessment of pluralism and diversity in the context of search engines. In particular it will take into 

consideration the positive obligation on the State to guarantee pluralism under Article 10 ECHR, on the 

one hand, and freedom of expression as a negative right protecting against government interference on 

the other hand. 

10.2.2 Pluralism and diversity in the context of search: legal and regulatory background 

The related legal and regulatory concepts of pluralism and diversity in the context of the media are 

broad and contested. If one follows a recent independent EU study on media pluralism, which also 

focuses on new types of media and dissemination of content in general, pluralism can be understood to 

implicate  

“the diversity of media supply, use and distribution, in relation to 1) ownership and control, 2) 

media types and genres, 3) political viewpoints, 4) cultural expressions and 5) local and regional 

interests.”882 

As this specific study also notes, pluralism and diversity are contested concepts. It points out that there 

are generally two underlying but conflicting views on pluralism and diversity. One view focuses on 

freedom of choice in a marketplace of information and ideas. The other view places more emphasis on 
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diversity in a shared platform for public discourse, focusing on the public interest that society is served 

with various political views and cultural values.883 These two underlying views of pluralism and diversity 

also inform and reflect different regulatory approaches towards the media.884 In the former view, which 

is dominant in the United States, pluralism is a measure of free access and choice in the market, and 

would encourages media policies that focus on facilitating competition. In the latter view the public 

interest with regard to pluralism and diversity suggests more active involvement with and regulation of 

the media environment to promote access of a broad range of information and ideas. 

While the concept of media pluralism is strongly related to concerns over media concentration, media 

concentration is not the only concern. Pluralism and diversity can be internal and external in nature. 

From an internal point of view, the demand of pluralism would require that a wide range of social, 

political and cultural values, opinions, information and interests can find their expression within one 

media organization. From an external point of view, pluralism would require that this process is 

facilitated through a number of media organizations, each expressing a particular point of view.885  

Notably, the legal and regulatory dimension of media pluralism is linked to the positive obligation of the 

State to promote it under Article 10 ECHR.  As was noted in Chapter 5, in the second half of the 20th 

Century it became accepted that the state does have a role in preventing too much concentration in the 

press and media in general. In the interest of pluralism mass media, including the print media, are 

usually not only subject to general competition law, as any other commercial undertaking, but also to 

special media concentration and cross-ownership rules and policies.886  Concentration of media outlets 

in the hands of a few would undermine pluralism, of which, according to the European Court of Human 

Rights, the State is the ultimate guarantor.887 Therefore, a press and media policy aimed at preserving 

the conditions necessary for a pluralist media environment is a reflection of the right to freedom of 

expression and not an interference with the media’s constitutionally protected freedom. In the 

broadcasting context, in which pluralism has had particularly strong regulatory history, special measures 

to promote pluralism in this traditionally heavily regulated environment were considered appropriate. 

These measures include broadcasting licensing criteria, must-carry obligations and rules about the types 

of programming that should be made available to the public.888 

In the European context pluralism is, in other words, a regulatory concept which informs, explains and 

legitimizes the role of government with regard to the media. Because of the broadness of both 

concepts, pluralism and freedom of expression might be seen as different sides of the same coin. In this 

European context, in which active media policies to promote pluralism still play an important role 

pluralism also reflects the idea that government has an active role to play in guaranteeing certain 

qualitative aspects of the public information environment related to the diversity of viewpoints finding 

their expression through the media. As was noted in previous chapters, the State’s obligation to 
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promote pluralism under Article 10 ECHR is too broad and vague to be used to effectuate specific rights 

and or obligations in specific contexts that may require government involvement to promote 

pluralism.889 Member States have considerable leeway to make choices in the way in which they fulfill 

this obligation to promote pluralism. 

The Council of Europe has played an important role in shaping the contours of the legal and regulatory 

concept of pluralism and the way in which Member States could or should fulfill their positive obligation 

to promote it. Apart from the case law of the ECtHR, several Recommendations of the Council of Europe 

Committee of Ministers pay attention to pluralism or are specifically dedicated to it, in particular 

focusing on print and broadcasting media.890 In its most recent recommendations on media pluralism, 

the Committee of Ministers has started to develop the notion of media pluralism in relation to the 

digital networked information environment. The recommendation on freedom of expression and 

Internet filters contains safeguards in relation to the undue interference with the free dissemination of 

and access to information and ideas over the Internet.891 The Committee of Ministers’ Recommendation 

(2007)2 states that Member States should guarantee fair access to electronic communication networks 

for content providers.892 Moreover, the same recommendation on media pluralism contains a broad 

reference to promoting pluralism and diversity in the context of new media. It states that: 

“Member States should encourage the development of other media capable of making a 

contribution to pluralism and diversity and providing a space for dialogue. These media could, for 

example, take the form of community, local, minority or social media. The content of such media 

can be created mainly, but not exclusively, by and for certain groups in society, can provide a 

response to their specific needs or demands, and can serve as a factor of social cohesion and 

integration. The means of distribution, which may include digital technologies, should be 

adapted to the habits and needs of the public for whom these media are intended.”893 

The Council of Europe may issue additional recommendations on pluralism and diversity in the context 

of the public networked information environment, considering the emergence of a range of new types 

of services, search engines and other selection intermediaries in particular, which impact on the actual 

dissemination of and access to the variety of information and ideas online encountered by Internet 

users. At this point the Council of Europe does not offer any specific guidance on the issue of search 
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engines from the perspective of pluralism and diversity. However, future recommendations may 

specifically address the role of search engines from this perspective.894 

In the context of the European Union, it was already noted in Chapter 5 that pluralism is one of the 

single subject matters related to the press in which European institutions have taken an interest. 

Following the developments of convergence and the digital transition of (news) publishing, this interest 

has extended to pluralism in the electronic media environment. This interest has translated into a 2007 

European Commission working paper and the independent report on media pluralism indicators 

mentioned above. Both the European Commission’s working paper as well as the independent study 

note the apparent relevance of search engines when analyzing media pluralism and diversity.895 

The EC’s working paper shortly discusses and dismisses some warnings that search engines could be a 

problem from the perspective of pluralism. It does mention a concern that search engines could be 

manipulating users to visit specific sources of information, in particular those of their advertisers. This 

would obstruct users from navigating the Web freely. In reply to these concerns, the working paper 

asserts, without references, that “there are commercial incentives for offering an objective search 

facility. The business model for search engines is based on the provision of clearly separated advertising 

links, derived from contextual analysis of a particular search.”896 Second, the working paper expresses its 

optimism with regard to the availability of and competition between different search engines from the 

perspective of pluralism on the Internet and notes that “there are no fundamental technical limitations 

on the number of search engines that the Internet could support.”897 Moreover, the paper touches on 

the aspect of competition between various selection and ranking systems, as applied by different search 

engines, when it notes, optimistically, that “there will be new search algorithms in [the] future, able to 

search multimedia content, a topic supported by EU Research projects. Through sophisticated indexing, 

cataloguing and filtering algorithms, these enable users to access wider news content than they would 

otherwise have access to.”898 

The independent EU study on pluralism indicators does recognize that new media of all types play a role 

from the perspective of pluralism. With reference to a discussion of technological and economic 

developments in the context of networked electronic communications, including the emergence of 

search engines, it notes that traditional indicators of pluralism may have become obsolete.899 At the 

same time, it points out that these developments may open up new avenues to ensure or promote 

pluralism. With regard to search engines, specific reference is made to the importance of user education 

about the functioning of search engines, the question of the existence of regulatory safeguards for the 

editorial independence of search engines, the possibility of including indicators on search engine 
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ownership and the role of search engines in providing access to local content.900 The extent to which 

media pluralism policies should lead to an in-depth consideration of the specific impact of search 

engines on pluralism, and in what ways, remains somewhat unclear however. 

It goes beyond the scope of this research to develop an actual framework for the assessment of 

pluralism and diversity in the context of search engines. In view of the various early perspectives on 

pluralism, diversity and search engines, as well as the early regulatory responses discussed above, it is 

however possible to discern at least two dominant issues relating to pluralism and diversity, which 

deserve special attention. These are the question about the impact of the ownership structure of 

dominant search engines and the current market consolidation on the one hand, and the question about 

the diversity of references end-users are exposed to when using specific search engines on the other 

hand. 

First, the dominance of Google in the search engine market quite intuitively raises the question about 

the impact of the search engine market structure on pluralism and diversity. The question of to what 

extent there is actual evidence of a negative impact will be evaluated below as well as the rather 

difficult question about the way in which concentration in the search engine market should be 

scrutinized from the perspective of pluralism and diversity. Second, there seems to be general 

agreement amongst those that have considered search engines from the perspective of pluralism that 

an evaluation of pluralism in the networked information environment requires an assessment of the 

relative accessibility of content. This agreement points to a central focus on the services which affect the 

visibility and findability of content and actual search engine user behavior. Although pluralism remains 

an issue in the context of the production of information and ideas, pluralism in the networked 

information environment, characterized by abundance, cannot be separated from the question whether 

or not it will become accessible and visible for Internet end-users. 

10.2.3 Market concentration 

The market for general search is dominated by a small number of firms.901 If we look at the European 

and American markets, the large majority of search requests is currently handled by two firms, Google 

and Microsoft. Yahoo!, once market leader with its famous directory, remains a competitor in the field 

of search traffic monetization, but it no longer produces its own search results but uses those of Bing 

instead.  

There are a variety of reasons that can be given for this market consolidation, a full discussion of which 

goes beyond the scope of this research. Amongst the more plausible ones are (1) the current scale of 

the World Wide Web and the amount of users (billions of online destinations, billions of users and 

queries), (2) the knowledge and human capital that is needed to design and operate a general purpose 

Web search engine of competitive quality (dominant firms guard such knowledge as trade secrets and 

heavily compete for scarce engineering talent), (3) the existence of patents in search technology and 

intellectual property rights restricting competition, (4) the general satisfaction of users with the current 
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supply (market leader Google may simply offer the highest quality search results), (5) the lack of price 

competition for search engine users and the subsidization of the distribution of organic and paid search 

results through third-party arrangements by dominant search providers (meta-search engines, portals, 

third party sites and browsers, mobile operating systems), (6) the need for an extensive user base and 

large amounts of user data to improve search engine selection and ranking and innovative features such 

as search suggest, (7) the dependencies in the two-sided market for advertisers and end-users 

(advertisers may choose the platform with the most users) (8) the effective integration of search 

services into and with a variety of other information services provided by the same company that 

provide a soft ‘lock-in’ for users. 

Clearly, a highly concentrated market for general purpose search engines implies that the impact of such 

dominant services on the visibility of content for Internet users becomes stronger. The de-indexing of 

content by a dominant search service will have a particularly strong impact, since the removed source 

will not be visible at all for its users. These issues relating to access have been discussed in Chapter 9. 

Whereas de-indexing has a clear impact on the findability of content for search engine users, it is much 

harder to assess the impact of the selection and ranking mechanisms of particular search services and 

the related implications of market consolidation for pluralism and diversity. 

Even though the dominance of Google may intuitively suggest otherwise, it is wrong to rush to the 

conclusion that Google’s dominant position in terms of user market share is detrimental to pluralism 

and diversity. In fact, there seem to be a number of arguments which warrant skepticism regarding this 

claim. First of all, it is possible that Google respects pluralism and diversity much better than any of its 

competitors.902 Second, it is also possible that existing commercial general purpose search engines are 

converging in terms of the visibility of different kinds of content, implying that it does not matter – from 

the perspective of pluralism and diversity – which of them users choose. Third, and maybe most 

importantly, search services are interactive. Their selection and ranking algorithms do not carve the 

findability of sources of information in stone. Their output depends heavily on user input and perceived 

user expectations. The ranking and selection of organic results are strongly influenced by the online 

environment as a whole and by webmasters in particular. This even raises the question, whether one 

general purpose search engine service for the Web could be sufficient, from the perspective of diversity 

and pluralism of the public networked information environment. 

Interestingly, in its review of the agreement between Yahoo! and Microsoft in 2009, an agreement that 

lead to a reduction of different sources of organic search result listings, the European Commission 

explicitly considered the possible negative impact on users by a loss of variety.903 The agreement meant 

that Yahoo would no longer produce its own index and search results but would use the organic search 

results of Microsoft’s search service, Bing, instead. Although both companies had a very low market 

shares in the EU relative to Google and the combined market shares of Yahoo and Microsoft were well 
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below the safe harbor in the horizontal merger guidelines,904 the possible impact on search quality, 

however, seems to have been the reason the European Commission investigated further: 

“given that competition in this market takes place in terms of quality and innovation, and the 

entry barriers are high, the Commission undertook a thorough analysis of the possible effects of 

the transaction on the search market.”905 

The European Commission investigated whether the agreement would impact the incentive to innovate, 

whether lessened competition could incentivize to lower the quality of organic results (to increase click 

through rates for advertisements), and whether users would be harmed by a loss of variety. It concluded 

that none of these effects risked occurring. What is more, the European Commission concluded that “it 

is possible that due to the transaction some benefits will materialise due to larger scale of the merged 

entity”.906 

Considering the high entry barriers, the current market structure is unlikely to change much in the near 

future. And with its market share of 90% or more for Internet searches which are being reported, 

Google is obviously important from the perspective of findability of information and ideas online. As 

mentioned above, this raises the question about the impact of Google on pluralism and diversity, and on 

the way in which pluralism can be supported internally. This question will be addressed in the next 

section.  

However, it is important to note that Google still exists in a broader context of other information 

services and electronic publishers that have an impact on the relative accessibility of information and 

ideas for end-users. In the general purpose Web search market in the strict sense there is still 

competition in European and the United States, most notably from Microsoft. In some local markets, 

such as in the Czech Republic, Russia, and China there are strong local market players and leaders.907 In 

addition, there are numerous vertical search engines which positively contribute to the findability of 

specific types of information. Furthermore, there are publicly funded search engine services, which may 

have little or negligible market share but can contribute to quality and diversity of the online search 

environment. There is a variety of other dominant information services, including Facebook and Twitter, 

which provides different types of selection and recommendation mechanisms for users to access 

content in the networked information environment. Through the use of hyperlinking, electronic 

publishing in general also contributes to the findability of information and ideas on the Web. And finally, 

traditional media formats such as print and broadcasting have to be taken into account as well. 

To sum up, the intuitive claim that consolidation in the market for general purpose search engines is 

detrimental to pluralism and diversity would need more empirical backing to be taken seriously. This is 

especially the case from a historical perspective on access to publishing opportunities and access to 

information and ideas. Search engines must be seen in their proper context: they are important for the 
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relative accessibility of information and ideas but exist in a broader environment that includes a variety 

of services that also affect accessibility, such as publishers, directories, social networks and micro-

blogging services, as well as offline media. Moreover, the search engines addressed in this study operate 

with respect to the World Wide Web. It is quite likely that the democratizing, equalizing and 

disintermediation effects of the Web for access to audiences on the one hand and access to information 

and ideas on the other hand have been enthusiastically overstated. Still it is arguably the most open and 

diverse platform for the dissemination of information and ideas in human history.908 

10.2.4 Diversity in the context of particular search services 

As was discussed in the last section, an important question is how to assess specific search engines, 

market leader Google in particular, from the perspective of pluralism and diversity. Google handles the 

large majority of global Internet search queries and close to all of them in many European countries. Like 

other issues related to search engine governance, the question of diversity of search results in the 

context of a specific search engine can be addressed from the perspective of all three stakeholders: the 

end-user, the information providers and the search engine itself. 

From the information provider’s perspective, the question of diversity is one about their level of 

representation in search results. Can they be found in a specific search engine at all, and if so, how 

easily? For end-users the question of diversity is first of all an issue of being able to find information 

through search engines. But more specifically and considering one of the conclusions in Section 10.2.1 

there is the question of to what extent users are being confronted with a diverse set of search results, in 

terms of language, geographic location, source and viewpoint and other characteristics, and to what 

extent users have an impact on the answer to this question. As research has shown, and search engines 

have adapted to the reality, that most users will not look beyond the first page of search results, this 

question is of special relevance with regard to the first set of search results. From the search engine’s 

perspective the question about pluralism and diversity may be best framed in terms of the set of values 

that ultimately determines the design and thus functioning of its service. In addition, one wonders to 

what extent search engines have incentives to promote or diminish diversity and whether they actually 

do. 

As was discussed in more detail in the preceding chapters information providers depend on search 

engines to find a way to an audience, but have a range of options to optimize their exposure to users 

online. Seemingly, the simplest way to optimize one’s ranking in search engines is to actually provide 

information that directly satisfies the information needs of users.909 Wikipedia is an excellent example in 

this regard. For informational queries it provides an easily accessible first source of encyclopedic 

information for Internet users. In fact, this most likely explains the prominent ranking of Wikipedia 

articles in Google’s search results. 

However, it is naïve to think that the optimization of search results would be limited to the creation of 

useful content for users. In fact, maybe the biggest obstacle for information providers to gain a 
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competitive ranking is the effort and money it takes to actually optimize their representation in search 

results effectively. Search engine optimization (SEO) is a thriving industry and involves a variety of 

widely accepted and more controversial practices. Since SEO helps to establish winners and losers in 

search engine results, it is conceivable that search engine rankings will - to some extent - reflect the 

economic means of underlying information providers as well as their willingness to engage in less 

acceptable optimization practices. This state of affairs could be considered problematic from the 

perspective of pluralism and diversity. In addition, since not only sponsored results but also organic 

results are important platforms for commercial communications, the question about the impact of 

marketing on diversity of search results is of particular importance. The issue of the impact of 

advertising on search engine quality will be addressed in more detail in Section 10.3. 

While it may already be considered problematic that search engine rankings could partly reflect 

publishers’ financial means to optimize relevant search results, the possibility for information providers 

to optimize their rankings also leads to the spamming and manipulation of search engine results with 

wholly irrelevant sources of online information. There are various examples that show the feasibility of 

manipulating access to information for end-users through search engine optimization campaigns. Most 

famous are the so-called Google bombs that result in amusing or politically motivated search results for 

certain queries. The query [miserable failure] would for some time return the official website of former 

president G.W. Bush as a first result and the Dutch query [raar kaspel] (weird haircut) would return the 

website of former Dutch prime minister Balkenende. 

The Google bomb technique was based on the use of the anchor texts of incoming hyperlinks to 

websites, meaning that a website would rank well for a particular search term if incoming hyperlinks 

included that term. Google has eventually found a specific algorithmic solution for these highly visible 

instances of external influence on search engine results. 910 Notably, the reasons that Google gave for 

ultimately fixing these Google bombs was that it wanted to correct the misperception that Google 

actually endorsed the opinion implied by the prominence of these search results, as well as that Google 

had hard-coded these specific results themselves into their search result pages.911 

Google bombing, however, is only the tip of the iceberg and the algorithmic solution to defuse them 

does not prevent information providers from influencing search result selection and ranking more 

generally. Consider for instance the services that are offered to natural persons or businesses to push 

away unfavorable search results. As it may be quite hard in practice and legally difficult to have certain 

search results removed that negatively reflect on someone’s reputation, a typical strategy pursued to 

minimize exposure to negative publicity is to optimize the ranking of more favorable results and author 

additional favorable content to fill up the first page of Google’s search results. Google reputation 

management strategies include the strategic creation of websites, blogs and social network profiles in 

ways that have a high chance of ending up on the top of the list of search results for relevant queries. 

Remarkably, considering the possible negative impact of the overall quality of search results, Google 

itself has endorsed this strategy, giving the following advice on the company website: 
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“If you can't get the content removed from the original site, you probably won't be able to 

completely remove it from Google's search results, either. Instead, you can try to reduce its 

visibility in the search results by proactively publishing useful, positive information about yourself 

or your business. If you can get stuff that you want people to see to outperform the stuff you 

don't want them to see, you'll be able to reduce the amount of harm that that negative or 

embarrassing content can do to your reputation.”912 

Hence, Google seems happy to grant information providers considerable power to influence rankings 

and seems unwilling to entertain the possibility that its algorithms will be unable to guarantee that 

negative or controversial information and ideas, which must be considered truthful or valuable from the 

perspective of end-users, could be effectively hidden from the public. 

From the perspective of the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression, the issue can be best 

framed as a question about the robustness of the search medium.913 Clearly, the use of billions of third 

party signals and the lack of traditional editorial control, in terms of what enters their indexes and how 

well it ranks in search results, poses a risk to the ability of search engines to resist undue interference 

with their rankings. All major search engines are fighting these ongoing attempts to manipulate their 

search results, since they can easily deteriorate the value of their service for end-users. However, 

paradoxically, search engines also depend on these attempts to influence their rankings, which may 

partly explain Google’s endorsement of the practice of reputation management discussed above. To a 

considerable extent the signals that are provided by information providers in the form of content, 

hyperlinks or otherwise, are necessary to make the service work in the first place. 

Optimistically speaking, search engines like Google will be able to balance the different third party 

signals with each other and to develop sophisticated technology and organizational strategies to combat 

undue interference with their service. In practice, however, search engines’ dependence on third party 

signals for the ranking of search results will predictably cause the service to produce some search results 

that no human editor would have selected as a relevant result for the query entered. And quite possibly, 

some third parties will be able to diminish the diversity of viewpoints that are present in the first set of 

search results, thereby negatively affecting exposure diversity for end-users. Apart from search engine 

optimization of organic results, another way this may happen is through the crowding out of organic 

results through advertising on search result pages. The optimization of organic results in combination 

with bidding on sponsored search results can effectively push other sources of information from the 

users view.914 

For search engine providers, the first question to ask is how much they actually value diversity in the 

design of the service and how much it is a priority for them in comparison with other values such as 
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popularity or user satisfaction. Some of the relevant criteria with regard to diversity mentioned above, 

such as geographic location and language can be rather easily dealt with by existing technology. Hence, 

search engines could actively promote diversity by incorporating these aspects into their ranking 

algorithms. They could, for instance, aim to always include local results when available and more 

generally maximize the diversity of results in terms of their geographic location. In fact, Google currently 

offers its users the choice to specifically focus on local results and Google’s offering of automatic 

translation tools have expanded the informational horizon of Internet users quite drastically. 

For more content related aspects of diversity, such as particular viewpoints on different societal issues, 

it may be harder for search engines to actively promote diversity directly and they may for various 

reasons be reluctant and unwilling to do so. Still, it is possible to imagine that search engines would try 

to discern viewpoints on particular subjects in their indexes, for example with regard to the greenhouse 

effect, but doing so is much harder than detecting geographic location.915 It is easier for search engines 

to prioritize diversity, directly or indirectly, with regard to certain types of sources of information such as 

official government websites that provide relevant information on the one hand, or new phenomena 

like Wikipedia and user generated content such as Internet discussion forums on the other hand. 

Predictably, these types of sources of information will provide search engine users with different 

possible perspectives, even though the search engine would not have selected those different 

viewpoints directly as traditional editorial media would have done. 

There is one important aspect of operating a search engine that gives search engine providers room and 

possibly an incentive to promote diversity of search results. Because of the size of many user queries, 

which often consist of only a word or two,  search engines are constantly making informed guesses 

about what their users are actually looking for. Consider, as a simplified example, the query [New York], 

The user could be interested in many things, including reading about New York’s history or culture, 

obtaining the lyrics of a song by Frank Sinatra, or booking a flight or hotel room for a holiday or business 

trip. These different types of information are all available on the Web, and the search engine’s ranking 

algorithms will have a direct or indirect impact on the types of information that it presents to its users. It 

makes sense for search engines to discern these different types of information in their index and adapt 

their search result selection and ranking practices accordingly. Yahoo!, for instance, used to offer a 

special user interface that allowed users to re-rank search results on a scale between commercial and 

research.916 Google has recently included a similar choice for users in its new advanced search tools. In 

the absence of other information or knowledge of user preferences, it would make sense for search 

engine providers to try to include all these possibilities in its search results. In other words, to the extent 

that it finds the means to do so, a dominant search engine like Google is likely to continue to be 

relatively inclusive and try to satisfy minority interests, because it could lose market share to 

competitors and possible new verticals otherwise. Therefore, dominant general purpose search engine 
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providers can be expected to try to optimize the diversity of their search result pages to cater to as 

many different information needs as possible.917  

At the same time, a commercial search engine’s focus on optimizing advertising revenues may entail 

incentives to focus on some specific user needs rather than others. In particular, search engine providers 

like Google or Microsoft may be strongly biased towards consumer aspects of the end-user, since their 

revenues directly relate to the quality of the search process for searchers that are shopping. A strong 

focus on these information needs may be necessary in their competition for end-users. Otherwise, they 

could lose their users to destinations which are completely specialized in shopping, such as certain 

vertical search engines or e-commerce services like Amazon. Interestingly, Microsoft’s CEO Steve 

Ballmer made clear in 2008 that their efforts in Web search would be mostly focused on search with 

‘high consumer intent’.918 Microsoft halted their efforts to develop a book search and academic search 

service, and instead it started to focus on integrated commercial verticals such as for travel. 

Major search engines have also developed other strategies to cater to different types of users. First of 

all, major search providers offer country and language specific search engines. Secondly, they typically 

offer a range of search services for special types of material or information, including image and video 

search, geographic search, news search, academic search, book search and blog search. And finally, the 

general Web search service has evolved into ‘universal search’, integrating these different types of 

material into one search result page. While the inclusion of some of these types of specific search results 

might be driven by a desire to foreclose competition,919 these strategies could also impact on diversity in 

the context of search, both favorably and unfavorably. 

When addressing the question about diversity of search results, it is also interesting to look at the ways 

in which search engines have dealt with legal but indecent, offensive or controversial sources of 

information. Such search results could alienate certain search engine users from specific search engines. 

They can also lead to societal pressure on search engine providers to change their search engine 

algorithms. Therefore, dominant search engines may have external incentives to prioritize non-

controversial information. 

For certain types of controversial information, nudity and pornography in particular, the reaction of 

search engines has been to prevent accidental access through the application of filtering, which can be 

put on or off by the user and is typically on by default. The references remain accessible, but only for 

those users who actively indicate they are willing to find them by changing their default search settings. 

Generally, however, a search engine like Google seems to reflect the relative abundance of controversial 

information on the Web quite well in their search results. In general, the comprehensiveness of their 
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indexes seems to carry more weight than the possible negative impact of confronting their users with 

sources of information they strongly disagree with or find offensive.920 

Illustrative is the discussion about Google’s treatment of the query [jew].921 Predictably, various 

flagrantly anti-Semitic information providers, such as ‘Jew Watch News’, have used the Web as a 

platform to communicate. Search engines have generally not decided to remove those sites from their 

index, and, on top of that, sites like jewwatch.com even received very prominent rankings for the query 

[jew]. Initially Google responded to complaints about the prominence of anti-Semitic websites in its 

search results by arguing that these results were simply based on its neutral ranking algorithms, such as 

PageRank; the algorithms were applied without regard to the actual content. Eventually Google decided 

to add a specific hard-coded notice (as a search result and for google.com also in the form of a self-

sponsored link) to the search results for this particular query in its search service, explaining the 

prominent ranking of the website jewwatch.com. This statement now explains that the relative high 

ranking of anti-Semitic websites for the query [jew] can partly be attributed to the fact that the word 

‘Jew’ itself is typically used in a pejorative sense on anti-Semitic websites. Non-anti-Semitic websites 

tend not to use the word ‘Jew’ at all, but ‘Jewish person’ instead.922 In short, Google’s algorithms are 

argued to simply reflect both the availability of such information online and the typical meaning of the 

query [jew]. Hence, one could argue that Google prefers to confront its users with the fact that such 

websites exist than to hide the controversy from its users’ sight.923 Notably, this state of affairs does 

depend on the country specific service and regulatory context. For the Germany-specific search service 

google.de all results for the website jewwatch.com have simply been removed. The removal is 

comparable to the removal of the stormfront.org website for users of google.de, discussed in detail in 

the Chapter 9. 

Returning to the need for search engines to match a typically weak signal of a user’s information need 

with a very large set of possibly relevant search results, one of the most important ways in which search 

engines currently deal with the ambiguity of search queries is to analyze historic user behavior and 

evaluate and improve their results accordingly. The resulting user profiling and personalization 

combined with a strong focus on user satisfaction could be considered worrying from the perspective of 

pluralism and diversity in the online information environment. First, this combination could undo the 

incentive to confront users with as many relevant perspectives on a query as possible to increase the 

possibility of matching the user’s information need. Second and related, it could lead to the biased 

information bubbles of which some have warned with detrimental effects on the possibility of an 

informed and shared debate about matters of public concern.924 
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However, the empirical evidence that personalization of search results does in fact cause such harm to 

our societies is not yet very convincing.925 It is possible that personalization of search results makes 

search engines somewhat less diverse. Still, even in case of strong personalization search engines may 

keep confronting users with different stories or viewpoints on the same topic and search engines are 

hardly the only place where users encounter information and ideas online. In addition, search engines 

may also develop algorithms that satisfy the value of serendipitous encounters for end-users. Due to the 

interactive nature of search engines, much of the impact that personalization has will depend on the 

behavior of actual users. Related to the user’s interest, the lack of transparency and control over 

personalization may be considered more problematic from the perspective of the informational 

autonomy of users than the mere fact that personalization is taking place. 

It is clear that search quality is strongly related to the quality of interaction with search engine services, 

which to a considerable degree has to be shaped by the users themselves. The choice of the specific 

service, the knowledge of different languages, and the ability to formulate and reformulate effective 

search queries and use advanced search options has considerable impact on the quality of the search 

experience. A search engine’s choices may have an impact on the ease with which a user finds a variety 

of information and ideas, but it will hardly help low-educated users who have no experience with search 

engine querying and know no alternative services to navigate the Web effectively. Hence, for end-users 

the quality of their search experience – for instance in terms of the diversity of views they are presented 

with - will depend on their knowledge and user sophistication. A dedicated, skilled search engine user 

will be able to reformulate queries to find different points of view and sources of information. Clearly, 

many users will not take the time or will lack the skill to do so.926 

The considerations above may be enough reason to conclude that currently there is not enough 

evidence that specific search engines, Google in particular, pose significant risks from the perspective of 

information diversity and pluralism. Actually, there are a range of arguments pointing in the opposite 

direction, since Google does help end-users to access and navigate the abundant variety of information 

and ideas that are available online. However, considering the centrality of search media in the 

networked information environment, whether or not this is actually the case should be the subject of 

more thorough empirical research. The structural pressure on diversity by information providers which 

is inherent in the design of major search engines deserves special attention, as well as the ways in which 

end-users interact with search services and how the search experience depends on user knowledge, 

skills and education. The increased personalization of interaction between users and search engines 

does warrant special attention. While personalization may also have a positive impact on search engine 

quality, the way in which personalization is structured and the lack of transparency and control in this 

context is problematic from the perspective of end-users. The final section of this chapter will discuss 

the way in which data protection and privacy could be instrumental in dealing with this negative impact 

on informational autonomy of end-users. 
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Finally, it would help if search engines were more explicit about their underlying criteria for evaluating 

their search result pages. Does Google value pluralism and diversity, and if so, in what way?927  

Moreover, how can we hold a search engine like Google accountable for acting in line with their stated 

preferences about the ranking and selection of their search results? Arguably, the position of Google as 

market leader comes with an increased responsibility to clarify its views on this issue, which is from a 

broader perspective of fundamental importance for our society and the functioning of our democracies. 

This leads into the subject of the next section, namely the way in which more transparency about 

ranking and selection could enhance search engine quality and promote the interests of end-users. 

10.3 Search engine quality, transparency and marketing 

As was stated in the beginning of this chapter, search engine quality is addressed in this chapter as 

related to the way in which search engines value, select, rank and prioritize information and 

communication streams. From a legal and regulatory perspective, the relative opacity of industrial 

search engine ranking technology can be problematic and is typically seen as one of the central issues in 

the debate about search engine accountability, in particularly with respect to Google. What is actually at 

work when Google selects and ranks its search results? What goals does it pursue and which strategies 

does it deploy? What hidden biases, deliberate or accidental, impact on the relative accessibility of 

information and ideas for end-users and the possibility to reach an audience for information providers? 

Without some level of transparency about what is actually taking place, it is hard to arrive at any 

judgment about the way search engines rank and select search results. 

Generally speaking, the actual selection and ranking practices of major search engines is  best described 

as a grey box. Some may even call it a black box because search engines like Google do not disclose (all) 

the algorithms that are used, but this is too simplistic. Most providers do make various credible 

statements about the technology and software that is used to provide the search service. Google, for 

instance, explains that it now uses more than 200 different signals to determine the proper ranking of a 

search result and some of those signals are explicitly confirmed.928 In addition, computer science 

provides general and specific knowledge about the ways in which general web search engines are or 

could be designed and operated.929 Furthermore, part of the research and product development that 

goes on at industrial search engines such as Google, Microsoft or Yahoo!, is openly shared with the 

scientific community.930 Finally, the SEO and SEM industry harbors a lot of knowledge about the 

selection and ranking practices of search engines based on continuous practical experimentation as part 

of their services to their customers. 
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This section will address two of the regulatory issues related to the lack of transparency about selection 

and ranking of search results that have arisen in the last decade and discuss them from the perspective 

of search engine quality and freedom of expression. First, the typical business model of commercial 

search engines involves the sales of sponsored search results. This raises a number of issues relating to 

the transparency about search engines’ motives to produce certain search results and the proper level 

of disclosure of the mechanisms behind search engine result page composition. Section 10.3.1 will 

review and critically reflect on the regulatory debate about search advertising and discuss some of the 

more fundamental structural complexities of transparency of search engine advertising. More 

specifically, the analogy between search media and traditional commercial mass media that underlies 

the current separation and labeling of organic and sponsored results will be critically discussed, drawing 

on an analysis of the dynamics of search media on the one hand and the discussion about the press in 

Chapter 5 on the other hand. In particular, some of the more structural limitations relating to the 

possibility of freedom from advertiser and third party influence for commercial search engine providers 

will be discussed, limitations which result from their relative weak distributed editorial process and their 

status of meta-media.  

Second and related, the impact of the business model of dominant search engines on search engine 

quality has not been fully understood as well as the strategies search engines pursue to optimize their 

income more generally. Search engines have been accused of unlawfully manipulating the ranking of 

certain websites on various legal grounds, such as unfair competition. Some notable examples of this 

were already addressed in Chapter 8, and there are various other similar examples of such accusations, 

resulting, amongst other legal developments, in antitrust investigations into Google search in the EU as 

well as in the United States.931 On a fundamental level, these accusations raise the question of to what 

extent search engines should or could be forced to disclose their business strategies and specific 

decisions about ranking and selection of search results and to what extent they should be allowed to 

freely determine the composition of their search result pages. These issues will be discussed in Section 

10.3.2. 

10.3.1. Search engine marketing: the labeling of sponsored results 

Search engines have become one of the most attractive marketing platforms in the networked 

information environment. Search engines are amongst the most popular and heavily used online 

services.  They process billions and billions of search queries and each query presents the service with an 

opportunity to sell targeted user attention to the highest, or more precisely the most profitable 

bidder.932 As discussed in previous chapters, all dominant general purpose search engines now monetize 

their services through the sales of sponsored search results through complex auctioning systems. The 

organic results are separated from these specially labeled ‘sponsored results’, which offer advertisers 

the opportunity to market their products, services or points of view more prominently to users. This 
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practice is also referred to as paid placement. In addition, some search services offer paid inclusion, 

meaning that they guarantee certain service levels with regard to the crawling and inclusion of a website 

in the search engine’s index in return for a fee. The case of meta-search engines or the integration of 

vertical search engines into general search engines could be seen as a special case of paid inclusion.933 

Both paid placement and inclusion have led to regulatory debate about the appropriateness and 

lawfulness of these monetization strategies, as end-users may be mislead about the composition of 

search result pages. More generally, the monetization of search engine traffic through paid placement 

has led to an ethical debate in the search engine industry about these practices. 934 

In 2002 the United States Federal Trade Commission reacted to a consumer organization complaint 

about deceptive practices by search engines in terms of paid placement and inclusion by outlining its 

views on the permissibility of these practices. In a recommendation to the industry, the FTC argued that 

with regard to paid placement: 

“search engines should clearly and conspicuously disclose that certain Web sites or URLs have 

paid for higher placement in the display of search results. […] The failure to disclose paid 

placement adequately within search results deviates from the established deception principle of 

clearly distinguishing editorial content from advertising content. The purpose of such a 

demarcation is to advise consumers as to when they are being solicited, as opposed to being 

impartially informed.”935 

Most search engine providers had already started to act in line with this guidance offered by the FTC and 

this recommendation quickly has become an industry standard practice, including in Europe. 936 Hence, it 

is worth taking a closer look at the reasoning and premises behind this standard of clearly demarcating 

sponsored results from organic results. In particular, from a regulatory perspective it is worth taking a 

closer look at the implicit underlying analogy with commercial editorial media and the value of 

demarcating editorial content from advertising in that context. 

In Europe the Directive on Electronic Commerce contains a specific obligation for an information society 

service to be transparent about commercial communications. Notably, search engines do, in principal, 

fall under the scope of this directive, as they are information society services.937 Article 6 contains a 

specific transparency obligation with regard to commercial communications in information society 

services. This provision reads as follows: 

Article 6 - Information to be provided 
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In addition to other information requirements established by Community law, Member States shall ensure 

that commercial communications which are part of, or constitute, an information society service comply at 

least with the following conditions: 

(a) the commercial communication shall be clearly identifiable as such; 

(b) the natural or legal person on whose behalf the commercial communication is made shall be clearly 

identifiable [..]938 

When applied to search media this provision seems to call, like the recommendation of the FTC, for a 

clear demarcation of sponsored and organic results. The ECD entails a broad, technology-neutral 

definition of commercial communications in Article 2 sub (f) as “any form of communication designed to 

promote, directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image of a company, organization or person 

pursuing a commercial, industrial or craft activity or exercising a regulated profession.”939 Article 2 sub 

(f) ECD contains two exceptions, both of which are relevant in the context of search. The first exception 

is for “information allowing direct access to the activity of the company, organization or person, in 

particular a domain name or an electronic-mail address.”940 As long as search results can be seen as 

purely navigational, this exception could apply. In reality, however, both organic as well as sponsored 

search results tend to contain promotional information and offers for specific goods or services which 

would make these results fall outside of the exception. The second exception is for “communications 

relating to the goods, services or image of the company, organization or person compiled in an 

independent manner, particularly when this is without financial consideration.”941 

Hence, organic results in search media are probably not commercial communications affected by the 

obligations in Article 6 ECD; as long as providers are acting independently or simply do not receive 

compensation for their presentation. In other words, this interpretation of Article 6 and the definition of 

commercial communications of the ECD lead to a similar legal obligation in the European context with 

regard to the demarcation of organic and sponsored search results which that the FTC recommends. 

Sponsored search results are commercial communications under European law and need to be clearly 

identifiable. In addition, the entity behind the communication should be clearly identifiable.942 

Upon a closer look, however, it is questionable whether the stated goals of the FTC’s recommendation 

can be achieved with the labeling of sponsored search results that has become industry practice and is 

expected from a regulatory perspective. The difference between commercial and other types of 

communications under European law may not so easily overlap with the difference between organic and 

sponsored search results. 
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Turning back to the FTC recommendation, which unlike Article 6 ECD explicitly focuses on search engines 

and advertising transparency, it is important to note that it is based on search engine user expectations. 

Search engines could, because of the inclusion or placement of advertisements in search results without 

disclosing these practices to their users, deceive these users about the reason behind the inclusion and 

ranking of certain results. At the time of the FTC complaint reports claimed that a majority of search 

engines users were unaware of paid placement in search engines.943 The solution to require more 

transparency in regard to these practices seems logical. However, for such transparency to make sense 

in terms of possible deception of users about the value of search results, one first has to ask what 

justified expectations end-users may have about the selection and ranking of search results in the first 

place. 

In the recommendation, the FTC argued, that because search engines 

“historically displayed search results based on relevancy to the search query, as determined by 

algorithms or other objective criteria, the staff believes that consumers may reasonably expect 

that the search results displayed by individual search engines are ranked in accordance with this 

standard industry practice - that is, based on a set of impartial factors.”944 

There are a number of obvious and less obvious problems with this reasoning. First, labeling of different 

types of search results presupposes a level of knowledge of the functioning of search engines in general, 

which is arguably absent. Second, the user expectations that the ranking and selection of organic search 

results is objective, impartial or independent of third party influence may not be justified. Third, the 

value of current labeling practices itself breaks down due to the functional similarities between 

sponsored and organic results for end-users as well as for information providers. 

As discussed before, search engine users typically do not have a good idea how search engines actually 

select and rank their results. Search engines are and have been secretive about the precise 

particularities of their selection and ranking practices. And the end-users mentioned above who are 

unaware of advertising practices in search engines can be expected to understand even less about the 

selection and ranking of organic search results more generally. It requires expert knowledge to 

understand even a little of the actual functioning of search engines and the reasons why certain search 

results may have been selected and ranked highly in response to a particular query.945 

Moreover, the way in which search engines select and rank online destinations in their organic search 

results leaves room for the deception the demarcation is aiming to prevent. It might simply be the case 
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that end-users cannot justifiably expect the selection and ranking of search results to be based on an 

independent, objective and impartial valuation by search engine providers, but will have to make their 

own valuation instead. Put differently, search engines may rely too much on third party signals and do 

not – and probably cannot on the scale at which they operate – exercise the amount of editorial control 

which could be considered the prerequisite of a claim to objectivity, independence and impartiality. 

Some of these choices with regard to organic results could entail the prioritization of commercial 

communications. And more generally, providers might themselves deploy ranking algorithms that are 

not based on ‘scientific’ criteria to objectively assess the ‘relevancy’ of certain sources of information in 

respect to specific queries, but rather on their own undisclosed commercial or ideological motivations 

and editorial choices with regard to the selection and ranking of search engine results more generally.946  

Hence, information providers have too much control over the ranking and selection of organic search 

results for the demarcation to make sense for end-users. This may be best illustrated by the fact that 

SEO of organic results is considered an effective strategy to market products and services, and even a 

substitute for advertising in sponsored search results.947 Therefore, the FTC’s statement that “any Web 

sites […] that have paid to be ranked higher than they would be ranked by relevancy, or other objective 

criteria, should be clearly labeled as such using terms conveying that the ranking is paid for” is confused 

and arguably naïve in its trust of objectivity and impartiality of organic search results.948 The application 

of the provisions from the Directive on Electronic Commerce on the search medium discussed above 

suffer from the same deficit, by substituting the requirement ‘without financial consideration’ for the 

requirement “in an independent manner.”949  

Ironically, one of the reasons for the effectiveness of the optimization of organic search results might be 

that some end-users unjustifiably expect that these results are delivered free from commercial 

influences.950 Similarly, end-users may undervalue sponsored search results as proper answers to their 

queries for the mere reason that they are labeled as sponsored links. However, the fact that end-users 

use search engines in the context of e-commerce implies that advertisements can be quite relevant or 

even more relevant than non-commercial communications from the perspective of end-users. In fact, 

the willingness to pay, measured through an advertisement auction, is a perfectly objective measure to 

rank advertisements and can be used as one of the signals to assess the relevance of an online 

destination for end-users. 

Finally, there are some conceptual problems with the application of the traditional demarcation 

between editorial content and advertising in editorial media to the context of search media. On a 

functional level, search media – and other selection intermediaries like Twitter for instance – may be an 

example and perhaps even the main driver of convergence of information retrieval, recommendation 

and advertising systems, in a way that cannot be disentangled by the mere labeling of so-called 
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sponsored results.951  Organic links and sponsored links are the same type of targeted reference: a link, a 

title and a short explanation, none of which tend to be written by the search engine provider.952 Search 

media are not editorial with respect to their organic search results in the way that newspapers ideally 

are. Search media typically include everything in their index anyway and allow information providers to 

control what ends up being indexed or not. Advertisers do not participate in the sponsored results 

programs of major search engines to be included at all, as would typically be the case with advertising in 

editorial media. They participate to acquire relatively more prominence and subsequent attention of 

end-users. As a result, sponsored links will typically supplement organic results to the same information 

provider, and these two types of links to the same destination can be very similar and do not tend to 

provide different perspectives for the end-user. Paradoxically, the sponsored results are more heavily 

editorialized than the organic ones: they typically have to follow editorial guidelines for search 

advertisements, while, in principle, no such editorial guidelines exist for organic results.953 The 

distinction between organic and sponsored links breaks down even more, because the ranking and 

selection of sponsored links, as is the case for organic results, heavily depends on the relevancy of the 

underlying content with respect to the search query entered by the user, as well as their success in 

terms of click-through rates, and not merely the willingness to pay by advertisers.954 

Notably, in the context of the press the labeling of advertising is only a small part in a more general best 

practice of the treatment of advertising and special interests and the protection of the press’ and 

journalistic independence and impartiality. Considering that the model of editorial media has helped to 

shape their treatment of paid inclusion programs, the search engine industry could adopt some of the 

related best practices in the field of editorial media. Search engines could for instance structure their 

internal operations in such a way to prevent direct profit considerations from having a negative impact 

on the quality of their search results.955 They could adopt codes of conducts about the way in which they 

deal with the various incentives which arise from their advertisement business model. While some 

search engine providers, including Google, would claim that they are already acting in line with such 

recommendations, the problem is that they have not yet developed a framework that makes their 

statements verifiable for the general audience. In one way or another, more transparency and disclosure 

will be needed for the labeling of search results to become really meaningful. For instance, more 

meaningful self-regulatory practices would include some kind of independent audits to verify the 

truthfulness of stated practices. 

To sum up, while the demarcation between sponsored links and organic results was meant to prevent 

end-users from being deceived about the mechanism behind the composition of search result pages, its 
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logic is too simplistic to capture what is really going on. In reality, end-users’ expectations with regard to 

organic results cannot justifiably be in line with the FTC’s premise. Instead, end-users should be or be 

made aware of the many ways in which organic search results are in fact shaped by different forms of 

outside pressure, including pressure of advertisers but also of other special interests. Search engines 

should complement the existing practice of labeling with additional internal policies and strategies to 

prevent the crowding out of objectively valuable, non-commercial references in their index.  They 

should also make themselves publicly accountable for adhering to these policies. In the absence of such 

additional safeguards, search engine users may be better off, not having any expectation of impartiality, 

objectivity of any type of search result. In that case, they will have to simply rely on their own judgment 

about the value of the references that are provided to them. 

10.3.2. Search engine advertising, quality and transparency 

While the labeling of sponsored search results at least clarifies that search media engage in paid 

placement strategies, the monetization of search traffic raises other issues with regard to the ranking 

and selection of search results and search engine quality more generally that have yet to be fully 

understood. For instance, an important question is what the impact is of the monetization of search 

engine traffic on the overall quality of search media and the willingness of search engines to innovate 

and improve the quality of their search results. Transparency about the strategies of existing search 

media in the context of ranking and selection to optimize their income is lacking. If anything, commercial 

search media can be expected to optimize their income through the optimization of clicks on sponsored 

search results. This could have adverse effects on the quality of search media seen as information 

retrieval systems from the perspective of end-users. At the very least, the business interests of 

commercial search engines to monetize as much traffic as possible implies that any statements of search 

media that present their selection and ranking strategies as merely directed at satisfying information 

needs of end-users should be critically assessed. 

As discussed in the previous section, until now regulators such as the FTC cited above have been rather 

uncritical in following search engines’ claims about independence, relevance and objectivity. Similarly, 

the ECJ’s Advocate-General was happy to state that: 

“natural results are selected and ranked according to their relevance to the keywords. This is 

done through the automatic algorithms underlying the search engine program, which apply 

purely objective criteria.”956 

The uncritical adoption of these premises about the functioning and goals of commercial search engine 

providers is also the basis of the current labeling of sponsored search results, which, as argued in the 

previous section, falls short in providing real value for end-users. While the values of independence and 

impartiality in search engine ranging and selection practices could surely contribute to search engine 

quality for end-users, selection and ranking practices of dominant search media currently depend too 

heavily on third party signals to be characterized as such. 
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On the one hand, the ranking and selection practices of major search media are a complicated, mostly 

opaque and automated set of decisions about the ‘value’ and ‘relevance’ of sources of information in 

view of a particular understanding of information needs of end-users. As argued in Chapter 8, the 

realization that selection and ranking involves a variety of subjective decisions about the relevance and 

value of information also offers search engine providers a freedom of expression defense to freely 

decide which choices to make in this context. As the Financial Times concludes, summarizing various 

critiques of the supposedly objective nature of search engine rankings: 

“By changing its mathematical formula to modify the results returned to a particular query, 

Google’s engineers are making judgments very similar to the editorial decisions made at a more 

traditional media organization […].”957 

On the other hand, the judgments about the ranking and selection of search results may be primarily 

aimed to advance the business interest of the search medium. In fact, the advertisement based business 

model has some obvious implications for the incentives on search engine operators to make certain 

choices rather than others. Search engines are in the business of matching information needs of end-

users and the offer and willingness to communicate of information providers. It is important to realize 

that this is exactly what advertisers have been doing all along, be it with one particular mindset. 

Ultimately, the question about search engine quality is a question about the values and goals of search 

engine providers and the compatibility of those values with societal interests that go beyond their direct 

business interest. And since end-user attention is scarce, the question is, ultimately, what kind of end-

user information needs a search engine decides to satisfy: those that it considers, on the basis of some 

idea about the scientific, societal or political value of information and ideas, most worthy of finding 

satisfaction or those that would be most profitable? It would be quite unconvincing to argue that these 

perspectives will always overlap. And again, the question is how search engines will deal with the fact 

that information providers’ willingness to find the attention of end-users, whether expressed through 

advertising in search engines or through SEO, does not necessarily reflect their value as sources of 

information. 

The negative impact of advertising on broadcasting quality is well-documented: commercial media can 

in general be expected to produce the level of quality of programming that is necessary to keep people 

watching.958 This is used as one of the reasons for the subsidization of public broadcasting and the 

regulation of advertising in broadcasting. Will commercial search engines act similarly and produce the 

minimum level of quality of results that ensure that people will not switch to a competitor? Should 

regulators respond with public service search engines or search engine regulation? More specifically, 

can Google, as market leader, be expected, and allowed if it does so, to mainly focus on sponsored links 

prominence and quality?  And in view of their business model, how important is it for major search 

engines to preserve or improve the quality of their organic listings, considering that clicks on organic 

links can be seen as missed opportunities for them to monetize attention? Notably, in the context of 
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commercial search engines, the functional overlap between sponsored and organic search results 

further increases the pressure on the quality of organic search results. Both organic as well as sponsored 

search results are avenues in which information providers can influence their prominence. 

Currently, it is still easier to ask these questions than to answer them properly and regulators have only 

quite recently started to address some of these issues more seriously, most notably in the competition 

law context and possible abuse of market power of industry leader Google. The European Commission 

addressed the possible impact of advertising on organic search quality in its review of the deal about 

organic search listings between Microsoft and Yahoo.959 Generally, the Commission is quite optimistic 

about the current levels of innovation in terms of search engine quality: 

“Search engines spend enormous efforts in order to continuously improve the search algorithm 

and their ability to match users and advertisers. […] The high degree of innovation in these 

markets is proven by the rate at which new innovation has been introduced in the past (for 

example introduction of the auction mechanism, quality rank, analytics, spell check, etc.) and by 

constant experimentations that search engines undertake daily on several fronts.”960 

Further on, the Commission explains what kind of possible market behavior could be expected and 

considered negative for the quality of search engines for end-users: 

“Theoretically, the rationale for possibly degrading the organic search stems from the trade off 

that search platforms appear to face between the incentive to provide relevant organic and paid 

results. The trade off arises because when a platform tries to attract more users through greater 

relevance on the organic search it runs the risk of losing revenues on the advertising side (i.e. less 

clicks on ads) due to users clicking predominantly on the organic side (especially if both types of 

clicks would bring the user to the same kind of information). […]  

[P]latforms might have an incentive to dedicate a smaller part of the result page to organic 

results in favour of search advertising links [] thereby providing proportionally more advertising 

links. Alternatively, the platforms may rank the sponsored and organic search results in a way 

that firms offering competing products to the sponsored links are ranked, from the user's 

perspective, on the organic side lower than optimally.”961 

In its actual analysis of the impact of the merger on the search engine market the Commission does not 

come to the conclusion that this behavior takes place.962 Due to the nature of competition law, it merely 

draws the conclusion that the deal under review would not worsen the situation. It does so on the basis 

of four arguments, namely that (1) users would be responsive with respect to variations to the relevance 

provided and be able to switch to alternatives, that (2) there was very limited switching of end-users 

between the two parties under review, that (3) other search engines (Ask or local ones) and competing 
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verticals could still be expected to exercise a constraint on the main competing platforms not to degrade 

their service, and that (4) the improved scale of organic traffic for Microsoft would allow it to actually 

improve the quality of its search results, thereby keeping up pressure on search quality for Google as 

well.963 

From the perspective of competition law, these conclusions seem reasonable. Competition law can be 

expected to provide some constraints on search engine quality for end-users, but its role is necessarily 

limited for several reasons. First, from a market perspective it is difficult to address the impact of search 

engine market dynamics on end-users, since they (or rather, their attention and targeted navigation) are 

the product being sold instead of the paying customers. The Commission addresses this issue by using 

the economic theory of two-sided platforms. However, its analysis remains simplistic. In particular, it 

does not address the trade-offs between the participants on the two sides of the market. What could be 

considered harmful for end-users from the perspective of search engine quality, such as more and more 

space reserved for sponsored results,964 can be expected to be beneficial for advertisers. Competition 

law does not answer which sets competing harms and benefits are preferable.965 In addition, advertisers 

are competing with other information providers for attention. It is hard to imagine how competition law 

can address the trade-offs between the interests of advertisers and other sources of information worthy 

of representation in search results or the trade-offs between different types of users. 

While this analysis of the European Commission did not directly target the business practices of Google, 

in 2010 both the European Commission and U.S. antitrust authorities started to investigate complaints 

about possible anticompetitive ranking and selection practices of Google.966 Amongst other complaints 

and accusations of abuse of dominance, the investigations are focusing on the anti-competitive effects 

of vertical integration of general purpose search engines and the possible preferential treatment of 

Google’s own services in Google’s search results. 

Considering the complexities of the underlying markets, the result of these investigations can be 

expected to be of major significance for the future of the search engine industry. In addition, the 

investigations go to the heart of the question about the freedom of (dominant) search engine providers 

to rank and select search results and the proper limitations on such freedom in view of possible harm for 

third parties. Consider for instance the claim that Google harms competition by degrading the ranking of 

search results to competing verticals search engines and directories. While it may be questionable 

whether this behavior takes place, and if it takes place, whether it should be considered an abuse of 
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market power, it also raises the question of to what extent the law could and should limit the freedom 

of search engines to decide that verticals and directories are simply inferior destinations from the 

perspective of search engine quality. In other words, the right to freedom of expression and the editorial 

freedom it arguably offers search engines with respect to the choices of which selection and ranking 

practices to engage in should be taken into account in these investigations by competition authorities. 

Under the current legal framework and apart from the specific labeling obligation discussed in the 

previous section, transparency about ranking and selection is provided voluntarily and encouraged 

through self-regulation. There are no general legal disclosure requirements for search engines about 

their ranking and selection practices, which also typically enjoy protection as trade secrets. Some argue 

that it will be necessary to impose specific transparency obligations on major search engine providers. 

The most sophisticated proposals in this direction have proposed to install special oversight committees 

to prevent general disclosure to the public and competitors, while still providing the benefits from the 

perspective of accountability. 967 

While everything may seem to point in the direction of the value of more transparency about ranking 

and selection practices, it is important to note that there are some arguments against disclosure 

requirements for search engine ranking and selection practices. First of all, search engine providers 

would argue that disclosure might decrease search engine quality to the detriment of end-users, as it 

would allow interested parties to game their systems.968 The production of search engine results takes 

place in a continuous competition for Internet traffic, search engine optimization and marketing. The 

current levels of disclosure and transparency are at least to some extent tailored to address the negative 

impact of this ongoing competition. 

Second, and more fundamentally, the nature of the information that would have to be disclosed goes to 

the heart of the editorial aspect of the search medium. The observation that decisions about ranking 

and selection of search engines are editorial decisions implies that the law should not too easily impose 

restrictions on the freedom to decide how to rank and select search results. And one may argue that the 

protection of the search provider’s freedom to select and rank search results based on a theory of 

editorial freedom should also involve a limitation on requirements to disclose the precise practices, 

since such a requirement could result in chilling effects and provide search engine providers with 

incentives not to engage in certain selection and ranking practices. As a comparison, one would not 

imagine similar obligations on traditional editorial media. No one would propose to legally and generally 

require publishers to factually disclose the actual decisions that are made in the editorial room. This kind 

of regulation would be considered an infringement of the freedom of the press. In sum, from the 

perspective of the right to freedom of expression it is preferable that transparency would be offered 

through self-regulation. 

Another feasible approach would be the more systematic monitoring of the industry and the funding of 

independent research into the incentives search engines have with regard to the interplay between 
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quality of their organic search results and the optimization of income through sponsored search 

listings.969In addition, in the absence of sector-specific regulation of search engines competition law may 

be expected to continue to provide some insights into the selection and ranking practices of dominant 

search engine providers. In particular, the regular reviews of commercial agreements and the recent 

investigations into the complaints about the abuse of market power involving or relating to Google’s 

search business by competition authorities will help to provide some transparency about the functioning 

of the search engine market, the possibilities and realization of abuse, and the motives behind the 

production of particular search result orderings.  

10.4 Search engine quality and user data: privacy, personalization and intellectual freedom 

This final section will address the regulatory issues relating to search engine quality and the processing 

of user data by search engines. High quality user data could be considered the holy grail of search 

engine providers (and most other commercial Web services for that matter). In his book on Google and 

the importance of search, John Battelle called Google’s collection of user data ‘the database of 

intentions’.970 It goes well beyond the scope of this research to fully discuss the practices of user data 

processing by major web search providers like Google. In the next section, a short overview will be 

provided, after which some of the legal issues relating to the processing of user data by search engine 

providers will be discussed from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. More specifically, 

Section 10.4.2 will address the way in which the observance of the right to privacy and data protection 

laws can be seen as a prerequisite to intellectual freedom of search engines users as well as the way in 

which the current legal regime incorporates this concern. Section 10.4.3 will discuss the way in which EU 

data protection law, as interpreted by the Article 29 Working Party, could in theory contribute to the 

informational autonomy of search engine users, if it were to be applied more rigorously on current data 

processing practices. 

10.4.1 Search engine user data processing: background 

Search engines rely on complex, sophisticated processing of massive amounts of user data in many 

aspects of their service. Many users may only be aware of providing one relevant data point to search 

engine providers, namely the search query. But search engine user input consists of a range of data, 

over significant amounts of time. Some of these data are also directly provided by the user such as 

search preferences, which are typically stored through the use of Web cookies, a file on the users’ 

computer that helps to individualize end-users. In addition, data relating to a search will be registered 

and processed, such as the date and time a search query was entered, as well as subsequent user 

actions like a click on a search result. A lot of other data are provided by the user as a result of them 

interacting with the Web search service, such as their IP address, the operating system, the browser and 

its settings. Users are typically tracked over many sessions of use with the use of so-called cookies 

containing unique identifiers. Whereas the IP address might not mean much to the average Internet 
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user, these data allow web services to say something about someone’s geographic location, when 

combined with other data sources. Similar combinations can subsequently be made with other data 

sets, such as demographics connected to ZIP codes.971 

User data is an essential ingredient for the monetization of search, and competition in the search engine 

and Web services market more generally is strongly focused on the ability to collect user data.972 The 

advertisement based business model of search engines essentially turns around user data as every click 

by a user on a sponsored result is a micro payment from the advertiser to the service. These user clicks 

are registered and are optimized in view of the profitability of the service. And in view of the interests of 

paying customers, these clicks need to be legitimate and not fraudulent. In addition, the more user data 

search engines have, or perhaps better, the more search engines can infer with some degree of 

statistical relevance, the more targeted the advertisements that are displayed can be. The level of 

targeting increases the value of their product for advertisers, thereby increasing the profits of the search 

engine provider.973 

User data collections also allow search engine providers to do research on user behavior.974 Amongst 

other things, this research involves machine learning on large user data sets. The goal of such research 

could be to develop new statistical qualifiers to improve ranking and selection and sponsored result 

placement. User data can be analyzed in view of relevance and user satisfaction, particular patterns of 

user behavior can be predicted to be possibly fraudulent and search queries in general can be better 

understood. User data can also be used to innovate and develop new services, an often cited example of 

which is the ‘suggestion’ function that corrects spelling mistakes and suggests possible improvements of 

the search query. 

Finally, user data can be used to personalize the service, in the sense that search engine providers will 

select and rank their search results on the basis of that user’s history of interaction with the service or 

other data related to that specific user.975 Any of the more simple data mentioned above, such as the IP 

address or language preference can be used to personalize results, but other and more sophisticated 

signals could be used also, such as historic preference for certain media formats, for instance video’s or 

link navigation speed. Personalization can also be based on specific combinations of signals and rich data 

collections available from other services, such as email, social networks or video on demand. Since 2009 

Google personalizes both its organic and sponsored results for all its users.976 For authenticated users, it 

promotes websites that have been visited before, shows how many visits took place, and more generally 

seems to develop a kind of profile of interests which has an impact on user’s search results.977 As 

mentioned, Google personalizes search results on the basis of a variety of criteria, most of which are 
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unknown. It is clear that the possibilities to personalize further are only just being explored and can be 

expected to become the subject of intense competition between dominance Web services. 

The regulatory debate about the processing of user data by search engines has been channeled through 

data protection and the right to privacy and confidentiality topics. Early commentators’ worries about 

the amounts and sensitivity of data being registered by search engines were publicly confirmed in 2006 

when AOL released a set of user data for research purposes.978 The data set consisted of a large number 

of search histories of AOL users, in which the IP addresses had been replaced by a unique number. The 

release was generally considered a mistake because of the sensitivity of the data. The New York Times 

showed in their report ‘A Face is Exposed for AOL Searcher No. 4417749’ that the search history could 

be used to identify an actual Internet user.979  

The regulatory debate intensified in the years after the release of the AOL search logs. Most notably, 

European data protection authorities started an investigation into the processing of user data from a 

European data protection law perspective, first addressing only Google and later addressing the Web 

search industry at large. This investigation was concluded in 2008 in the form of an official opinion by 

the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party on ‘data protection issues related to search engines’.980 In 

the United States the FTC looked into search engine user data processing in the context of its 

recommendations about data privacy safeguards (in the form of self-regulation) with regard to 

behavioral advertising.981 

As mentioned above, the scrutiny of the processing of search log data processing has mostly taken place 

through the lens of data protection and privacy law and regulation. Consequently, the regulatory debate 

has placed particular emphasis on data privacy related issues, such as the anonymization of user data 

and the retention period of individual search queries in non-aggregate form, the question about third 

party access to search query data, and the legitimacy of the goals underlying the processing of so much 

user data by search engine providers in the first place. Apart from these issues, the question about the 

proper application of jurisdictional provisions of the EU Privacy Directive (95/46/EC) to operating Web 

search engines operating from outside the EU and the question of whether or not the user data in 

search logs should be qualified as ‘personal data’ under the Privacy Directive have been important in the 

legal debate about the proper application of EU law in this context. 

Much less attention has been paid to the question of how individual user data processing has shaped 

and continues to shape access to information by Internet users. In line with the focus of this study on 

the right to freedom of expression in the context of search, this section will specifically address this 

perspective by addressing two of the issues at the interplay of data protection, search engine user 
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privacy and freedom of expression. First, in section 10.4.2, the question will be discussed how the 

current privacy and data protection framework for search engine user data processing takes into 

account the freedom of expression interests of users to seek and access information and ideas freely. 

Generally, the instrumental value of privacy for the right to freedom of expression is well accepted.982 

For instance, this value lies in the possible chilling effect of the absence of appropriate privacy 

safeguards on expressive conduct, including the search for and the access of information and ideas 

online.983 In the context of networked communications, the free exercise of the right to freedom of 

expression takes place in a new environment and with the use of new types of services, such as Web 

search engines. When data processing practices by new intermediaries do not go hand in hand with 

appropriate data protection and privacy safeguards, they may not only impact the right to privacy and 

data protection but also profoundly impact the enjoyment of the right to freedom of expression. 

In Section 10.4.3 the question will be addressed if and how European data protection law could promote 

accountability in the context of search from a user’s perspective, in particular with regard to the impact 

that search engine user data has on the selection and ranking of organic as well as sponsored search 

results. Building on the conclusion of European data protection authorities that much of the processing 

of user data by search engine providers amounts to the processing of personal data - processing which 

therefore falls under the scope of EU data protection laws -, the question will be explored in what ways 

data protection law could contribute to transparency and accountability in the context of search engine 

ranking and selection practices. This question has grown in relevance due to the increased 

personalization of search results. It will be shown that, in theory, EU data protection law may indeed 

promote the informational autonomy of end-users in the context of search, but that until now data 

protection compliance and enforcement levels has been wanting in delivering this potential. 

10.4.2 Intellectual freedom and search engine user surveillance 

As was noted in Chapter 8, the search engine user’s privacy can be seen as a condition for the 

fundamental right to search, access and receive information and ideas freely. Information seeking 

behavior could be seriously chilled if the main available options to find information online entail 

comprehensive surveillance and storage of end-user behavior without appropriate guarantees that such 

information is not be used to one’s disadvantage. 

Historically, libraries have had the most experience with the need to guarantee the privacy of their 

patrons and the confidentiality of their reading habits.984 In Chapter 7 it was shown how public libraries 

consider user privacy a fundamental concern, since it is instrumental in preserving the intellectual 

freedom of their patrons. 985 In some countries and in several states in the United States, access to 

library records by government agencies is restricted in view of the interest of privacy of library patrons. 
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It must be noted that public libraries also process more and more user data in the context of electronic 

library products. User data can also be beneficial in view of the possibility to better serve the library 

user’s needs through better targeted recommendations. 

For other institutions such as the press, the processing of user data at the current scale is a new 

phenomenon. For some political publications subscriber records, if they did exist, were considered a 

sensitive matter. However, the scale in which electronic online media can and do process data on their 

readers or viewers is unprecedented. In addition, more and more electronic publishers allow end-users 

to make contributions as well. Typically, on these users additional data will be collected. The publishing 

sector at large has yet to show serious signs of reflecting on the possible need to balance the benefits of 

the processing of user data, such as personalization and targeted advertising, with the intellectual 

freedom of their users. 

In the context of electronic communications service providers, such as Internet access providers, the 

individual’s interests in communications privacy and confidentially of the contents of communications 

are both protected by the right to respect for private life in Article 8 ECHR and safeguarded through 

specific legal norms at the EU and national level. The e-Privacy Directive at the EU level (2002/58/EC) 

provides that Member States have to ensure the confidentiality of electronic communications through 

legislation and restricts the permissibility of the processing of traffic and location data relating to 

communications. The e-Privacy Directive can, like the general EU Privacy Directive, be seen as an 

instance of the Member States acting under their positive obligation to protect communications privacy 

in horizontal relations. 

In the context of information services such as search engines, there are no sector-specific rules for the 

protection of the privacy of users. General privacy and data protection laws, the EU Privacy Directive 

(95/46/EC) in particular, provide the legal framework for the processing of personal data of users by 

information society services, such as electronic publishers or search engine providers.  

Arguably European data protection authorities have been somewhat successful in addressing the 

collection and processing of user data by search engines through an application of European data 

protection laws. The Article 29 Working Party’s opinion on search engines and data protection clarifies 

that major search engine providers are subject to general data protection law and it outlines the way in 

which the EU Privacy Directive guarantees the fair processing of personal data in the context of Web 

search engines.986 More specifically, the Article 29 Working Party concludes that search engine user data 

can typically be considered personal data and can only be processed for legitimate purposes and must 

be deleted or irreversibly anonymized afterwards.987 In addition, search engine providers have to inform 

their users about the processing of their data and their rights to access, inspect, or correct their data.  
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Notably, the regulatory debate about search engines’ obligations under European data protection law 

has not been settled. The industry has been somewhat reluctant to recognize the application of EU data 

protection law, arguing on the one hand that most of the data cannot be considered personal data and 

on the other hand consistently avoiding stating their policies in terms of European data protection rules. 

The possible resulting lack of compliance will be addressed in the next section. 

From the perspective of the right to freedom of expression, an important downside of the European 

data protection framework as applied to the processing of user data by search engine providers, or 

other information services such as the electronic press, is that it does not contain provisions that 

specifically recognize the special nature of the data involved. As searching the Web has become a 

primary means for members of the information society to find and or access information and ideas, and 

the provision of the services that satisfy those needs involves the processing of massive amounts of user 

data relating to one’s interests and intentions, this could be reason for reflection on the need to include 

specific legal norms relating to the processing of data relating to an individual’s information seeking and 

accessing behavior. 

The Article 29 Working Party does recognize the importance of search engines as first points of access to 

information online in its opinion on search engines. First, it notes that search logs contain a footprint of 

a user’s interests, relations and intentions and explains that these logs may be used commercially or 

become the subject of requests by law enforcement and national security agencies. It than expresses its 

opinion that: 

“Search engines play a crucial role as a first point of contact to access information freely on the 

Internet. Such free access to information is essential to build one's personal opinion in our 

democracy. Therefore, Article 11 of the European Charter of Fundamental Rights is of special 

relevance because it provides that "information should be accessible without any surveillance by 

public authorities, as part of freedom of expression and information"988 

However, there are no specific rules in the EU Privacy Directive that acknowledge this fundamental 

concern related to the processing of user data by search engine providers. The way in which the Privacy 

Directive recognizes the special nature of certain categories of personal data is through the special 

regime for ‘sensitive data’. Article 8 of the Privacy Directive contains a number of special categories of 

personal data, namely “data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical 

beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.”989 For the 

processing of this data stricter rules apply. The processing of these special categories of data is 

forbidden outside the circumstances listed in Article 8 of the Privacy Directive. If the processing of 

sensitive data is based on the data subject’s consent, such consent needs to be explicit instead of 

unambiguous (Article 8 (2)(a) Privacy Directive). 
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While some may argue that search queries reveal sensitive types of information about an individual, the 

assumption that a direct link exists between a data subject’s information access behavior and their 

proper characteristics as an individual is itself highly problematic. Notably, the Article 29 Working Party 

did not address this question in its opinion on search engines. It is true that search engine user data, the 

user’s queries and subsequent navigation in particular, could be used to infer certain information about 

end-users, such as information about diseases, political viewpoints or religious beliefs. A user’s search 

history may reveal an interest into a special heart disease, a certain political party or a particular 

religion. It may even be possible to statistically predict the ethnicity of the user on the basis of his or her 

search history and other data accessible to the search engine provider.990 The possibility that search 

engines themselves do profile their users and personalize their offerings in these ways could be an 

additional argument for treating search user data that relates to these special categories as sensitive 

data themselves. 

However, it is problematic to conclude that end-users who search for information about a disease, 

viewpoint or belief actually have that disease, viewpoint or belief. This may actually go to the heart of 

the value of privacy and intellectual freedom in the context of access to information and ideas. While 

the end-user uses the search engine to search for information and ideas, search engines are using the 

data users leave behind as an opportunity to predict more and more about the end-users’ proper 

characteristics. Consequently, particular patterns in information seeking and accessing behavior lead to 

the attribution of certain characteristics to the individual. However, even if search engines process a 

user’s data to predict that user’s future interests, this does not necessarily mean that the search engine 

equals someone’s interests with the person’s proper characteristics. Search engines may actually not be 

interested at all in identifying their users. They may merely be interested in optimizing the chance of 

satisfying a user’s query as well as monetizing it.991 Still, this behavior by search engines could have 

chilling effect on the use of search engine services.992To conclude, while search engine user data may 

reveal information that relates to sensitive types of information, the special regime for the processing of 

sensitive data does not seem to fit to the processing of search engine user data. 

At the same time, the fact that so much information can be statistically predicted on the basis of search 

engine user data is the reason that search engine providers work hard to obtain more and more user 

data and are actively exploring new ways to use and analyze them.  Search engine providers use this 

data to improve the quality of the search service, to increase the granularity of their targeted advertising 

programs, or to develop new and search-related products, such as the search suggest functionality. In 

addition, there are numerous ways in which the analysis of search engine user data collections, on the 

scale that a search engine provider like Google has access to, could be used in contexts completely 

unrelated to access to information and ideas or the optimization of marketing.  
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Google, for instance, has indirectly advocated the benefits of its extensive user surveillance and the 

research it enables through its Google Trends tools and Google Flu Trends in particular.993 This service 

harvests aggregate search data to give an indication of geographic flu activity. It shows how search 

query analysis can be useful to predict various other events of general public interest and to further our 

understanding of the world more generally.994 The following claim by Microsoft researcher Matthew 

Richardson summarizes the potential of search engine user data collections: 

“With the advent of Web search engines, a new source of data about people and the world has 

become available. Every time a person queries a search engine, he provides a small window into 

his life, his interests, and the world around him. Taken as a whole, across millions of users, these 

queries constitute a measurement of the world and humanity through time.”995 

This leads him to advocate against limitations on the retention period of search engine user logs, 

claiming that the potential to use these data would be severely reduced otherwise. Search engines have 

an obvious business interest in establishing more and more legitimate purposes for this data, thereby 

solidifying the legitimacy of the processing of large amounts of user data in the first place. 

Most problematically from the perspective of intellectual freedom of end-users, are the signs that 

government agencies and search engine providers may be coming into agreement on the need for 

extensive processing of search engine user data for the purposes to investigate or prevent crime.996 

Undoubtedly, specific search engine user data may sometimes be helpful in the context of a criminal 

investigation. But as soon as the collection of user data by search engine providers becomes 

instrumental for the purposes of preventing and combating crime, intellectual freedom will be greatly 

sacrificed. 

A similar sacrifice was made by the European legislature when it enacted the Data Retention Directive 

(2006/24/EC) in the context of electronic communications data. This directive mandates the retention of 

traffic and location data of publicly available electronic communications networks and services in view 

of their usefulness for law enforcement and national security agencies. More recently, proposals have 

been made in the European Parliament to extend data retention obligations to search engine providers 

in view of the combat of sexual harassment, pedophilia and child pornographic material.997 In other 

words, the collection of user data by search engines would become instrumental, a priori, to the 

objectives of governmental agencies, in particular law enforcement and national security agencies.  

Libraries in particular have been vocal opponents of attempts to access records of their patrons. Search 

engine providers have a mixed record. On the one hand, they have sometimes opposed access to their 

user data by government agencies. In 2006 Google scored a victory in a United States court over 

government attempt to gain access to individual search records.998 Google often cites this legal victory 
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as an example of its effective efforts to protect its users’ privacy, also noting it was the only one resisting 

the attempt to gain access.999 In general, however, major search providers are responsive to lawful 

government request to access user records.1000 Moreover, Google has repeatedly defended its retention 

of user data by claiming that they could be necessary data for law enforcement agencies to track down 

criminals.1001 Google’s CEO, Eric Smith, publicly stated that  

"If you have something that you don't want anyone to know, maybe you shouldn't be doing it in 

the first place."1002 

Interesting in this context are the court proceedings between Google and Viacom in the United States 

about Google’s liability for copyright infringement on YouTube. In 2009 Viacom secured a court ruling 

which ordered Google to hand over the complete log related to its YouTube service, an enormous 

record of the viewing history of all visitors.1003 The court dismissed Google’s opposition, which was 

referring to its users’ privacy and also specifically relied upon Video Privacy Protection Act (18 U.S.C. 

Section 2710), with the following statement: 

“[…] defendants cite no authority barring them from disclosing such information in civil discovery 

proceedings, and their privacy concerns are speculative. Defendants do not refute that the “login 

ID is an anonymous pseudonym that users create for themselves when they sign up with 

YouTube” which without more “cannot identify specific individuals” […] and Google has 

elsewhere stated: 

‘We . . . are strong supporters of the idea that data protection laws should apply to any data that 

could identify you. The reality is though that in most cases, an IP address without additional 

information cannot.’”1004 

In other words, the court concluded there was no law that provided for the protection of user records 

against third party access, and in view of Google’s own treatment of and view on user data the Judge 

dismissed Google defense in view of user privacy. Hence, the protection of privacy for end-users under 

United States law is dependent on the views and policies of the service provider, and the privacy policies 

of dominant players in the market do not (unambiguously) provide end-users with reasonable 
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expectations of privacy.1005 Seen against this background, European data protection law may better 

serve the interests of end-users since data protection laws apply independent of the willingness of 

service providers to take their user’s privacy seriously. 

At the same time, the EU Privacy Directive itself does not recognize the special nature of the data which 

is being processed by search engine providers. It does not ensure the intellectual freedom of search 

engine users by preventing, or setting special standards on, access to this data by third parties once the 

data has been collected. Lawful access by third parties, including law enforcement and national security 

agencies, is a matter of the law of the Member States. Until now, no special restrictions have been 

adopted with regard to the processing of and access to search engine user data. Whereas Article 8 ECHR 

is an important legal safeguard, the scale of user data processing in the context of search may warrant 

specific norm setting at the legislative level to ensure the fundamental interest of end-users to search 

for and access information freely in the online environment. 

10.4.3 Accountability for user data processing 

The processing of user data has a real impact on the selection and ranking of search results in response 

to a query.1006 Beyond queries and site navigation, one’s geographic location and a range of other data 

are and can be used and interpreted by search engines to tailor the service to specific end-users. In 

practice there are more questions than answers about the way in which user data is actually being used 

by search engine providers as search engines tend to give only general information about the actual 

data processing that is taking place. Hence personalization presents end-users with a problem in terms 

of their informational autonomy.1007 Search engines tailor their offering on the basis of some kind of 

picture of who their end-users are, without actually giving end-users the capacity to determine whether 

they agree with that picture and the impact on the recommendations of online sources of information it 

implies. 

Considering that European data protection law does apply to the processing of user data, following the 

Article 29 Data Protection Working Party’s opinion on search engines, it is worth looking at the question 

of to what extent data protection laws could help make search engines more accountable from a user’s 

perspective for their impact on informational autonomy.1008 This would fit with the nature of data 

protection law, which does little to prevent the processing of personal data and more often than not is a 

means to support other fundamental legal interests relating to the freedom of the individual in a 

technology and information driven society, interests that are different than the right to private life in the 

strict sense.1009 More specifically, European data protection law contains a number of provisions relating 

to the transparency of the processing of personal data by controllers, in view of the possibility to 

exercise control over data processing by data subjects. 
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According to Article 10 and 11 of the EU Privacy Directive, data controllers have a general obligation to 

provide information about the processing of personal data that is taking place, the recipients of this 

data, the purposes of processing, the categories of personal data that have not been obtained from the 

data subject itself, and the existence of the rights of data subjects. Correspondingly, data subjects have a 

right to gain access to their personal data (Article 12), “without constraint at reasonable intervals and 

without excessive delay or expense.”1010 This right of access of data subjects, includes the right to receive 

- confirmation as to whether or not data relating to him are being processed and information at least as to 

the purposes of the processing, the categories of data concerned, and the recipients or categories of 

recipients to whom the data are disclosed, 

- communication to him in an intelligible form of the data undergoing processing and of any available 

information as to their source, 

- knowledge of the logic involved in any automatic processing of data concerning him at least in the case of 

the automated decisions referred to in Article 15 (1)1011 

Article 15 of the Data Protection Directive contains a strengthened transparency obligation in view of 

the fundamental interests of data subjects in relation to automated decision making on the basis of 

personal data. Article 15 (1) grants data subjects a right  

not to be subject to a decision which produces legal effects concerning him or significantly affects him and 

which is based solely on automated processing of data intended to evaluate certain personal aspects 

relating to him, such as his performance at work, creditworthiness, reliability, conduct, etc.1012 

Article 15 (2) contains an exception to this general rule for automated decisions that are 

(a) […] taken in the course of the entering into or performance of a contract, provided the request for the 

entering into or the performance of the contract, lodged by the data subject, has been satisfied or that there 

are suitable measures to safeguard his legitimate interests, such as arrangements allowing him to put his 

point of view; or 

(b) is authorized by a law which also lays down measures to safeguard the data subject's legitimate 

interests.1013 

Finally, consideration (41) of the EU Privacy Directive contains another reference to the right of access of 

the data subject and the right to know the logic involved in the automated processing of data 

concerning him, clarifying that its purpose is in particular that data subjects can “control the accuracy of 

the data and the lawfulness of the processing.”1014 Importantly, the Directive here also notes that on the 

one hand, these rights of the data subject “must not adversely affect trade secrets or intellectual 
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property and in particular the copyright protecting the software” and on the other hand stating that 

“these considerations must not, however, result in the data subject being refused all information.”1015 

If one looks at the processing of user data by Web search engines, in practice, the first question to arise 

is whether the user data that is being processed can be qualified as personal data. It is beyond the scope 

of this research to address this much debated issue in detail. We will simply rely on the Article 29 

Working Party’s conclusion on this subject that search engines generally process a wide variety of user 

data which qualify as personal data, both in case of authenticated and non-authenticated users.1016 

Notably, this conclusion is not legally tested. It remains to be seen what the proper status of search 

engine user data is under the data protection directive. Clearly, this will depend on the precise practices 

of search engines with regard to user data.  

It is important to note that the question whether search engine logs qualify as personal data cannot be 

reduced to the question about the status of IP addresses under the definition of personal data, which is 

currently one of the issues most prominently debated in this context. Even if IP addresses of end-users, 

as processed by information service providers, may not in and by themselves be regarded as personal 

data, search engines tend to process such a wide variety of user data in a form relating to specific 

individuals that the question about the identifiability of the underlying end-user does not depend upon 

the status of one specific type of data. More fundamentally, it should be noted that the question about 

identification of end-users in an online context may need to be addressed a little differently. Providers 

of free services do rely on a range of individual user data to single out individuals for specific treatment. 

In the online world the basic identifiers of the offline world, such as name and home address, are 

typically less meaningful, especially if the service is provided for free.1017 

Thus when following the Article 29 Working Party, the transparency obligations and the data subject’s 

right to access and correction typically apply to the user data as processed by search engine providers. 

This has a number of interesting consequences for the accountability of search engines for their 

personalized search results, consequences which in practice have not been fully materialized. First, 

search engines may need to provide users with a lot more information about the data that is being 

processed and the purposes of such processing of user data. Second, end-users have a right to access all 

personal data relating to them as they are processed by search engines. Third, data protection law 

provides data protection authorities with various regulatory means to ensure public oversight as regards 

the veracity of the information as provided by search engine providers in their privacy policies. 

Data controllers tend to comply with the obligation to inform data subjects about the processing of 

personal data through privacy policies. All major search engines have such privacy policies, including 

Google, the policy of which will be taken as an example to show a seeming lack of compliance with EU 

data protection rules.1018 Notably, the following is meant as an illustration of the possible unfulfilled 
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potential of EU data protection laws in the context of search, rather than a in-depth discussion of the 

question of whether Google’s data processing policy and practices are in compliance with EU law. 

Google’s privacy policy seems to systematically inform end-users of the ways in which different user 

data is being collected and processed. But at a closer look, many of the statements are quite vague and 

may not be in full compliance with the recommendations of the Article 29 Working Party. First, Google 

systematically refrains from providing information in a form which makes it legally accountable under 

European data protection law. In particular, it does not use the word ‘personal data’ once in any of its 

privacy policies, but instead uses the term ‘personal information’. It defines ‘personal information’ as 

“information that you provide to us which personally identifies you, such as your name, email address or 

billing information, or other data which can be reasonably linked to such information by Google.”1019 This 

definition is clearly more restricted than the definition of personal data in European data protection law. 

In particular, it does not include data which is not provided by the end-user itself, or data which 

indentifies an individual indirectly. By failing to clarify which of the information it processes must be 

considered personal data the value of Google’s privacy policy from the perspective of European data 

protection law is limited from the start. 

Implicitly, Google’s choice to use its own definition of ‘personal information’ makes clear it is ready to 

defend the position that much of the user data that it processes in the context of its Web search service 

should not be considered personal data and hence do not implicate data protection obligations. In its 

main privacy policy it explicitly states that it offers “a number of services that do not require you to 

register for an account or provide any personal information to us, such as Google Search.”1020 In its 

response to the Article 29 Working Party addressing the opinion on search engines it notes on the one 

hand that “Google has always taken the view that IP addresses should be regarded as confidential 

information that deserves a very high standard of protection” but on the other hand it states that “there 

is significant debate as to whether an IP address should be considered "personal data" for purposes of 

data protection obligations. Legal analysis of the potential status of IP addresses as personal data should 

be as rigorous as possible.”1021 

Second, the information Google provides about the purposes of the processing of user data in the 

context of its search engine may be too general. One of those purposes, namely “developing new 

services” is overbroad from the perspective of Article 6(1)(b), which provides that new purposes must 

be compatible. Often the information provided could be much more specific, for instance the 

information about the purposes of processing IP addresses in view of geographic location of end-users. 

Google understates the granularity of geo-location information it processes, by stating that an “IP 

address can often be used to identify the country from which a computer is connecting to the 

Internet.”1022 
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Google also generally informs end-users that it processes personal information in view of “the display of 

customized content and advertising.”1023 Apart from the fact that much of the information that is 

mentioned in Google’s policy, such as logs files, links and cookie data, are not defined as personal 

information, it is unclear which information is used and how it is used to customize the content and 

advertising in Google’s services. Consider the statement about the processing of query log data, the 

historic search records of every single user of Google Search over lengthy periods of time. Google 

explains:  

“Logs data also helps us improve our search results. If we know that users are clicking on the #1 

result, we know we’re probably doing something right, and if they’re hitting next page or 

reformulating their query, we’re probably doing something wrong.”1024 

Does this mean that query logs are used to develop an understanding of the interests of specific end-

users? If so, what kind of understanding is Google trying to develop? Does Google remember the types 

of links its individual users follow in its universal search product, such as news, entertainment, video or 

blogs? Does Google try to develop an understanding of more specific topics of interests of individual 

end-users to tailor search results and advertising, such as its ‘interest based advertising’ product it 

developed for its advertising network for Web publishers? And how exactly does this have an impact on 

the selection and ranking of future search results? 

Third, the right to access personal data as processed by Google or any other search engine provider may 

provide some answers to the pressing questions outlined above. In its privacy policy, Google seems to 

provide for the right to access personal data. However, its narrow definition of personal information 

means that for some of the data which would qualify as personal data under European data protection 

law this policy does not apply. Google does provide access to some of the user data it collects on 

individual users through its search history service. This service, however, is only available for end-users 

that use the search engine while logged into a personal account. For these authenticated users, Google 

offers an overview of some of the data that are stored in connection to an account and the various 

Google products that are being used. 

All in all, European data protection law, at least as interpreted by the Article 29 Working Party in its 

opinion on search engines, clearly provides a framework of obligations and rights that could help to 

address some of the accountability deficits in the context of the search engine data processing and its 

impact on informational autonomy of end-users. Were European Data Protection Authorities to 

seriously enforce the law as they have interpreted it in their opinion on search engines, the result would 

be that end-users and the public at large would be much better informed about the way in which search 

engine operate and have an impact on the information we end up finding while using their services. 

The recent episode in which German data protection authorities decided to use their legal powers to 

investigate personal data processing of Google in light of its collection of data for the controversial 

Street View service shows how effective an actual audit can be in ensuring compliance with the law. 
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Through the audit it was concluded that Google had been collecting and storing information about and 

communications send over personal wireless networks of European citizen.1025 Subsequently, Google 

has been fined, has had to stop these practices and destroy the data collected. The search engine 

market may need to be addressed in a similar manner to ensure full compliance with data protection 

law. The public oversight as provided for in the data protection framework may also be a solution for the 

problem that full disclosure of data processing practices and purposes may infringe on the trade secrets 

and intellectual property rights of search engine providers or be harmful for end-users, in view of the 

possible manipulation of search results upon full public disclosure. Data protection authorities may 

present the findings pursuant to an audit of user data processing in the context of search engine 

operations to the general public without having to disclose specific trade secrets or infringe on the 

legitimate business interests of search engine providers in other ways. 

10.5 Conclusion  

This chapter has addressed a number of regulatory issues relating to search engine quality from the 

perspective of freedom of expression. The first section considered search engines from the perspective 

of pluralism and diversity. After a short overview on early perspectives on diversity and pluralism in the 

online information environment and the role of search engines and a discussion of some of the early 

regulatory responses addressing diversity and pluralism and diversity, a general starting point and a 

number of concerns were identified and further discussed. 

The starting point is that in an online information environment characterized by abundance an analysis 

of pluralism and diversity should take special account of search engines and selection intermediaries 

more generally, as they have a large impact on the information and ideas that individuals will encounter. 

Moreover and related, in this context characterized by abundance an analysis of diversity and pluralism 

should also emphasize on exposure to information and ideas instead of merely addressing what is 

available online. 

A first possible concern is the consolidation of the search engine market, which could have negative 

effects on pluralism and diversity. Ultimately, the conclusion is drawn that there is not enough evidence 

of a negative impact from the current market structure and attention was drawn to a number of 

arguments that warrant skepticism with regard to claims of such an impact. Arguably, many of the 

critiques of search engines and their possible bias can be best understood as the debunking of overly 

optimistic assumptions about the equalizing, democratizing and disintermediating effects of the Internet 

and the Web. To the extent that such assumptions were simply unrealistic or untenable, such as the idea 

that search engines would facilitate access to information and ideas equally, these critiques are rather 

unsurprising, and can hardly serve as a starting point for a further analysis. 

To be able to address the question about the impact of search engines on diversity and pluralism 

properly, much more research will need to be done on the impact of market competition on search 

engine quality. On the one hand, search engines may end up trying exactly the same approaches in their 

competition for users. On the other hand, a lack of competition could diminish incentives to innovate on 
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search engine quality for end-users. Other open questions that need to be addressed in this context are 

the specific impact of dominant players on diversity and pluralism, as well as the way in which other 

players in the public networked information environment more generally could alleviate possible 

concerns following from market concentration in the search engine market.  

The analysis of the way in which individual market participants could have an impact on diversity and 

pluralism followed three perspectives: the end-users, the information providers and the search engine 

itself. The analysis shows that search engines have a number of incentives to promote diversity of their 

search results, since it increases the chance one or more of these results fulfill the information needs of 

their end-users. At the same time, the search engine business model implies that search engines may be 

particularly interested in optimizing their offering in view of particular information needs of end-users of 

a commercial nature, since this optimizes their attractiveness as a marketing platform for advertisers. 

This could lead to a reduction of diversity of search results that satisfy other interests of end-users. 

Personalization of search results could become problematic from the perspective of diversity and 

pluralism, but the question whether that is actually the case depends on the values and principles 

underlying such personalization and warrants further research. On a more practical level, search engines 

could be more forthcoming about the value they attribute to diversity and how this impacts on their 

decisions of how to select and rank search results for end-users. 

When focusing on information providers, most problematic is the impact that certain information 

providers could have on the diversity of search results and the overall robustness of the search medium. 

Because of the reliance on third party signals, the opportunities for the optimization of search result 

rankings for information providers and the editorial model of search more generally, some information 

providers may be effectively pushing legitimate and valuable sources of information out of the end-

users’ view. Remarkably, this is to some extent a practice endorsed by market leader Google. Search 

results can be expected to be biased towards information providers with sufficient financial and or 

organizational means to participate in the ongoing competition for favorable rankings, which can be 

expected to have a negative impact on diversity and pluralism. 

From the perspective of end-users it is clear that search quality to a considerable degree has to be 

shaped by the users themselves. Due to the interactive nature of search engine services, the quality of 

the search experience in terms of the diversity of information and ideas users are presented with will 

depend upon their knowledge and user sophistication and critical engagement. The choice of the 

specific service, the knowledge of different languages, and the ability to formulate and reformulate 

effective search queries and use advanced search options all have a considerable impact on the quality 

of the search experience. Hence, the control of end-users over the search process warrants special 

attention. It is clear from empirical research about search engine users that search engine quality 

depends on the skills the level of education and background of specific end-users. 

Some of the questions relating to search engine quality and the search engines’ advertisement based 

business model were discussed in more detail in the Section 10.3, which specifically focused on 

transparency obligations in regard to sponsored search results as well as the way in which optimization 

of revenue more generally could negatively impact on search engine quality. First, the discussion of the 
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obligation to delineate organic and sponsored listings showed that this obligation may be too simplistic 

to deliver real value to the quality of the search medium. This conclusion is based on the observation 

that search engines do not operate in manner that can provide the independency and information 

quality guarantees for organic listings that the obligation assumes. The underlying assumption that a 

parallel can be drawn to traditional editorial media simply breaks down when taking a closer look. 

Search engine users may be better off if they were informed about the various ways in which search 

engine results are being influenced through targeted campaigns and optimization strategies of specific 

information providers. 

This points to the need for increased transparency about the way in which search engines operate, 

transparency which currently is only provided voluntarily. This voluntary nature of transparency in the 

context of search has some obvious drawbacks. Search engines like Google claim to engage in a number 

of best practices with regard to search engine quality, but a proper mechanism for verifying those claims 

is still lacking. On the other hand, transparency obligations could also be considered problematic. On a 

practical level, they could impact on the ability of search engines to resist manipulation. More 

fundamentally, strict transparency obligations could be at odds with the right to freedom of expression 

as applied to the choices of search engines to rank and select in relative freedom. Competition law can 

be expected to be one of the drivers for increased transparency as regards search engine selection and 

ranking practices by Google, as several complaints of monopolistic abuse are pending at the European 

Commission, at national competition authorities in Europe, and in the United States. These 

investigations may also, at some point, have to come to terms with the question about the editorial 

freedom of search engine providers to rank and select search results. 

The final section focused on two regulatory issues related to the massive processing of user data by 

search engine providers from the perspective of freedom of expression, privacy and data protection. 

The analysis showed that concerns underlying the right to freedom of expression can be reason to 

reflect on the possibility to enact specific legal rules for the processing of user data about information 

accessing and seeking behavior. The current legal framework does not recognize the special role or 

status of these activities have in the information society.  Currently, the processing of user data by 

search engine providers is covered by general data protection law, which in the view of European data 

protection authorities provides the legal framework through which search engines are made 

accountable for the processing of user data. 

Data protection law could be of great value in view of the impact user data has on search engine 

operations. Increased personalization in combination with a lack of transparency about end-user 

modeling poses a real threat to informational autonomy of end-users. Data protection law contains a 

number of provisions which guarantee transparency about the processing of the user data that can be 

considered personal data. If data protection authorities are right in their interpretation of how European 

data protection law applies to search engines and will prove more successful in imposing this view on 

the market this framework could also be instrumental in restoring some balance between end-users and 

search engine providers. 
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11.1 Introduction 

This final chapter summarizes and analyzes the main findings of this thesis in order to answer the main 

research question: 

What are the implications of the right to freedom of expression for search engine governance 

and government involvement with regards to search? 

This question was born from the observation that the Web search engine has emerged as a central 

intermediary in the public networked information environment, but that the implications of one of the 

fundamental legal principles that should inform the legal governance of Web search engines were far 

from understood. Clearly, the available technologies, services and online practices that constitute the 

infrastructure for the opening up of the Web – understood as the process of connecting information and 

ideas online to their societal use – are of considerable economic, cultural, and political significance. This 

is particularly true for dominant search engine providers like Google.  

Search engines have been at the heart of some of the most important legal and regulatory 

developments with regard to the proper governance of information flows on the Internet. They are 

essential for information providers to connect to audiences and they are amongst the primary means for 

Internet users to navigate the Web and inform themselves freely. This thesis addresses the way in which 

freedom of expression should and can inform the legal governance of Web search engines. It discusses 

the role of search engines in the public information environment from the perspective of freedom of 

expression doctrine and explores the regulatory issues in which freedom of expression can play a 

particularly important role. 

The first part of this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3) provides insight into the history and emergence of the 

search medium in relation to the Internet and the World Wide Web. It gives an overview of the market 

developments that have led to the currently available search media. It explains the basic inner workings 

of Web search engines, their position in the networked communications environment and the value 

chains on the Internet as well as their relation and function from the perspective of information 

providers and end-users. 

The second part (Chapters 4 to 8) proceeds in three steps. Chapter 4 discusses freedom of expression 

doctrine in general as well as the specific legal provisions the analysis is focusing on, namely Article 10 

ECHR and the First Amendment. While the focus in this thesis is placed on a legal analysis from a 

European perspective, First Amendment doctrine has been introduced as a comparative legal element 

to reflect on the conclusions about the implications of Article 10 ECHR for search engine governance. 

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 provide the broader historical and contextual foundation for the general research 

question by discussing the implications of the right to freedom of expression for the governance of the 

press, the Internet access provider and the public library. These chapters share a similar structure and 

logic while seeking to do justice to the particular nature of each of these institutions. 
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Chapter 8 addresses the general question about the implications of the right to freedom of expression 

for the legal governance of Web search engines, with an emphasis on the development of a theory of 

the protection accorded to search media under the right to freedom of expression, as well as the way in 

which the right to freedom of expression of end-users and information providers should further inform a 

theory of search engine freedom. Notably, Chapter 8 discusses the societal role of search engines from a 

normative perspective, by making a comparison with, and drawing on, the societal role of the press, the 

access provider and the public library as informed by freedom of expression doctrine. 

The final part of the thesis (Chapters 9 and 10) moves from the protection of communicative freedoms 

in the search engine context to a number of specific regulatory issues with regard to the governance of 

information flows through search engines. It addresses issues that have a strong link to the right to 

freedom of expression. The results of the second part of the thesis and the conclusions in Chapter 8 are 

used to discuss the extent to which the right to freedom of expression has been and could be properly 

taken into account in the legal and regulatory practices addressed in this final part of the thesis. 

Chapter 9 addresses regulatory issues related to the governance of access in search engines and the 

legal issues related to search engine intermediary liability for potentially opening up illegal, unlawful as 

well as harmful material online. Chapter 10 deals with three regulatory issues related to search engine 

quality. First, the notions of diversity and pluralism are discussed in the context of search media. 

Second, the value of transparency about the ranking and selection of search results is addressed as well 

as the regulatory practice of separation between sponsored and organic results in search engine result 

pages. Third, Chapter 10 discusses issues of user privacy and data protection, while focusing specifically 

on the instrumental nature of privacy and data protection laws with regard to the intellectual freedom 

and informational autonomy of search engine users. 

11.2 Search engines in the public networked information environment 

The starting point for the analysis of freedom of expression and search engine governance is an 

understanding of the current role of search media in the public networked information environment. To 

that effect, Chapter 2 has first analyzed the history and market developments related to Web search 

engines. Chapter 3 offered conceptual models for the Web search engine’s information architecture and 

the way it can be positioned in the online information environment as a whole. 

The historical analysis shows that the search engine has its origins in the scientific developments relating 

to the organization of digital information collections. Already more than 50 years ago, visionaries of the 

digital age such as Vannevar Bush and Licklider imagined the way in which information technology could 

be used to strengthen the effective organization of the access to knowledge in our societies. Notably, 

their thinking placed particular emphasis on the ways in how accessibility and navigation could be 

improved. 

The history of the current Web search engines begins very soon after the successful launch of the 

hypertext standards for online publication, the World Wide Web. Notably, the Web’s design 

purposefully left the actual organization of online material to its users. The idea was that effective 

navigation of online material would emerge as a result of linking by Web users. In that respect the 
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Web’s design was different than another contemporary system for Internet publishing, Gopher, which 

entails a more rigid model for the organization of materials in its design. 

The revolutionary rise of the Web as a universal platform for online publication resulted in a strong 

demand for navigational media and services to help users find valuable online material. Most of the first 

Web search engines were developed in the academic realm. Later on the business opportunities related 

to search engines, which proved to be among the most attractive in the Internet industry, became an 

important driver for the further development of the search engine industry and the innovations that 

have taken place since then, such as the dominant pay per click advertisement-based business model. 

From a regulatory perspective, the gradual consolidation of the search engine market is the most 

significant market development since the end of the 1990s and most notably the dominance of Google. 

Chapter 2 presents some of the major elements and historical factors that contributed to this 

consolidation such as the evolving user expectations, the growing complexities of operating a general 

purpose search engine and the dynamics of the digital media and ICT industries. 

Although Google’s dominance raises concerns, this study argues and shows that it remains important to 

look beyond it. Chapter 2 supports this argument on the basis of a short exploration of remaining 

competition and of alternative models for the production of Web search functionality in the broad 

sense. The amount of research and commercial activity which is focused in improving and facilitating the 

findability of online information gives one little reason to be pessimistic about the question of reliance 

on a single company. Semantic web projects are also of interest in this context. While they would allow 

all search engines to improve their offerings, they could also diminish some of the power of dominant 

search engines – the part which is based on their exclusive understanding of the material on Web – by 

opening up improved meta-data to the Internet community as a whole. 

Chapter 3 finds that search engine providers are Internet ‘users’ like anybody else. Search functionality 

and the organization of content are built on top or, better to say, on the borders of the network like any 

other service or application. This means that from a technical perspective there is in principal nothing 

special or essential about the position of Google as a referencing service. Both from the perspective of 

end-users as well as information providers there is a variety of alternatives to Google. These alternatives 

may take place on a much smaller scale on the one hand, or in different contexts such as the newer 

phenomena of online social networking and micro-blogging services like Twitter on the other hand. 

By looking at the position of search media in the layered model of networked communications, Chapter 

3 clarifies that search engines map both to the top of the applications/services layer as well as to the 

content layer of the layered model of networked communications. On the one hand, Web search 

engines are complex systems of software, typically server-based, which made accessible for users of the 

network through their Web browsers. On the other hand, search engines have a rather unique link with 

the content layer as well. First, search engines can be argued to consume and produce ‘content’ of their 

own, namely information about information – shortly – meta-information. Second, Web search engines 

derive their functionality from the existence of publicly accessible content elsewhere on the Web. 

Without the open and unstructured dynamics of content creation on the Web, search engines would not 
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play the role that they do today. The complexities with regard to the proper legal treatment of the 

production and proliferation of this kind of ‘meta-information’ or ’meta-content’ are a key element in 

the legal issues arising in the context of Web search engine governance. 

A representation of the search engine in view of the essential value chains in the public networked 

information environment offers more insight into the critical position of search media in practice. The 

first value chain in which the search engine plays an important role is the flow of knowledge, 

information, data, news, and commercial offers from all sorts of online information and service 

providers to end-users. The second value chain, which is of particular importance from the business 

perspective of Web services, represents the flow of user attention and activity, in the form of their page 

views, clicks, purchases and personal data. In both of these value chains search media, and selection 

intermediaries more generally, have established themselves as one of the central mediating institutions. 

Search media like Google are uniquely situated to negotiate between the interests of the various 

stakeholders involved in these value chains. 

Chapter 3 concludes with a discussion of search media from a functional perspective, first from the 

perspective of users and subsequently from the perspective of information providers and advertisers. 

The discussion of Web search media from the perspective of users draws upon the models of users’ 

needs in information retrieval. These models clarify that in comparison to traditional information 

retrieval systems, in which the information needs of users were typically only informational, Web search 

media tend to serve two additional types of user needs, namely navigational and transactional.  

Navigational queries are the type of queries with which users aim to reach specific online destinations 

which they know or simply assume exist. By satisfying navigational queries, such as returning the 

website of the University of Amsterdam (UvA) as the first result in return to the query [uva], search 

engines help Internet users to speedily reach the home page of various institutions, organizations, 

companies or persons. From the perspective of the user, navigational queries have only one right 

answer. The search engine, however, will have to speculate intelligently, for instance on the basis of 

other information available about the user such as his location, what the real information need of the 

user is and whether it should actually return the website of the University of Virginia instead (UVa). 

Informational queries represent the need of a user to learn about a certain topic. For Italian users the 

query [uva] could, for instance, express an informational need to learn about grapes. These kinds of 

queries, which range from the political and the educational to the medical and the cultural, do not 

implicate a clear right answer. It is in this context that the questions about search engine quality 

discussed in Chapter 10 are most pertinent. Is the way in which search engines rank, select and present 

search results serving the users’ right to inform themselves freely? What is the impact of search engines 

on pluralism and diversity and what to think of the advertisement-based business model and the lack of 

transparency about and general complexity of ranking and selection practices by dominant search 

providers? 

Transactional queries represent the type of user needs which are directed at reaching a destination 

where the user will be able to use, buy, or consume a resource. The Web is a tremendous (marketing) 
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platform for these resources provided by millions of information and service providers, sometimes for 

free. The fact that users use search engines to gain access to resources makes search engines 

particularly attractive marketing platforms. It also helps to explain the integration of specific types of 

search, for instance for videos, geographic information, scholarly articles or pictures, into the offering of 

general purpose search engines and has informed the vertical integration of search engines into the 

markets for certain attractive resources. 

In sum, the search engine is much more than as a simple telephone directory or yellow page service for 

the World Wide Web. They help users with a large variety of quite different information needs by 

actively selecting and ranking lists of online destinations. These information needs range from the 

political, medical and educational to the navigational, commercial, domestic and recreational. This 

shows not only the societal breadth of the function of search engines in our public networked 

information environment but also hints at the large variety of public and private interests that are tied 

to their operation. In addition, this leads to a conclusion about how search engines end-up selecting and 

ranking results for their users can be qualified. It can be seen as the expression of a range of underlying 

judgments about the relevance of various kinds of information and destinations in relation to the 

relative importance of the perceived needs of their users. 

11.3 Freedom of expression implications for media and communications services 

Since this dissertation’s aim is to understand the proper role of government with regard to a specific 

medium under freedom of expression doctrine, the question was studied to what extent this role 

depends on the type of medium or communications services. Hence, the analysis of freedom of 

expression implications for the press, the Internet access provider and the library studied the way in 

which the right to freedom of expression has informed the legal and regulatory environment of these 

institutions. In particular, Chapter 5 to 7 paid close attention to the way in which the different interests 

of the stakeholders in the communicative processes facilitated by these entities, seen as functional 

intermediaries between users and information providers, were legally sanctioned by the right to 

freedom of expression. Taken together, this analysis of freedom of expression implications provides a 

rich picture of the normative value of the right to freedom of expression for different entities in the 

public networked information environment and their legal governance. 

11.3.1 Press freedom 

Both the European Court of Human Rights and the United States Supreme Court have dedicated some of 

their most significant judgments to press freedom. What stands out is that the press is considered to 

have a particular role in constitutional democracies. The right to freedom of expression sanctions the 

freedom of the press partly because of its role in informing the public and contributing to the free 

dissemination of information and ideas, important ideals underlying freedom of expression doctrine. 

Hence, the communicative interests of the primary stakeholders in the communicative process are 

instrumental for the way in which the right to freedom of expression operates in the press context.  

Notably, the press can claim the highest available protection under the Convention and the First 

Amendment. However, it does not have a specially protected status that is unavailable to others who 

are not part of the organized press but still contribute to the publication and dissemination of matters of 
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public concern in a similar matter. Since the organized press is subject to disruptive developments which 

are partly the result of convergence, digitization and the entry of new players such as search engines, 

news aggregators and ‘amateur’ journalists, this conclusion is significant. It illustrates the need to 

conceptualize the values underlying the freedom of the press, as well as the need to identify the various 

entities in the public networked information environment that could have similar claims to protection 

under freedom of expression standards. 

The press must be free to contribute to the interests of speakers and readers, but this ‘instrumental’ 

aspect of press freedom is limited by the protection of the press versus government interference, its 

editorial freedom in particular. Freedom of expression implies that the regulatory role of the State with 

regard to the affairs of the press is minimal and press governance is mostly a matter of self-regulation, 

professional ethics and the proper application of general applicable laws. Both the ECtHR and the U.S. 

Supreme Court do not rule out the permissibility of prior restraints, an absolute restriction on editorial 

freedom, but do apply heavy presumptions against its permissibility under the right to freedom of 

expression. The protection of the press under the right to freedom of expression also limits the ways in 

which the State can actively promote the ideals underlying press freedom mentioned above. More 

specifically, an agenda for positive government involvement, such as indiscriminatory subsidization, 

media concentration rules, and media pluralism policies more generally, can be permissible means to 

promote a healthy media environment, but these policies all have to be carefully drafted in light of press 

freedom as constraint on interference by public authorities. 

Under United States law the editorial freedom of the press with respect to the selection of possible 

speakers is absolute, as follows from Tornillo. In this seminal decision the Supreme Court referred to 

editorial freedom as the exercise of editorial control and judgment. It includes discretion about the 

choice of material to go into a newspaper, the decisions made as to limitations on the size and content 

of the paper and their treatment of (public) issues. Under the European Convention, editorial freedom 

of the press is also strongly protected but it is possible that certain interferences with its freedom to 

decide what to print can be legitimate, for instance with reference to the rights and freedom of others, 

such as in a right to reply which is available in some European countries. In addition, the press has to 

exercise its editorial freedom in accordance with the duties and responsibilities mentioned in the text of 

Article 10 ECHR itself. The self-regulation of the media, the ethics of journalism, the impact and the 

technical means used for communicating ideas and information are relevant in this context. In Stoll and 

other recent judgments the Court has made clear it takes these duties and responsibilities seriously. In 

the Court’s view the media has to ensure accuracy, precision, reliability and sometimes even prudence 

and reasonableness. The duties and responsibilities need to be interpreted in light of the present-day 

conditions of the media environment, in which in the ECtHR’s view they have taken on an added 

importance. 

First Amendment law contains a number of additional interesting doctrinal elements which reflect on 

the protected interests of potential speakers to reach audience and the interests of the audience with 

regard to receiving information freely. First, under the First Amendment overbreadth doctrine the 

Supreme Court can scrutinize the effects of legal restrictions on unprotected speech on the free flow of 

protected matter. The possibility of chilling effects of unprotected speech regulation on protected 
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speech can make a restriction impermissible. The regulation of speech to protect against unwilling 

exposure of a captive audience can be legitimate due to the protection of what can be seen as the 

informational self-governance of the audience. Finally, the First Amendment also contains a heavy 

presumption in favor of the rationality of the audience, which is illustrated most clearly in its case law 

about the protected status of commercial communications and the public’s right to receive them. 

11.3.2 ISP freedom 

In stark contrast with the regulatory model for the press there has traditionally been extensive 

regulation of communications network providers. However, content regulation tends to be absent or 

minimal in this context and raises issues under the right to freedom of expression. In vertical relations 

the owners of the means of communications such as Internet access providers can assert their own right 

to ‘freedom of expression’ against government interference, and this right includes the right to access, 

receive and transmit. Even more than in the case of the press, these rights are informed by the 

communicative interests of the users of such communications networks.  

The interests in communicating freely with the use of steadily improving communications techniques 

(postal mail, telegraphy, telephony and now the Internet) were clearly served by a practice in which the 

network owners would not restrict communications over the network. In that respect the regulatory 

concepts of ‘common carrier’ and ‘universal service’ which have helped to shape the regulatory models 

for communications network providers can also be seen as informed by the right to freedom of 

expression. Universal service requirements acknowledge the way in which access to communications 

networks is essential to societal participation. The common carrier requirement guarantees equal 

treatment of users of the networks, thereby limiting the discretion of network providers to restrict 

lawful information flows. The discussion about net neutrality involves discussion of the application of 

similar obligations on Internet access providers. 

Clearly, convergence has complicated the regulatory environment for electronic communications 

services such as Internet access providers significantly. Internet users can use one and the same Internet 

connection to correspond privately, watch ‘television’, and broadcast their views or the data they have 

stored on their devices to a global audience. The facilitating role of Internet access providers with regard 

to the public networked information environment means that the normative role of the right to freedom 

of expression for the governance of communications networks has increased in importance. 

Traditionally, the constitutional right to privacy and confidentiality of private correspondence, such as 

protected by Article 8 ECHR, were of relatively greater importance. This is not to say that the right to 

confidentiality of private communications is no longer relevant. On the contrary, pressure on Internet 

access providers to interfere with unlawful communications, business strategies related to price 

discrimination between different kinds of content and communications on their network and the 

availability of technical means such as deep packet inspection to actually monitor the communications 

of end-users show the lasting importance of Article 8 in the context of access providers. 

In Chapter 6 the regulatory answer towards access providers in view of the public flow of illegal or 

unlawful content over the network was used to study the implications of the right to freedom of 
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expression in this context. This regulatory framework was shown to consist of safe harbors that set the 

legal boundaries for the liability of access providers for third party communications on the one hand, in 

combination with an emphasis on further self- and co-regulatory action on the other hand. The case law 

relating to these laws as well as their legislative history show that freedom of expression has been taken 

into account in this framework but it remains questionable and debated to what extent this has been 

done properly. 

Legal obligations on access providers to prevent the use of their communications networks for illegal 

purposes or to prevent the possibility to access illegal material lead to clear problems under the right to 

freedom of expression. Such general obligations could only be adhered to with the use of Internet 

filters, the mandatory application of which is more than constitutionality doubtful. Although the 

pressure to move towards stricter legal responsibility of Internet access providers remains and proposals 

to require blacklisting by access providers have been debated in European Parliament and elsewhere, 

the right to freedom of expression is an important reason why these kinds of proposals have mostly not 

materialized into actual laws. 

Generally, public policy aimed at having access providers restrict the accessibility of content and 

information flows on the Internet has not focused on command-and-control types of regulation but 

instead has minimized the official role of the State while at the same time aiming to achieve more 

restrictive practices. This self-regulatory paradigm can partly be viewed as a positive thing, as in the case 

of the governance of the press, precisely because of the right to freedom of expression. However, the 

relation between access providers and Internet users is quite different to that of the press with its 

readers and sources. Whereas for the press the freedom to select information and ideas for publication 

is sanctioned by the right to freedom of expression because of the importance of editorial freedom of 

the press, the legal protection of exclusion or blocking of communications by access providers is hard to 

harmonize with the ideals underlying freedom of expression. 

This leads to one of the more complex and controversial issues touched upon in Chapter 6: how should 

the current legal framework for the horizontal relations between access providers and Internet users be 

evaluated from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression? Or to put it differently, what are 

the proper implications of the right to freedom of expression for the legal discretion of ISPs to restrict 

communication over their networks? Two different general points of view in this debate emerge in the 

analysis, a debate which has reached a climax in the United States in the context of ongoing litigation 

over the FCC’s net neutrality obligations. 

The first perspective, which may best be called the user freedom theory, tends to equate the right to 

freedom of expression in these potential conflicts of interests between access providers and users to the 

communicative interests of Internet users. In this theory, if freedom of expression legally requires 

anything with regard to the legal governance of these horizontal relations, it would be that government 

must safeguard the user’s interest against undue interference by Internet access providers. Such 

safeguards might include the establishment of net neutrality, new types of common carrier and 

universal service rules or the establishment of due process guarantees in case of specific legitimate 

interferences with the flow of content or use of the network. In other words, the role of the law should 
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be aimed at the realization of the free exercise of the right to freedom of expression by Internet users. 

Council of Europe recommendations touching upon these issues testify to this perspective in European 

freedom of expression doctrine. Within the boundaries of this theory much debate remains about the 

nature of the implications of the right to freedom of expression in the context of access to 

communications networks, in particular whether there is a real obligation for the State to act – which is 

generally hard to defend – or if it is better to speak of freedom of expression in this context as a 

regulatory principle that can inform or legitimize legislative action. 

The second perspective, for which support is more common in the United States, tends to equate the 

right to freedom of expression with the discretion over the use of communicative means as established 

by the free market. This theory may be best called the ownership discretion theory of freedom of 

expression. From this perspective the right to freedom of expression protects the owners of the means 

of communications and media more generally against legal interferences with the freedom to decide 

how to use those means in the free market. The result of this theory is that government regulation 

aiming to safeguard the users’ interests of having free, equal, and indiscriminatory access to the 

Internet, would be restricted by the right to freedom of expression of access providers, more specifically 

their First Amendment right not to transmit or to exclude. 

Chapter 6 concludes that Article 10 ECHR does not support a freedom of expression claim of an access 

provider to interfere with traffic on their networks. Instead, any claim in favor of interference would 

have to be based on the provider’s market freedoms and its right to private property. In the safe harbor 

framework for Internet service providers in the Directive on Electronic Commerce, the right to freedom 

of expression can also be shown to be understood by the EU legislature to relate to the communicative 

interests of Internet users. Notably, the way in which freedom of expression has been internalized into 

the EU intermediary liability regime leaves room for criticism. No due process guarantees have been 

prescribed, such as in the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the room for injunctions is left wide 

open, and the hosting safe harbor, the scope of which is less clear than ever, has been shown to 

incentivize intermediaries to restrict lawful communications. In addition, the role of public authorities in 

the design of self-regulation has been questionable. Moreover, the right to freedom of expression has 

not demonstrably informed the way in which public authorities have sought cooperation with the 

industry with the aim of establishing more policing by access providers of communications on their 

network. 

Looking at the U.S., the analysis of how the right to freedom of expression has been accounted for in the 

legal framework for the responsibility of access providers for communications over the network and the 

safe harbors in particular shows a mixed picture. Some elements in the regulatory framework sanction 

the discretion of ISPs to disregard the interests of information providers and end-users in horizontal 

relations. Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, also applicable to search engines, is perhaps 

most striking in this regard. It not only shields against liability but its ‘Good Samaritan Defense’ also 

provides far-reaching discretion for ‘interactive computer services’ with regard to third party 

communications.  
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A study of the background of this provision enacted in 1996 shows that this provision has in many ways 

prevented First Amendment doctrine from having a further impact on the proper legal regime for 

various kinds of Internet service providers in the U.S., including search engines. The different legal 

standards for carrier, distributor and publisher liability as they applied in defamation cases before the 

Internet, and the way in which editorial freedom and control had played a role in the formation of these 

standards in a rich set of court decisions, have been replaced by a double-edged sword for Internet 

intermediaries: a shield against liability on the one hand, and legal discretion to block various kinds of 

illegal and objectionable content, not excluding constitutionally protected communications, on the 

other hand. From the perspective of freedom of expression of Internet users as well as the public 

interests underlying the notion of common carriage, this solution can be seen as suboptimal. 

The two theories mentioned above reflect perspectives on the right to freedom of expression with 

implications that go well beyond the context of Internet access providers or search engines. In the 

networked communications environment a variety of new models and technological means to control 

communication flows have provided the means for traditionally passive conduits to be more actively 

involved in the selection and prioritization of content flows on the network. At the same time, those 

that tended to be more actively involved, such as news media, may have gained the means to be more 

‘passive’, allowing third party contributions to the publication, selection and the valuation of news. 

Chapter 6 sheds some light on the fundamental questions this raises about the way in which freedom 

relates to discretion and control relates to responsibility, and the way in which those answers should 

ultimately find their ways into properly informed legal treatment for various mediating entities in the 

public networked information environment. 

11.3.3 Library freedom 

Chapter 7 gives an overview of the ways in which freedom of expression has informed the legal 

governance of the library, one of the oldest societal institutions dealing with the organization of 

knowledge, information and ideas. Between European countries and the United States there is 

considerable divergence with regard to the understanding of freedom of expression in the context of 

public libraries. Generally speaking, in the American public library context more emphasis is placed on 

individual rights and freedom of speech. This is probably best illustrated with the fact that many public 

libraries have an actual bill of rights. Historically this can be explained by a strong cultural adherence to 

free speech values as individual rights in the United States in combination with the continuing pressure 

on American libraries to suppress controversial materials, such as books containing homosexuality. 

In Europe library policy tends to be part of general education, culture and welfare policy. Freedom of 

expression, fundamental rights and the social welfare state have blended together into a mix of publicly 

funded culture, media and information access support in which the public library still occupies an 

important position. The enabling role of government with regard to providing basic access to knowledge 

and culture stands to the fore, and as a result legal scholars tend to argue that by funding public libraries 

the State is acting under its positive obligation to promote basic levels of access to (high quality) 

information. However, the publicly funded library institutions are to remain independent with regard to 

their collection policies, which are informed by library practices. 
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In the United States, the Supreme Court is not willing to accept any such positive obligations for the 

state to promote the substantive liberties of its citizens or interpret state funding to promote access to 

information in this light. In fact, in its last ruling on public libraries, which involved the constitutionality 

of a condition on public library funding to install Internet content filters, the Supreme Court ruled that 

public libraries do not have a “role that pits them against the Government, and there is no comparable 

assumption that they must be free of any conditions that their benefactors might attach to the use of 

donated funds or other assistance.”1026 It is striking that precisely in the United States, where individual 

political liberties have had and continue to have a significant impact on library governance, the political 

independence of libraries from the state is thus constitutionally disregarded. 

By looking at some of the normative principles underlying library governance and relating to the 

freedom of expression, Chapter 7 also clarifies some of the specific ways in which freedom of expression 

has informed collection management and access to library material. Interestingly, public libraries are 

supposed to provide their constituencies with a collection that respects the principle of diversity. As 

such, they will sometimes confront library users with material they would not have selected themselves, 

for instance because they find it offensive. The negative reaction of a part of the constituency to this 

practice has been one of the main drivers for library censorship, understood as the undue suppression 

or removal of material. Notably, due to the nature of library collection management which implies 

selection of materials in the first place, the suppression of material can sometimes be hard to distinguish 

from legitimate selection decisions. 

From the perspective of free access to information, the unmonitored access to library materials is of 

particular concern for the governance of libraries. The increased possibilities of personal data processing 

due to digital access and automation of library management systems more generally has made the 

privacy of public library users a present concern. At the same time such data processing can contribute 

to the ideal of better serving the needs of library patrons. The analysis clarifies how the right to privacy 

of library users can be understood as instrumental to the exercise of their right to freedom of 

expression. In light of the amounts of user data being collected by Web search engines about 

information access behavior, this conclusion establishes an interesting analogy to the search engine 

context. 

11.4 Freedom of expression and search engine governance 

As the analysis in Chapter 5, 6 and 7 shows, the freedom of expression implications in these contexts are 

informed by the dominant normative conception of the societal role being fulfilled by the press, the 

Internet access provider and the library respectively. Hence, one of the underlying aims of this thesis has 

been to explore the way in which such a role for search media in the public networked information 

environment can be described. Moreover, by comparing the search medium’s role in the networked 

information environment with the role of these institutions, a number of interesting conclusions can be 

drawn. 

11.4.1 The societal role of search engines 

                                                           
1026

 United States v. American Library Association, 539 U.S. 194 (2003). 
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Search media combine a passive (conduit/access) and active (editorial/selective) role in their production 

of meta-information, which is ultimately directed at the relative accessibility of information and ideas 

online. In their role as search engines they do not, like publishers, produce content themselves and 

compared to traditional editorial media they therefore play a much more ‘passive’ role. On the other 

hand however, search media are intrinsically more ‘active’ than a passive conduit such as an Internet 

access provider. The value of search engines is directly related to the ways in which they actively rank 

and select information and destinations online in return to the user’s input. This process can both be 

compared to the editorial selection of the press and to the active organization of information and ideas 

by libraries. 

Related, when looking deeper into the societal role of search engines two conflicting ideals emerge: the 

ideal of universal access on the one hand and the ideal of information quality on the other hand. The 

first ideal for search engines is to help Internet users navigate the entire Web by ordering it and making 

the material that is available universally accessible. The second ideal is to prioritize the publicity of  

valuable, relevant and attractive information and ideas over lesser ones. The general purpose search 

engine, by definition, has to reconcile these conflicting ideals in its operations. Much of the debate 

about the proper role and responsibility of search media could be explained with reference to the 

tension between these two different ideals. 

This tension between information quality and information access that exists in the public networked 

information environment did not exist, in the same manner, in the information environment predating 

the Web. Traditionally, the organization of access to information for the public was separated from the 

organization of basic levels of quality and legal permissibility. Hence, access in the context of the press 

was restricted, in principle, to everything ‘fit to print’. Likewise, the public library first selects the sources 

it subsequently makes accessible. Libraries apply their information quality criteria in the context of these 

selection decisions. After having established a collection, a transparent accessibility infrastructure 

informed by professional principles for the organization of knowledge ensures universal access to the 

materials that have been selected. For access providers to such a relatively controlled information 

environment a discussion about the responsibility to prevent access to certain information and ideas, a 

discussion which is ongoing for Internet access providers, would mostly have been inconceivable. 

The conflicting ideals of access and quality lie at the core of many of the debates about the governance 

of information flows on the Internet. The Internet and the Web, and the possibility of self-publication 

unrestricted by traditional knowledge institutions, has broken down the institutional encirclement of 

certain sources of information deemed fit by professionals for societal consumption. This 

‘disintermediation’ has often been presented as one of the central promises of the Internet and the 

Web, with particular reference to freedom of expression values. By others it is seen as a central flaw, 

since they would place more emphasis on the value of a shared platform for debate in which the 

circulation of information and ideas is restricted by minimal levels of quality, or on the need to restrict 

access to illegitimate, illegal and potentially harmful information flows more generally. 

The above leads Dutch philosophers of science Marres and De Vries to the claim that the societal 

legitimization of knowledge in the networked information environment takes place through processes of 
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opening up. In practice, to a significant extent the governance of information quality on the Web no 

longer takes place through control over what is actually available on the network, but through processes 

that determine the relative accessibility of information and ideas. Web search engines in particular help 

to establish the relative accessibility of information and ideas in the networked public information 

environment. 

If one follows this logic, the overarching public interest in the legal governance of Web search engines, 

seen from the ideals underlying the right to freedom of expression, lies in the establishment of a rich 

and robust societal infrastructure for the opening up of the Web, understood as the process of 

connection information and ideas to their societal use. This characterization of the public interest in the 

governance of relative accessibility of the Web captures both perspectives, access and quality, which lie 

at the core of search engine governance. This also clarifies that search engine providers have to make 

non-trivial choices with regard to the balance between quality and access. In the networked information 

environment publicity is no longer restricted to entities that offer a priori legitimacy to the information 

and ideas they make public. And the choices are not only non-trivial, they are of a political nature and 

involve the complex balancing of different public and private interests, including the interests of end-

users and information providers who depend upon search engines as well. 

11.4.2 Whose free speech? 

Whose freedom of expression should one talk about when addressing the implications of the right to 

freedom of expression for the governance of search engines? The conclusion of this thesis is that all 

three primary stakeholders in the communicative process mediated by the Web search engine have 

reasonable claims under the right to freedom of expression, some of which are directly actionable. For 

example, the analysis showed that under Article 10 ECHR the search engine can claim protection for its 

publication of references to information online. The user can claim protection for the free use of online 

search media. And the information provider can claim protection for allowing its information offering to 

end up in a search engine and being referred to Internet users. 

In addition to these somewhat trivial examples, there are cases in which search engine providers can be 

argued to have a strengthened claim under Article 10 ECHR because of the way in which they serve the 

freedom of expression interests of information providers and end-users. A good example would be the 

claim of a search engine under Article 10 ECHR against a hypothetical legal obligation to actively monitor 

the index for unlawful or illegal content. The predictably negative impact such monitoring would have 

on the freedom of expression interests of search engine users to navigate the online environment, as 

well as the role of search engines as a forum for online information providers, could both be decisive in 

the establishment of the impermissibility of this interference. 

There are also a variety of legal contexts, however, in which the interests of search media, end-users, 

and information providers in the legal governance of Web search media do not align. This poses the 

question of which interests should prevail from the perspective of the right to freedom of expression. 

Take for instance the possible – but in practice and for legal reasons beyond the scope of the analysis 

unlikely – decision of Web search engines to ignore no-crawling instructions with respect to lawful and 
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publicly accessible information which the search engine deems valuable for its users. In the legal conflict 

that could arise from this decision by the search engine provider, it could arguably defend its decision 

under Article 10 ECHR with reference to its own right to access and analyze publicly accessible 

information online as well as the interests to access information of its end-users. 

Considering the above, the answer to whose freedom of speech? cannot be answered categorically for 

the search engine context. Furthermore, it is not feasible to provide a detailed analysis of the way in 

which freedom of expression would apply to all the possible legal conflicts that could arise with respect 

to the governance of information flows by a Web search medium. Instead, a different approach was 

chosen in this thesis, namely to arrive at a proper understanding of the typical protected interests of 

search engines, end-users, and information providers, and to provide a general framework for the ways 

in which these interests should be balanced against each other in certain selected instances. The 

analysis of the freedom of expression implications for the press, the ISP and the library, as well as the 

conception of the societal role of search engines provided the foundation for this endeavor which 

continues in the third part of the thesis. 

The legally protected interest of the search engine user under the right to freedom of expression is best 

understood as the right to inform oneself freely by exploring the Web to its full potential, using available 

search technologies and services that enhance the findability of information, ideas and resources in the 

public networked information environment. End-users rely on search engines to find news and other 

resources, to inform themselves about products, culture, political candidates and diseases, and to reach 

destinations and other online services. The user’s freedom obviously implies a right to be able to choose 

which available navigational media to use. In addition, the user has a general interest in navigational 

media of high quality, but this interest cannot be understood as an actionable legal claim. Instead, this 

interest of the end-user is an aspect of the right to freedom to expression that can inform legal and 

regulatory involvement directed at the search engine market and the promotion of robust findability 

more generally. 

The protected interests of information providers under the right to freedom of expression can be best 

understood as the freedom to be included in the search engine’s index and to find their way to an 

audience. What is at stake for information providers can also be formulated in terms of representation. 

The inclusion into a search engine’s index is a prerequisite for being found in the first place. If no search 

engine includes a particular source of information, this would deprive it the possibility of acquiring 

attention and legitimacy. Hence, de-indexing by a dominant search engine is particularly problematic 

from the perspective of information providers. The same may be said about an unfavorable treatment 

through selection and ranking decisions. However, it is impossible to argue that all information 

providers could have a legal claim to be in a dominant general purpose search engine index, or to 

receive favorable treatment by selection and ranking algorithms. Besides being unattainable in practice, 

this claim would overlook a variety of legitimate grounds a search engine may have for the de-indexing 

of information providers or for an unfavorable ranking, grounds directly related to the protection of 

search engines providers under the right to freedom of expression and the interests of end-users. The 

best possible outcome from the perspective of information providers is that they would have a claim to 
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be treated fairly and that interferences by dominant search engines providers to effectively reach an 

online audience would need to be reasonable and justified. 

While discussing the respect for the communicative interests of information providers in their relation 

with search engines, it is important to acknowledge the extent to which they are actually in control of 

their indexing and ranking. This control is substantial and leads to the continuing manipulation of search 

results. It also leads to the de-indexing of lawful information in particular search engines through the 

use of robots.txt instructions. More problematically from the perspective of the right to freedom of 

expression may be the legal pressure to adopt such instructions, with the aim of negating the impact of 

certain lawful information that may be considered harmful, damaging or too sensitive. The effectiveness 

of search engines like Google to actually open up the networked information environment may explain 

the pressure on information providers to adopt these practices. The result can hardly be called favorable 

from the interests of end-users in navigating the Web and informing themselves. 

Search engine providers have a larger variety of legal claims under the right to freedom of expression. 

First, their basic operations which together provide the basis for publishing referencing information 

clearly fall under its scope, that is the crawling of online references and the operation of a publicly 

accessible website that publishes references to online material in response to user queries. The weight 

that should be attached to these claims can be strengthened because of the way in which they 

contribute to the free flow of information on the Web in general and to the communicative interests of 

Internet users and information providers in particular. 

It is important to recognize that freedom of expression doctrine, like in the case of press freedom, 

should focus on protecting the way in which search engines contribute to the ideals underlying freedom 

of expression and the functioning of the networked information environment as a whole. More 

fundamentally, the grounds for protecting Web search engines to operate freely ultimately lie in the 

public interest of a rich and robust infrastructure for the societal process of the opening up of the World 

Wide Web. This is another argument to look beyond Google. The societal process mentioned above is a 

complex phenomenon in which Google may play an important role, but to which a large variety of 

organizations, services, practices and technologies contribute. Moreover, the way in which this process 

is organized is still relatively open, reflecting design principles of the World Wide Web discussed in 

Chapter 2, and strongly depends on the potential input of the entire collection of Web authors and users 

in general. 

The legal protection of the search engine provider’s freedom to rank and select under the right to 

freedom of expression is one of the most interesting questions dealt with in this thesis. Chapter 8 looks 

at early U.S. case law about the way in which the discretion of search engines to apply the selection and 

ranking of their choice, specifically in conflicts with information providers over unfavorable rankings, 

was considered to be protected as an editorial choice. In SearchKing an Oklahoma Court applied the 

editorial freedom standards as developed by the Supreme Court in decisions such as Miami Harold and 

Sullivan to the freedom of search engines to decide freely how to rank and select references in response 

to user queries. 
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Since operating a search engine implies choices of how to value online resources and how to serve the 

different information needs of individuals and the public, there is much to be said for this part of the 

Oklahoma Court’s conclusion. The choice of search engine providers of how to select, rank, and present 

can be considered an editorial process, which deserves protection under the right to freedom of 

expression. The predominantly technological nature of the way in which these choices materialize says 

less about the nature of the underlying process than about the massiveness of the index and the way in 

which technological innovation has offered new ways to organize and provide access to digital 

information collections. A proper understanding of the societal role of search media points in the same 

direction: by prioritizing the publicity of certain information and ideas in their index, Web search engines 

help to reconcile the ideal of universal access and navigation of the entire Web with the ideal of 

information quality. 

Notably, accepting that a search engine providers’ decisions how to select, rank and present would be 

protected by the right to freedom of expression, does not imply, at least not in the European context, 

that such freedom would be unlimited, nor that it could not be restricted. The conclusion that there may 

not be and should not be ‘one correct way’ to select and rank search results does not logically imply 

there cannot be any legally impermissible ways to do so. Under Article 10 ECHR, proportional 

restrictions remain possible, for instance in the context of the application of general laws like unfair 

competition law, tort law or antitrust laws. Moreover, one can imagine certain editorial choices by 

search engine operators that could be unlawful in themselves, such as the choice to implement 

algorithms that are specifically directed at causing harm or that cause harm while having no justifiable 

purpose. Second, the right to freedom of expression as enshrined in Article 10 ECHR is not absolute and 

may be restricted in the interests and freedoms of others. It is possible to imagine legitimate restrictions 

being imposed on dominant search engine providers in the aim of ensuring that the communicative 

interests of information providers and end-users remain sufficiently respected. 

Of special importance in the European context is the question about the duties and responsibilities of 

search engines which are tied to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression. The duties and 

responsibilities under Article 10 ECHR are tied to the exercise of one’s expressive liberties and need to 

be interpreted in light of the present-day conditions of the media environment, in which in the ECtHR’s 

view, they have taken on an added importance. The potential impact of the medium and the nature of 

the content that can be found through a search engine will play a role in the determination of its 

possible duties and responsibilities. In other words, it is likely that major general purpose search engines 

such as Google, with a particular strong impact on the public information environment, could have 

enhanced duties and responsibilities based on their widespread use. In this context it is worth noting 

that the ECtHR’s case law seems to imply that the more a communicator does to abide by professional 

standards with regard to quality and the mode of communicating, the more it will be able to defend 

itself against interferences. 

Generally, the lack of editorial control with regard to the actual content referred to and the lack of 

oversight over the inclusion of references could weaken a search engine’s protection under Article 10 

ECHR. But there are other arguments in favor of less stringent or different types of duties and 

responsibilities as regards the quality of references in search engines. Arguably, duties and 
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responsibilities should cut both ways. On the one hand, they could be argued to imply a professional 

responsibility on Web search providers to promote and care for the quality of their references. On the 

other hand, they could be argued to entail a duty on search engine providers to be comprehensive and 

not to exclude references too lightly. In fact, an important normative principle in the Court’s case law 

(Open Door) is that a communicator that leaves the decision to act upon its communications to the 

receiver cannot in principle be blamed for those decisions. The more facilitative the search engine would 

be with respect to the decisional autonomy of its users, the more protection it would receive against 

interferences that seek to prevent a certain reaction by the audience. 

11.5 The role of government: reasons for restraint and room for action 

Based on the above, it is also possible to discuss the ways in which the right to freedom of expression 

impacts the proper role of government with regard to search engine governance. This discussion is also 

important for the final part of this thesis, which studies the question of how specific legal and regulatory 

involvement with search engine governance should be evaluated. It is useful to discern, like in Chapter 

4, the general normative implications of the right to freedom of expression on the basis of the different 

modalities of State and regulatory involvement. These implications depend, on the one hand, on the 

character of the legal relation: vertical or horizontal. On the other hand, they depend on the question of 

whether the involvement of the state in different instances should be characterized as an interference 

with, or whether it could be seen as promoting the right to freedom of expression of one or more of the 

stakeholders involved. Together, these questions allow for the construction of a diagram of modalities 

of State involvement in which the various ways in which the right to freedom of expression is implicated 

in the governance of search engines can be visualized (See Figure 11.1 below). 

The legal issues arising from the legal governance of search engines discussed in this thesis can be 

mapped onto this quadrant. For instance, the protection of commercial search engine providers under 

Article 10 to publish references to third party material without undue government interference should 

be placed in the upper left quadrant. The issue whether too strict intermediary liability rules for search 

engines could incentivize them to not reference certain lawful Internet content is an example that fits 

into the upper right. The public funding of search engines for end-users in view of their interests in 

accessibility to content and high quality search tools could be placed in the lower left. And finally, the 

way in which government regulation could try to promote accessibility and diversity for end-users are 

examples that fit into the lower right quadrant. 

Notably, the character of the right to freedom of expression changes if one moves from the upper-left 

corner to the lower-right corner of this diagram. Most importantly, freedom of expression as a legal 

right is strongest in the upper left quadrant, with corresponding fundamental legal obligations on public 

authorities not to interfere and actionable rights of affected private parties against such interference. 

When moving downwards and to the right this character changes and it may at some point be more 

appropriate to speak of a fundamental legal and regulatory principle instead of a fundamental right. 

In addition, in horizontal relations the different fundamental interests under the right to freedom of 

expression of search engines conceptualized in the previous section need to be balanced. Of course, 

such balancing will typically involve other fundamental legally protected interests. When acting under its 
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positive obligation under Article 10 ECHR, or when acting to promote freedom of expression more 

generally, the State has considerable legal leeway in shaping its specific involvement. Notably, such 

positive interference with regard to search engine governance has to take the protection of search 

engine providers under freedom of expression as a negative right into account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When focusing on the proper governance of search in horizontal relations, the way in which a balancing 

of interests ultimately must take place and the extent to which certain positive role of government may 

be considered desirable will depend on the specific circumstances as well the larger context. A first 

factor that is important in this regard is the extent to which basic levels of effective exercise of the right 

to freedom of expression of end-users or information providers may be threatened. The market 

structure as well as an analysis of the actual practices of dominant market players may play an 

important role in answering this question. 

The third part of this thesis explores and illustrates the ways in which legal and regulatory involvement 

related to access and quality in the context of search can be further informed by a proper understanding 

of the implications of the right to freedom of expression. The main findings of these last chapters are 

put into perspective here, also taking into account the conclusions presented above. More specifically 

the sections below presents the conclusions of Chapters 9 and 10 about the way in which freedom of 

expression could be used to improve existing laws and regulatory practices in the field of search engine 

governance. 

It must be mentioned here, that on the basis of the analysis of the concerns addressed in this thesis, 

there is no reason to recommend a general sector-specific approach to the regulation of search engines 

like it exists, for instance, for Internet access providers or audiovisual media. The justified claims under 

the right to freedom of expression for search engine providers imply that a specific framework of legal 

obligations with respect to the governance of information flows by Web search engines would be 
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problematic and self-regulation in the sector preferable. Of course, the quality of self-regulation can still 

be considered a regulatory concern and with regard to specific issues, legal rules may be adopted that 

specifically address the search engine context. Sector-specific regulation of most of the issues discussed 

in this thesis would be hard, however, due to the heterogeneity and differences in scale of the various 

actors and services that contribute to the societal role of search engines and that perform similar 

actions. 

11.5.1 Search engine intermediary liability and content co-regulation 

Amongst the most pressing legal issue for search engine providers in Europe is the question about third 

party liability. By opening up the Web general purpose search engines make illegal, unlawful, or harmful 

information published online more easily accessible for Internet users. This state of affairs, which 

actually reflects the accomplishments of search engine providers in facilitating access to information for 

end-users, raises the question of to what extent search engine providers can be held legally responsible 

for their role in facilitating such access. Unfortunately, this question has not been answered clearly in 

the European context.  

In the United States intermediary liability rules for the Internet provide specific exceptions for search 

engine providers. The same type of rules has been adopted in the EU’s Directive on Electronic 

Commerce but this framework of safe harbors for intermediaries does not provide for a specific safe 

harbor for search engines. In addition, the EU safe harbor framework does a relatively poor job in 

internalizing the freedom of expression interest in the free flow of information through intermediaries 

more generally. The character of the Directive on Electronic Commerce, which harmonizes national rules 

related to information service providers and e-commerce, may also have stood in the way of properly 

addressing these concerns of a non-economic nature properly. 

The result of the lack of a specific safe harbor for search engines has been a complex patchwork of 

different legal approaches in the various Member States for search engine intermediary liability. Recent 

case law of the European Court of Justice with regard to third party liability for trademark infringement 

has added to the confusion by leaving room for the application of the existing EU safe harbor for hosting 

activities to search engines as long as the activity of the search engine remains “merely technical, 

automatic and passive in nature.” This standard was not written with search engine activity in mind and 

does not fit with the understanding of the functioning and role of search engines as intermediaries in 

this thesis. 

The legal uncertainty with regard to third party liability for search engines, in combination with 

continuous litigation and regulatory pressure by public authorities is problematic from the perspective 

of freedom of expression. It incentivizes search engine providers to respond too willingly to legal notices 

of illegal or unlawful content in their index, which can harm the communicative interests of end-users 

and information providers in the governance of search. It also makes it harder to operate a search 

engine in Europe in the first place, thus having a negative impact on the development of a robust and 

diverse infrastructure for the opening up of the Web. 
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The second review of the Directive on Electronic Commerce, launched in the end of 2010, provides an 

opportunity to reflect on the position of search engines in the EU safe harbor framework. Again, the 

nature of the Directive may imply an emphasis of the economic aspects of the governance of the online 

environment. In addition, the subject of search engine liability may be considered too controversial. It is 

clear, however, that an EC position on search engine liability would minimally need to reflect a balance 

between the freedom of expression interests that are at stake and the need to enforce intellectual 

property laws, defamation law, privacy law and other legal restrictions on communications. When 

looking for appropriate safe harbors for search engines, it can be argued that a safe harbor that implies 

a notice and takedown obligation is suboptimal in consideration of the role of search engines in opening 

up the Web. It would wrongly conflate the search engine with a distributor. On the other hand, the kind 

of blanket immunity for third party defamation and privacy infringements that is offered to search 

engine providers by the Communications Decency Act section 230 in the United States would be 

inconsistent with fundamental European legal principles, in particular the right to respect for private life 

(Article 8 ECHR). Europe will have to formulate its own answer to the complex issue of intermediary 

liability of search engines. 

The lack of certainty about the actual legal responsibility with regard to third party material also makes 

voluntarily participation in self-regulatory frameworks more problematic. From the perspective of 

freedom of expression, the self-regulatory paradigm which is also prevalent in the governance of the 

press should come together with a clarification of the actual legal responsibilities of search engine 

providers for illegal or unlawful content. Presently, the willingness to give in to extra-legal pressure on 

search engines to self-regulate – in the form of blocking of references or on the basis of blacklists – can 

hardly be seen as voluntary. The informalized role of public authorities in these frameworks is also 

problematic from the perspective of freedom of expression due to the fundamental legal requirement 

under Article 10 ECHR that interferences with the right to freedom of expression should be ‘prescribed 

by law’. 

11.5.2 Search engine quality: diversity, transparency and accountability towards end-users 

Chapter 10 of this thesis addresses three selected issues in the regulatory debate about search engines 

with regard to search engine quality, in particular with regard to the way that search engines rank, select 

and present search results. In the literature on the impact of search engines on the public information 

environment, much thought has been put into the possible biases of dominant commercial search 

media and the ways in which they may not be serving the public’s right to receive information and ideas 

freely. This line of thought suggests a more positive agenda for government involvement in the search 

engine market aimed at safeguarding the freedom of expression interests of end-users and information 

providers in the governance of search. The consolidation of the search engine market, and the 

dominance of Google in particular, has been the reason for concerns about the impact of search engines 

on the accessibility of information and ideas and the values of diversity and pluralism in the public 

networked information environment. 

In an online information environment characterized by abundance, a proper analysis of pluralism and 

diversity must take special account of search engines and selection intermediaries more generally. They 
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have a considerable impact on the information and ideas that Internet users are confronted with. 

Moreover and related, in an environment characterized by abundance an analysis of diversity and 

pluralism should emphasize the exposure to information and ideas instead of merely addressing what is 

available online. Some researchers that have studied the impact of search engines on exposure diversity 

and the quality of search intermediation have warned for certain forms of search engine bias. Chapter 

10 concludes that some of the critiques of search engines’ biases may be best understood as the 

demystification of utopian assumptions about the equalizing, democratizing and disintermediation 

effects of the Internet and the World Wide Web. To the extent that such assumptions were simply 

unrealistic, untenable or actually undesirable, such as the idea that search engines should facilitate 

access to information and ideas completely equally, these critiques are rather unsurprising and can 

hardly serve as a starting point for further analysis. 

When addressing the offerings of search engines in the European context from the perspective of 

diversity and pluralism, a first possible concern is the consolidation of the search engine market and a 

second possible concern is the impact of the dominant search engine on the European market, Google. 

This thesis concludes that there is not enough evidence for a negative impact of the current market 

structure on diversity and pluralism to warrant specific regulatory action. On a general level, the mere 

existence of general purpose search engines can be considered positive for pluralism and diversity for 

end-users, due to the underlying diversity of information and ideas on the World Wide Web. There also 

remain a variety of alternatives to search engines – and to Google – which help users to find or be 

confronted with information and ideas that may not necessarily show up prominently in major search 

engines’ rankings. 

However, to be able to address the question about the impact of search engines on diversity and 

pluralism properly, more research needs to be done on the impact of market competition on search 

engine quality. On the one hand, commercial search engines may end up trying to do exactly the same 

things in their competition for users. On the other hand, a lack of competition could diminish incentives 

to innovate on search engine quality for end-users. Other open questions that need to be addressed in 

this context are the specific impact of dominant players in the industry on diversity of search results as 

well as the way in which other players in the public networked information environment could alleviate 

possible concerns following from market concentration in the search engine market.  

Notably, search engines could be more forthcoming about the value they attribute to diversity of search 

results and the fair representation of different information providers. The analysis shows that general 

purpose search engines actually have a number of incentives and possibilities to promote diversity. At 

the same time, the search engine business model implies that search engines may be particularly 

interested in optimizing their offerings in view of particular information needs of end-users of a 

commercial nature, and of them being marketing platform for advertisers. This can and does result in 

the reduction of diversity of the first set of search results and decreases the amount of results that 

satisfy other information needs of end-users. Personalization of search results could also become 

problematic from the perspective of diversity and pluralism, but the question whether that is actually 

the case depends on the values and principles underlying such personalization and warrants further 

research. 
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The most problematic aspect in the context of pluralism and diversity is the impact that certain online 

information providers have on the quality of search results and the overall robustness of the search 

medium. Search engine ‘optimization’, while also fulfilling legitimate functions, effectively pushes 

legitimate sources of information out of the end-users’ view. Troublingly, these practices are not 

considered problematic and are even endorsed by search engine providers like Google. More generally, 

because of the opportunities to optimize search engine rankings or participate in sponsored search 

result programs, search results can be expected to be biased towards information providers with 

sufficient financial and organizational means to participate in the ongoing competition for favorable 

rankings. This is a concern that deserves specific attention from the perspective of ongoing efforts to 

monitor, promote and enhance diversity and pluralism, and of the development of the public networked 

information environment more generally. 

Search engine quality to a considerable degree is shaped by the users themselves. Due to the interactive 

nature of search engine services, the quality of the search experience, in terms of the diversity of 

information and ideas user are presented with, will depend upon a user’s general knowledge, 

sophistication and critical engagement with the search interface. The proper choice for a suitable search 

service, the awareness of alternatives, the ability to formulate and reformulate search queries 

effectively, and the use of advanced search options are amongst the things that impact significantly on 

the quality of the Internet user’s search experience. It is clear from empirical research that expectations 

of user skill should not be unrealistic and that even users that do have the skills will often accept easy 

answers. The concerns this raises with regard to the impact of a search engine like Google are not new, 

and ultimately best solved through education. 

Chapter 10 also addresses the question whether the search engines’ advertisement-based business 

model is a concern from the perspective of the end-users interest in high quality search engines. An 

analysis of the current labeling obligations with regard to the delineation of sponsored and organic 

search results, which is aimed at protecting the users’ interest, shows them to be shortcoming. 

Noticeably, this delineation is based upon the traditional distinction found in traditional editorial media. 

However, general purpose search engines do not operate in a manner that can provide the 

independence and information quality guarantees for organic listings that the labeling obligation 

assumes. The parallel with editorial media further breaks down upon closer examination and the value 

the labeling provides to end-users is questionable due to the convergence of organic and sponsored 

search results and their optimization. 

This points to the general lack of transparency about the functioning of search engines, information of 

which is currently provided voluntarily. This voluntary nature of transparency in the context of search 

has some obvious drawbacks. Search engines like Google claim to engage in a number of best practices 

with regard to search engine quality, but a proper mechanism for verifying their claims independently is 

lacking. On the other hand, transparency obligations could also be considered problematic. On a 

practical level, they could impact the ability of search engines to resist manipulation. More 

fundamentally, strict transparency obligations could be at odds with the right to freedom of expression 

as applied to the choices of search engines to rank and select in relative freedom. 
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Competition law can be expected to be one of the drivers for increased transparency in regards to the 

selection and ranking practices of dominant market players, as several complaints of monopolistic abuse 

are pending at the European Commission, national competition authorities, and in the United States. 

These investigations will also have to come to terms at some point with the question about the editorial 

freedom of search engine providers to rank and select search results. 

The final sections of Chapter 10 address the concerns related to the massive amounts of user data that 

search engines collect, process, and analyze from the perspective of data protection, user privacy and 

the right to freedom of expression. European data protection authorities consider the processing of user 

data by search engine providers to be covered by general data protection law. The current legal 

framework, however, does not specifically recognize the special role or status of data about information 

seeking and access behavior in the digital information environment. Search services have strong 

incentives to compete for more and more user data. These data collections are unprecedented in scale 

and, once collected, are valuable for a range of other purposes unrelated to facilitating access to 

information and ideas or even marketing. They are typically stored in undisclosed locations outside of 

the control of end-users and are accessible by law enforcement and national security agencies under a 

range of applicable local laws. The possible chilling effects on information seeking of a lack of privacy in 

the search engine context and the need to protect intellectual freedom more generally are reason to 

reflect on the need to adopt specific rules to safeguard intellectual freedom of search engine users. 

Increased personalization and the lack of transparency about end-user modeling can be seen as a threat 

to the informational autonomy of search engine users. European data protection law already contains a 

number of provisions which can enhance transparency about and accountability for these types of user 

data processing if the user data can be considered personal data. If data protection authorities were 

right in their interpretation of how European data protection law applies to search engines, and will 

prove more successful in imposing this view on the market, this framework could be instrumental in 

establishing the interest in informational autonomy of end-users in the search engine context. 

11.6 Conclusion 

Web search and the organization of information and ideas inherent in its operation is a new 

phenomenon with technological, cultural, economic and political dimensions. While not providing the 

final answer this thesis makes an important contribution to the legal and regulatory debates on the 

proper governance of Web search engines from the basis of a heretofore underdeveloped perspective, 

that of the right to freedom of expression.  

The conceptual and institutional approach of studying freedom of expression in better understood and 

functionally related contexts proves valuable, helping develop a well-informed general framework of 

freedom of expression implications for the governance of search. This study shows how roles in the 

public information environment are shifting and that a re-articulation of the values underlying the right 

to freedom of expression is at stake. In the networked information environment a fundamental shift has 

taken place from the governance of access to the governance of accessibility. While the Internet may 

treat censorship as damage and route around it as some claim, the intermediaries that control the 
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relative accessibility of information and ideas may route around important conversations as a result of 

legal or regulatory interference or as a result of the dynamics inherent in the operations of  search 

media. 

Considering the centrality of search in an information environment characterized by abundance, the 

importance of critical engagement with search media from a user perspective as well as on a regulatory 

level cannot be understated. This engagement, however, must come hand in hand with an 

acknowledgement of the value search engines provide for users and information providers, the 

importance of search media performing their editorial and organizational practices in freedom, and an 

the technological and economic realities of search. Rather than seeing law and regulation as a potential 

means to restrict certain practices, this thesis shows that there is room for a positive and enabling role 

of the State in the European context. This role is to ensure that the services, technologies, and societal 

infrastructure for the opening up of the Internet can be and remain uninhibited, robust and wide-open. 
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12. Samenvatting en conclusies (Nederlandse vertaling) 
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12.1 Introductie 

Dit hoofdstuk zet de belangrijkste resultaten uit deze studie op een rij met het oog op de beantwoording van de 

onderzoeksvraag: 

Welke betekenis heeft de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor de regulering van zoekmachines en de relatie 

van de overheid met betrekking tot zoekmachines 

Deze vraag ontstond vanuit de observatie dat zoekmachines een centrale positie hebben ingenomen in de 

genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening, maar dat de betekenis van één van de meest fundamentele 

beginselen die de regulering van zoekmachines mede zou moeten bepalen nog niet goed duidelijk was. Het is 

duidelijk dat de beschikbare technologie, diensten en online praktijken die gezamenlijk de infrastructuur opmaken 

voor de ontsluiting van het Web, begrepen als het verbinden van informatie en ideeën met hun maatschappelijk 

gebruik, van uitzonderlijke economische, culturele en politieke betekenis zijn. Dit is in het bijzonder het geval voor 

dominante zoekmachines zoals Google. 

In de juridische ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot de juiste regulering met betrekking to informatie en 

communicatie op internet nemen zoekmachines een centrale positie in. Ze zijn essentieel voor aanbieders van 

informatie om een publiek te bereiken en ze zijn één van de primaire middelen voor internet gebruikers om zich 

over het Web te verplaatsen en zichzelf te informeren. Dit proefschrift adresseert de vraag hoe de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting de regulering van zoekmachines mede zou moeten en kunnen bepalen. Het analyseert de rol van 

zoekmachines in de publieke informatievoorziening vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting en 

beschouwt reguleringsvraagstukken waarin de vrijheid van meningsuiting een belangrijke rol kan en dient te 

spelen. 

Het eerste deel (Hoofdstuk 2 en 3) biedt inzicht in de geschiedenis en het ontstaan van zoekmachines, in relatie tot 

internet en het World Wide Web. Het geeft een overzicht van de marktontwikkelingen die tot het huidige aanbod 

van zoekmachines hebben geleid. Het legt kort uit hoe zoekmachines werken, analyseert hun positie in de 

genetwerkte communicatie omgeving en de waardeketens van het internet, en beziet hun relatie en functie vanuit 

het perspectief van informatie aanbieders en eindgebruikers. 

Het tweede deel bestaat uit vijf hoofstukken (Hoofdstuk 4 tot en met 8). Hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting in het algemeen en de specifieke juridische bepalingen die centraal staan in deze studie, namelijk 

artikel 10 EVRM en het First Amendment, in het bijzonder. Het doel van deze studie is te komen tot een juridische 

analyse vanuit een Europees perspectief. De Amerikaanse doctrine met betrekking tot het First Amendment is 

gebruikt om een vergelijkend element in te brengen, hetgeen gebruikt wordt om te kunnen reflecteren op de 

conclusies ten aanzien van de betekenis van artikel 10 EVRM voor de regulering van zoekmachines.  

Hoofdstuk 5, 6 en 7 bieden het historische en contextuele kader voor de behandeling van de onderzoeksvraag, 

door de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting de bestuderen voor de pers, internet toegang en de publieke 

bibliotheek. Deze hoofdstukken hebben eenzelfde structuur, maar proberen tegelijkertijd zoveel mogelijk recht te 

doen aan de bijzondere aard van deze instituties. 

Hoofdstuk 8 adresseert  de onderzoeksvraag naar de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor de 

regulering van zoekmachines. Nadruk krijgt de ontwikkeling van een theorie voor de toekenning van bescherming 

voor zoekmedia onder de vrijheid van meningsuiting, alsmede de wijze waarop het recht op de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting van eindgebruikers en informatie aanbieders deze theorie zou moeten bepalen. Hoofdstuk 8 

bespreekt verder de maatschappelijke rol van zoekmachines vanuit een normatief perspectief, door een 
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vergelijking te maken met en voort te bouwen op de maatschappelijke rol van de pers, internet toegang en de 

publieke bibliotheek. 

Het laatste deel (Hoofdstuk 9 en 10) gaat verder dan een bespreking van de bescherming van 

communicatievrijheden in de zoekmachinecontext en analyseert een aantal specifieke en belangrijke 

reguleringsvraagstukken met betrekking tot zoekmachines. Het gaat om vraagstukken die een bijzondere link 

hebben met de vrijheid van meningsuiting. De conclusies uit de voorafgaande hoofdstukken worden hier gebruikt 

voor een analyse naar de vraag of en hoe voldoende rekening gehouden is en zou kunnen worden gehouden met 

de vrijheid van meningsuiting in de besproken reguleringsvraagstukken.  

Hoofdstuk 9 bespreekt een aantal kwesties met betrekking tot de regulering van toegang in zoekmachines en de 

juridische vragen ten aanzien van de tussenpersoon aansprakelijkheid van zoekmachines voor de mogelijke 

ontsluiting van illegale, onrechtmatige alsmede schadelijke inhoud op internet. Hoofdstuk 10 behandelt drie 

reguleringsvraagstukken met betrekking tot zoekmachinekwaliteit. Ten eerste worden de noties van diversiteit en 

pluralisme bediscussieerd in de context van zoekmedia. Ten tweede wordt de waarde van transparantie met 

betrekking tot de selectie en ordening van zoekresultaten besproken, alsmede de bestaande praktijk van de 

scheiding van gesponsorde en organische zoekresultaten. Ten derde bespreekt Hoofdstuk 10 het vraagstuk met 

betrekking tot de privacy van gebruikers van zoekmachines, door in het bijzonder te kijken naar de instrumentele 

waarde van privacy en gegevensbescherming voor de intellectuele vrijheid en informationele autonomie van 

zoekmachinegebruikers. 

12.2  Zoekmachines in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening 

Het vertrekpunt voor de analyse van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor de regulering van zoekmachines is een 

begrip van de huidige rol van zoekmedia in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening. Met dat doel voor 

ogen, geeft Hoofdstuk 2 inzicht in de geschiedenis en marktontwikkeling met betrekking tot zoekmachines. 

Hoofdstuk 3 biedt conceptuele modellen voor de architectuur van zoekmachines en de wijze waarop de 

zoekmachine kan worden gepositioneerd in de online informatie omgeving als geheel. 

De historische beschouwing toont aan dat zoekmachines hun oorsprong kennen in het wetenschappelijk denken 

met betrekking tot de organisatie van digitale informatie. Al meer dan 50 jaar geleden bedachten visionairen  zoals 

Vannevar Bush en Licklider hoe informatietechnologie zou kunnen worden gebruikt om de effectieve organisatie 

van toegang tot kennis in onze samenleving te verstevigen. Hun denken besteedde in het bijzonder aandacht aan 

de wijze waarop toegankelijkheid en navigatie konden worden verbeterd.  

De geschiedenis van de huidige zoekmachines begint snel na de succesvolle intrede van de hypertext standaarden 

voor publiceren op internet, het World Wide Web. Het is belangrijk op te merken dat het ontwerp voor het Web 

de uiteindelijke organisatie van materiaal bewust overliet aan gebruikers. De idee was dat effectieve navigatie zou 

ontstaan als resultaat van het linken door gebruikers van het Web. Het ontwerp van het Web was op dit punt 

duidelijk anders dan een ander systeem voor publicatie op internet, Gopher, dat een meer rigide model voor de 

organisatie van gepubliceerd materiaal behelsde. 

De revolutionaire opkomst van het Web als universeel platform voor online publicatie resulteerde in een sterke 

vraag naar navigatie media en diensten die gebruikers konden helpen bij het vinden van online materiaal. De 

meeste eerste zoekmachines werden ontwikkeld in een academische omgeving. Later werden de met 

zoekmachines samenhangende kansen in de markt, welke bijzonder aantrekkelijk bleken te zijn in de internet 

industrie, een belangrijke driver voor de verdere ontwikkeling van de zoekmachine industrie en de innovatie die 

vanaf dat moment plaatsvond, zoals het op advertenties gebaseerde dominante pay-per-click verdienmodel. 
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Vanuit een reguleringsperspectief is de langzame consolidatie van de zoekmachinemarkt sinds eind jaren negentig 

de opmerkelijkste ontwikkeling, en nog meer in het bijzonder de dominante positie van Google. Hoofdstuk 2 

bespreekt enkele van de primaire factoren die hebben bijgedragen tot deze consolidatie, zoals de evolutie van de 

verwachtingen van gebruikers, de groeiende complexiteit van algemene zoekmachines en de dynamiek in de markt 

voor digitale media en de ICT industrie. 

Hoewel Google’s dominante positie vragen oproept, beargumenteert en toont deze studie aan dat het belangrijk 

blijft verder te kijken. Hoofdstuk 2 doet dit met een behandeling van de overblijvende concurrentie en alternatieve 

modellen voor de productie van zoekmachine functionaliteit in bredere zin. De hoeveelheid onderzoek en 

commerciële activiteit die zicht richt op het verbeteren en faciliteren van vindbaarheid van online informatie geeft 

weinig reden tot pessimisme over de afhankelijkheid van een enkel bedrijf. Semantic Web projecten zijn hier ook 

van belang. Zij stellen zoekmachines in staat hun aanbod te verbeteren, en tegelijkertijd zouden ze de macht van 

dominante zoekmachines – het deel dat gebaseerd is op hun exclusieve begrip van het materiaal op het Web – 

kunnen verminderen door verbeterde meta-data voor iedereen te leveren. 

Hoofdstuk 3 concludeert dat zoekmachines internet ‘gebruikers’ zijn, net als anderen. Zoekmachine functionaliteit 

en de organisatie van inhoud bevindt zich aan de randen van het netwerk net als andere diensten en toepassingen. 

Dit betekent dat vanuit er vanuit technisch perspectief op internet, er niets bijzonders of essentieels is aan de 

positie van Google als zoekdienst. En zowel vanuit het perspectief van gebruikers als informatie aanbieders bestaat 

er een variëteit aan alternatieven voor Google. Deze alternatieven zijn soms veel kleinschaliger of vinden plaats in 

andere contexten zoals sociale netwerken en micro-blogging diensten zoals Twitter.   

Door te kijken naar de positie van zoekmachines in het lagenmodel voor genetwerkte communicatie toont 

Hoofdstuk 3 verder aan dat zoekmachines zich zowel bevinden in de applicatie- en dienstenlaag, alsmede in de 

inhoudslaag van het lagenmodel. Aan de ene kant zijn zoekmachines complexe systemen van software, die zich 

typisch bevinden op de servers van de dienstaanbieders, en welke beschikbaar worden gesteld voor gebruikers van 

het netwerk in Web browsers. Aan de andere kant hebben zoekmachines een unieke band met de beschikbare 

inhoud op internet. Ten eerste produceren zoekmachines zelf ‘inhoud’, namelijk informatie over informatie, in het 

kort, meta-informatie. Ten tweede is de functionaliteit van zoekmachines afhankelijk van de publieke 

beschikbaarheid van inhoud elders op het Web. Zonder de open en ongestructureerde dynamiek met betrekking 

tot de productie van inhoud op het Web, zouden zoekmachines niet hun huidige rol spelen. De complexiteiten ten 

aanzien van de juiste juridische behandeling van de productie en proliferatie van ‘meta-informatie’ of ‘meta-

inhoud’ zijn een belangrijk element in de reguleringsvraagstukken ten aanzien van zoekmachines. 

Een representatie van zoekmachines in het licht van de waardeketens in de genetwerkte publieke 

informatievoorziening biedt meer inzicht in het gewicht van de positie van zoekmachines in de praktijk. De eerste 

waardeketen waarin de zoekmachine een belangrijke rol speelt is de stroming van kennis, informatie, ideeën, 

nieuws en commercieel aanbod, van allerlei soorten informatie en diensten aanbieders online naar eindgebruikers. 

De tweede waardeketen, die van bijzonder belang is voor participanten in de zoekmachinemarkt, representeert de 

stroom van aandacht en activiteit van eindgebruikers, in de vorm van page views, clicks, aankopen en 

persoonsgegevens. In beide waardeketens hebben zoekmedia, en selectie intermediairs meer in het algemeen, 

zich gevestigd als centrale mediërende entiteiten. Een zoekdienst zoals Google heeft een unieke 

onderhandelingspositie tussen de verschillende belanghebbenden in deze waardeketens. 

Hoofdstuk 3 sluit af met een discussie van zoekmedia vanuit functioneel perspectief, vanuit het perspectief van 

gebruikers en vanuit het perspectief van informatie aanbieders en adverteerders. De discussie vanuit het 

perspectief van gebruikers is gebaseerd op de modellen van de informatiebehoeften in de information retrieval 
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literatuur. Deze modellen maken duidelijk dat in vergelijking met traditionele zoeksystemen, waar de behoeftes 

van gebruikers typisch beperkt waren tot informatie, zoekdiensten nu aan twee aanvullende informatiebehoeften 

voldoen, namelijk navigatie en transactie. 

Navigatie zoekopdrachten zijn het type zoekopdrachten waar de gebruiker een specifieke online bestemming wil 

vinden waarvan zij weet of aanneemt dat deze bestaat. Door het beantwoorden van dit soort zoekopdrachten, 

zoals het leveren van de website van de Universiteit van Amsterdam (UvA) voor de zoekopdracht [uva], helpen 

zoekmachines gebruikers met het snel bereiken van de website van instellingen, organisaties, bedrijven en 

personen. Vanuit gebruikersperspectief hebben dit soort zoekopdrachten één enkel en duidelijk antwoord. De 

zoekmachine, daarentegen, zal slim moeten speculeren, bijvoorbeeld op basis informatie over de gebruiker zoals 

haar locatie, over de werkelijke informatiebehoefte en over de vraag of het een verwijzing moet presenteren naar 

de website van de Universiteit van Amsterdam of juist de website van de University of Virginia (UVa). 

Informatie zoekopdrachten representeren een informatiebehoefte om iets te leren over een bepaald onderwerp. 

Voor Italiaanse gebruikers zou de zoekopdracht [uva] zich bijvoorbeeld kunnen richten op het leren over druiven. 

Dit soort zoekopdrachten, welke zich uitstrekken tot het politieke, educatieve, en het medische, hebben geen 

enkel juist antwoord. Het is in dit kader dat de vragen met betrekking tot zoekmachinekwaliteit besproken in 

Hoofdstuk 10 bijzonder belang krijgen. Staat de wijze waarop zoekmachines resultaten selecteren, rangschikken en 

presenteren in dienst van het belang van gebruikers zich vrij te informeren? Wat is de invloed van zoekmachines 

op pluralisme en diversiteit? En wat te denken over het op advertenties gebaseerde verdienmodel van 

zoekmachines en het gebrek aan transparantie over en de algemene complexiteit van het selecteren en 

rangschikken van zoekresultaten in de praktijk door dominante zoekdiensten? 

Transactie zoekopdrachten representeren het type informatiebehoefte naar het bereiken van een online 

bestemming waar de gebruiker in staat is iets te gebruiken, kopen of consumeren. Het Web is een exceptionele 

bron voor deze activiteiten en behoeften, welke worden aangeboden door miljoenen informatie en diensten 

aanbieders, soms zonder vergoeding. Het feit dat gebruikers zoekmachines aanroepen om toegang tot deze 

bronnen te krijgen maakt zoekmachines in het bijzonder aantrekkelijk als marketing platform. Het verklaart ook de 

integratie van specifieke vormen van zoeken in het algemene aanbod van zoekmachines, zoals specifieke diensten 

voor geografische of wetenschappelijke informatie, en beeldmateriaal, alsmede de marktontwikkeling in de 

richting van verticale integratie van zoekmachines in markten voor deze aantrekkelijke bronnen van materiaal voor 

gebruikers. 

Kortom, zoekmachines zijn veel meer dan een simpel telefoonboek of Gouden Gids voor het World Wide Web. 

Zoekmachines helpen gebruikers met een grote variëteit van zeer verschillende informatiebehoeftes door het 

actief selecteren en rangschikken van lijsten met bestemmingen. De aard van deze informatiebehoeftes kan 

verschillen van politiek, educatief, en medisch, tot navigatie, commercieel, huiselijk of recreatief. Dit toont niet 

alleen de maatschappelijke breedte van de functie van zoekmachines aan maar is ook een hint naar de grote 

variëteit aan publieke en private belangen verbonden met de activiteit van zoekmachines. Het maakt het ook 

mogelijk een conclusie te trekken over de wijze waarop tegen de activiteit van het selecteren en rangschikken van 

zoekresultaten voor gebruikers kan worden aangekeken. Dit kan worden gezien als de uiting van een reeks aan 

onderliggende oordelen over de relevantie van verschillende informatiebronnen en bestemmingen in relatie tot 

het relatieve belang dat wordt toegekend aan de behoeftes van gebruikers. 

12.3 De betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor media en communicatiediensten 

Aangezien deze studie zich afvraagt wat vanuit de vrijheid van meningsuiting de juiste rol van de overheid is met 

betrekking tot een bepaald medium, is de vraag bestudeerd in hoeverre deze vraag afhangt van het type medium 
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of communicatiedienst. Om die reden kijkt deze studie naar de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor 

de pers, internet toegang en bibliotheken en de wijze waarop deze betekenis de regulering van deze instituties 

mede heeft bepaald. Hoofdstuk 5 tot en met 7 besteden in  het bijzonder aandacht aan de vraag in hoeverre de 

belangen van de verschillende betrokkenen in het communicatieproces gefaciliteerd door deze instituties, gezien 

als tussenpersonen tussen informatie aanbieders en gebruikers, juridisch worden afgedekt door het recht op 

vrijheid van meningsuiting. Samengenomen geeft de analyse in deze hoofdstukken een rijk beeld van de 

normatieve waarde van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor verschillende entiteiten in de genetwerkte publieke 

informatievoorziening en hun juridische regeling. 

12.3.1 Persvrijheid 

Zowel het Europese Hof voor de Rechten van de Mens (EHRM) en het Supreme Court in de V.S. hebben een aantal 

van hun belangrijkste uitspraken gewijd aan de persvrijheid. Deze uitspraken kennen de pers een bijzondere rol 

toe in constitutionele democratieën. Het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting beschermt de vrijheid van de pers 

deels vanwege haar rol in het informeren van het publiek en de vrije uitwisseling van informatie en ideeën, 

belangrijke idealen die ten grondslag liggen aan de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Met andere woorden, de 

communicatieve belangen van de belangrijkste betrokkenen in het communicatie proces zijn instrumenteel voor 

de wijze waarop de vrijheid van meningsuiting betekenis krijgt bij de pers.  

Het verdient opmerking dat de pers de hoogst beschikbare bescherming verkrijgt zowel in het kader van de 

Conventie als bij het First Amendment. De pers heeft echter geen bijzondere constitutionele status die niet 

beschikbaar is voor anderen die geen deel zijn van de georganiseerde pers, maar wel op eenzelfde manier 

bijdragen aan de publicatie en disseminatie van zaken van publiek belang. Dit is een belangrijke conclusie, 

aangezien de georganiseerde pers woelige tijden doormaakt, die deels het gevolg zijn van convergentie, 

digitalisering en het oprukken van nieuwe spelers zoals zoekmachines, nieuws aggregators en ‘amateur’ 

journalisten. Het illustreert de noodzaak om de waarden die ten grondslag liggen aan de persvrijheid te 

conceptualiseren, alsmede de entiteiten te identificeren in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening die 

vergelijkbare bescherming verdienen onder de vrijheid van meningsuiting. 

De pers moet vrij zijn om een bijdrage te leveren aan de belangen van sprekers en lezers, maar dit instrumentele 

aspect van de persvrijheid wordt begrensd door de bescherming van de pers tegen overheidsbemoeienis, de 

redactionele vrijheid in het bijzonder. De vrijheid van meningsuiting impliceert dat de regulerende rol van de 

overheid ten aanzien van het doen en laten van de pers minimaal is. De regulering van de pers is  voornamelijk een 

zaak van zelfregulering, professionele ethiek en de toepassing van algemeen toepasselijk recht. Zowel het EHRM al 

het Supreme Court sluiten de toelaatbaarheid van voorafgaande beperkingen op publicaties niet uit, een absolute 

beperking op de redactionele vrijheid, maar gaan uit van een sterk vermoeden tegen deze toelaatbaarheid vanuit 

de vrijheid van meningsuiting. De persvrijheid begrenst tevens de mogelijkheid voor de overheid om de idealen die 

ten grondslag liggen aan de persvrijheid actief te bevorderen. Positieve inmenging door de overheid, zoals in het 

geval van subsidiëring zonder onderscheid te maken, regels ten aanzien van media concentratie, en media 

pluralisme beleid meer in het algemeen, kunnen legitieme middelen zijn om een gezonde media omgeving te 

promoten, maar deze instrumenten moeten steeds zorgvuldig ontworpen worden in het licht van de betekenis van 

persvrijheid als beperking van overheidsbemoeienis. 

In het Amerikaanse recht is de redactionele vrijheid van de pers met betrekking tot de selectie van mogelijke 

sprekers absoluut, zo blijkt uit Tornillo. In deze belangwekkende uitspraak, karakteriseert het Supreme Court de 

redactionele vrijheid als de uitoefening van redactionele controle en beoordeling. Het omvat de keuzes ten 

aanzien van de selectie van onderwerpen voor de krant, de daarmee samenhangende beperkingen op het punt 
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van lengte en inhoud, en de wijze van behandeling van zaken van publieke belang. In het geval van de Europese 

Conventie is de redactionele vrijheid ook sterk beschermd, maar het blijft mogelijk dat bepaalde inmenging met de 

vrijheid wat in de krant op te nemen legitiem zijn, bijvoorbeeld met verwijzing naar de rechten en vrijheid van 

anderen, zoals in het geval van het recht op antwoord dat bestaat in sommige Europese landen.  Bovendien moet 

de pers haar vrijheid uitoefenen in overeenstemming met de plichten en verantwoordelijkheden zoals genoemd in 

artikel 10 EVRM zelf. De zelfregulering van de media, de journalistieke ethiek, de invloed en de technische 

middelen die worden gebruikt om informatie en ideeën onder de aandacht te brengen zijn in dat kader relevant. In 

Stoll en andere recente uitspraken, maakt het Hof duidelijk deze plichten en verantwoordelijkheden serieus te 

nemen. Het stelt dat de media accuraatheid, precisie, betrouwbaarheid en soms zelfs prudentie en redelijkheid 

moet betrachten. De plichten en verantwoordelijkheden moeten gezien worden in het licht van de 

omstandigheden van deze tijd, waarin zij volgens het Hof bijzonder gewicht hebben gekregen. 

First Amendment doctrine kent een aantal aanvullende interessante elementen die licht werpen op de 

beschermde belangen van potentiele sprekers om via de pers een publiek te bereiken en de belangen van het 

publiek met betrekking tot de vrije ontvangst van informatie. Ten eerste kan het Supreme Court op basis van de 

overbreadth doctrine de effecten van restricties op niet-beschermde inhoud op de vrije uitwisseling van 

beschermd materiaal onderzoeken. De mogelijkheid van chilling effects van de regulering van niet beschermde 

informatie en ideeën kunnen deze regulering ontoelaatbaar maken. De regulering ter bescherming van 

onvrijwillige blootstelling van een captive audience kan legitiem zijn op basis van de bescherming van de 

informationele autonomie van het publiek. Tenslotte kent het First Amendment een sterk vermoeden van de 

rationaliteit van het publiek, hetgeen het meest duidelijk wordt geïllustreerd door de rechtspraak over de 

bescherming en status van commerciële communicatie en het recht van het publiek deze te ontvangen. 

12.3.2 ISP vrijheid 

In sterk contrast met het reguleringsmodel voor de pers, is er traditioneel uitgebreide regulering voor de 

aanbieders van communicatienetwerken. Deze regulering kent echter geen of nauwelijks bepalingen die zien op de 

inhoud, en dergelijke bepalingen roepen vragen op vanuit de vrijheid van meningsuiting. In verticale relaties 

kunnen aanbieders van internet toegang hun eigen recht op  vrijheid van meningsuiting inroepen in geval van  

inmenging door openbaar gezag, en dat recht omvat het recht tot toegang, ontvangst en transmissie. Nog meer 

dan het geval bij de pers, is deze bescherming ingegeven door de communicatieve belangen van de gebruikers van 

de betreffende communicatienetwerken. 

De belangen bij het vrij communiceren met behulp van de geleidelijk verbeterende communicatie technologieën 

(de post, telegraaf, telefoon en nu internet) zijn duidelijk gediend bij een praktijk waarin de eigenaars geen 

restricties opleggen ten aanzien van de communicatie over het netwerk. Vanuit dat oogpunt kunnen de concepten 

common carrier en universal service, belangrijke concepten voor het reguleringsmodel voor 

communicatienetwerken, ook begrepen worden als mede ingegeven door het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. 

Universal service voorwaarden onderkennen dat toegang tot communicatienetwerken essentieel is voor 

maatschappelijke participatie. De common carrier voorwaarde garandeert gelijke behandeling van gebruikers van 

het netwerk en beperken de vrijheid van de aanbieders van de betreffende dienst om beperkingen op te leggen 

aan rechtmatige informatiestromen. De discussie over net neutraliteit behelst een discussie over het opleggen van 

vergelijkbare verplichtingen op internet toegangsaanbieders. 

Het is duidelijk dat convergentie het reguleringslandschap voor elektronische communicatiediensten zoals internet 

toegangsaanbieders behoorlijk heeft gecompliceerd. Internet gebruikers kunnen één en dezelfde verbinding 

gebruiken voor privé-communicatie, het kijken van televisie, en het onbegrensd delen van hun gedachten of de 
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gegevens die ze beschikbaar hebben op hun apparatuur. De faciliterende rol van internet toegangsaanbieders voor 

de publieke informatieomgeving impliceert dat de normatieve rol van de vrijheid van meningsuiting in deze 

context is toegenomen. Traditioneel zijn de constitutionele rechten op privacy en vertrouwelijkheid van privé-

communicatie, zoals beschermd door artikel 8 EVRM, van relatief groter belang. Dat impliceert niet dat deze 

rechten niet langer relevant zijn. Integendeel, het blijvende belang van artikel 8 EVRM in deze context wordt mede 

aangetoond door de druk op internet toegangsdiensten zich te bemoeien met onrechtmatige communicatie, de 

ontwikkeling van verdienmodellen gebaseerd op het maken van onderscheid tussen verschillende soorten inhoud 

en communicatie over het netwerk, en de beschikbaarheid van technologie, zoals deep packet inspection, die de 

mogelijkheid bieden daadwerkelijk toezicht te houden op de communicatie van eindgebruikers. 

Om de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting in deze context te bestuderen, analyseert Hoofdstuk 6 ook de 

ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot de juridische verantwoordelijkheid van toegangsaanbieders met betrekking tot 

illegale of onrechtmatige inhoud. Het ontstane reguleringskader bestaat aan de ene kant uit zogenaamde safe 

harbors die de aansprakelijkheid van toegangsaanbieders voor de communicatie van derden begrenzen, en aan de 

andere kant uit een nadruk op zelf- en co-regulering. De rechtspraak met betrekking tot deze regulering, alsmede 

de betreffende reguleringsgeschiedenis laat zien dat de vrijheid van meningsuiting hier een rol in heeft gespeeld, 

maar het blijft de vraag en het onderwerp van debat in hoeverre dat bevredigend is gebeurd. 

Juridische verplichtingen op internet toegangsaanbieders om te voorkomen dat hun netwerken gebruikt worden 

voor illegale doeleinden of de mogelijke toegang tot illegaal materiaal te voorkomen leiden tot duidelijke 

problemen vanuit de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Aan dergelijke algemene verplichtingen zou slechts voldaan 

kunnen worden met behulp van internet filters, maar de verplichtingen tot het toepassen van dergelijke filters is 

tenminste constitutioneel twijfelachtig. De druk richting striktere aansprakelijkheid van internet 

toegangsaanbieders blijft en voorstellen tot filterverplichtingen op basis van zwarte lijsten zijn het onderwerp van 

debat in het Europese Parlement en elders. Tegelijkertijd is het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting een belangrijke 

reden waarom dit soort voorstellen nog nauwelijks werkelijkheid zijn geworden. 

In het algemeen is het zo dat het beleid met als doel dat toegangsaanbieders beperkingen opleggen ten aanzien 

van de informatiestromen op internet zich niet gericht heeft op het totstandbrenging van klassieke command and 

control regulering, maar de rol van de overheid juist heeft geminimaliseerd in het streven naar  restrictievere 

praktijken. Dit zelfreguleringsparadigma kan enerzijds gezien worden als positief, zoals in het geval van de pers, 

precies vanwege het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. De relatie tussen toegangsaanbieders en internet 

gebruikers is echter anders dan in het geval van de relatie van de pers met haar bronnen en lezers. In het geval van 

de pers is haar vrijheid informatie te selecteren voor publicatie beschermd door de vrijheid van meningsuiting juist 

vanwege het belang van de redactionele vrijheid voor de vrijheid van meningsuiting. In het geval van 

toegangsaanbieders is het blokkeren en de uitsluiting van communicatie slecht te verenigen met de idealen die 

aan de vrijheid van meningsuiting ten grondslag liggen.  

Dit leidt tot een complex en controversieel vraagstuk behandeld in Hoofdstuk 6: hoe dient het huidig juridisch 

kader voor de horizontale verhoudingen tussen toegangsaanbieders en internet gebruikers geëvalueerd te worden 

vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Of in andere woorden, wat is de betekenis van de vrijheid 

van meningsuiting voor de juridische vrijheid voor deze aanbieders om restricties op te leggen op communicatie 

over hun netwerk? In de analyse ontstaan dan twee verschillende gezichtspunten, in een debat dat in de 

Verenigde Staten een climax beleeft in het kader van juridische procedures tegen de voorstellen van de FCC over 

net neutraliteit. 
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Het eerste perspectief, dat het beste aangeduid kan worden als de theorie van vrijheid van gebruikers, pleegt de 

vrijheid van meningsuiting gelijk te stellen met de communicatieve belangen van gebruikers, in mogelijke 

belangenconflicten met toegangsaanbieders. Vanuit dit perspectief is het zo dat als de vrijheid van meningsuiting 

iets verlangt in het kader van de regulering van deze horizontale relaties, dan is dat het garanderen van het belang 

van gebruikers tegen illegitieme inmenging door internet toegangsaanbieders. Dergelijke garanties zouden kunnen 

bestaan uit het opleggen van net neutraliteit, nieuwe vormen van common carrier of universal service, of eerlijke 

besluitvorming in het geval van specifieke inmengingen met informatiestromen over het netwerk. In andere 

woorden, het recht zou gericht moeten zijn op de effectieve vrije uitoefening van het recht op vrijheid van 

meningsuiting van gebruikers. De aanbevelingen van de Raad van Europa in dit kader geven blijk van het bestaan 

van dit perspectief in het Europese denken over de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Binnen de kaders van dit algemene 

perspectief is er debat mogelijk over de vraag naar de aard van de implicaties van de vrijheid van meningsuiting in 

deze context, in het bijzonder of er sprake is van een daadwerkelijke verplichting van de Staat in te grijpen – 

hetgeen niet makkelijk te verdedigen is – of of het beter is te spreken over de vrijheid van meningsuiting in deze 

context als een reguleringsbeginsel dat wetgevende of reguleringsactiviteit kan informeren.  

Het tweede perspectief, waarvoor voornamelijk steun te vinden is in de Verenigde Staten, pleegt het recht op 

vrijheid van meningsuiting gelijk te stellen met het beschikkingsrecht over communicatiemiddelen zoals geregeld 

door de vrije markt. Deze theorie kan het beste aangeduid worden als de theorie van het beschikkingsrecht van de 

eigenaar. Vanuit dit perspectief beschermd de vrijheid van meningsuiting de eigenaars van communicatiemiddelen 

en de media meer in het algemeen tegen beperkingen op het vrije gebruik van deze middelen in een vrije markt. 

Deze theorie impliceert dat overheidsinmenging die zich richt op het veiligstellen van vrije en gelijke toegang tot 

internet een inmenging behelst van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting van toegangsaanbieders, meer 

specifiek het gestelde First Amendment recht om niet door te geven of uit te sluiten. 

Hoofdstuk 6 concludeert dat artikel 10 EVRM geen steun biedt voor een dergelijke claim van toegangsaanbieders 

om zich te bemoeien met het verkeer op hun netwerken. Een dergelijke claim zou gebaseerd moeten worden op 

de marktvrijheid van de aanbieder en het recht op eigendom. In de safe harbor regeling voor ISPs in de Richtlijn 

Elektronische Handel is de Europese wetgever uitgegaan van eenzelfde lezing, namelijk dat vrijheid van 

meningsuiting ziet op de belangen van gebruikers. Dit betekent overigens niet dat vanuit dat oogpunt geen kritiek 

mogelijk is op deze regeling. Deze geeft geen garantie op een eerlijk proces, zoals in het geval van de Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act in de V.S., de ruimte voor rechterlijke bevelen is geheel opengelaten en van de safe 

harbor voor opslag, welke op het moment minder duidelijk is dan ooit, is aangetoond dat deze incentives oplevert 

voor tussenpersonen om rechtmatige communicatie te beperken. Bovendien is de rol van de overheid bij het 

ontwerp van zelfregulering problematisch. Het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting heeft geen aantoonbare 

invloed gehad op de manier waarop autoriteiten de samenwerking hebben gezocht met de industrie met het doel 

meer restrictieve praktijken door toegangsaanbieders te vestigen. 

De analyse van de wijze waarop met de vrijheid van meningsuiting rekening gehouden is in het juridisch kader in 

de V.S. voor de aansprakelijkheid van toegangsaanbieders voor de communicatie over hun netwerk, en de safe 

harbors in het bijzonder, laat een gemengd beeld zien. Sommige elementen in het juridisch kader bevestigen de 

vrijheid  van ISPs om de belangen van gebruikers en aanbieders van informatie naast zich neer te leggen in 

horizontale relaties. Artikel 230 van de Communications Decency Act, ook toepasselijk op zoekmachines, is 

waarschijnlijk het meest opmerkelijk in deze context. Het beschermd niet alleen tegen aansprakelijkheid, maar 

deze ‘Good Samaritan Defense’ kent ook vergaande vrijheid toe aan ‘interactive computer services’ met betrekking 

tot het blokkeren van de communicatie van derden. 
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Een studie van deze bepaling uit 1996 laat zien dat deze de invloed van het First Amendment op de verdere 

ontwikkeling van het juridisch kader voor verschillende soorten internet dienstverleners, inclusief zoekmachines, in 

de V.S. beperkt heeft. De verschillende standaarden voor aansprakelijkheid voor doorgifte, distributie en uitgevers, 

zoals deze van toepassing waren in zaken voorafgaand aan de opkomst van internet, en de manier waarop de 

redactionele vrijheid en controle een rol hadden gespeeld in de bepaling van deze standaarden in een lange reeks 

rechterlijke uitspraken is vervangen door een dubbelzijdig zwaard voor internet tussenpersonen: een wapen tegen 

aansprakelijkheid aan de ene kant, en de juridische vrijheid om verschillende vormen van illegaal en bezwaarlijk 

geachte communicatie te blokkeren of verwijderen, constitutioneel beschermde communicatie niet uitgesloten. 

Vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting van internet gebruikers alsmede de publieke belangen die 

aan het concept van common carrier ten grondslag liggen is deze oplossing niet ideaal.  

De twee hierboven besproken theorieën weerspiegelen perspectieven op de vrijheid van meningsuiting met 

implicaties die de context van internet toegang en zoekmachines duidelijk overstijgen. Er bestaat een variëteit aan 

nieuwe modellen en technologieën voor het uitoefenen van controle over informatiestromen in de genetwerkte 

communicatieomgeving. Sommige hiervan bieden traditioneel passieve communicatiediensten de mogelijkheid 

zich meer actief te richten op de selectie en prioritering van informatiestromen over het netwerk. Tegelijkertijd is 

het zo dat partijen die zich traditioneel selectiever en actiever opstelden nu de mogelijkheid hebben gekregen zich 

meer lijdzaam op te stellen, bijvoorbeeld door het toestaan van publicaties, selectie en waardering door derden. 

Hoofdstuk 6 biedt enig inzicht in de fundamentele vragen die dit oproept voor de wijze waarop vrijheid zich 

verhoudt tot beschikkingsmacht, en controle zich verhoudt tot verantwoordelijkheid, alsmede hoe de antwoorden 

op deze vragen uiteindelijk zouden moeten bijdragen aan het juiste juridisch kader voor verschillende mediërende 

instituties in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening.  

12.3.3 Bibliotheekvrijheid 

Hoofdstuk 7 geeft een overzicht van de wijze waarop de vrijheid van meningsuiting van betekenis is voor de 

juridische regeling van bibliotheken, één van de oudste instituties met betrekking tot de organisatie van kennis, 

informatie en ideeën. Met betrekking tot publieke bibliotheken is er een duidelijk verschil tussen Europese landen 

en de Verenigde Staten. In zijn algemeenheid wordt in de Amerikaanse bibliotheekcontext meer nadruk gelegd op 

de individuele rechten en het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. Dit wordt misschien wel het beste geïllustreerd 

door het feit dat veel publieke bibliotheken een zogenoemde bill of rights hebben. Historisch kan dit verklaard 

worden door de sterke culturele belang dat in de V.S. nu eenmaal wordt toegekend aan de vrije meningsuiting als 

individueel recht in combinatie met de nog steeds bestaande druk die soms op Amerikaanse bibliotheken wordt 

uitgeoefend om controversieel materiaal, zoals boeken over homoseksualiteit, te verwijderen uit de collectie.  

In Europa is het bibliotheekbeleid deel van het algemenere beleid op het gebied van onderwijs, media en cultuur. 

Vrijheid van meningsuiting en fundamentele rechten meer in het algemeen, en de sociale verzorgingsstaat zijn 

vermengd tot een mix van publiek gefinancierde cultuur, media en de stimulering van toegang tot informatie, 

waarin de bibliotheek nog steeds een belangrijke plaats inneemt. De ondersteunende rol van de overheid met 

betrekking tot het voorzien in toegang tot kennis en cultuur staat op de voorgrond en als gevolg hiervan pleegt 

men te stellen dat de Staat bij het subsidiëren van publieke bibliotheken invulling geeft aan haar positieve 

verplichting om een basis niveau van toegang tot informatie (van hoge kwaliteit) te bevorderen. Echter, het 

publieke bibliotheekwezen dient onafhankelijk te opereren met betrekking tot de selectie van hun collecties, welke 

selectie invulling krijgt door de bestaande praktijk in de bibliotheken. 

In de Verenigde Staten is het Supreme Court niet bereid om een dergelijke positieve verplichting te accepteren ten 

aanzien van de substantiële vrijheden van burgers of het subsidiëren door de Staat om de toegang tot informatie 
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te bevorderen in dit licht te interpreteren. Het is zelfs zo dat het in zijn laatste uitspraak met betrekking tot 

publieke bibliotheken, een uitspraak die zag op de constitutionele toelaatbaarheid van het stellen van de 

voorwaarde voor het verkrijgen van overheidssubsidie dat internet filters zouden worden geïnstalleerd, bepaalde 

dat publieke bibliotheken geen rol hebben “that pits them against the Government, and there is no comparable 

assumption that they must be free of any conditions that their benefactors might attach to the use of donated 

funds or other assistance.”
1027

 Het is opmerkelijk dat juist in de Verenigde Staten, waar individuele vrijheden van 

grote invloed zijn geweest op de regulering van bibliotheken en nog steeds zijn, de politieke onafhankelijkheid van 

bibliotheken van de staat op deze manier constitutioneel wordt veronachtzaamd.   

Door te kijken naar de normatieve beginselen die aan het bibliotheekwezen ten grondslag liggen werpt Hoofdstuk 

7 ook licht op de vraag hoe in specifieke gevallen de vrijheid van meningsuiting van invloed is op de besluitvorming 

rondom de samenstelling van en de toegang tot de collectie. Een interessant aspect is dat publieke bibliotheken 

geacht worden hun doelgroep te voorzien van een collectie die het beginsel van diversiteit respecteert. Ten gevolg 

hiervan zal een bibliotheek zijn gebruikers soms confronteren met materiaal dat zij zelf niet zouden hebben 

geselecteerd, bijvoorbeeld omdat ze het aanstootgevend vinden. De negatieve reactie van een deel van de 

doelgroep van de bibliotheek met betrekking tot deze confronterende rol is één van de belangrijkste oorzaken 

voor bibliotheekcensuur, begrepen als de oneigenlijke inmenging of verwijdering van materiaal. Het verdient 

opmerking dat oneigenlijke inmenging met de collectie niet altijd even makkelijk te onderscheiden is van legitieme 

selectiebeslissingen, aangezien de praktijk van de bibliotheek juist de actieve selectie van materiaal impliceert. 

Vanuit het perspectief van de vrije toegang tot informatie, is het belang van ongecontroleerde (unmonitored) 

toegang tot materiaal van bijzonder belang voor het bibliotheekbeleid. De toegenomen mogelijkheden om aan de 

persoon gekoppelde gegevens te verwerken als gevolg van digitale toegang en de automatisering van 

bibliotheeksystemen heeft de privacy van bibliotheekgebruikers tot een punt van aandacht gemaakt. Tegelijkertijd 

kan een dergelijk verwerken van gegevens bijdragen aan het ideaal de informatiebehoeften van bezoekers zo goed 

mogelijk te bedienen. De analyse laat zijn dat de privacy van bibliotheekgebruikers kan worden gezien als 

instrumenteel voor hun vrije uitoefening van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. In het licht van de enorme 

hoeveelheden gebruiksgegevens over informatie toegangsgedrag die verwerkt worden door zoekmachines biedt 

dit een interessante analogie. 

12.4  Vrijheid van meningsuiting en de regulering van zoekmachines 

De analyses uit hoofdstuk 5, 6 en 7 laten zien dat de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting samenhangt met 

de dominante normatieve idee over de maatschappelijke rol van de pers, de internet toegangsaanbieder en de 

bibliotheek respectievelijk. Om die reden is een van de doelen van deze studie een dergelijke rol voor 

zoekmachines in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening te conceptualiseren. En op basis van een 

vergelijking van de rol van de zoekmachine als medium met de rol van deze andere instituties kunnen een aantal 

interessante conclusies getrokken worden. 

12.4.1 De maatschappelijke rol van zoekmachines 

Zoekmedia combineren een passieve (doorgifte/toegang) en actieve (redactioneel/selectief) rol bij de productie 

van meta-informatie, die uiteindelijk gericht is op relatieve toegankelijkheid van informatie en ideeën op internet. 

In hun hoedanigheid van zoekmachine produceren zij geen eigen inhoud, zoals uitgevers dat doen, en ze spelen 

daarom vergeleken met deze entiteiten een passievere rol. Tegelijkertijd zijn zoekmedia echter intrinsiek actiever 

dan een dienst voor doorgifte zoals een internet toegangsaanbieder. De waarde van zoekmachines is direct 
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gekoppeld aan de wijze waarop ze informatie en bestemmingen actief rangschikken en selecteren in antwoord op 

de opdrachten van hun gebruikers. Dit proces kan zowel vergeleken worden met de redactionele selectie van de 

pers en met de actieve organisatie van informatie en ideeën door bibliotheken. 

Bij het verder kijken naar de maatschappelijke rol van zoekmachines duiken twee conflicterende idealen op: het 

ideaal van universele toegang aan de ene kant en het ideaal van informatiekwaliteit aan de andere kant. Het eerste 

ideaal voor zoekmachines is om internetgebruikers te helpen bij de navigatie over het gehele Web door het te 

ordenen en door het materiaal dat beschikbaar is ook universeel toegankelijk te maken. Het tweede ideaal houdt 

in dat van zoekmachines verwacht wordt dat ze waardevolle, relevante, en aantrekkelijke informatie en ideeën 

prioriteit geven boven mindere. De algemene zoekmachine moet deze idealen in zijn uiteindelijke handelen 

reconciliëren. Een groot deel van het debat over de juiste rol en verantwoordelijkheid van zoekmedia kan worden 

uitgelegd met een verwijzing naar het spanningsveld tussen deze twee idealen. 

Deze spanning tussen informatiekwaliteit en informatietoegang in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening 

bestond niet, op dezelfde manier, in de informatie omgeving die aan het Web voorafgaat. Traditioneel vond de 

organisatie van toegang van informatie tot het publiek en de organisatie van basale niveaus van kwaliteit en 

rechtmatigheid gescheiden plaats. In die lijn was toegang in de context van de pers bijvoorbeeld begrensd tot 

‘everything fit to print’. En de publieke bibliotheek selecteert op dezelfde manier eerst de bronnen die het daarna 

toegankelijk maakt. Bibliotheken passen hun standaarden voor informatiekwaliteit toe in het kader van deze 

selectiebeslissingen. Na een collectie te hebben samengesteld dient een transparante infrastructuur voor de 

toegang tot het materiaal, op basis van professionele standaarden ten aanzien van de organisatie van kennis, er 

voor te zorgen dat de collectie universeel toegankelijk wordt. Voor toegangsaanbieders tot zo een relatieve 

gecontroleerde informatie omgeving zou een discussie over de verantwoordelijkheid bepaalde informatie en 

ideeën ontoegankelijk te maken, een discussie die plaatsvindt voor internet toegangsaanbieders, niet goed 

voorstelbaar zijn. 

De conflicterende idealen tussen toegang en kwaliteit liggen ten grondslag aan veel van de debatten over de 

regeling van informatiestromen op internet. Internet en het Web, en de mogelijkheid zelf te publiceren zonder 

restricties van traditionele kennisinstituties, hebben de institutionele omcirkeling van bepaalde bronnen van 

kennis, door deskundigen geschikt bevonden voor maatschappelijke gebruik, teniet gedaan. Deze 

‘disintermediatie’ is vaak gepresenteerd als een van de grote beloftes van internet en het Web, met bijzondere 

verwijzing naar waarden die ten grondslag liggen aan de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Anderen zien dit als één van 

de nadelen, aangezien zij meer nadruk zouden leggen op de waarde van een gezamenlijke ruimte voor debat waar 

de circulatie van kennis en ideeën is beperkt middels minimale kwaliteitsstandaarden, of op de noodzaak de 

toegang tot illegitieme, illegale en mogelijk schadelijke informatiestromen te beperken.  

Het bovenstaande brengt de Nederlandse wetenschapsfilosofen Marres en De Vries tot de stelling dat de 

maatschappelijke legitimatie van kennis in de genetwerkte informatieomgeving plaatsvindt in het kader van de 

ontsluiting. In de praktijk vindt de regeling van informatiekwaliteit op het Web grotendeels niet langer plaats 

middels controle over wat daadwerkelijk beschikbaar is op het netwerk, maar door de processen die de relatieve 

toegankelijkheid van informatie en ideeën bepalen. Zoekmachines voor het Web in het bijzonder leveren een 

bijdrage aan de regeling van deze relatieve toegankelijkheid van informatie en ideeën in de genetwerkte publieke 

informatievoorziening. 

Vanuit deze optiek bestaat het overkoepelende publieke belang bij de regulering van zoekmachines, vanuit het 

oogpunt van de vrijheid van meningsuiting, uit het bestaan van een rijke en robuuste maatschappelijke 

infrastructuur voor de ontsluiting van het Web, begrepen als het proces van verbinding tussen informatie en 
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ideeën en hun maatschappelijk gebruik. Deze karakterisering van het publieke belang in de regeling van de 

relatieve toegankelijkheid van het Web omvat beide perspectieven die aan het opereren van zoekmachines ten 

grondslag liggen, namelijk toegang en kwaliteit. In de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening is publiciteit 

niet langer beperkt tot entiteiten die a priori legitimiteit verschaffen aan de informatie en ideeën die zij 

toegankelijk maken. En de keuzes van zoekmachines zijn niet alleen niet triviaal, ze zijn tevens van politieke aard 

en weerspiegelen een complexe balans tussen verschillende private en publieke belangen, waaronder de belangen 

van eindgebruikers en informatie aanbieders die ook afhankelijk zijn van zoekmachines. 

12.4.2 Wiens vrijheid van meningsuiting? 

Over wiens vrijheid van meningsuiting gaat het bij de toepassing van de vrijheid van meningsuiting op de 

regulering van zoekmachines. De conclusie van dit proefschrift is dat alle drie directe belanghebbenden in het 

communicatieproces dat door zoekmachines wordt gemedieerd redelijke claims hebben vanuit het recht op 

vrijheid van meningsuiting en sommige van deze claims staan een direct juridische beroep toe. De analyse laat 

bijvoorbeeld zien dat de zoekmachine bescherming kan inroepen op basis van artikel 10 EVRM voor de publicatie 

van verwijzingen naar informatie op internet. De gebruiker kan bescherming inroepen voor het vrije gebruik van 

zoekmachines. En de aanbieder van informatie kan bescherming inroepen voor het toestaan dat zijn aanbod van 

informatie in zoekmachines terecht komt en vervolgens bij gebruikers.  

In aanvulling op deze redelijk triviale voorbeelden zijn er gevallen waarin gesteld kan worden dat zoekmachines 

een versterkte bescherming toekomen op basis van artikel 10 EVRM vanwege de manier waarop zijn bijdragen aan 

de belangen op vrijheid van meningsuiting van aanbieders van informatie en eindgebruikers. Een goed voorbeeld is 

het beroep van de zoekmachine tegen een hypothetische verplichting om actief toezicht te houden op de 

rechtmatigheid van inhoud in de index. De voorspelbare negatieve gevolgen die een dergelijk toezicht zou hebben 

op de belangen van gebruikers om door de online informatie omgeving te navigeren, alsmede de functie van 

zoekmachines als een forum voor informatie aanbieders, zouden beiden beslissende factoren kunnen zijn bij de 

vaststelling dat deze inmenging niet toelaatbaar is. 

Er bestaat ook een variëteit aan juridisch contexten waarin de belangen van zoekmedia, eindgebruikers en 

aanbieders van informatie bij de regeling van zoekmachines niet op één lijn liggen. Dit roept de vraag op welke 

belangen de doorslag dienen te geven vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Neem bijvoorbeeld 

de mogelijke – maar in de praktijk en om juridische redenen niet geadresseerd in deze studie onwaarschijnlijke – 

beslissing van zoekmachines om de no-crawling instructies te negeren met betrekking tot rechtmatige en publiek 

toegankelijke informatie die de zoekmachine van waarde acht voor gebruikers. In het juridisch conflict dat daaruit 

zou kunnen ontstaan, zou gesteld kunnen worden dat de zoekmachine een beroep kan doen op artikel 10 EVRM 

voor zijn eigen recht op toegang en het analyseren van publiek toegankelijke informatie online alsmede de 

belangen op toegang tot informatie van eindgebruikers.  

Gezien het bovenstaande kan de vraag wiens vrijheid van meningsuiting? niet eenduidig beantwoord worden in de 

context van zoekmachines. Het is bovendien niet doenlijk om een gedetailleerde analyse te geven van de precieze 

betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting in alle mogelijke juridische conflicten die zouden kunnen ontstaan in 

het kader van het opereren van zoekmachines. In plaats daarvan is gekozen voor een andere benadering, namelijk 

het komen tot een goed begrip van de typische beschermde belangen van zoekmachines, eindgebruikers en 

aanbieders van informatie, en het bieden van een algemeen kader voor de wijze waarop deze belangen in een 

aantal specifieke gevallen tegen elkaar zouden dienen te worden afgewogen. De analyse van de betekenis van de 

vrijheid van meningsuiting voor de pers, de ISP, en de bibliotheek, alsmede de conceptualisering van de 
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maatschappelijke rol van zoekmachines liggen daarvoor aan de basis, die mede zijn beslag krijgt in het derde deel 

van deze studie. 

Voor de gebruikers van zoekmachines kan het door de vrijheid van meningsuiting juridische beschermde belang 

het beste gekarakteriseerd worden als het recht zichzelf in vrijheid te informeren. En dit te doen middels een 

verkenning van het volledige potentieel van het Web, en het vrije gebruik van de beschikbare zoektechnologie en 

diensten die de vindbaarheid van informatie, ideeën en bronnen in de genetwerkte publieke  

informatievoorziening faciliteren. Eindgebruikers wenden zoekmachines aan bij het vinden van nieuws en andere 

informatiebronnen, voor het vinden informatie over producten, cultuur, politieke kandidaten en ziektes, en voor 

het bereiken van bestemmingen en andere beschikbare diensten op internet. Het is duidelijk dat de vrijheid van de 

gebruikers het recht omvat om te kiezen welk specifieke zoekmedium te gebruiken. Bovendien  heeft de gebruiker 

een belang bij de beschikbaarheid van zoekmedia van hoge kwaliteit maar dit belang is niet direct te vertalen naar 

een juridische claim waar de gebruiker zich op kan beroepen. Dit belang van de eindgebruiker is een aspect van de 

vrijheid van meningsuiting dat kan bijdragen aan de wetgevings- en reguleringspraktijk ten aanzien van de 

zoekmachinemarkt en de bevordering van robuuste vindbaarheid meer in het algemeen. 

Voor de aanbieders van informatie op internet kan het door de vrijheid van meningsuiting juridisch beschermde 

belang het beste worden begrepen als de vrijheid opgenomen te worden in de zoekmachine index en zo een weg 

te vinden naar een publiek. Wat op het spel staat voor aanbieders van informatie kan ook gezien worden in 

termen van representatie. De opname in de index is een voorwaarde om überhaupt gevonden te worden. Als geen 

enkele zoekmachine een bepaalde bron van informatie op zou nemen, zou deze bron de mogelijkheid onthouden 

worden om aandacht en legitimiteit te verwerven. Hetzelfde kan gezegd worden over een ongunstige behandeling 

door de beslissingen in het kader van de selectie en rangschikking van resultaten. Het is echter onmogelijk om te 

stellen dat alle aanbieders van informatie een juridische claim hebben om in invloedrijke algemene zoekmachines 

opgenomen te worden, of gunstig behandeld te worden door de algoritmes voor de selectie en rangschikking. 

Naast het feit dat dit niet mogelijk is in de praktijk, zou deze stelling voorbij gaan aan de legitieme gronden die een 

zoekmachine kan hebben voor de de-indexering van informatie aanbieders of voor een ongunstige rangschikking, 

gronden direct verbonden met de bescherming van zoekmachine aanbieders onder de vrijheid van meningsuiting 

en de belangen van gebruikers. Het best mogelijke resultaat vanuit het oogpunt van informatie aanbieders is dat 

zij een recht hebben op eerlijke behandeling en dat het ingrijpen door invloedrijke zoekmachine aanbieders in hun 

mogelijkheid effectief een publiek te bereiken redelijk dient te zijn en gerechtvaardigd. 

In de discussie over het waarborgen van de belangen van informatie aanbieders in hun relatie met zoekmachines is 

het belangrijk de controle te onderkennen die zij in de praktijk hebben over hun indexering en rangschikking in 

resultaten. Deze controle is aanzienlijk en leidt tot de voortdurende manipulatie van zoekresultaten. Het leidt ook 

tot de de-indexering van rechtmatige publiek toegankelijke informatie door middel van het gebruik van robots.txt 

instructies. Vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting is de juridische druk om deze instructies in dit 

soort gevallen toe te passen duidelijk problematisch, druk die er op uit is om de invloed teniet te doen van 

rechtmatige informatie die gezien zou kunnen worden als schadelijk of te gevoelig. De effectiviteit waarmee 

zoekmachines zoals Google de genetwerkte informatievoorziening ontsluiten kan deze druk op informatie 

aanbieders verklaren. Het mogelijke resultaat kan echter geenszins gunstig worden genoemd vanuit het 

perspectief van gebruikers om zich vrij over het Web te begeven en zichzelf te informeren. 

Zoekmachines hebben een grotere variëteit aan juridische claims onder de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Ten eerste 

zijn de basale operaties van zoekmachines die aan de basis liggen van de productie van verwijzingen duidelijk 

beschermd. Het gaat om het crawlen van informatie, en het aanbieden van een publiek toegankelijke website 

waarop verwijzingen worden gepubliceerd in antwoord op de zoekopdrachten van gebruikers. Het gewicht dat aan 
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deze bescherming dient te worden toegekend kan worden verzwaard vanwege de wijze waarop zoekmachines 

bijdragen aan de vrije informatie uitwisseling op het Web in het algemeen en aan de communicatieve belangen 

van internetgebruikers en informatie aanbieders in het bijzonder.  

Het is belangrijk te onderkennen dat het leerstuk van de vrijheid van meningsuiting, zoals in het geval van 

persvrijheid, inhoudt dat de wijze waarop zoekmachines bijdragen aan de idealen die aan de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting ten grondslag liggen en het functioneren van de genetwerkte informatieomgeving als geheel, 

centraal de aandacht verdienen. Meer fundamenteel kan de grond voor het toekennen van bescherming aan 

zoekmachines om vrij te opereren uiteindelijk gevonden worden in het publieke belang bij een rijke en robuuste 

infrastructuur voor het maatschappelijke proces van de ontsluiting van het World Wide Web. Dit is een ander 

argument om verder te kijken dan Google. Het bovengenoemde maatschappelijke proces is een complex 

fenomeen waarin Google een belangrijke rol mag spelen maar waaraan een grote variëteit aan organisaties, 

diensten, praktijken en technieken een bijdrage levert. Bovendien is de manier waarop dit proces is georganiseerd 

nog steeds relatief open, in overeenstemming met de ontwerpbeginselen van het World Wide Web zoals 

besproken in Hoofdstuk 2, en is dit mede sterk afhankelijk van de mogelijke input van de gehele verzameling van 

schrijvers en gebruikers op het Web. 

De juridische bescherming van de zoekmachine op grond van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor het rangschikken 

en selecteren is één van de interessantste vragen die in deze studie behandeld wordt. Hoofdstuk 8 kijkt naar 

vroege Amerikaanse rechtspraak over de wijze waarop de beslissingsvrijheid van zoekmachines om de selectie en 

rangschikking van hun keuze toe te passen, specifiek in conflicten met informatieaanbieders over ongunstige 

behandeling, bescherming verdient als redactionele keuze. In de uitspraak SearchKing past een rechtbank in 

Oklahoma de standaarden voor de redactionele vrijheid voor de pers, zoals ontwikkeld door het Supreme Court in 

uitspraken zoals in Miami Harold en Sullivan, toe op de vrijheid van zoekmachines om te beslissen welke 

zoekresultaten te selecteren en hoe deze te rangschikken in antwoord op zoekopdrachten van gebruikers. 

Aangezien het aanbieden van zoekmachines het maken van keuzes impliceert over de waardering van bronnen van 

informatie en de wijze waarop bijgedragen kan worden aan de verschillende informatiebehoeftes van individuen 

en het publiek is er veel te zeggen voor deze conclusie van de rechtbank in Oklahoma. De keuze van 

zoekmachineaanbieders hoe te selecteren, rangschikken en presenteren kan gezien worden als een redactioneel 

proces dat bescherming verdient op basis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting. De voornamelijk geautomatiseerde 

wijze waarop dit soort keuzes hun beslag krijgen zegt minder over de aard van deze keuzes dan over de massaliteit 

van de index en de manier waarop technologische innovatie nieuwe manieren heeft opgeleverd om toegang te 

bieden tot digitale informatie collecties en deze te organiseren. Een goed begrip van de maatschappelijke rol van 

zoekmachines wijst in dezelfde richting: door de publiciteit van bepaalde informatie en ideeën in hun index te 

prioriteren helpen zoekmachines de idealen van universele toegang tot en de navigatie van het gehele Web 

enerzijds en de informatiekwaliteit anderzijds te reconciliëren.  

Het verdient opmerking dat het accepteren dat de beslissingen van zoekmachine aanbieders hoe te selecteren, 

rangschikken en presenteren niet impliceert, in elk geval niet in de Europese context, dat deze keuzevrijheid 

onbegrensd is, of niet zou kunnen worden beperkt. De conclusie dat er misschien geen eenduidig juiste wijze is of 

zou moeten zijn voor het selecteren en rangschikken van zoekresultaten betekent niet dat er geen juridisch 

ontoelaatbare keuzes op dit gebied zouden kunnen bestaan. In het kader van artikel 10 EVRM blijven 

proportionele beperkingen mogelijk, bijvoorbeeld in het kader van de toepassing van algemeen toepasselijke 

wetgeving, zoals het (oneerlijke) mededingingsrecht en het algemene aansprakelijkheidsrecht. Men kan zich 

bovendien bepaalde redactionele keuzes voorstellen die op zichzelf beschouwd onrechtmatig zouden kunnen zijn, 

zoals de keuze om algoritmes te gebruiken die specifiek gericht zijn op het aanrichten van schade of welke schade 
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opleveren zonder enig te rechtvaardigen doel te hebben. Het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting in artikel 10 

EVRM is verder niet absoluut en kan worden ingeperkt worden met een beroep op de rechten en vrijheden van 

anderen. Het is mogelijk zich beperkingen op invloedrijke zoekmachineaanbieders voor te stellen die er op gericht 

zijn te garanderen dat de communicatieve belangen van informatie aanbieders en eindgebruikers voldoende 

gewaarborgd zijn. 

Van bijzonder belang in de Europese context is de vraag naar de plichten en verantwoordelijkheden van 

zoekmachines die verbonden zijn met de uitoefening van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. De plichten en 

verantwoordelijkheden in artikel 10 EVRM zijn verbonden met de uitoefening van communicatieve vrijheden en 

moeten worden geïnterpreteerd in het licht van de omstandigheden van deze tijd, in welke zij volgens het Hof in 

belang zijn toegenomen. De potentiele invloed van het medium alsmede de aard van de inhoud die kan worden 

gevonden in een zoekmachine zullen een mogelijke rol spelen bij de vaststelling van zijn plichten en 

verantwoordelijkheden. Met andere woorden, het is mogelijk dat een grote algemene zoekmachine zoals Google, 

met een bijzonder invloed op de publieke informatievoorziening, versterkte plichten en verantwoordelijkheden 

draagt vanwege zijn wijd verspreide gebruik. Het is in dit verband van waarde op te merken dat hoe meer een 

medium doet met betrekking tot het voldoen aan professionele standaarden met betrekking tot kwaliteit en de 

wijze van communiceren, des te meer het zich kan verdedigen tegen mogelijke beperkingen. 

In het algemeen is het zo dat het gebrek aan redactionele controle met betrekking tot de daadwerkelijke inhoud 

waarnaar verwezen wordt, en het gebrek aan toezicht met betrekking tot de opname van informatie in de index, 

de bescherming van zoekmachines in het kader van artikel 10 EVRM zouden kunnen verzwakken. Er zijn echter 

andere argumenten voor minder strenge of andersoortige plichten en verantwoordelijkheden van zoekmachines 

met betrekking tot de kwaliteit van verwijzingen in zoekmachines. Het kan gesteld worden dat plichten en 

verantwoordelijkheden beide kanten op dienen te werken. Aan de ene kant zouden ze een professionele 

verantwoordelijkheid voor zoekmachines kunnen inhouden om zich druk te maken om de kwaliteit van hun 

verwijzingen en deze te bevorderen. Aan de andere kant zouden ze een zorgplicht kunnen inhouden om te streven 

naar volledigheid en niet te makkelijk over te gaan tot verwijdering van informatie uit de index. Een belangrijk 

normatief beginsel uit de rechtspraak van het Hof (Open Door) is dat wanneer een medium de beslissing hoe te 

handelen op basis van de verschafte informatie overlaat aan de ontvanger in beginsel niet verantwoordelijk 

gehouden kan worden voor deze beslissingen. Des te meer faciliterend de zoekmachine zich opstelt ten aanzien 

van de beslissingsautonomie van zijn gebruikers, des te meer bescherming het zou krijgen tegen inmenging die een 

bepaalde reactie bij het publiek tracht te voorkomen. 

12.5 De rol van de overhead: reden voor terughoudendheid en ruimte voor actie 

Op grond van het bovenstaande is het ook mogelijk de betekenis te bespreken van de vrijheid van meningsuiting 

voor de juiste rol van de overheid in het kader van de regulering van zoekmachines. Deze bespreking is ook 

belangrijk voor het laatste deel van deze studie, waar de vraag behandeld wordt hoe een aantal specifieke 

toepassingen van recht en regulering in het kader van zoekmachines dienen te worden bezien. Het is nuttig om, 

zoals in Hoofdstuk 4, de algemene normatieve betekenis van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting te 

onderscheiden op basis van de verschillende modaliteiten van inmenging door de Staat en regulering. Deze 

betekenis hangt aan de ene kant af van het karakter van de juridische relatie: verticaal of horizontaal. Aan de 

andere kant hangt deze af van de vraag of de overheidsinmenging in voorliggende gevallen moet worden 

gekarakteriseerd als een inmenging met, of als het bevorderen van de vrijheid van meningsuiting van een of 

meerdere van de betrokkenen. Het bovenstaande maakt het mogelijk een kwadrant te construeren voor de 

verschillende modaliteiten voor de rol van de overheid, dat de verschillende wijzen waarop de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting betekenis krijgt in de regulering van zoekmachines visualiseert (Zie figuur 12.1 hieronder). 
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De juridische vraagstukken met betrekking tot de juridische regeling van zoekmachine die in deze studie 

behandeld worden kunnen in dit kwadrant geplaatst worden. De bescherming van commerciële zoekmachine 

aanbieders op basis van artikel 10 EVRM om verwijzingen te publiceren naar het materiaal van anderen zonder 

illegitieme overheidsinmenging moet geplaatst worden in het kwadrant linksboven. Het vraagstuk of te strenge 

tussenpersoon aansprakelijkheid voor zoekmachines zou kunnen leiden tot de uitsluiting van rechtmatig materiaal 

in zoekmachines is een voorbeeld dat past in het kwadrant rechtsboven. De publieke financiering van 

zoekmachines voor gebruikers in het licht van hun belangen bij de toegankelijkheid van informatiebronnen en 

zoekmedia van hoge kwaliteit kan geplaatst worden in het kwadrant linksonder. En de manier waarop 

overheidsregulering zou kunnen proberen bij te dragen aan toegankelijkheid en diversiteit voor eindgebruikers is 

een voorbeeld dat kan worden geplaatst in het kwadrant rechtsonder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Het is belangrijk vast te stellen dat het karakter van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting verandert als men 

beweegt van de linkerbovenhoek naar de rechteronderkant in het kwadrant. De vrijheid van meningsuiting als 

juridisch recht is het sterkst in het kwadrant linksboven en correspondeert met fundamentele verplichtingen voor 

de overheid tegen inmenging en juridisch afdwingbare rechten van benadeelde private partijen tegen dergelijke 

inmenging. Naar beneden en naar rechts verandert dit karakter en is het mogelijk beter te spreken van een 

juridisch en reguleringsbeginsel dan van een fundamenteel recht.  

Bovendien is het zo dat in horizontale relaties de verschillende fundamentele belangen voortvloeiend uit de 

vrijheid van meningsuiting en geconceptualiseerd in de vorige paragraaf tegen elkaar dienen te worden 

afgewogen. En een dergelijke afweging omvat natuurlijk ook andere fundamentele en rechtens beschermde 

belangen. Indien een Staat handelt op grond van zijn positieve verplichting op grond van artikel 10 EVRM, of in het 

algemeen handelt ter bevordering van de vrijheid van meningsuiting, bestaat er een aanzienlijke marge met 

betrekking tot de precieze invulling van dit handelen. Een dergelijke positieve inmenging met betrekking tot de 

regeling van zoekmachines moet natuurlijk ook acht slaan op de bescherming van zoekmachines op grond van hun 

recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting als afweerrecht. 

Bij het bestuderen van een juiste regulering van het zoekproces in horizontale relaties kan worden vastgesteld dat 

de manier waarop de afweging van belangen uiteindelijk dient plaats te vinden en de mate waarin een positieve 

rol van de overheid wenselijk zou kunnen zijn, afhangt van de specifieke omstandigheden alsmede de bredere 
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context. Een eerste factor die in dit verband van belang is, is de mate waarop een minimaal niveau van effectieve 

uitoefening van het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting van eindgebruikers en informatieaanbieders in het geding 

is. De samenstelling van de markt en een analyse van de daadwerkelijke praktijk van invloedrijke zoekmachines 

kan een belangrijke rol spelen bij de beantwoording van deze vraag. 

Het derde deel van dit proefschrift verkent en illustreert de manier waarop een goed begrip van de betekenis van 

de vrijheid van meningsuiting kan bijdragen aan de juiste invulling van de juridische inmenging en regulering met 

betrekking tot toegang en kwaliteit in het kader van zoekmachines. De belangrijkste conclusies uit deze 

hoofdstukken worden hier in perspectief geplaatst, waarbij ook acht geslagen wordt op de hierboven getrokken 

conclusies. Meer in het bijzonder presenteren de volgende paragrafen de conclusies uit Hoofdstuk 9 en 10 over de 

manier waarop de vrijheid van meningsuiting kan worden gebruikt om het bestaande recht en regulering, zoals 

toegepast op zoekmachines, te verbeteren. 

Het moet hier genoemd worden dat de analyse van de in deze studie behandelde problematiek geen aanleiding is 

een algemene sectorspecifieke reguleringsaanpak van zoekmachines aan te bevelen, zoals deze bijvoorbeeld 

bestaat voor internet toegangsaanbieders of audiovisuele media. De legitieme beroepen van 

zoekmachineaanbieders die volgen uit de vrijheid van meningsuiting impliceren dat een specifiek kader van 

verplichtingen met betrekking tot de regeling van informatiestromen in het kader van zoekmachines 

problematisch zou zijn en dat zelfregulering in de sector te verkiezen is. Natuurlijk is het wel zo dat de kwaliteit van 

zelfregulering een punt van aandacht kan zijn, en het blijft mogelijk in het kader van specifieke vraagstukken regels 

te stellen die zien op zoekmachines. Sectorspecifieke regulering van de meeste van de in deze studie genoemde 

vraagstukken zou ook moeilijk zijn vanwege de heterogeniteit en verschillen in schaal van de verscheidene actoren 

en diensten die bijdragen aan de maatschappelijke rol van zoekmachines en vergelijkbare handelingen verrichten. 

12.5.1 Tussenpersoon aansprakelijkheid en co-regulering met betrekking tot inhoud 

De vraag naar de afgeleide aansprakelijkheid is in Europa één van de meest belangwekkende juridische 

vraagstukken voor zoekmachines. Door het Web te ontsluiten maken zoekmachines illegale, onrechtmatige of 

schadelijke informatie gepubliceerd op internet makkelijker toegankelijk voor internet gebruikers. Deze stand van 

zaken, die natuurlijk ook de verdiensten van zoekmachines aantoont met betrekking tot het faciliteren van 

toegang tot informatie voor eindgebruikers, roept de vraag op in hoeverre zoekmachines juridisch 

verantwoordelijk gehouden kunnen worden voor hun rol in het faciliteren van deze toegang. Deze vraag is in de 

Europese context jammer genoeg niet duidelijk beantwoord.  

In de regeling van tussenpersoon aansprakelijkheid op internet in de Verenigde Staten gelden specifieke 

beperkingen op aansprakelijkheid voor zoekmachines. Eenzelfde soort kader is opgenomen in de Richtlijn 

Elektronische Handel in de EU, maar dit kader van safe harbors voor tussenpersonen kent geen specifieke safe 

harbor voor zoekmachines. Bovendien is het zo dat dit kader in de EU in het algemeen vrij slecht rekening houdt 

met de vrijheid van meningsuiting en het daaruit voortvloeiende belang van de vrije uitwisseling van informatie 

middels verschillende tussenpersonen. Het karakter van de Richtlijn Elektronische Handel, welke nationale regels 

met betrekking tot diensten van de informatiemaatschappij en elektronische handel harmoniseert, heeft mogelijk 

ook in de weg gestaan aan een juiste adressering van deze belangen van hoofdzakelijk niet-economische aard.  

Het resultaat van dit gebrek aan een specifieke safe harbor voor zoekmachines is een complexe lappendeken van 

verschillende juridische benaderingen in de lidstaten met betrekking tot de afgeleide aansprakelijkheid van 

zoekmachines. Recente rechtspraak van het Hof van Justitie van de EU met betrekking tot de aansprakelijkheid 

voor merkenrechtschendingen heeft verder bijgedragen aan de verwarring, door ruimte te laten voor de 

toepassing van de bestaande safe harbor voor opslag activiteiten op zoekmachines, voor zover hun activiteit een 
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“louter technisch, automatisch en passief karakter” heeft. Deze standaard is niet geschreven met zoekmachines in 

gedachten en verhoudt zich slecht met het begrip van het functioneren van zoekmachines als medium in deze 

studie. 

De rechtsonzekerheid met betrekking tot afgeleide aansprakelijkheid van zoekmachines, in combinatie met 

doorlopende druk middels rechtszaken en vanuit publieke autoriteiten met regulering, is problematisch vanuit het 

perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting. Het kan er toe leiden dat zoekmachines te welwillend reageren op 

notificaties van illegale of onrechtmatige inhoud in hun index, hetgeen de communicatieve belangen van 

eindgebruikers en informatieaanbieders bij de regeling van zoekmachines zou schaden. Het maakt het ook 

moeilijker om überhaupt een zoekmachine aan te bieden in Europa, hetgeen een negatieve invloed heeft op de 

ontwikkeling van een robuuste en diverse infrastructuur voor de ontsluiting van het Web. 

De tweede evaluatie van de Richtlijn Elektronische Handel, gestart aan het einde van 2010, biedt een mogelijkheid 

om op de positie van zoekmachines in het kader van safe harbors in de EU te reflecteren. Het kan opnieuw zo zijn 

dat de aard van de richtlijn impliceert dat de nadruk zal komen te liggen op de regeling van economische aspecten 

met betrekking tot de online omgeving. Bovendien is het mogelijk dat het onderwerp van afgeleide 

aansprakelijkheid van zoekmachines te controversieel blijkt te zijn. Het is echter duidelijk dat een positie van de 

Europese Commissie met betrekking tot de aansprakelijkheid van zoekmachines ten minste een balans zou moeten 

weerspiegelen tussen de belangen die spelen op grond van de vrijheid van meningsuiting enerzijds en de noodzaak 

tot handhaving van intellectuele eigendomsrechten, schendingen van de eer en goed naam, het recht op privacy 

en andere beperkingen op de rechtmatigheid van communicatie anderzijds. Bij het kijken naar een juiste safe 

harbor voor zoekmachines kan gesteld worden dat een safe harbor die een ‘notice en takedown’ procedure 

veronderstelt niet optimaal is, gezien de rol van zoekmachines in de ontsluiting van het Web. Het zou 

zoekmachines op een onjuiste manier behandelen als distributeurs. Aan de andere kant is een absolute immuniteit 

voor de reputatie en privacy schendingen zoals deze zoekmachines geboden wordt door artikel 230 van de 

Communications Decency Act in de Verenigde Staten niet consistent met fundamentele Europese 

rechtsbeginselen, in het bijzonder het recht op respect voor privéleven (artikel 8 EVRM). Europa zal wat dat betreft 

haar eigen antwoord moeten formuleren op de complexe vraag naar de afgeleide aansprakelijkheid van 

zoekmachines.  

Het gebrek aan duidelijkheid over de daadwerkelijke juridische verantwoordelijkheid met betrekking tot de inhoud 

van derden maakt ook de vrijwillige deelname in zelfreguleringsinitiatieven problematischer. Vanuit het 

perspectief van de vrijheid van meningsuiting is het belangrijk dat het zelfreguleringsparadigma, welk ook een 

grote rol speelt in de context van de pers, vergezelt gaat van een verduidelijking van de juridische 

verantwoordelijkheid van zoekmachines voor illegale of onrechtmatige inhoud. Op het moment kan de bereidheid 

om toe te geven aan buitenrechtelijke druk om deel te nemen aan zelfregulering – in de vorm van het blokkeren 

van verwijzingen of op basis van zwarte lijsten – eigenlijk niet gezien worden als vrijwillig. De informele rol van 

publieke autoriteiten in deze initiatieven is ook problematisch vanuit het perspectief van de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting, gezien de fundamentele juridische eis op grond van artikel 10 EVRM dat inmenging met het recht 

op vrijheid van meningsuiting in het recht dient te zijn verankerd. 

12.5.2 Search engine quality: diversity, transparency and accountability towards end-users 

Hoofdstuk 10 van dit proefschrift behandelt drie geselecteerde vraagstukken in het reguleringsdebat over 

zoekmachines op het punt van zoekmachinekwaliteit, met name met betrekking tot de vraag hoe zoekmachines 

hun zoekresultaten selecteren, rangschikken en presenteren. In de bestaande literatuur over de invloed van 

zoekmachines op de publieke informatievoorziening is veel gesproken over de mogelijke vormen van ‘bias’ in 
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commerciële zoekmedia, en de manier waarop deze mogelijk niet het belang dienen van gebruikers om zich in 

vrijheid te informeren. Deze gedachtelijn suggereert de mogelijkheid van een positieve agenda voor 

overheidsinmenging in de zoekmachinemarkt, gericht op het garanderen van de met de uit de vrijheid van 

meningsuiting voortvloeiende belangen voor gebruikers en informatieaanbieders bij de regeling van 

zoekmachines.  De consolidatie in de zoekmachinemarkt, en de dominante positie van Google in het bijzonder, 

liggen ten grondslag aan de bestaande zorgen over de invloed van zoekmachines op de toegankelijkheid van 

informatie en ideeën en de waardes van diversiteit en pluralisme in de genetwerkte publieke 

informatievoorziening.  

In een informatieomgeving die wordt gekarakteriseerd door overvloed dient een analyse van pluralisme en 

diversiteit speciaal aandacht te besteden aan zoekmachines en selectie intermediairs in het algemeen. Zij hebben 

in het bijzonder invloed op de informatie en ideeën waarmee internet gebruikers in aanraking komen. Bovendien 

en daaraan gerelateerd is het zo dat in een dergelijke omgeving die zich kenmerkt door overvloed, een analyse van 

diversiteit en pluralisme zich in het bijzonder dient te richten op het daadwerkelijk in aanraking komen met 

informatie en ideeën, in plaats van zich te concentreren op hetgeen beschikbaar is. Een aantal onderzoekers die 

deze invloed van zoekmachines bestudeerd heeft op het in aanraking komen met een divers informatieaanbod en 

de kwaliteit van het zoekproces, heeft gewaarschuwd voor bepaalde vormen van zoekmachine bias. Hoofdstuk 10 

concludeert dat sommige van deze kritieken van bias in zoekmachines het best begrepen kunnen worden als een 

demystificatie van utopische verwachtingen over de gelijkheid brengende, democratiserende, en de-mediërende 

gevolgen van internet en het World Wide Web. Voor zover deze verwachtingen gewoonweg onrealistisch, 

onhoudbaar of zelfs ongewenst zijn, zoals het idee dat zoekmachines de toegang tot informatie en ideeën op 

volledig gelijke voet zouden moeten garanderen, zijn deze kritieken niet echt verrassend en kunnen ze ook niet 

dienen als basis voor een verdere analyse in dit kader. 

Een eerste punt van zorg bij een beschouwing van het aanbod van zoekmachines in de Europese context vanuit het 

perspectief van diversiteit en pluralisme, is de consolidatie van de zoekmachinemarkt. Een tweede en gerelateerd 

punt van mogelijke zorg is de invloed van de dominante zoekmachine op de Europese markt, Google. Deze studie 

komt tot de conclusie dat er niet genoeg bewijs is voor een negatieve invloed van de huidige structuur van de 

markt op diversiteit en pluralisme die noopt tot specifieke reguleringsactiviteit. In zijn algemeenheid is het zo dat 

de beschikbaarheid van algemene zoekmachines op zichzelf een positieve bijdrage levert aan de waarde van 

pluralisme en diversiteit voor eindgebruikers, vanwege de diversiteit van informatie en ideeën op het World Wide 

Web. Er bestaat ook nog steeds een variëteit aan alternatieven voor zoekmachines  – en voor Google  – die 

internet gebruikers helpen met het vinden van of in aanraking komen met informatie en ideeën die misschien geen 

prominente positie hebben in de resultaten van grote zoekmachineaanbieders. 

Om de vraag naar de invloed van zoekmachines op diversiteit en pluralisme goed te kunnen beantwoorden is meer 

onderzoek nodig naar de effecten van concurrentie in de zoekmachinemarkt op de kwaliteit van zoekmachines. 

Aan de ene kant zou het zo kunnen zijn dat zoekmachines precies hetzelfde handelen in hun concurrentie naar 

gebruikers. Aan de andere kant is het mogelijk dat een gebrek aan concurrentie de druk om te innoveren op het 

punt van zoekmachinekwaliteit voor gebruikers vermindert. Andere open vragen die in dat kader dienen te 

worden bestudeerd zijn de specifieke invloed van invloedrijke spelers op de diversiteit van zoekresultaten alsmede 

de vraag of andere spelers in de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening de mogelijke zorgen ten aanzien van 

de concentratie in de markt voor zoekmachines verzachten.  

Het verdient wel opmerking dat zoekmachines een stuk duidelijker zouden kunnen zijn over de waarde die zij 

hechten aan de diversiteit van zoekresultaten alsmede de eerlijke representatie van verschillende 

informatieaanbieders. De analyse laat zien dat algemene zoekmachines in werkelijkheid een aantal incentives en 
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mogelijkheden hebben om diversiteit te bevorderen. Tegelijkertijd impliceert het verdienmodel van zoekmachines 

dat zij bovenal geïnteresseerd zullen zijn in het optimalisatie van hun aanbod in het licht van bepaalde 

informatiebehoeften van gebruikers van commerciële aard, en in het licht van hun rol als marketing kanaal voor 

adverteerders. Dit kan en leidt ook daadwerkelijk tot een reductie van de diversiteit van de eerste verzameling 

zoekresultaten en vermindert het aantal resultaten dat in andere informatiebehoeften van gebruikers voorziet. De 

personalisatie van zoekresultaten kan ook problematisch worden vanuit het perspectief van diversiteit en 

pluralisme, maar de vraag of dit daadwerkelijk het geval is hangt af van de waarden en beginselen die ten 

grondslag liggen aan dergelijke personalisatie en vergt meer onderzoek. 

Het meest problematisch vanuit het perspectief van diversiteit en pluralisme is de invloed die sommige 

informatieaanbieders hebben op de kwaliteit van zoekresultaten en de algemene robuustheid van de zoekmachine 

als medium. Zoekmachine ‘optimalisatie’ vervult ook een legitieme functie, maar zorgt in de praktijk ook voor dat 

legitieme bronnen van informatie uit het blikveld van gebruikers verdwijnen. Het is zorgwekkend dat invloedrijke 

zoekmachines deze praktijk niet perse problematisch achten en dat Google deze praktijk zelfs aanbeveelt. Meer in 

het algemeen is het zo dat de bestaande mogelijkheden om invloed uit te oefenen op zoekmachine resultaten en 

te participeren in de advertentieprogramma’s van zoekmachines het te verwachten is dat er een bias optreedt in 

zoekresultaten richting informatie aanbieders met voldoende financiële of organisatorische middelen in de 

concurrentie naar gunstige plaatsing. Dit is een punt van zorg dat specifieke aandacht verdient in de lopende 

activiteiten die zien op het monitoren, bevorderen en verhogen van diversiteit en pluralisme en de ontwikkeling 

van de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening in het algemeen.  

Zoekmachinekwaliteit is in hoge mate afhankelijk van gebruikers zelf. Vanwege de interactieve aard van 

zoekmachinediensten, zal de kwaliteit van het zoekproces, vanuit het perspectief van diversiteit van informatie en 

ideeën waar de gebruiker mee in aanraking komt, afhangen van de gebruikers’ algemene kennis, vaardigheden, en 

kritische houding met de zoekmachine interface. De adequate keuze voor een bepaalde zoekmachine, het op de 

hoogte zijn van alternatieven, het effectief formuleren en aanpassen van zoekopdrachten, en het gebruik van 

geavanceerde zoekopties zijn van aanzienlijke invloed zijn op de kwaliteit van het zoekproces van de internet 

gebruiker. Empirisch onderzoek maakt duidelijk dat de verwachtingen ten aanzien van gebruikersvaardigheden 

niet hooggespannen dienen te zijn en dat zelfs gebruikers die wel bedreven zijn in het zoeken vaak genoegen 

nemen met een snel en makkelijk antwoord. De vragen die dit oproept met betrekking tot de invloed van een 

zoekmachine als Google zijn niet nieuw en kunnen uiteindelijk het beste opgelost worden door middel van 

onderwijs.  

Hoofdstuk 10 kijkt ook naar de vraag of het op adverteren gebaseerde verdienmodel een punt van zorg zou 

kunnen zijn vanuit het oogpunt van de belangen van gebruikers in zoekmachines van hoge kwaliteit. Een 

beschouwing van de huidige praktijk ten aanzien van de scheiding die wordt aangebracht tussen gesponsorde en 

organische resultaten, een praktijk die gericht is op het beschermen van de belangen van gebruikers, blijkt te kort 

te schieten. Het verdient opmerking dat deze scheiding gebaseerd is op een klassieke scheiding in redactionele 

media. Zoekmachines opereren echter niet op een manier die de veronderstelde onafhankelijkheid en 

kwaliteitsgaranties van organische resultaten in deze praktijk kan garanderen. Daarnaast is het zo dat de parallel 

met klassieke redactionele media uiteindelijk ook geen stand houdt bij nadere beschouwing en daar blijkt verder 

dat de waarde van het onderscheid voor eindgebruikers ook twijfelachtig is vanwege de convergentie van 

organische en gesponsorde resultaten en hun optimalisatie.   

Het bovenstaande wijst ook in de richting van een algemeen gebrek aan transparantie over het functioneren van 

zoekmachines, iets waar momenteel op vrijwillige basis informatie over wordt geboden. Deze vrijwillige 

transparantie in het kader van zoekmachines heeft een aantal duidelijke nadelen. Zoekmachines zoals Google 
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stellen zich te houden aan een reeks van goede gebruiken met betrekking tot de kwaliteit van zoekresultaten, 

maar een goed mechanisme om dit controleerbaar te maken ontbreekt. Tegelijkertijd kunnen 

transparantieverplichtingen ook problematisch geacht worden. Op praktisch niveau zouden ze de mogelijkheid van 

zoekmachines om zich te weren tegen manipulatie van hun zoekresultaten kunnen aantasten. Meer fundamenteel 

zouden strikte transparantieverplichtingen de vrijheid van meningsuiting van zoekmachine aanbieders kunnen 

aantasten om in relatieve vrijheid hun keuze te maken bij de beslissingen ten aanzien van het selecteren en 

rangschikken van resultaten. De verwachting kan worden uitgesproken dat het mededingingsrecht tot grotere 

transparantie zal leiden voor wat betreft de selecteer- en rangschikpraktijken van dominante 

zoekmachineaanbieders, aangezien een aantal klachten met betrekking tot misbruik van een dominante positie in 

de markt bij de Europese Commissie en nationale mededingingsautoriteiten liggen, alsmede in de Verenigde 

Staten. De daaruit voortvloeiende onderzoeken zullen op een bepaald moment ook de vraag moeten 

beantwoorden naar de redactionele vrijheid van zoekmachines bij het selecteren en rangschikken van 

zoekresultaten.  

Het laatste deel van Hoofdstuk 10 behandelt het vraagstuk met betrekking tot de enorme hoeveelheid 

gebruiksgegevens die zoekmachines verzamelen, verwerken, en analyseren, vanuit het perspectief van de 

gegevensbescherming, de privacy van gebruikers en het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting. Europese 

toezichthouders zijn tot de conclusie gekomen dat het verwerken van gebruiksgegevens valt onder het algemene 

recht met betrekking tot de bescherming van persoonsgegevens. Het huidige juridisch regime onderkent echter 

niet de speciale status van deze gegevens over het zoeken naar en toegang vinden tot informatie in de digitale 

omgeving. De aanbieders van zoekmachines concurreren met elkaar om meer en meer data van gebruikers te 

verzamelen. De betreffende dataverzamelingen zijn ongekend in omvang en zijn waardevol voor een reeks aan 

andere doeleinden als ze eenmaal verzameld zijn, doelen die niets te maken hebben met het faciliteren van 

toegang tot informatie en ideeën of marketing. Ze worden gewoonlijk opgeslagen op niet bekende locaties buiten 

de controle van eindgebruikers en zijn toegankelijk voor publieke instanties voor strafrechtelijke handhaving en 

nationale veiligheid onder een variëteit van toepasselijke lokale regels. De mogelijke chilling effects van het gebrek 

aan privacy in de context van zoekmachinegebruik en de meer in het algemeen bestaande noodzaak om de 

intellectuele vrijheid te beschermen zijn redenen om het aannemen van specifieke regels met betrekking tot de 

intellectuele vrijheid van zoekmachinegebruikers te overwegen. 

De toenemende personalisatie en het gebrek aan transparantie met betrekking tot het profileren van 

eindgebruikers kan gezien worden als een gevaar voor de informationele autonomie van zoekmachinegebruikers. 

Het Europese persoonsgegevensbeschermingsrecht bevat al een aantal bepalingen die de transparantie en het 

verantwoording afleggen over deze vormen van het verwerken van gebruiksgegevens kan verhogen als deze data 

gezien kunnen worden als persoonsgegevens. Als de Europese toezichthouders het bij het rechte eind hadden met 

hun interpretatie van het persoonsgegevensbeschermingsrecht voor zoekmachines, en meer succes zullen hebben 

bij het opleggen van deze visie aan de markt, zou dit juridisch kader instrumenteel kunnen zijn in het beschermen 

van de informationele autonomie van eindgebruikers in de context van zoekmachines.  

12.6 Conclusie 

Zoekmachines op het Web, en de organisatie van informatie en ideeën die hieraan inherent zijn, zijn een nieuw 

fenomeen met technologische, culturele, economische en politieke dimensies. Hoewel deze studie zeker niet het 

laatste woord spreekt over dit onderwerp, levert het wel een belangrijke bijdrage aan het juridische en 

reguleringsdebat over de juiste regeling van zoekmachines, op basis van een hiervoor onderbelicht gebleven 

perspectief, namelijk de vrijheid van meningsuiting.  
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De gekozen conceptuele en institutionele benadering, door het bestuderen van de vrijheid ven meningsuiting in 

beter begrepen en functioneel gerelateerde contexten, is waardevol gebleken en heeft geholpen bij het komen tot 

een goed geïnformeerd algemeen kader voor de betekenis van de vrijheid van meningsuiting voor de regulering 

van zoekmachines. Deze studie laat zien dat de rollen in de publieke informatievoorziening aan het verschuiven 

zijn en dat het opnieuw articuleren van de waarden die aan de vrijheid van meningsuiting ten grondslag liggen op 

het spel staat. In de genetwerkte publieke informatievoorziening heeft een fundamentele verschuiving 

plaatsgevonden van de regeling van toegang naar de regeling van toegankelijkheid. Het moge zo zijn, zoals 

sommige stellen, dat “Internet treats censorship as damage and routes around it”, de tussenpersonen die de 

relatieve toegankelijkheid van informatie en ideeën bepalen zouden ook kunnen om belangrijke conversaties heen 

kunnen routeren als gevolg van de inmenging door het recht of regulering of als gevolg van de dynamiek die 

inherent is aan het opereren van zoekmedia. 

Gezien de centrale positie van zoekmachines in een informatieomgeving die zich kenmerkt door overvloed kan het 

belang van een kritische verhouding tot zoekmachines vanuit het perspectief van gebruikers alsmede op het 

niveau van regulering niet voldoende benadrukt worden. Deze verhouding moet echter vergezeld gaan van een 

onderkenning van de waarde van zoekmachines voor gebruikers en informatie aanbieders, het belang dat 

zoekmachines hun redactionele en organisatorische functies in vrijheid kunnen uitoefenen, alsmede de 

technologische en economische dimensies van zoekmachines. Deze studie toont aan dat er in de Europese context 

ruimte is om recht en regulering in dit kader niet zozeer te zien als mogelijke middelen om bepaalde praktijken in 

te perken, maar voor een positieve faciliterende rol van de Staat. Deze rol bestaat er uit te garanderen dat het 

geheel aan diensten, technologieën en maatschappelijke infrastructuur voor de ontsluiting van internet 

ongehinderd, robuust en open kan zijn en kan blijven. 
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